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PREFACE 

Volume III of the translation of the Trisastisalaka- 
purusacaritra appears a long time after Volume II The 
translation was made years ago and the delay in its appear¬ 
ance has been caused by factors over which I had no control 
Part of the press copy was lost at sea, during the war 
It became apparent that a trip to India was essential to 
expedite the pubhcation of the remaining volumes This 
was made possible by a grant from the American Philo¬ 
sophical Society 

This visit also has enabled me to discuss many points 
with Indian scholars I am under special and continuous 
obhgation to Santimurti Muni Sri Jayantavij ayaj 1, disciple 
of the late Sri Acarya Vijaya Dharma Suri, for information 
of every kind This was given by correspondence for 
many years with unflagging zeal and I am indebted to 
Mr H M Shah, B A , of Ahmadabad for his services as 
interpreter I have had considerable information also 
from Sri Mum Punyavijayaji, disciple of Caturvrjayaji, 
one of the early editors of the new edition of the Tnsasti ° 

I have received much assistance from the staff of the 
Oriental Institute from the Director, Dr B Bhattacharyya, 
who has placed every facility at my disposal, from the Jam 
Pandit L, B Gandhi, from Pandit K S Ramasvami 
Shastn for information on Brahmamcal points, from 
Mr J S Pade, MA, and Mr M A Joshi, Technical 
Assistant, for references 

To Dr SR Belvalkar, editor of the Mahabharata for 
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, I owe in¬ 
formation on some obscure Brahmamcal allusions, which 
he was kind enough to send me m America Mr U P 
Shah, MA, of Baroda also looked up some references 

for me 



VU1 PREFACE 

The work required for the translation was much 

increased and prolonged by the necessity of virtually re- 

editing the test Only one volume of the new edition 
of the Tnsasti0 by the Atmananda Sabha has appeared 
Vol II (Books n-IV) is in the press, but its printing has 
been interrupted I was able to see the printed pages 

through part of Chapter 4 of Book IV 
For the text I have read the same Poona and Bhav- 

nagar MSS that I had for Vol II, one from the Sri Vijaya- 
dharma Faksml Jnana Mandir of Agra and two from 
the Jnana Mandir of Baroda I had readings from Patan 
MSS for some corrupt passages 

The latest editions of some texts were not always 
available Only by using many libraries did I find any 
edition at all of many works 

In order to expedite the work, it was necessary to 
make the Index not only from page proof, but in part 
from pages with incorrect page numbers I can only 
hope that it did not result in errors in references in the 
Index 

I have included in the Knglish Index the Sanskrit 
words that have been retained in the translation, with an 
explanation for the reader who does not know Sanskrit 
They will be found also with complete references in the 
Sanskrit Index 

Baroda 

February 23, igqg. 

Heden M. Johnson. 



ABBREVIATIONS 

ABayA = Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, PM Klasse 

Abhi = Abhidhanacintamam, Bhav ed. 
Acar. = Acarangasntra 
ARM = Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes 
Anuyog.= Anuyogadvara. 
Apte = Sanskrit-English Dictionary. 
AS == Agamodayasamiti Senes 
Aup = Aupapatikasutra. 
Ausadbi — Brhannighantu 

Ava = Ava£yakasutra, Malay agrri’s com 

Avacurni = Avasyakacumi 

AvaH = Avasyakasutra, Haribhadra's com 

AvaHH = Haribbadrlyavasyakavrttitipp an aka 
B.= Barnett’s ed. of Antagadadasao and Anuttarovavaiya- 

dasao 
Balfour = Cyclopaedia of India 
Bate — Bate’s Hindi Dictionary. 
Bhag = Bhagavatisutra 
Brhat = Brhatsangrahani 
Chand = Chandonu6asana. 
Clements — Introduction to the Study of Indian Music 
Crooke == Religion and Folklore of Northern India 
DesiH = DeMamamala 
DDF = Devchand Lalbhai Jam Pustakoddhar Fund 
Dutt = Materia Medica. 
G = Der Jainismus 
GOS = Gaekwad’s Oriental Senes 
Guj = Gujarati 
Guna.= Gunasthanakramaroha 
H == Hindi. 
Haim — Haimaiabdanusasana 
Hindu Holidays = Hindu Hohdays and Ceremomals. 
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X ABBREVIATIONS 

I.= Elements of Hindu Iconography, 

of J.= The Heart of Jainism 
P.= Fallon’s Hindustani Proverbs. 

IS = Indische Spriiche 
Jamb = Jambudvipaprajnapti 
JAOS = Journal of the American Oriental Society 

J. G.= The Jaina Gazette 
J G.D = Jaina Gem Dictionary 

JIv.= JIva] Ivabhigama 
Jnata = Jnatadharmakatha 
K = Die Kosmographie der Inder 

Kirfel = do 
Han = The Study of Jainism 
Kavya = Kavyanusasana by Hemacandra 
Kavya V.= Kavyanusasana by Vagbhata 

KG = Karma Granthas 
Km = Kavy amlmamsa 
KS = Kalpasutra 
KSK = Kalpasutra, with Kiranavall com 
DAI = Life in Ancient India as depicted m the Jain 

Canons 
Lp = Dokaprakasa 
M = Marathi 
Martin = The Gods of India 
M C = Maratbi-English Dictionary 
Meyer = Hindu Tales 
MW" = Monier-Williams, Sansknt-Enghsh Dictionary. 
O of J = Outlines of Jainism 
Oppert = On the Weapons, Army Organisation and Polit¬ 

ical Maxims of the Ancient Hindus 
Panca = Pahcapratikramanasutra 
Pancaprati = do 

Panca = P ancasakagrantha 
PE = Ardha-Magadhi Kosa 
Penzer = Ocean of Story, trans of Kathasaritsagara. 
PH — Paiasaddamahannavo. 
PJP.= First Principles of Jain Philosophy 



ABBREVIATIONS SI 

Pk.= Prakrit. 
Popley = Music of India 
Pra.= Prajnapana. 
Pras = Prasnavyakarana 
Pravac = Pravacanasaroddhara 
Raja — Raj aprasniyasutra 
Rajendra = Abhidhanara] endra. 
£abda = ^abdasagara 
Sam = Samavayangasutra 
SBE = Sacred Books of the East 
SBJ = Sacred Books of the Jamas (Arrah) 
Sth = Sthanangasutra 
T.= Tattvarthadhigamasutra, Jacobi’s ed 
Tapavali = Taporatnamahodadhi 
Tn = Trisastisalakapurusacaritra 
Uttar = Uttaradhyayana 
Uttar B = Uttaradhyayana with Bhavavijaya’s com. 
Uttar. K.= Uttaradhyaj^ana with Kamalasamyama s com 

Uv.~ Uvasagadasao, Hoernle’s ed. 
Vises == Visesavasyakabhasya. 
Vogd = Indian Serpent Lore 
Watt = The Commercial Products of India 
Watt Diet = Dictionary of the Economic Products of India. 

Wilkins = Hindu Mythology. 
YJG = Y ashovij ay a Jama Granthamala, Benares. 

Yog = Yogasastra 
ZDMG == Zeitschnf t dei Deutschen Morgenlandischen 

Gesellschaft. 
I = Vol X, Tnsastisalakapurusacaritra Vol LI, GOb. 

II = Vol II,-. Vol LXXVII, GOS. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Book IV of the Tnsastisalakapurusacantra consists 
of the biographies of five Arhats, five Baladevas, five 
Vasudevas, five Prativasudevas, and two Cakravartins 
The Sreyansanathacantra includes the biographies of the 
first Baladeva, Vasudeva, and Prativasudeva and each 
of the four following biographies of the Arhats includes 
one of a Baladeva, Vasudeva, and Prativasudeva The 
hves of the first group, Acala, Triprstha, and Asvagriva, 
are treated at great length Indeed, all the biographies 
of the Baladevas, Vasudevas, and Prativasudevas are 
given in more detail in the Trisasti* than anywhere else 
I could find They are treated very cursorily m other 
works 

The subject of Hemacandra’s sources and his imitators 
would require a volume in itself, as, in one form or another, 
the well-known episodes m Hindu, as well as Jam, hterature 
are incorporated in the Trisasti® Naturally, Hemacandra 
follows early Jain versions rather than Hindu ones The 
story of Sanatkumara is a popular one The versions 
best known to Europeans are those from the commentary 
to the Uttaradhyayanasutra, edited by Jacobi in his 
Maharastri Erzahlungen and translated by Meyer, the 
one from Hanbhadra’s Neminathacantra, also edited and 
translated by Jacobi, and the one m the Kathakosa trans¬ 
lated by Tawney It occurs also in the Parsvanatha- 
cantra, treated by Bloomfield m his Eife and Stories of 
the Jama Savior Par6vanatha Hemacandra’s veision is 
the most elaborate of all 

Book V is devoted entirely to Santmatha with a 
wealth of detail equaled only in the Adisvaracantra and 
the Mahaviracantra But, as Santmatha is one of the 
favorite Tirthankaras with Jam authors, even Hema¬ 
candra’s detailed biography is exceeded by others, e g 
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Mumbhadra Santinatha doubles as a Tlrthahkara and 

Cakravartin As the reincarnations that run through the 
biography and play such an important part in it are rather 

difficult to keep in mind, I give a table of them. 
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god 
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god 
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Chapter I 

*, ^RBYANSAKATHACARIXRA 

May the feet of the holy Lord ^reyansa, from whose 
nails the rays serve as lamps for seeing the road to emancipa¬ 
tion, bestow happiness on you The life of the Lord Jma, 
the holy Sreyansa, by which the three worlds are purified, 
a sickle for the creepers of karma, is herewith narrated 

Incarnation as Naknagulma (3-14) 
1 > 1 

In the (inhabited) half of Puskaravaradvipa1 m the 
East Videhas m the province Kaccha there is a capital 
city named Ksema Its king was Naknagulma, always 
spotless because of his virtues, whose lotus-feet were rubbed 
by the crowns of kings , The master, the sole strong man 
m the world, powerful as Bahudanteya (Indra), as if 
with the idea,, “ May there be^no imperfection in the realm/' 
made the ministers possessors of their enemies' Sris2 
attracted by the power of good counsel, made the kingdom 
resemble a kingdom of the gods, devoid of everything 
■unfavorable, made fortresses that surpassed the cities of 
the Vidyadharas on Vaitadhya and treasuries devoted to 
humiliating the wealth of &rlda, made an army that 
covered the surface of the earth with elephants, horses, 
infantry, and chariots, and had in ends, ploughing the fields 
of his enemies’ hearts. ' 

- Wise, his mind spotless from .discernment, he recognized 
the worthlessness of the body, youth, and wealth, even the 
very best He, pure-minded, passed a certain amount of 
time with the kingdom, like passmg a day with poor food, 
or a night with a poor bed When he had cured the disease 

1 3 See IT, p 116 

2 5 See I, n 1 There is probably also the idea of * drawn by 
charms’ here 
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of sovereignty with the herb of enlightenment about the 
Principles, he took initiation at the hands of Rsi Vajradatta, 
his mind set on dharma. Free from worldly connections, 

he wandered, performing severe penance, enduring the 

trials,3 wearing away his body as well as karma By the 
sthanas,4 devotion to the Arhats, et cetera, described in the 
scriptures, he acquired firm Tirthakrt-body-making karma. 
Practicing severe penance, engaged in pure meditation, 

devoted to the four refuges,6 he died in time and went to 

the heaven Mahasukra 

Incarnation as Sreyaiisanatha (15-865) 

Now in this very Jambudvipa there is a city named 
Sinhapura, like a jeweled anklet of the earth, the ornament 
of Bharataksetra The jeweled roofs of its houses, reflecting 
the stars, have the appearance of a dice-board spotted with 
dice on it Clouds resting on the high terraces of its walls 
look like tilakas of collyrium made for protection of the 
eyes A music-festival for the goddess Sri is held con¬ 
tinuously in the houses of its rich men in the form of the 
tinkling of women’s beautiful foot-ornaments. ' When it 
rains, the streams of its houses carry away jewel-dust and 
reach an equality with the ocean. 

i 

His parents (20-29) 

Visnuraja, rich in glory, powerful from strength of 
arm, mighty as Visnu, was king there - In him the virtue 
called ‘subduing-the-senses’ bore a brilliant heap of virtues, 
like a seed in the ground bearing a heap of grain The 
Sris (Glories) and the Bhis (Fears), respectively delighted 
with him submissive and angry with him hostile, were 
reduced to the state of svayarhvara-wreaths at the sight 
of him His power was resplendent with dazzling glory, 

8 12 See 1, n 55 

* 13 See I, pp 80 fit 

5 14 Namely Arhat, siddha, sadhu, and dharma See the Pra¬ 

ia rnaka Catuhiarana 
JB 
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like liberality with suitability, like speech with truthfulness 
He became the constant play-house and concert-hall, as it 
were, of the very great virtues—courage, dignity, firmness, 
et cetera Visnu was the wife of the king, like &acl of 
Jisnu (Indra), radiant with beauty, like another earth in 
stability - She, observed fidelity sharp as a sword-blade, 
which was the ornament of her own body delicate as a 
sirisa * Just as no one was equal to_ the king in power, 
there was no one her equal m wealth of beauty and grace. 
She was indolent m her gait, to be sure, but not in pious 
acts, she,was very small in her waist, but not m her heart 
She and the king, their, minds sewn together, as it were, 
delighting each other unhindered, experienced imperish¬ 
able joy 

His birth (30-41) 

Now m Sukra King Nahnagulma’s jiva completed its 
life of maximum durationc Then on the sixth day of the 
black half of Jyestha, the moon being in Sravana, his jiva 
fell and descended into Visnu’s womb Then for a moment 
there was comfort for the heU-inhabitants,and a fight m the 
three worlds For .that happens at the kalyanas of the 
Arhats 7 , 

' r 

, The fourteen dreams (33-41) 

- A great elephant, like Vaitadhya on a small scale, 
white, a white bull with high horns like an' 'autumn-cloud 
with fish 8, a superior lionwith his tail erect like an umbrella 
being' carried, MahalaksmI being sprinkled -like another 
embodiment of herself '(the queen), a-fragrant wreath of 
flowers like her own glory incarnate, a full moon bathed in 
moonlight like a tank of nectar, a sun, ‘shining like the 
crest-jewel of the sky, a flagstaff with fluttering pennants 
n t i‘ ( 1 / » 1 

? 

110 30 1 Seventeen sagaropamas ‘ 

7 32 - See I, n 147. 1 5 ‘ ’ 
8 33 Probably alluding to the rains of fishes which take place 

m India and encourage a superstition that clouds contain fishes See 

Balfour, I, p 1112 ‘ 
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like a tree with branches, a very precious full pitcher like a 
depository of good fortune, a lotus-pool with large lotuses 

like another hake Padma; an ocean with high waves 
wishing to ascend to the sky; a fine large aerial car like a 
younger brother of Palaka 9; a heap of jewels like all the 
wealth taken from the ocean, a smokeless fire like an 
imitation of Bhauma (Mars)—Queen Visnu saw these 
fourteen great dreams, which indicate the birth of a 

Tirthakrt, entering her mouth. 
On the twelfth day of the black half of Tapasya 

(the moon being) in Sravana, Queen Visnu gave easy birth 

to a son, marked with a rhinoceros, gold color. 

Btrth-rites (42-62) 

Then came eight Dikkumaris, Bhogankara and the 
others, living in the lower world, knowing (the event) 
from the shaking of their thrones Bowing to the 
Tirthakrt’s mother with the words, " Do not be afraid, ’ ’ they 
introduced themselves, made a whirlwind, cleared the 
ground for a yojana around the birth-house and stood, 
singing, not far from the Master’s mother. 

Then eight Dikkanyas, living m the upper world, 
belonging to the peaks of the garden Nandana,10 Meghan- 
kara, et cetera, came, bowed to the queen, introduced 
themselves, made the sky cloudy, and sprinkled the ground 
around the birth-house with fragrant rain for the space of a 
yojana They rained flowers, burned fair incense, and 
stood, singing the Arhat’s virtues, not far from Queen 
Visnu Mandottara, et cetera, goddesses from the east part 
of Rucaka, Samahara and the others from the south; 
Ua and others from the west; Alambusa and others from 
the north—eight of each came, bowed to the Arhat and his 
mother, introduced themselves properly, and stood in the 
east and other directions respectively, singing the Master’s 

0 38. Sakra’s car. 

10 45 Cf. Kirfel, p 231 and I, pp 105 £f. 
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virtues, holding mirrors, pitchers, fans, and white chauns 
The four, Citra and others, from ,the intermediate points 
bowed likewise and stood in the intermediate points, 
singing, holding lamps in their hands 

The four Dikkumaris, Rupa and others, belonging to 
the1 interior of Rucaka, bowed to the Arhat and the Arhat’s 
mother and introduced themselves at the same time, cut 
the Master’s navel-string, leaving four fingers’ length, dug 
a hole, and at once buried it there. They filled up the 
hole with diamonds and quickly made a platform dense 
with mcomparable durva-grass over it In three duec- 
tions from the birth-house they made plantam-houses of 
four rooms with lion-thrones. Taking the Arhat m theu 
hands and his mother in their arms they seated them on 
the lion-throne in the southern four-room plantain-house 
After they had anointed them both with oils,11 the oil with 
a hundred ingredients and others, they rubbed them with a 
pleasant touch with finely ground fragrant substances 
Then they seated them on the lion-throne in the 
eastern four-room plantain-house and bathed them 
with fragrant water, flower-water, and pure, water12 
Then they put clothes, ornaments, et cetera on them 
and set them on the lion-throne in the northern 
four-room plantain-house After they had burned go sirs a- 
sandal m a fire made at once with a fire-stick, they 
tied an amulet made from its ashes on each of them They 
struck together jeweled balls of stone with the blessing, 
“ May you live as long as a mountain ” Then they led the 
Arhat and the Arhat's mother to the birth-house and stood 
not far from them, singing auspicious songs f 

The birth-bath (63-74) 1 ' 

Then Sakra came to .the Master’s birth-house; and 
quickly circumambulated it with his aerial car, Palaka 

11 27 For the enormous number of Indian oils, see Balfour, III, 

s V ” 
12 58 Cf, 2 2 233 
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Purandara left Palaka m the northeast, entered the birth- 

house, and bowed to the Arhat and the Arhat’s mother. 
He gave the queen a sleeping-charm, put an image of the 

Arhat at her side, and made himself into five persoiis. 
Taking up the herd with one, an umbrella with another, 
chauris with two more, and the thunderbolt with another 
who went m front, he set out In a moment Sakra reached 
the rock Atipandukambala and seated himself on it, 

holding the Lord on his lap. 
Then the nine Indras of the heavens, Acyuta, et 

cetera, the twenty lords of the Bhavanapatins, Camara, et 
cetera; the thirty-two lords of the Vyantaras, Kala, et 
cetera, the two Indras of the Jyotiskas, the Sun and 
Moon—these sixty-three Indras came there for the Lord’s 
bath At the Indras’ command the Abhiyogikas created 
full pitchers, et cetera ' Then all the Indras in turn, 
beginning with Acyuta, made the Master’s bath with pure 
water from the tirthas - Then Sakra set the Lord of the 
World on Tsana's lap and created four crystal bulls in the 
four directions Then Sakra bathed the Master with dear 
water which had gushed from their horns, united at The 
top, and wras flowing down After he had destroyed the 
crystal bulls, had anointed, et cetera, the Lord, and had 
waved the light-vessel, Sakra began the following hymn of 
praise* - ' 

Stuti (75-82) 

"May your birth-kalyana, best of all kalyanas, grant 
happiness to me filled with auspicious devotion. Why do 
I bathe, anoint, worship, and praise you, Lord ? There is 
no satiety on my part m the task of your worship The 
bull (of dharma) has been terrified by the tigers of adherents 
of false congregations With you as protector, let it 
wander at will18 now in the field of Bharataksetra Today, 
you yourself, having founded the temple of my heart, 

13 77 With, allusion to the sacred bulls that wander in India 
unmolested 
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fortunately afford protection to a high degree, God of 
gods Just as there is no ornament to me in the form of 
this crown, et cetera. Lord, so there are ornaments from 
the rays from your toe-nails falling on top of my head 14 
Just as there is no joy to me praised by bards, Lord of the 
Three Worlds, so there is joy to me praising your virtues 
Just as I have no joy seated on the lion-throne in the 
assembly, so I have much joy seated on the ground in 
front of you I do not desire independence resulting from 
self-government May I be for a long time subject to 
another with you as lord, Lord ” 

After this hymn of praise, Hari took the Lord, went 
into the presence of the Arhat’s mother, removed the 
Arhat’s image and the sleeping-charm,-and put him down 
Sakra went from the Master’s birth-house and the other 
Indxas went from Mt. Meru to their respective abodes, like 
dismissed worshippers ■ , 

Life before initiation (85-92) 

At dawn Visnuraja held a great festival Then there 
was joy spread like one umbrella over the earth On an 
auspicious day the Jina’s father and mother named him 
Sreyansa at a great festival. Cherished by five nurses 
appointed by Sakra, sucking his thumb which had nectar 
injected by Sakra, the Master grew up Though he had 
the three kinds of knowledge, the Lord assumed simplicity 
suitable for a child Even the sun does not attain heat at 
dawn Playing with gods, asuras, and mortals in the form 
of boys, the Master gradually reached youth from childhood, 
like mounting an, elephant from a chariot 

Eighty bows tall, the Master married princesses at his 
father’s insistence, even though he felt disgust with 
existence ,When twenty-one lacs of years had passed 
after his birth, at his father’s request the Lord took the 
burden of the kingdom Sreyansa, the depository of good 

14 79 Bowed at the Lord’s feet 
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fortune, guarded the earth with tmdimwished power for 

forty-two lacs of years 

Initiation (93-107) 

Then the Master,, disgusted with existence, eager-to 

take initiation, was urged by the kokantika-gods, who had 
come like auspicious omens The Master dispensed chanty 

for a year by means of wealth supplied by gods, the 
Jrmbhakas, sent by Kubera at Sakra’s command At the 
end of a year the Indras came and quickly performed the 
Jinendra’s initiation-bath, as if for conquest of the enemy 
karma His body anointed with divine unguents, adorned 
with jeweled ornaments, wearing auspicious, divine gar¬ 
ments, like auspiciousness embodied, supported on bis arm 
by Bidaujas like a respectful servant, surrounded by other 
Indras carrying umbrella, chauns, et cetera, he ascended 
the palanquin Vimalaprabha shining with jewels and, 
surrounded by gods and men, went to Sahasramravana. 
He descended from the palanquin, removed his ornaments, 
et cetera, and wore on his shoulder a devadusya15 placed 
by Sakra. In the forenoon of the thirteenth of the dark 
half of Phalguna in Sravana, observing a two-day fast, 
the Lord pulled out his hair in five handfuls Sakra 
caught the hair in the end of his upper garment and threw 
it in the Ocean of Milk instantly, like a wind. "The tumult 
being restrained by Vajrin by a gesture of his hand, the 
Lord undertook right-conduct which bestows fearlessness 
on all Together- with the Lord s of the Universe one 
thousand kings abandoned their kingdoms like straw and 
took the vow. Celebrating an eight-day festival m 
honor of the images of the eternal Arhats, the lords of 
the gods and asuras went to their respective abodes r 

On the next day the Supreme Lord, broke his fast 
with nce-pudding m the city Siddhartha in the house of 
King Nanda. Then the gods made ,the five things—the 

15 99. See I, n. 212 
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stream of treasure, et cetera, and King Nanda made a 
jeweled platform over the place of the Master’s feet From 
that place the Master, unhindered, set out to wander like 
the wind in villages, mines, cities, et cetera 

i . 

Narrative of Tnprstha, Acala, and Asvagnva (108-762) 

Now, in the city Pundarikini, the crest-jewel of Bast 
Videha, Sub ala16 was king He ruled the earth for a 
long time ‘At the right time he became a mendicant 
under Mum Vrsabha, performed penance for a long time, 
died, and went to an Anuttara-palace. 

it i »r' > 1 

Episode of Viiakhanandin and Visvabhuti (110-158) 
(> t 1 

,t i( Now in the .city Raj agrha. King Visvanandin had a son, 
Visakhanandin,17 by,his wife Pnyangu Visvanandin had 
a younger brother, crown prince, Vi£akhabhuti, intelligent, 
heroic, well-bred, politic Marici’s jiva18 became the son of 
Visakhabhuti by his wife Dharini because of rewards 
gamed in a former birth His parents gave him the name 
Visvabhuti10 and he gradually, grew up, cherished by 
nurses ;He learned all the arts and acquired all the virtues 
and gradually,attained youth—the'embodied ornament of 
the body r, _ 

He amused,himself with the women of his palace in 
the garden Ppspakarandaka, which was the chief of very 
delightful spots, like Nandana brought to earth Vi£akha- 
nandm, the king's son, also, wished to play there, but the 
garden was never free from Visvabhuti The slave-girls 
of Visakhanandin's mother, who had gone for flowers, saw 
Visvabhuti playing there with the women of (his household 
Jealous, they went to Queen Pnyangu and said “Visva¬ 
bhuti, the son of the crown prince, is king here, no one else 

1 f 

16 xo8 1 Prebirth of Acala , 

17 no Prebirth of Asvagnva 

18 112 See I, pp 352 £E 
10 1x3 Prebirth of Tnprstha. 
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For he is always playing in Puspakarandaka with the 

women of his household, but your son, forbidden (to enter), 
remains outside.” Angered at hearing that, the queen 

went to the anger-room20 At once she was asked by the 
king, “What is the matter ? ” and she replied “Visvabhuti 
plays in Puspakarandaka like a king, even though you 
are here, my son stays outside like a beggar.”, The king 

said, “This is the rule in our family, honored lady. , When 
one prince is playing (in the garden), a second should not 
enter ” She, high-spirited, was not enlightened even by 

this explanation by the king , lf,, 
Then the king, knowing devices, had the marching- 

drum sounded The king issued a proclamation, “Because 
our vassal, Purusasinha, does not obey our command, 
we are marching against him” When he heard' that, 
Visvabhuti came in haste and said, “When l am here, why 
will our father himself go to battle?” Restraining the 
king by persisting in such remarks, 'Visvabhuti marched 
with an army to the vassal’s country. Hearing that the 
prince was coming, the vassal came in haste like a servant 
and respectfully conducted him to his own house ‘Saying, 
“Master, what can I dostanding in front of him with 
folded hands, he conciliated Visvabhuti by 'giving presents 
of elephants, horses, et cetera Seemg that there was 
some inconsistency, then Visvabhuti returned'by the same 
way he had come Who can be angry with an innocent 

_ ' '» * i 

man ? 

Now, Visakhanandm had been allowed by the king to 
enter the garden After traversing the country, Visvabhuti 
came there as before " Halted by the door-keeper who 
said, “Visakhanandin is inside,” he stood just there, an 
ocean of valor (stopped) by the shore of' propriety21 

20 120 A room to v-hich an angry queen retires m order to gain 

something desired It is referred to in the Ramayana II 9 22 as 

' krodiiagara ’ 

21 131 The compound maryadasthamavandhih might be inter¬ 

preted m several ways, but as Hemacandra often uses the comparison 
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Visvabhuti thought, “At that time I was enticed away from 
the garden by a trick, like a forest-elephant from a forest 
What shall I do?” - Thus angered, the prince struck a 
wood-apple tree, which was laden with fruit, with his fist, 
like an elephant striking it with a tusk Pointing to the 
groufid beneath which was completely covered with' wood- 
apples shaken down, Visvabhuti said to the door-keeper* 

' “In the same way I would make fall the heads of you 
all, if devotion to my father’s elder brother did not 
prevent Enoiigh for me of these delights terrifying as the 
coils of a serpent, for the sake of which such a deceitful 
trick is used, alas !” 11 

With1 these words Visvabhuti abandoned power like 
straw, went and took the vow under Muni Sambhuta 

1 When he heard about' it, Visvanandin went there 
himself with the women of his household and his attendants. 
accompanied by the cfown prince. ;After bowing to the 
suri and approaching Visvabhuti, Visvanandin, joyless, 
said with sob’s “Son, you have always done everything 
after1 obtaining our consent Have you done this impul¬ 
sively because of our loss of good fortune ? Dear boy, we 
have always had hope in you as the support of the kingdom 
Why have you, a protector in calamity, suddenly destroyed 
our hope? Today give up the vow1, son Enjoy pleasures 
at will Play in Puspakarandaka as you like, as before ” 

Then Visvabiiuti said “Enough for me of the wealth 
of pleasures ' This pleasure of the senses is in reality only 
pain Threads of affection for one’s own people act as 
bonds'‘in the" prison of1 existence, people verily are be¬ 
wildered by them, like spiders by spider-webs 22 Hence¬ 
forth, m order not to be censtited for anything T'shall 

of the ocean stopped by the shore, I think maryada has a double meaning 

here The editor of the text interprets it as maryada 'and sthaman 

’ 22 144 Cf 'll, p 5 mid n 1 ±4 “Spiders other than geometrical 

spiders become entangled m the circular snare ” Kingston, A Naturalist 

in Himalaya, p 143. 
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practice penance to a high degree. That certainly goes 

along as a companion to the next world.5 
When he had so spoken, the king went home remorse¬ 

fully Visvabhuti wandered as a mum with his guru. 

Bngaged m fasts of two and three days, zealous in service 
to his guru, learning texts and interpretations, he gradually 

passed a very long time > Wandering alone by permission 
of his guru, observing pratima, he began to wander in 

villages, mines, cities, et cetera 
One day, as the great sadhu Visvabhuti wandered, 

observing numerous special vows, he went to the city 
Mathura Just at that time Visakhanandin went there 
with his retinue to marry his paternal aunt’s daughter, 
the daughter of the king of Mathura Visvabhuti, wander¬ 
ing to break his fast at the end of the month, came near 
Visakhanandin's camp Visakhanandin’s men pointed him 
out as he went along, saying repeatedly, " There is Prince 
Visvabhuti ” At the sight of him Visakhanandin's anger 
arose at once Just then Visvabhuti fell, knocked over by 
a cow Visakhanandin laughed and said to Visvabhuti, 
f r What has become of that strength of yours which knocked 
off wood-apples ?55 When he saw Visakhanandin, Visva¬ 
bhuti, angry, seized the cow by the horns and whirled it 
around like a bunch of straw- Then as he went away, 
Visvabhuti thought in his heart, “ He, evil-minded, was just 
now angry with me, though I am free from attachment,55 
and he made a nidana, “ May I be very strong in my next 
birth from the power of this severe penance 55 When his 
life of a crore of years was completed, Visvabhuti died 
without confessing that23 and became a god with a 
maximum life-term in Mahasukra 

The parents of Aoal-a and Tnprstha (159-166) 

Now there is a city Potanapura with high city-gates, 
like the crown of the earth of the southern half of Bharata 

23 157. The nidana See IT, n 29. 
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The king in the city was Ripupratisatru, resplendent with 
all the virtues like the sun with its rays. With the six 
policies24 he resembled Bharataksetra with six divisions 
and with the four means25 he resembled Indra’s four- 
tusked elephant He was like a lion m courage, like an 
elephant in1 strength, like Kandarpa in beauty, like 
Brhaspati m intellect His intellect and strength, very 
clear and sharp in the subjection of the earth, adorned each 
other mutually like arms. . 1 

His chief-queen, named Bhadra, the fair home of good 
fortune, was like the king’s land which had assumed a body 
Armored with devotion to her husband, unceasingly 
watchful like a woman-guard, she guarded her conduct like 
a deposit of jewels She always had the beautiful appear¬ 
ance of collyrium for the eyes, of the Sri of the kingdom 
embodied, of the family-constancy personified 

, I 
T 1 

Birth of Acala (167-179) 
* v { 

,One day Subala's jiva fell from the Amuttaravimana 
and descended into the chief-queen's womb Sleeping 
comfortably, she saw four great dreams, which indicate 
the birth of a Bala, at the last moment of the night Since 
sleep had gone far away as if defeated by great joy, the 
queen told the king at that very time 

"I saw an elephant, four-tusked, resembling a crystal 
mountain, entering my own mouth like the moon entering 
a cloud, a bull, high-humped, bellowing, straight-tailed, of 
spotless color, produced by weaving autumn-clouds, as it 
were, a moon with its rays streaming forth a great distance 
as if making ear-ornaments for the quarters, and then a 
pond filled with full-blown lotuses with sweetly humming 
bees, just as if it had become one hundred-mouthed and 
were singing Master, what is the fruit of these dreams? 

24 161 Conciliation, war, marching, encamping, dividing the 

forces of the enemy, taking refuge with an ally Abhi 3 399 

25 161 See I, p 153 
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Tell me. For ordinary people are not suitable to ask 

about the best dream.” 
The king said, "Queen, your son will be a Balabhadra 

with extraordinary strength, like a god m beauty ” 
In course of time, she bore a son, white in color, long- 

armed, eighty bows tall, like the east bearing the moon 

The king held a great festival because a jewel of a. son 
had come, like the cakravartin when the cakra-jewel came 
On an auspicious day at an auspicious moon the king named 
his son Acala with great pomp Day by day displaying 
more and more beauty of the body, he grew through the 
care of the nurses like a tree by means of canals 

Story of Mrgavati (180-215) 
X 1 1 

When some time had passed after Acala’s. birth, 
Queen Bhadra conceived an embryo like ,a ketakl26 con¬ 
ceiving a blossom At the completed time the king’s 
wife bore a daughter endowed with all the favorable 
marks, like the Jahnavl bearing a lotus The king 
named her Mrgavati because of her moon-face and her 
eyes like a young deer’s Gomg from lap to lap, the 
gazelle-eyed maiden grew up without difficulties, like a 
gazelle belonging to ascetics The nurses looked like 
pillars of a house with jeweled puppets as they walked in the 
courtyard with her on their hips Gradually traversing 
childhood, she attained youth distinguished by beauty of 
body, which is a life-giving herb for reviving Smara Her 
face was like an earring of the moon under the guise of 
arched eyebrows, her black and white eyes were like white 
lotuses with bees Her beautiful neck was like the stalk 
of her lotus-face, her hands with straight fingers were like 
quivers of Kama Her breasts were like cakravakas 27 of 
the river of the loveliness of her body, her waist was very 
small as if from weariness from the weight of her breasts 

26 180 The Pandanus odoratissimus, the screw-pine, a favorite 

tree in India 

27 188 See I, n 318 
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Her navel was endowed with depth like a pleasure (pool of 

Smara The very large surface of her hips was like the 

slope of Ratnacala ■ Her thighs were like pillars of plantain, 

gradually rounding, her feet with straight lower legs were 

like lotuses with erect stalks With her hmbs thus endowed 

with the jfresh beauty of youth, she looked like .the supreme 

goddess of the Vfdyadhara-women 

As Mrgavati’s youthful (beauty increased, likewise 

Bhadra’s anxiety in regard bo a suitable husband increased 

With the idea, “The king, as well as I, should think about 

her husband,” ,one day Queen Bhadra had her brought 

before him. As if he,did not know that 1 she was his own 

daughter because of the agitation produced by the arrow 

•of Love, Ripupratisatru thought m his heart “Oh, here is 

loveliness of the body, a conquering arrow of Manobhu, 

wayward from the ease of victory over the women of the 

three worlds Sovereignty of the earth is,easy to acquire 

and even sovereignty -of -heaven, but this girl, dear to 

my.heart, is very hard,to acquire She is at hand because 

of my merit acquired in other births, excelling even the 

merit of gods, asuras, and kings ” 

With these reflections, the king at once took her, dear 

as life, on his lap with affectionate words Fixing her in his 

affection by touches, embraces,- and kisses, he had her 

taken to the women's quarters by old chamberlains 

- Summoning the citizens together with the ministers in 

iorder to avoid censure from the people, the king asked, 

‘‘Any.jewel that as found m my country, in villages, cities, 

1 or, elsewhere, whose j ewel is it ?rDecide ” The,people said, 

“Whatever jewel is produced anywhere in your country, 

you alone are its master No one else can be ” , After, he 

had obtained .this decision three 1times, .the king quickly 
showed them his daughter Mrgavati He said to them 

again, “This is my’jewel of a daughter Now I shall marry 
her myself with your consent ” The citizens went to their 

own homes, ashamed at .this speech ,,The king married 
her with a Gandharva-marnage Because he was the 
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husband of his own daughter, the name Prajapati for the 

king spread over the earth 

When she heard of this new stain on the family which 

would be ridiculed by all the people, causing great shame to 

her husband, Bhadra was very much ashamed She went 

to the Dekhan with her son Acala. That is a fine country 

where evil gossip is never heard kike a new Visvakarman 

Acala founded a city, Mahesvarf, in the Dekhan for his 

mother. The Baladeva Acala had it filled with gold, 

like Kubera Ayodhya, taking it (the gold) from everywhere 

He left his mother there, like the goddess of the city 

incarnate, surrounded by high-born ministers, body-guards, 

and slaves Bhadra, the crest-jewel of women, a faithful 

wife with the ornament of good conduct, devoted to the 

six duties,28 worship of the gods, et cetera, remained in the 

city Baladeva, devoted, went to Potanapura The father, 

whatever he may be, must be honored by the noble Acala 

continued obeying his father as before. The wise do not 

blame the conduct of persons who should be honored 

The king established doe-eyed Mrgavati in the rank of 

chief-queen, like the moon Rohini. 
( 

Btrth of Tnprstlm (216-^233) 

When some time had passed, Muni Visvabhuti’s jlva 

fell from Mahasukra and descended into her womb In the 

last watch of the night the queen, comfortably asleep, saw 

these seven dreams indicating the birth of a Visnu* first, a 

young lion with a ruddy mane, whose nails resembled digits 

of the moon, whose tail resembled a chauri; Padtna, seated 

on a lotus, bemg sprinkled with water from the Ocean of 

Milk by two elephants with full pitchers in their trunks, a 

sun (lord of light) with a powerful stream of brilliance, 

29 212 Devapuja gurupasti svadhyayah samyamastapah | 

Danam ceti grhasthanam satkarmani dine dine Jj 

Worship of the gods, attendance on gurus, study, self-restraint, penance, 

liberality Upadesatarangim, Arcopade^a 45, p 225 of Benares 

edition - < 
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dispersing dense darkness, producing day even at night, 
then a pitcher filled with clear, sweet water, its mouth 
adorned with wrhite lotuses, with golden bells, wreathed 
with flowers, an ocean filled with various aquatic animals, 
shining with its multitude of jewels, its waves rolling up to 
the sky, a heap of jewels with the beauty of a rambow 
diffused m the sky with streams of hght from five-colored 
jewels, and the seventh, a smokeless fire which made the 
sky have shoots of flames, with hght giving pleasure to 
the eyes 

The king interpreted the dreams which she related 
when awake, " Your son will surely be an Ardhacakrm, 
queen ” The astrologers, questioned by the king who had 
summoned them at once, also explained the dreams m the 
same way There is no disagreement among the wise 
When the time was complete, the queen bore a son marked 
with all the marks, eight}’ bows tall, with a black body 
The circle of the sky was serene, the earth expanded, and 
all the people were delighted, like the mind of the king 
Ripupratisatru, delighted, released from prison even his 
enemies formerly imprisoned, like herdsmen freeing cows 
from a cow-pen He gave money to beggars as they 
wished, like a cow of plenty, as if to make a place for the 
future 6rf of the Ardhacakrm Among the people there 
was an unceasing great festival, like one at the birth of a 
son, or at a wedding Women, carrying auspicious things, 
could not be contained within the palace, and m front 
(of it) were subject to contact with arrivals from the 
villages because of crowding together 29 On every spot 
arches, at every step concerts found place m the city as 
well as the palace 

Childhood of Tnprstha (234-245) 

Because he had seen three backbones in his son's 
back,30 the king gave him the name Tnprstha at a great 

29 232 See App I 

80 234 Cf. I, n 48 
o 
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festival. Cherished by the nurses and playing with Acala, 

the Vasudeva Triprstha gradually grew up. As a child, 
wearing an anklet of tinkling small balls, he played with 

Balabhadra going in front, like an elephant with its driver. 
He, very intelligent, grasped all the arts with ease, like a 

mirror a reflection, his teachers being present as witnesses. 
In course of time he became of military age, strong-chested, 

long-armed, as if he were the same age as Balabhadra, 
though a younger brother. The two brothers, playing 
together constantly without interruptions, looked like the 
bright and dark fortnights embodied. Wearing dark blue 
and yellow garments, with palm tree- and garuda-banners, 
they looked like living Svarnasaila and An]ana mountains 81 
When Acala and Krsna moved in play, the earth shook 
from their steps which were like claps of thunder Strong 
elephants could not endure the sport of slaps on their bosses 
by the men-elephants mounted on them. The peaks of 
large mountains were like ant-hills, tom down by them, 
strong-armed, in play Hot afraid of demons, et cetera, 
to say nothing of others, the princes became the protection 
of those seeking protection Triprstha was never without 
Acala nor Acala without Triprstha. They acted together 
like one mind with two bodies. 

Story of Asvagnva (246-752) 

Now in the city Ratnapura, there was a Prativisnu, 
Asvagnva, son of Mayuragriva, borne by Nilanjana He 
was eighty bows tall, with the color of a new cloud,32 with 
a life of eighty-four lacs of years, long-armed The itch 
of his arms was not satisfied by beatings of his enemies, 
like that of a lion by rending the boss of an elephant 
He, very powerful, long-armed, eager for a great war, was 
satisfied neither by enemies submissive nor by them fighting 
His strength, constantly causing a flood of tears to flow 

31 240 I e , gold and antimony See II, p 120. 
32 247. I e , dark 

2D 
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from lotus eyes, was like a weapon sacred to Varuna 83 

among his enemies' wives His cakra, by which the circle 

of directions had been subdued, appeared in his hand like 

a second sun that had become a portent to enemies. 

Thinking, “ May he, being in our heart, not kill us, con¬ 

sidering us hostile,” kings did not feel a lack of devotion 
even in their minds All the kings did not put him at all 

out of their own hearts, like yogis the supreme spirit 

By his strength he subdued the three parts of 

Bharataksetra with Mt. Vaitadhya made into a stone 
boundary-pillar. The chief of the Vidyadharas, he con¬ 

quered the two rows of the (cities of the) Vidyadharas, 

which were hke arms of Mt Vaitadhya, by means of vidyas 

and strength He was worshipped with gifts by the lords 
of Magadha, Prabhasa, and Varadaman, and by gods 

as well as kings His powerful command was constantly 

borne on their heads like crowns by sixteen thousand 

crowned kings Enjoying his sovereignty of one umbrella, 
long-armed, he passed much time hke Indra on earth 

One day, as King Asvagriva was sporting at will, this 
thought came into his heart unexpectedly, like an ill- 
omened cloud into the sky 

“Whatever kings there are in the southern half of 
Bharata are submerged in my power, like mountains in the 
ocean. Who among kings will be my slayer, since I am the 
sole powerful man on earth, like a lion among deer ? This 
is hard to know, yet I will know it ” 

Reflecting thus, he had the astrologer A&vabindu 
summoned at once by the door-keeper Asked by the 
king for his opimon, the astrologer said “Heaven forbid ! 
May this inauspicious speech be averted For not even 
Yama causes the death of you who are the conqueror of 
the whole world What wretch among mortals, certainly 
inferior (to Yama), will do so? ” 

83 250 Because of lus connection with water. 
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Hayagriva said: " Sir, leave aside polite talk and tell 

me the truth Bo not be afraid For reliable persons are 

not flatterers ” Questioned so persistently by the king, 

the best of astrologers considered the horoscope, et cetera, 

and declared perspicuously, "He who will attack your 
messenger, Candavega, and who will kill the hon living on 
the western border, he will be your slayer also ” Depressed 
by that speech, like one away from home by thunder, the 

king dismissed him like a hostile messenger, after showing 

him hypocritical honor. 
The king had rice planted in the country that had 

been depopulated by a young lion, in order to find out the 
slayer of the lion The king ordered the sixteen thousand 
kings to guard the rice-sowers in turn The kings went 
in turn, armed, and protected the rice-cultivators from the 
lion, like herdsmen protecting fields from cows Then the 
king summoned the assembly with dissimulation and said 
to his councillors—ministers, generals, vassals, et cetera, 
" Now is there any long-armed son of kings, generals, et 
cetera, who has unequalled strength?” They rephed 
" Your Majesty, who is brilliant m the presence of the sun ? 
Who is powerful compared with the wind ? Who is swift 
compared with Garuda? What is venerable compared 
with Meru? What is deep compared with the ocean? 
Who, indeed, is powerful compared with you by whose 
power the powerful have been subdued ? ” 

The long said "This is flattering talk, gentlemen, 
but not true For there are stronger than the strong. 
This earth, indeed, has many jewels ” 

Then a certain minister among them, Carulocana, 
spoke like Vacaspati in language whose meaning was dear, 
" There are two sons of King Prajapati who resemble gods, 
who look on all mortal heroes as straw.” 

The attack on Candavega (279-353) 

After he had dismissed the assembly, the kmg sent the 
messenger Candavega to Praj'apati on some business The 
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messenger traveled with excellent charioteers and horsemen 
to Potanapura m a few days, like his master’s splendor 
embodied There King Prajapati, adorned with all his 
ornaments, accompanied by Acala and Tnprstha and many 
vassals, surrounded by distinguished persons, generals, 
ministers, priests, et cetera, like Paiabhrt (Varuna) by sea- 
monsters, magnificent like a god, was staging uncon¬ 
cernedly a concert with dancers engaged m various dance- 
steps, postures,34 gestures,85 and leaps, with the hollow 
of the sky resounding with the noise of sounding drums, 
with flutes that had become like restorers of life by the 
flood of beautiful, clear song, with notes of wide-spread 
gramaragas made on lutes, with songs commenced with 
harmonious time 

Candavega suddenly entered the assembly, his course 
unhindered by the door-keepers, just like a flash of hghtmng 
When Prajapati with his vassals had noticed that he had 
come unexpectedly, he rose hastily to greet the master’s 
messenger like the master With great respect the king 
seated him on a seat and asked all the news about the 
master The concert was interrupted suddenly by his 
arrival, like the study of the scriptures merely by the 
sight of lightning All the concert-performers went to 
their respective homes For there is no favorable oppor¬ 
tunity for artists when the master’s mind is engaged 
elsewhere 

When Tnprstha saw that he had stopped the show, 
he was very angry and asked some bystander " Look 1 
who is this man who does not know the suitable time, an 
animal m the form of a man, that enters my father’s 
assembly, without announcing his arrival ? Why did my 
father rise m haste to greet him when he saw him? Why 
was he not restrained by the door-keeper when he 
entered? ’’ The man rephed to Tnprstha “He is certainly 

84 283, See Natyaiastra 4 61 ft. 
36 283 There are 32 of these Abhi 2 196, Natyasastra 4 176 ff 
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the messenger of Hayagrlva, the supreme king of kings. 
Verily, in these three parts of Bharata, the kings are his 
servants Therefore, your father rose to greet his messenger, 
like himself. Therefore he was not hindered by the door¬ 
keeper who knew what was fitting, since not even a dog that 
belongs to the master, to say nothing of a man, is attacked 
If this messenger is pleased. King Hayagrlva is pleased. 
By his favor the kingdoms of the kings flourish. If this 
man is injured contemptuously, Hayagrfva is injured 
For kings act m accordance with the view of the messenger 
If the master, hard to endure like Krtanta, is injured, the 
kings do not expect even to live, to say nothing of (keeping) 
a kingdom ” 

Triprstha said* “No one is master of any one nor 
servant by birth That surely is dependent on power. 
In the meantime we do not attack him with mere words 
Certainly praise of one’s self, as well as blame of others, 
causes shame to the noble. By my strength I will make 
him, who shows disrespect to my father, lie on his back, 
and I will make Hayagrlva into Chinnagriva86 at the right 
time. Now is a suitable time When he is dismissed by 
my father, I must be informed in order that I may do 
what is fitting.” The man agreed to this order even though 
it was dangerous to the king. For the king’s son is con¬ 
sidered to be the king by the king’s dependents Candavega 
told the king’s (Asvagriva’s) commands to Prajapati as if 
he were his servant Candavega was dismissed by King 
Prajapati who had agreed and had rewarded him with gifts, 
et cetera Satisfied, he set out with his attendants to his 
own country and left Potanapura m a chariot Triprstha 
learned that he wras leaving and with Acala got in front of 
him and headed him off completely, like a forest-fire with a 
wind obstructing a traveler. Triprstha spoke as follows: 

“Impudent, base villain, although you have only the 
rank of a messenger, you act like a king, animal! Who 

302 ‘Horse-necked’into'Cut-neck ’ ‘Neck’really means‘head,’ 
of course ‘Horse-lieaded’into'Beheaded ’ 
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else with intelligence, even an animal, who did not 
wish to die, would interrupt the concert as you did, fool! 
The king himself, when he comes to the house of a mere 
householder, enters after announcing himself. That is the 
custom of the wise. You, splitting open the earth, as it 
were, came suddenly unannounced. You were wrongly 
entertained like your master by my father who is naturally 
artless Now show that power because of which you are 
disrespectful I will show you the fruit of the tree of bad 
conduct " 

With these words he raised his fist, but before he 
struck, Musalapani got in front of him and said " O prince, 
enough of striking this worm of a man ! For the hon does not 
slap jackals even though they are howling Because he is a 
messenger, he is not to be killed, even though he does 
improper things, just as a Brahman, even though he says 
something monstrous, can not be killed because he is a 
Brahman Therefore, restrain your anger against this man 
even if he is rough. The castor-bean plant87 is not the 
place for blows of sin elephant's tusk." 

Addressed thus by Balabhadra, Tnprstha quickly 
withdrew his raised fist like an elephant its trunk, and 
instructed the soldiers "Take everything, except life alone, 
from this villainous messenger who interrupted the show." 
At the prince's order the soldiers beat him with dubs and 
fists like a dog that has entered the house They took 
everything, ornaments, et cetera, from him, like guards 
from a condemned man who has reached the execution- 
place Avoiding blows for a long time, in order to save his 
life, he rolled on the ground like one furnishing amusement 
for an dephant His retinue had fled in all directions, 
avoiding blows, et cetera, saving their hves like crows that 
have abandoned food When they had beaten him like a 
donkey, plucked him like a sparrow, and yelled at him like 
a rogue, the princes went home 

87 317 A symbol of frailty 
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Prajapati learned all this from the people’s gossip and 

reflected with an arrow in his heart, as it were* “Oh, that 

bad behavior was not suitable for my sons In whose 
presence can I tell that which is like being thrown by my 

own horse! Candavega was not attacked, but rather 
Asvagriva was attacked For these messengers act as the 

reflections of kings Before he goes away, he must be 
conciliated by every means As soon as fire starts, it must 

be extinguished then and there ” 

With these reflections, the king had him brought by 
the ministers and appeased him with wTords gentle from 
affection His hands folded submissively, he showed him 
especial honor—a flood of water for washing out the stain 
made by the princes He gave him fourfold gifts 88 of 
great price to cool his anger, like a cold treatment to an 
elephant. The king said “You know these young prince^, 
because of their fresh youth, are ill-behaved to common 
people and distinguished persons The princes are un¬ 
restrained, like untamed bulls, because of the success 
produced by the master’s special favors to me. Even if 
they have committed a great outrage against you, bestower 
of honor, nevertheless you must forget that like a bad 
dream, friend. The imperishable friendship of us two 
who have always been like full brothers must not be 
abandoned suddenly in a moment, O you who are skilled 
m knowing the disposition of my mind You must not tell - 
Asvagriva the mischievous conduct of the princes, blameless 
as you are This is the test of the indulgent ” 

With the fire of his anger extinguished by the ram of 
nectar of such conciliation, Candavega said in a voice 
gentle from affection “Because of long-standing love for 
you, I was not angry O king, what is to be pardoned 
here? Your sons are the same as mine Certainly punish¬ 
ment for the bad conduct of boys is censure which is made 

58 331 Money, elephants, chariots, horses, according to the Ras 
Mala, p 170 Cf Tnsasti0 5 1 185 vastrabharanamamkyasvamavrstih 
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known, not reporting to the royal court For that is the 
custom among the people I will not report to the king 
such conduct of your sons Water can be thrown, not 
drawn, from the mouth of an elephant So, put your mind 
at rest, O king I am gomg Now give me dismissal 
There is not the least evil m my mind ” 

Prajapati embraced the messenger like his own brother, 
when he said this and, his hands folded submissively, 
dismissed him 

In a few days the messenger went into Asvagriva’s 
presence, but the story of the attack on him had gone 
ahead like a chamberlain At that time (of the attack) 
Candavega’s whole retinue, terrified, had gone and reported 
to the king the whole story about Tnprstha The messen¬ 
ger saw Hayagriva, his head up, red-eyed, like Vaivasvata 
(Yama) ready to swallow the earth “ I think some 
one has told the king the story of the attack on me,” the 
courier thought For servants know the signs Questioned 
by the king, he related the story completely For in the 
presence of severe masters one can not he Remembering 
his promise, the courier declared “Just as I am devoted, 
Your Majesty, so is King Prajapati What the princes did, 
that was trivial, childish ignorance Besides, he was 
extremely disgusted by the behavior of the princes Just 
as you are preeminent m power among all the kings, so 
King Prajapati is preeminent in devotion to you The 
king blamed himself for a long time because of the princes’ 
fault He accepted your command and gave this gift ” 

The courier became silent after saying this and 
Hayagriva reflected 

“The prediction of the astrologer has been demon¬ 
strated by one test If the second test, namely, the killing 
of the lion, takes place, then I think there is ground for 
fear ” 

The killing of the lion (354-414) 

With this reflection, he then commanded Prajapati 
through another messenger, “Protect the nce-fields from 
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the lion " Prajapati stimmoned the princes and said: 

"Your bad behavior has resulted unexpectedly in guarding 

(the fields) from the hon. If the command is broken 

unexpectedly, then Hayagnva acts like Yama. If his 

command is not broken, then the hon acts like Yama 
In either case sudden death is present for us. Nevertheless, 

I go now to the guarding from the lion, sons " 
The princes said: "Asvagriva’s courage is known, by 

whom, like an animal, an animal (the lion) is considered 

terrifying Stay here, father. We will go now and soon 
kill the hon O man-lion, why should you go there your¬ 

self, lord?" 
Prajapati, depressed, said: "You are young boys, 

ignorant of what should and should not be done One 
such act was committed by you while in my jurisdiction, 
behaving badly like a rogue-elephant, little princes This 
result of that action has appeared at once What will be 
the result of what you will do when you are far away ? " 

Then Tnprstha said: "What is this fear of the lion 
shown by him, foolish, like that of foolish kings? Now, 
father, do us a favor. Stay here. We will go and destroy 
the lion together with Asvagriva’s wishes " 

So, finally persuading the king, they went with small, 
superior retinues to the country inhabited by the hon. 
The princes saw the bones of many soldiers killed by 
the lion at the foot of a mountain, like a heap of his 
glory incarnate They asked the rice-cultivators who 
had climbed tall trees, "How do the kings keep off the 
lion?" The cultivators rephed "O heroes, after the 
kings had made a disposition of forces, they made a 
blockade of the hon in a cave with armored elephants, 
horses, chariots, and soldiers, like a dam of a stream, 
like a moat of an elephant. The kings, feeling doubtful of 
then fives, guarded us against the lion with soldiers who 
were continually killed and torn to pieces " 

When they heard this speech of theirs, Bala and Kesava 
smiled, left their army there, and went to the lion’s cave 
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The lion awakened at once at the noise of their chariot 
resembhng thunder, like a king at the noise of bards 
Opening a little his eyes, which were like torches of Yama, 
shaking his lofty, massive mane, which was like Yama's 
chauri, opening his mouth, which was like a door to hell, 
with a yawn, his neck contracted a little, the lion took a 
look When he saw only two men with a retinue of only 
a chariot, he pretended to go to sleep from contempt 

“He has certainly been made arrogant by the kings 
guarding the rice-fields with complete armies, offering 
oblations with elephants, et cetera ” 

So addressed by Acala, the man-hon went ahead a 
little and challenged the best of hons, like a wrestler 
challenging a wrestler Hearing the bragging noise of 
Visnu, the lion, his ears erect, was astonished, thinking, 
“This is some hero.” The lion came out of his cave with 
his ears firmly propped up on his head like posts m high 
ground, with eyes exceedingly red like terrifying torches, 
with a mouth, like an armory of Yama, filled with tusks 
and fangs, his tongue outside his mouth like a Taksaka 
(Naga) outside Patala, with tusks above his mouth like a 
festoon of Yama’s house, with a mane like the flames of a 
fire of anger burning within, with nails like hooks for 
drawing out the life from creatures, his tail twitching like a 
hungry serpent, his mouth open, frightful with roaring like 
the emotion of cruelty in person 

The lion struck the earth with his large, cruel tail, 
like Indra striking a mountain with his thunderbolt At 
the sound of the beating with his tail, creatures disappeared 
on all sides like sea-animals m the ocean at the sound of 
a drum 

“Stop, sir f When I am present there is no occasion 
for you to fight,” with these words Tnprstha stopped Acala 
right there Visnu got out of the chariot, saying, “It is 
not in accordance with military ethics for me now in a 
chariot to fight with him as a foot-soldier ” Saying, 
“ It is not fitting for me armed to fight with him unarmed,” 
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Hari, possessing a wealth of heroism, threw away his 
weapons “Come, come, sir, I am going to take away 

your itch for battle, lion,” Triprstha, surpassing Purandara 

in strength, said. The lion, too, furious with a spasm of 
anger, uttered that same speech, as it were, in the guise of a 
mountain-echo. The young lion reflected- “Oh, that boy 

acts very impetuously, since he came without an army, 
since he got down from his chariot, threw away his weapons, 
and challenged me aloud Tike a silly frog that has jumped 
against a serpent, let him take the consequences of his 

boldness ” 
With these reflections, the lion, holding his tail erect, 

having the appearance of a lion that has fallen from a 
Vidyadhara’s chariot in the sky, leaped at once As he 
fell, Kesava caught his jaws in his hands, one in one hand, 
the other in the other hand, like the jaws of a serpent in a 
pair of pincers Pulling one jaw in one direction, and the 
other in the other direction, Visnu tore him apart, like 
tearing a piece of cloth, with a ripping sound. Just then 
a cry of "Haili Hail!” filling the space between heaven 
and earth, was made repeatedly by the people like 
councillors, like bards. The Vidyadharas, gods, and demons 
who had assembled in the sky from curiosity rained flowers 
on him, like a wind from Malaya The two parts of the 
lion's body, which had been thrown on the ground instantly, 
quivered, consciousness being retained voluntarily from 
anger 

The lion, whose body had been subjected to another 
vith great disgrace, though divided in two parts, quivering, 
thought* “I who, falling like a thunderbolt, was not con¬ 
quered by powerful princes, surrounded by armed soldiers, 
and also armed themselves, have been killed, alasI by this 
boy alone, unarmed, vith his soft hand. That is what 
grieves me, not merely being killed.' ’ Knowing his thoughts 
as he rolled on the ground, like a serpent, with this anxiety, 
Visnu’s charioteer spoke gently : “ O lion, by whom rutting 
elephants were tom apart with ease, unsubdued by a hun- 
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dred armies, why do yon grieve so from pride? This one 
is surely the best of soldiers, Tnprstha by name, first of the 
Sarngins m Bharata, a child in age, but not in prestige 
He is a lion among men , but }^ou are one among animals. 
What shame is there to you killed by him ? Rather there 
is reason for boasting of a fight with him ” 

Soothed by this speech of his which was like a ram of 
nectar, the Hon died and was bom as a hell-inhabitant m 
hell, having acquired that birth. 

Acala’s younger brother, handing over the skin to the 
Vidyadharas who had come to know the news at Hayagriva’s 
command, said "Hand over this skin, which indicates the 
lion’s slaughter, to Ghotakakantha, the frightened animal. 
He, greedy for sweet food, must be delivered this message 
‘ Be free from anxiety Bat nee at ease ’ ’ ’ 

The Vidyadharadarakas assented, and Balabhadra and 
Tnprstha went to their own city There the two brothers 
bowed at their father's feet and Bala told him the entire 
story King Prajapati looked upon his sons as if reborn 
and was dehghted by his son who had kept his promise 
The Vidyadharas told Vajigriva the story of Tnprstha m 
detail, which was like a clap of thunder. 

Rivalry for Svayamprabha (415-523) 

Now there is a city Rathanupuracakravala, the orna¬ 
ment of the southern row on Mt Vaitadhya There lived 
a king of the Vidyadharas, Jvalanajatm, whose magnifi¬ 
cence was unequaled, resembling a flame m brilliance His 
chief-queen was named Vayuvega, the supreme abode of 
Priti, slow m gait like a swan By this queen a son, who 
was named Arkakirti from the sight of a sun m a dream, 
was borne to the king In time he had a daughter, also, 
named Svayamprabha, because of the sight m a dream of a 
digit of the moon by whose own light the sky was made 
white The king established Arkakirti, when he was 
grown, as his heir-apparent, long-armed, Mt Hima to the 
Ganga of fame 
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In due time Svayamprabha attained youth, like a 

place in the forest the enchanting wealth of spring. With 

her moon-face she looked like the full moon incarnate 

and with the blackness of her abundant hair she looked 

like amavasya 39 embodied Her eyes which extended to 

her ears were like lotus ear-ornaments; her ears were like 

banks of the spreading pools of the eyes With red petals 

in the form of hands, feet, and lips she looked like a 

creeper with blossoms; and she was beautiful with high 

breasts like pleasure-mountains of &ri. Her navel looked 

like a whirlpool in the river of loveliness and her broad 

hips were like an Antaradvipa40 Among the women of 

the gods, asuras, and Vidyadharas there was no duplicate 

of her—the treasury of the beauty of the body. 

Then two flying ascetics, Abhinandana and Jagannan- 
dana, wandering through the air, came to that city. With 
great magnificence, like one who has obtained another 
incarnation of the goddess Sri, Svayamprabha went and 
paid homage to the excellent munis After hearing their 
instruction, an elixir of nectar for the ears, she adopted 
right-belief firm as the color of indigo In their presence 
she assented completely to lay-duties For pure souls are 
not in the least negligent, knowingly Then the excellent 
munis went elsewhere to wander. 

One day she undertook a fast on a moon-day.41 On 
the next day, wishing to break her fast, after she had 
worshipped, et cetera, the Ford Jrna, she brought the 
statue’s bath-water 42 and handed it to her father. The 
Vidyadhara-king, at once tender from delight, put the 
bathwsater on his head and Svayamprabha on his lap 
Seeing that she was grown, the king became anxious in 

39 422 See I, n 59 

40 425 See II, p 119 

41 431 See I, n 270. 

4- 432 Sesa But only the vrater in w hick an idol has been batbed, 

of all the offerings, may be accepted by reputable persons 
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the search for a husband for her, like a man in debt. After 
he had dismissed her with favor, the king summoned 
ministers, Susruta and others, and asked them about a 
suitable husband 

First Susruta spoke. “In the city Ratnapura there is 
a king, the son of Queen Ndanjana and Mayuragriva He, 
having many vidyas acquired, lord of three-part Bharat a, 
Indra of the Vidyadharas, Asvagriva by name, is the best 
husband ” 

The minister Bahu£ruta said “He is certainly not a 
suitable husband for the Rady Svayamprabha because he is 
past his youth In the north row there are many excellent 
Vidyadharas, strong-armed, possessing beauty, youth, and 
grace After consideration you should give the gazelle¬ 
eyed maiden to one of them, Your Majesty, if you desire a 
suitable marriage ” 

Then the minister Sumati said to the king “That was 
well said by that minister of yours, lord. On this mountain 
there is a city Prabhankara, the sole abode of many wonders, 
which has reached the first place m the necklace of the 
north row Its king is named Meghavana, possessing the 
power of Maghavan, fruitful like a cloud at dawn He 
has a wife, Meghamalini, like a wreath of jasmine with the 
fragrance of good conduct They have a son, Vidyut- 
prabha, by whom all kings are surpassed, with unrivaled 
beauty like Kandarpa. They have a daughter, Jyotirmala, 
like a daughter of the gods, with a wealth of immeasurable 
beauty and grace Princess Svayamprabha is suitable for 
Prince Vidyutprabha as lightning, by which the heavens are 
hghted, is suitable for a cloud On the other hand, Jyotir¬ 
mala. is suitable for Prince Arkakirti Bet a festival of 
the two take place with an exchange of maidens ” 

Then Srutasagara declared to the long “This maiden 
of yours who has become a jewel, by whom is she, like 
Sri, not sought? A svayamvara, which would make no 
distinction between all the Vidyadhara-princes seeking 
her, is the proper thing for her Otherwise, you will have 
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trouble with all the Vidyadharas, if you give the girl to 

any one of them Why this, needlessly ? ” 

After hearing the advice of all the ministers and 

dismissing them, he questioned also an astrologer, Sam- 

bhinnasrotas, "Shall I give my daughter to Asvagriva or 

to another Vidyadhara as her husband, or should she hold 

a svayamvara? ” The astrologer said "I have heard from 

the monks what the Blessed Rsabhadhvaja said when he was 

questioned by Bharata43 'There will be twenty-three 

Arhats in this avasarpml equal to me and eleven kings equal 

to you, nine Balas, nine Vasudevas, lords of half of 

Bharata, nine opponents of them (Prativasudevas) ’ Of 

these the Hari Tnprstha, after killing Hayagriva, will 

enjoy the three-part Bharata with the cities of the Vidya¬ 

dharas He will bestow on you the lordship of all the 

Vidyadharas Bet the girl be given to him There is no 

one else like him on earth ” 

Delighted, the king rewarded the astrologer and dis¬ 
missed him; and sent the courier Marici to King Prajapati 
about the matter The Vidyadhara went to King Praj apatt, 
bowed, mtroduced himself, and said respectfully' “The 
Vidyadhara-kmg, Jvalanajatin, has a daughter, Svayam- 
prabha, the choicest of all maidens King Vahnijatm has 
remained devoted to thought about a suitable husband for 
her for a long time, like a poet with fastidious taste 
Although advised by ministers, he has found no one The 
king then asked an astrologer about a suitable husband. 
He was told by the astrologer Sambhinnasrotas 'Your 
daughter, suitable, should be given to Tnprstha, son of 
Prajapati He, the first Vasudeva, will enjoy half of 
Bharata and graciously bestow on you the overlordship 
of the two rows ’ Delighted by this speech of the 
astrologer, my lord sent me O master, consent to receive 
her for Triprstha " 

48 454* See I, pp 347 g. 
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King Prajapati, who was very intelligent, agreed with 
pleasure and dismissed him with smtable gifts. 

From fear of Asvagriva, King Jvalanajatin went to 
Prajapati's city to give the girl m marriage With his 
Vidyadhara-vassals, with his ministers, army, and trans¬ 
port, he remained at the edge of the city, like the ocean at 
the shore With his ministers and retinue, Prajapati 
himself went to meet him. For a guest is the semor of 
every one The two great armies that were jomed by the 
friendly meeting of the two (kings) looked like the streams 
of the Gahga and Yamuna Both mounted on elephants 
because of equal dignity, they embraced each other like 
Samamka-gods 44 The day became at once a new-moon 
day from the meeting of these two kings like the sun and 
moon46 Kang Prajapati handed over ground to the 
Vidyadhara-kmg, like the ocean to Mainaka 40 There the 
Vidyadharas made a beautiful city with various palaces, 
like a second Potana, by the power of a vidya. Jvalana¬ 
jatin dwelt in the city’s principal palace, which had divine 
festoons, like the sun on Meru. The others, the vassals, 
ministers, generals, et cetera, lived in smtable palaces 
like the gods in celestial palaces. 

After taking leave of the King of Vidyadharas, King 
Prajapati went to his own abode, like the ocean turned 
back from the shore Then Prajapati sent gifts—food, 
omtment, ornaments, et cetera—to the king of the Vidya¬ 
dharas For the wedding both of them had pavilions 
erected, jeweled, beautifully shaped, like the council-halls 
of Camara and Bah In the houses of both there were 
auspicious songs with the beauty of the teaching of the 
art made by elderly women of good family 

44 472 See II, p. 125 
46 473 I e , the sun and moon ‘ dwell together ’ on the night of the 

new moon 
40 474 A mountain between India and Eanka When Indra clipped 

the wings of the mountains, Mainaka took refuge in the ocean. Mai- 

trayani Samhita 110 13 
3 
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Glistening with fragrant sandal-ointment like a statue 

of sapphire, Triprstha mounted a fine elephant and, 

surrounded by princely friends who had become attend¬ 
ants, went from his house to the house of Jvalanajatin 

The younger brother of Bala stopped beneath the festoon 
on the front of the house, like the sun in the east, waiting 
for the collection of offerings 47 Auspicious songs being 
sung by highborn women, Hari broke the fire-cup and 

went with his best man to the shrine 48 Then Hari saw 
Svayamprabha like Sasiprabha incarnate, dressed in a 
white fringed garment, delighting the eye. Then they 
both sat down on one auspicious seat, Svayamprabha and 
Triprstha, like Citra49 and the Moon When the auspi¬ 
cious moment had been indicated by the sound of a gong, 
the priest joined their lotus-hands like two hemispheres 
They both made a conjunction of the pupils of then 
eyes which resembled the sprinkling of the newly-appeared 
tree of affection Svayamprabha and Triprstha united in 
that way like a creeper and a tree, went to the room 
with the fire-pit With fuel from the pippal, et cetera, 
the Brahmans lighted the fire accompanied by the burning 
of the oblation on the altar. They circumambulated 
the altar-fire with auspicious blazing of the flame, the 
Brahmans reciting mantras from the Vedas. 

After marrying Princess Svayamprabha in this way, 
Bala’s younger brother mounted an elephant with her and 

47 484. See I, n 187 The'arghamandala’ is described by Muni 

Sri Jayantavijayaji as follows When the bridegroom waits at the door 

of the father-in-law, the mother-in-law goes to welcome him with a 

disb full of offerings She marks his forehead with vermilion and applies 

nee to it and showers nee and flowers on him She welcomes him by 

showing lum a plough, a pestle, a churn, and a spindle, all in miniature 

A small earthen cup with live charcoal in it is covered with another 

earthen cup and set on the floor The bridegroom tramples on it and 
enters the father-in-law’s house. 

48 485 Matrgrha See I, n 183 and pp 141-147. Anuvara is to 

be read here. 

40 487 One of the naksatras,' asterisms ’ 
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started to his house Hari went to his house, making 
Aryaman’s horses prick up their ears by the resounding 
echoes and the very loud sounds of musical instruments. 

Hayagriva learned of the occurrence through a spy 
Already angered by the story of the lion, he became 
exceedingly angry. He thought, "Though I am here, 
Jvalanajatin gave the woman-jewel to another Venly, 
every jewel belongs to the ocean Tet a messenger go to 
the giver and the receiver and ask for the girl. For in 
statecraft a messenger goes first ” After these reflections, 
he enjoined secrecy and sent a different messenger to the 
city Potanapura The messenger went as quickly as a 
Samiranakumara, entered the house of Jvalanajatin and 
said 

"I say this to you by the command of Hayagriva, 
ruler of the southern half of Bharata, like the Indra of half 
of the world. Sir, there is a jewel of a maiden, named 
Svayamprabha, in your house Go and give her to the 
master A jewel in Bharata belongs to no one else 
Asvagriva is your master and your family’s master There¬ 
fore, let your daughter be his Indeed, a head does not 
shine without eyes Why do you, angering Asvagriva, 
who has already been injured, by not giving your 
daughter, lose melted gold by (continued) blowing (with 
the blow-pipe) ? ” 60 

Jvalanajatin replied to this speech by the messenger 
“The girl was given to Tnprstha and was received in 
marriage immediately, surely There is no such thing as 
ownership of an article that has been given to some one 
else, much less of a high-born maiden Bet him consider 
that himself ” 

■ So answered by Agmjatin, the messenger went to 
Tnprstha with evil in his heart For he was the authonzed 
agent of his lord He said to Tnprstha 

60 503 According to a goldsmith., gold is quickly melted by a 

blowpipe and, if the heat is continued too long, the quantity of gold is 

diminished See Appendix I 
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“Asvagriva, the conqueror of the world, the Indra of 

the world, commands you by my voice. ‘ This girl, suitable 

for us, has been taken by you from ignorance, like the 

fruit of a tree in the royal garden by a traveler by 
mistake. I am your lord and your relatives’ lord 

You have been protected by me for a long time. There¬ 
fore, give up the girl. The command of the master is 

authority for servants.’ ” 
Then Triprstha, his forehead terrible with a monstrous 

frown, brilliant with red eyes and cheeks, said to him. 
“Your lord promulgates law in this way, as if he were the 
chief of the people Alas for his family dignity 1 I think 
all the high-born maidens in his own territory have been 
destroyed by him Does milk survive in the presence of a 
kitten ? Pray, whence and how does he have lordship over 
us? His lordship elsewhere also will soon be fleeting. If 
he has had enough of life as well as eating rice, let him 
come here himself to take Svayamprabha. You are not 
to be killed because you are a messenger. Go! Do not 
stay now! I shall certainly kill him, Hayagriva, if he 
comes here.” 

So answered by Visnu, the messenger went quickly, 
as if struck by a goad, and told everything to King 
Asvagriva When he heard that, Hayagriva, his eyes 
inflamed, his hair and beard twitching, biting his lip with 
his teeth, his body trembling, his forehead dreadful with a 
terrifying frown, thus instructed the best of his Vidya- 
dharas with contempt and anger. 

“Oh, fate has surely given feeble wit to Agnijatin, who 
would be in my presence like a chameleon compared with 
the sun 51 What kind of nobility has one who, ignoring 
me, married his daughter to the son of the husband of his 
own daughter?52 Now Jvalanajatin, one fool eager to 
die; Prajapati, a second; the son of his half-sister, another, 

61 5*9- The point is in the abhimukha and another name for the 
krhalasa, i e , pratisurya Abhi 4 365 

62 520 Tnprstha’s mother was his half-sister 
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and still another, the brother-in-law of his father,58 shame¬ 
less from their relationship, seek a fight with me, kke 
jackals seeking a quarrel54 Go! Scatter them, like winds 
scattering clouds, like tigers scattering deer, like lions 
scattering elephants ” 

The battle (524-671) 

Then all the Vidyadharas, their arms itching for 
battle, were delighted at the master’s command, like thirsty 
people by water Strong-armed, each one making a vow 
to fight, splitting the sky, as it were, by noise made by 
slaps on their arms, saying, "I hope no one else, either 
friend or foe, gets ahead of me from eagerness to fight,” 
hurrying past each other, beating their horses with whips, 
urging elephants with the yatas;65 driving oxen with goads, 
staking camels with sticks, making sharp swords dance, 
banging shields frequently, fastening on quivers, making 
bow-strings resound, whirling hammers, shaking large 
dubs, brandishing tridents, and taking iron bludgeons, the 
soldiers of A&vagriva rushed to the attack, some through 
the air and some by the ground from eagerness, and arrived 
at Potanapura. 

Hearing their confused murmur from afar, Jvalanajatm 
said to Prajapati who was bewildered and asked, “What 
is this?” “These soldiers come here, certainly sent by 
Hayagriva ket them come. You see my eagerness Do 
not let Tnprstha, do not let Acala fight with them ahead 
of me ” Ardently he made preparations and set out for 
battle The soldiers of Asvagriva attacked him simul¬ 
taneously with anger For anger is especially severe with 
one’s friends when they have become enemies Jvalana- 
jatm without exception struck down their weapons with 
weapons, just as one refutes general rules by exceptions 
He attacked them all with showers of sharp arrows, like 

58 522 Acala, the full brother of Mrgavati 
64 522 See Appendix I 
55 527, Voice, foot, and goad. See I, p 99 
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an unexpected cloud attacking elephants with showers of 

haiL Jvalanajatin took away their insolence which had 
existed for a long time from the power of their vidyas 

and the power of their arms, like a snake-charmer that 

of serpents. 
Agnijatin said to them: “Go away, quickly1 Go, 

villains! Who will kill you, miserable creatures who have 
come here without your lord Come to Mt Rathavarta 

with your lord Hayagriva We too shall meet there soon ” 
Addressed by him in this contemptuous way, the soldiers 
of Hayagriva disappeared quickly like a flight of crows, 
saving their lives, terrified. With faces as gloomy from 
great shame as if smeared with lamp-black, they went 
and reported that to Mayuragnva’s son At once the son 
of N flan j ana, possessing imperishable strength of arm, 
was inflamed by their words like a fire by an oblation 
With his eyes red and wide open from anger, terrifying 
as a Raksas, he commanded his vassals, ministers, generals, 
et cetera * 

“Ho! All of you assemble quickly with your entire 
forces Now let our army advance like the ocean with high 
waves. I shall soon kill Prajapati, Triprstha, Acala, and 
Agnijatin in a battle, like smoke killing mosquitoes ” 

The chief-minister, the abode of the group of intellectual 
qualities,56 said to Asvakandhara who was excited and 
had spoken angrily "In the past the master conquered 
three-part Bharata with ease. That took place for fame and 
fortune and you became at the head of the powerful Now, 
what fame, what fortune, will our lord gain, eager himself for 
the conquest of one vassal? No powerful person should be 
proud of the conquest of an inferior What is there to 
boast of in the killing of a deer by a lion who tears asunder 
elephants? If you should by chance be defeated by an 
inferior, all the heap of glory gained before would dis¬ 
appear at once. The course of battle is varied There is 

EC 546 There are 8 of these See App I 
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great occasion for fear that the speech of the astrologer is 

true because of its proof from the killing of the lion and the 

attack on Candavega. In this case it is fitting for the 

lord to observe the policy of encamping from among the 

six kinds of policy For even a great elephant, running 

without ascertaining (the road), mires in the mud 

Moreover, the boy,67 acting rashly, will jump up quickly 

some place like a sarabha 68 and perish and you, though 

encamped, will derive the benefit But if you cannot 

endure such a thing, then give orders to your army to 

fight, O king Who can withstand your army?” 
The king scorned this truthful and suitable advice 

How can men have any common sense in anger, as m 
drinking wine? Insulting the minister with the words, 
“You are a coward,” he, angry, had the marching-drum 
sounded at once by his servants All the soldiers came 
with all their forces immediately at the sound of the drum 
even from a distance, just as if they had been at his side 
Hayagriva went to the bath-house and bathed with water 
from pitchers, like a swan with high spotless waves of the 
Ganga His body dried with fine cloth and perfumed with 
divine perfumes, his body made white with goslrsa-sandal 
taken from Nandana, wearing a fringed white garment, 
carrying a knife, wearing a tilaka made by the priest, he, 
the tilaka of kings, being praised by the bards, with a 
white umbrella and chauns mounted a great elephant, 
whose ichor wet the surface of the ground 

Hayagriva set out, attended by irresistible elephants, 
horses, and chariots, shaking even the mountains As he 
went along, the handle of his umbrella, shaken by a cruel 
wind that rose suddenly, was broken like a tree Like a 
flower from a tree, like a star from the sky, the umbrella 
fell from Hayagriva's head Then the elephant s ichor 

57 553 Tnprstha 
58 553 The belief is that £arabhas leap up at clouds under the 

delusion that they are elephants and so perish 
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dried tip at once; tlie pools were like pools in the month of 

Jyaistha, and the mud like that in autumn. Then the 

elephant made water, as if terrified of death, and gave a 

harsh cry, and did not hold his head erect A rain of dust, 

a rain of blood, the sight of a constellation by day, the fall 

of a meteor, a flash of lightning—these portents took place 

The dogs lifted up their faces and howled miserably, hares 

appeared, and kites wheeled in the sky. Ravens croaked 

and vultures spread out overhead, and a dove perched on 

the banner 60 There were such unfavorable omens 

Asvagriva paid no attention to the bad portents and 
unfavorable omens, but was unhindered from starting out,60 
as if drawn by Yama’s noose He was surrounded by 
Vidyadharas whose fortitude was gone, and by princes 
who were not eager for battle, like slaves who had been 
brought by force, even though they were free In a few 
marches he arrived with a complete army at Mt Ratha- 
varta by which the turning of chariots is made At Asva- 
griva’s command the Vidyadhara-forces camped on the 
ground at the foot of that mountain resembling Mt 
Vijayadhya 01 

Now in Potanapura, the best of Vidyadharas, Jvalana- 
3atin, said to Balabhadra and Bala’s younger brother 

“There is no rival whatever to you m natural power. 
Timid from affection—for affection produces fear even in 
unsuitable places—I say this Hayagriva with head erect 
(udgnva) is arrogant from his vidyas, powerful, fiery, 
victorious in many battles By whom is he not to be 
feared? Without vidyas you are not inferior to Hayagriva 
Nevertheless, I greatly wish for you to be able to kill him 
You must make some effort here for acquiring vidyas in 

50 5^9 The dove is the messenger of Nirrti or Yama (divinities of 

death) Crooke, p 373 For Vedic references see Macdonell-Keith. 
00 570 Also/from death ’ 

61 573 Another name for Vaitadhya See K p 223 Used here, 
of course, for its meaning, ‘ nch m victory ’ 
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order that magic weapons created by his vidyas will be 

useless ” They agreed 

Jvalanajatin, delighted, taught vidyas to them, 

dressed m white, concentrated in meditation Recalling 

the first syllables of the mantras, the two brothers passed 

seven nights, their minds devoted to one thing On the 

seventh day, the lord of serpents (&esa) having trembled, 

the vidyas approached Bala and Upendra absorbed m medi¬ 

tation The vidyas GarudI, Rohini, Bhuvanaksobhanl, 

Krpanastambhani, Sthamasumbhani, VyomacarmI, Tami- 

srakarini, Sinhatrasim, Vairimohini, Vegabhigammi, 

Divyakamiru, RandhravasmI, Krssnuv arson, Nagavasmi, 

Varisosini, Dhantrivanm, Cakramaranl, Bandhamocani, 

Vimuktakuntala, Nanarupinl, Eohasmkhala, Kalaraksasika, 
Channadasadis, Tlksnasulini, Candramauh, Vijayamangala, 
Rksamalini, Siddhatadanika, Pinganetra, Vacanapesala, 
Dhvamtahiphana, Ghoraghosmi, Bhlrubhlsmi, and others 
said, “We are m your power ” Both completed meditation, 
though the vidyas had been won Everything is attracted 
spontaneously by merit What should not belong to the 
noble? 

Then Triprstha and his elder brother set out in style on 
an auspicious day with extensive forces and with Prajapati, 
Jvalanajatin, et cetera. With tall horses going to and fro 
swift as eagles, with chariots, abodes of &ris of victory, 
going towards the enemy; with elephants lively from ichor, 
surpassing the elephants of the gods, with superior infantry 
leaping like tigers, completely covering the sky and earth 
with sky-travelers (Vidyadharas) and earth-travelers 
(humans), urged on by favorable omens as well as by his 
own people ; splitting the sky by the noise of musical 
instruments increased by neighings and trumpetmgs 
shaking the earth by the weight of a multitude of soldiers, 
Hari, the turning of whose chariot grinds the earth, arrived 
at Mt Rathavarta which was very much like a stone 

boundary-pillar of his own country 
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The battle-drums of both armies were sounding as if 

to summon gods with the idea, " There should be judges of 

the battle *’ The armies of Triprstha and Hayakantha, who 

were very eager for battle like lords of the gods and demons, 

flew at each other. The loud tumult of the armored soldiers, 

as well as the dust of the earth crushed by the horses and 
army, invested the heavens The heavens had a terrifying 

appearance, like a great forest, from the lions, sarabhas, 

tigers, elephants, and monkeys placed on the army-banners 
Like relatives of Narada,62 eager for the sport of strife, 

bands of sworn comrades came together, skilled in arousing 
the enthusiasm of the soldiers Then fighting was com¬ 
menced by the vanguards of the two armies which made 
the sky appear to have birds in flight from the multitude 

of arrows. A great fire arose from the weapons of the 
vanguards of the two armies in battle, like a forest-fire from 
the rubbing together of the top branches of trees in a forest 
In the van of the battle of the soldiers occupied with 
weapon against weapon, possessing unmeasured strength, 
there was angry conflict like that of sea-monsters in the 
ocean Asvagriva’s vanguard was turned back by Tri- 
prstha’s vanguard, like the water of a river by the waves 
of the ocean The followers of Vajigriva, the best of 
Vidyadharas, were enraged instantly by the crushing of the 
vanguard like the tip of the finger They became vampires, 
eager for battle, cruel-armed, just like demons who had 
received the minister's seal from Yama, ghouls with mon¬ 
strous huge teeth and broad chests, dark and terrifying, 
like peaks of the Anj ana Mountains; lions by whom the 
earth was split by blows with ploughs in the form of tails, 
with nails doing the work of scimitars; sarabhas with (four) 
feet on top like mountains with high peaks, by whom 
elephants are tossed up as easily as a bunch of straw by an 

C2 599 Narada, in addition to his many accomplishments, is con¬ 

sidered a fomentor of stnfe Cf the Marathi, * Muni Narada, the starter 
of quarrels ’ Maimvaring, 1077 
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elephant’s trunk, varalakas63 beating the ground with 
their tails and grinding trees with their tusks, terrible from 
their form of a lion and elephant, others became beasts of 
prey, panthers, tigers, bulls, serpents, bears, et cetera, like 
Raksases that had become animals Making terrifying 
noises, as if summoning Death, they quickly attacked 
Tnprstha's army Gloomy-faced, their eagerness broken 
in a moment, all the soldiers of Prajapati thought 

“Have we mistaken the road here to a city of ghosts? 
Have we come to an abode of Raksasas, or have we come 
to the Vmdhya-plateau ? Have these cruel demons and ani¬ 
mals come from their homes to fight with us at Asvagala’s 
command? I think destruction caused by a girl is at 
hand for us If Tnprstha himself should be victorious, 
our courage would last.” 

While they, absorbed in such thoughts, their wits 
distracted, were turning back, Vahnijatin said to Tnprstha 
“This is magic of the Vidyadharas It is nothing real, I 
know. For the serpent, no one else, knows the track of the 
serpent.64 His lack of power has been made known by 
themselves, slow of wit, in this way. Who, if he is powerful, 
creates something to terrify a child, as it were ? So, arise, 
hero Get into your chariot Make the enemy descend 
from the high peak of conceit. With you in your chariot 
with your hand raised and with the sun in the sky with its 
lofty rays, whose splendor, pray, will spread? ” 

At this speech of Vahnijatin, Triprstha, first of 
charioteers, got mto his great chariot, encouraging his 
own army Tong-armed Rama also got into his battle- 
chariot At no time does he leave his younger brother 
alone How much less in battle! The. Vidyadharas, 
Jvalanajatin and others, mounted their chariots like lions 
a mountain-plateau Then drawn by merit, the gods gave 

63 609 I have not found this word elsewhere, but one of the Jain 

temples in Baroda is adorned with numerous figures of such an animal 

64 617 Cf the Gujarati coranam pagalam 

knows the footprint of a thief ' 

cor olakhe ' a thief 
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Triprstha a divine bow named Sarnga, a dub Kaumodakl, a 

concb Pancajanya, and a jewel named Kaustubha, a 

sword Nandaka, and a garland Vanamala They gave 
Balabhadra a plough named Samvartaka, a pestle named 

Saumanda, and a dub named Candrika. 
When they had seen these, all the other heroes, united, 

fought with their whole souls, like sons of Antaka. Tn- 

prstha made the jewel of a conch, Pancajanya, by which the 

sky was filled with noise, play the prologue of the play 
which was taking place Hayakandhara’s soldiers 

trembled at its noise which was like the thunder of the 
Puskaravartaka douds at the end of the world. Of some 
the weapons fell like leaves from trees, others fell to 
the ground themsdves, as if they had epilepsy. Some 
disappeared quickly like timid jackals, some shut their 
eyes and cowered like hares Some entered caves, like 
owls; some shrieked like conches out of water When he 
heard of this collapse of his army, as unheard of as the 
drying up of the ocean, Hayagriva said to his men* 

"O wretched Vidyadharas, where are you going, 
terrified just at the sound of a conch, like deer, et cetera, in 
a forest at the bellow of a bull ? What power of Triprstha 
or Acala have you seen that you are terrified like cattle 
at the sight of a scarecrow? The glory that was gained 
by victory in various battles you have destroyed. A drop 
of collyrium is sufficient to destroy the beauty of a clean 
white cloth Go back 1 Verily, this stumbling of yours has 
come by fate What inhabitants of the earth are superior 
to you who are inhabitants of the sky ? Or rather, do not 
fight Be only witnesses I, Hayagriva, certainly am not 
asking for assistance in battle ” 

Addressed in these terms by Hayakantha, their heads 
bowed, overcome by shame, the Vidyadharas turned back 
like the ocean that has beaten against a mountain Then 
Hayagriva, unconfused, set out in his chariot, like another 
cruel planet with the sky for a vehicle, to devour his 
enemies. Like a curious missile-cloud, he rained arrows. 
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stones, darts and other missiles on Triprstha’s army Tri¬ 

prstha’s army was worn out hy this ram of missiles What 

could earth-dwellers, even though resolute, do against sky- 

dwellers? Immediately Rama, Tnprstha, and Jvalana- 

]atm flew up m the air in their chariots with their own 

Vidyadharas The Vidyadharas on both sides fought hard 

in the sky, showing each other the power of their vidyas, 

as if demonstrating to preceptors The earth-people of the 

two armies also fought together, angry, like elephants with 

dephants in a forest There was an unprecedented rain of 
blood, like a portent of calamity, from the Vidyadharas 

beating each other violently with weapons 

Some began fighting, staff against staff, like a show 
with single-sticks,06 the sky resounding with the noise of 
then blows on each other Some, crud-armed, beat their 
opponents with their sword-handles like drums with drum¬ 
sticks Some, meeting each other, unable to endure the 
victory of another, shook then large shidds like cymbals 
Others threw then spears which parted the sky like hair, 
making the sound of lightning like kghtning-douds Some 
rained darts like cruel snakes, others arrows with gleaming 
feathers like garudas. Then the sky as well as the earth 
seemed to be made from various weapons by the weapons 
made to rise and fall m this way by the two armies Some 
were seen with their enemies’ heads, which they had just 
cut off, hdd in then hands, like extraordinary fidd-guardians 
on the battle-fidd Others looked like Gane£as with 
dephant-faces, others like Kinnaras with faces of horses 
which had just fallen on headless bodies Some looked 
as if faces had sprung from the navd because of then own 
heads just cut off which had fallen on then gndles and 
remained for a moment The headless bodies of some 
powerful ones danced as if from joy produced by the 
svayamvara of some goddess The fallen heads of some 

66 647 A very frequent feature of Indian entertainments 
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gave forth a humming sound, as if earnestly reciting 

charms for the purpose of ascending their trunks 

When the battle had gone on like this, terrible as the 

end of the world, Triprstha directed his chariot against the 

chariot of Asvakandhara Rama, the best of charioteers, 

urged forward his horses and went near Triprstha s chariot, 

drawn by the cord of affection. Hayagriva, looking at them 

with eyes red from anger and starting out (of his head) as 

if he were thirsty, said to them: 

“By which one of you was Candavega attacked, 

villains? Which of you is insolent because of killing the 

lion on the western border ? Which of you married 

Svayamprabha, the daughter of Jvalanajatin, who fully 

resembles a poison-maiden,66 for his own slaughter ? 

Which one, simple-minded, does not consider me his lord ? 

Which of you has taken a leap against me, like a monkey 

against the sun? Why has the destruction of the soldiers 

been disregarded for so long? Now, relying on what, 

have you approached me? Answer, boys! and fight in 

turn or together with me, like young elephants with a 
lion ” 

Then the younger brother of Acala said with a smile* 
“I, Triprstha, made the attack on your messenger. I 
slew the Hon on the western border and I married Svayam¬ 
prabha I do not consider you my lord and I have dis¬ 
regarded you for a long time. This is my elder brother, 
Bala by name, a Balasudana (Indra) in strength, who has 
no rivals in the three worlds. What are you ? If ‘ Enough 
of slaughtering soldiers’ is also your opinion, take your 
weapon, great-armed one You are the battle-guest of 
me alone Bet us have a duel Bet the desire of the arm 
be satisfied Bet the soldiers of us both remain as 
witnesses ” 

60 662 For a detailed discussion of'The Poison-Damsel in India,’ 

see Penzer, Kathasantsagara II, pp 281 £E. 
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Hayagrfva and the younger brother of Bala agreed 
on these terms and had the soldiers stopped from battle 
by the mace-bearer 

Duel between Tnprstha and Hayagnva (672-752) 

Placing one hand on the middle of the bow and the 
other on the side of the notched end, Hayagnva strung his 
bow which was terrifying like Yama’s brow With his 
hand Mayhragriva’s son made the bowstring resound like 
the string of a lute m a concert for the amusement of the 
Sri of battle Samgapani (Tnprstha) also strung his bow 
at once, indicating the destruction of enemies, like a matsya 
which has appeared at mght07 Visnu made a noise with 
the bow that was as terrible as the noise of a thunderbolt, 
a charm for the summoning of death, destroying the 
strength of enemies Hayakandhara drew an arrow from 
the quiver, like a serpent from a cave, fitted it to the 
bow, and drew it back to his ear He discharged the 
temble arrow, blazing with hght, that was like a leer 
from Death, like a flame of the fire at the end of the 
world. Ke£ava, whose power was unbroken, cut it as it 
fell, with an arrow discharged at once, like cutting 
a lotus-tendril The younger brother of Acala spht 
Hayagriva’s bow with a second arrow like the first in 
speed. Again and again, whatever bow Hayagriva took 
up, Tnprstha cut down, as well as his wish, with 
arrows 

With one arrow Hari cut down Pratihari’s banner 
and with another overthrew the chanot from afar like a 
piece of a castor-bean plant Hayagriva, angered, got 
into another chanot and came from a distance raining 

87 674 Niiamatsyamivodgatam is rather puzzling PH gives 
'Rahu' as one meaning for maccba (matsya), winch seems a possible 
interpretation here Rahu is an ominous planet I owe this suggestion 
to Mum Jayantavajayap Possibly it refers to an eclipse, which is one 

meaning of Rahu 
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arrows, like a cloud showers of rain. Neither the chariot, 

nor the charioteer, nor Triprstha, nor anything else, was 

visible in the air darkened by Hayagriva’s arrows 
Triprstha drove back the shower of arrow with showers 

of arrows, like the blessed sun dispelling darkness with a 
mass of rays Then Hayagriva, enraged, the first of the 

powerful, strong as a rock, long-armed, raised up an arrow 

that was like a sister of lightning, like a companion of 
the thunderbolt, like the mother of death, like the tongue 
of the serpent-king, hard as rock He made it whirl 
around his head like a shooting-wheel68 on a pillar, like 
a dancer of Kinaia (Yama) with a girdle of tinkling bells 
With all his strength he discharged it rapidly at Triprstha, 
a path being made for it by the gods fearing the destruc¬ 
tion of their aenal cars Then Triprstha picked up in 
his hand the dub KaumodakI from the chariot, a third 
arm, a second staff of Samavartin (Yama) Bala’s 
younger brother struck the arrow as it fell with the dub, 
like an dephant striking a toy-bellows 69 with his trunk. 
Instantly reduced to fragments it fell to the ground like 
a dod, imitating the fall of a hundred meteors with 
bright sparks. 

Hayakandhara hurled an iron-bound dub, terrifying as 
an uplifted tusk of Airavana, at the lord of the dub 70 Han 
broke it, as it fell, with his dub, like Patrarathesvara 71 
breaking a serpent with the end of his beak Hayagriva 
threw a dub that was shaped like a thunderbolt and hard 
as a rock, like a tusk of Pitrpati (Yama), like a sister of 
Taksaka Adhoksaja (Triprstha), long-armed, broke it, 
like a mud-pie, beautifully in the air with KaumodakI 
When his weapons had been broken m this way, Vajikan- 
dhara was embarrassed 

c8 687 Radhavedha See I, n 360 

c9 690 I have not been able to find any explanation of this allusion 
Cf below, 7 106 and 7 2 571. 

70 692 See App. I 

71 693. J ata\ us, king of the vultures 
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Then the hero thought of the serpent-missile like a 
brother in time of distress Fitting the serpent-missile to 
the bow, he discharged it, and numerous serpents appeared 
just as if bursting forth from an ant-hill 'Running 0n 
the ground and giving loud hisses in the air, the serpents 
turned the Middle World into Patala at once. Pendent, 
cruel, black, flashing, the serpents at once spread terror a 
thousand times more than that of a comet that has 
appeared The Khecara-women fled far away, terrified 
by the serpents moving in the sky like spies of Death. 
Very great terror arose in Tnprstha’s soldiers, also 
Such a thing happens from devotion and from ignorance 
of the master’s power 

Then Garudadhvaja (Tnprstha) fitted the garuda-missile 
to his bow and discharged it Verily the serpents of the 
missile were like plantam-leaves Garudas appeared, 
making the sky seem to be covered with one hundred 
golden umbrellas from the moving mass of wings At the 
sound of their wings, the serpents disappeared completely, 
like darkness at sunrise Astonished, when he saw that the 
serpent-missile was useless also, Hayakandhara thought of 
the irresistible fire-missile. After fitting the fire-arrow to 
the bow, he discharged it It made the sky appear to have 
a hundred meteors from its flames Then Tnprstha’s 
whole army, submerged m fire, as it were, became confused 
like sea-monsters terrified by the submanne-fire. Haya- 
griva’s soldiers, excited, rejoiced, laughed, whirled around, 
jumped up, danced, sang, and clapped their hands 

Then the younger brother of Acala, red-eyed from 
anger, fitted to the bow the water-missile, which could not be 
warded off, and discharged it quickly. At once clouds 
spread, like the wishes of Han, darkening the sky as well as 
Hayagriva’s face They rained like clouds in the rainy 
season, with unceasing streams of water, extinguishing 
completely the fire of the weapons like a forest-fire When 
he saw his missiles destroyed by ^amgin like straw, Prati- 
visnu remembered his unerring cakra, causing death 

4 
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Summoning it shining with a hundred flames like one 

hundred intervals between spokes, as if it had been 

brought from the chariot of Martanda, like an ear-ring 

that had been taken by force from Yama, like the 

serpent Taksaka made into a circle, having a' multitude 
of tinkling bells, terrifying the Khecaras, presenting 

itself merely from being recalled, he took it and said* 
“You are a stripling, boy. Slaughtering you is like 

killing an embryo,72 nothing else ISfow go away. Today 
I am embarrassed before you. Verily, this weapon of mine, 
the cakra, never stumbles and never becomes dull, like 
Indra’s thunderbolt If it is discharged, you are deprived 
of life. There is no alternative Do not show a warrior’s 
pride Obey my command. You are a boy. Therefore 
I endured your bad behavior in the past, because it was 
only boyish impetuosity. Go' Save your life unex¬ 
pectedly.’’ 

Astonished, Triprstha said: “You are an old man, 
Hayakandhara. Otherwise, who would make such a 
foolish speech, like a crazy man ? Kven a young lion does 
not flee from elephants though large Does a young 
garuda run from even a large serpent? Does the sun, 
though newly risen, tremble at the Raksases of twilight ?78 
Why should I, though a boy, run from you on the battle¬ 
field ? You have seen how much force these weapons had 
which you have already used When you have discharged 
it (the cakra), observe its force. Before you have seen it, 
why do you thunder ? ” 

When he heard this, Hayagriva whirled his very 
terrifying cakra around his head, like the submarine fire 
of the ocean of the sky. After whirling it for a very long 
time, he hurled the cakra with all his strength and it gave 
at once the impression of the sun falling The cakra fell 

72 716 Bhruna may also mean ‘child/ E, but I think the 

exaggerated comparison is intended here. 

73 722 The Raksas is believed to be especially active at twilight. 
Crooke, p 210. 
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'mnjHari’sbreast, hard arid broad as a mountain-crag with 
Vft^riTslap# but riot withithe edge > Struck by the end of 
1 -i’thej,cakr'a'’s.;hub. which./was^ very hard; Visnu fell uncon- 
r.-‘sdqus/',as ,-if^truck;by a .thunderbolt. The cakra remained 
i; iri~the same place in the sky, as if watching, and a cry 

j;Hal”, arpse .in all of Visnu’s army. When he 
7 saw, I his' brother unconscious from his enemy’s blow, 

Balabhadra, devoted to his younger brother, fainted 
imm^iately, though lie had not been struck Hayagriva 

' gave'ri lion's’hoar, 'just like a Hon, and the cry "Kila! 
'Kila I9’r as~‘if' ahhoiincing a victory was made by his 

. . soldiSs’ ^'Rama1 regained consciousness in a moment and 
when he heard that loud noise, he asked the soldiers, 
^Whdse'irioppoftune joy ii this?” They rephed, "Your 

^Majesty -this^ lorid ' shouting is made by Hayagriva's 
' &6ldiers dehghted/ at the prince’s death just now” 
,f^^Ratna "said’, '-"Is f my brother dead? My younger 
brother, 'Writr out by battle, Hes for a moment in the 
Chariot ^Cdiisidefirig in my own mind that this death of 

• iny^Brother is unreal,11'shall'take away the joy from them 
fej6icingyi 'Stay,1 'Hayagriva 1 Now at once I am going to 
rnaire''powder>xout1, of* you 'and your chariot and your 

• fetiriue' %ith ardub, as if’you were a handful of flies 
d flinYrrria.ifi  _, 4.1.* 4-Un4- mac 1- 

. became conscious. '"SiMfSirl What is this exertion on 
- ydiif tp^t, when 17 am' herb? ” Janardana got up like one 
, who had been’aslbepV'* When he saw Tnprstha standing up, 

I^galiri* embraced’ ’him, hke5orie from (one’s own) village 
-* who^ha^'" bfeenr met;1 *with Joutstretchedj arms HrsikeSa’s 

Soldiers’"iridde 1b) joyous -’outcry, announcing the awakening 
of] theifl lord; which -was like’ an arrow in" their enemies 
hearts ^dhoksaja saw the cakra standing near him as if 

- wishing td^obtatin h'penance for the crime of the blow. 
7 '^heybririger brother of Balabhadra took it, terrifying from 
,:brilljlibceo resembHng an’1 heir of'the sun, and made this 

7r> hxtdlerit -sp eech 7- *" 
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“You have seen the strength of the cakra which you 

hurled at me, after making such a loud roaring, like the 

strength of an elephant against a mountain. Go! Go, now1 

Who will kill you, fool, an old man, badly behaved like a 

cat?’' 

When he heard that, Hayagrfva, biting his lip with his 

teeth, his body trembling with anger, frowning, said 

"Miserable boy, you are intoxicated by obtaining that 

piece of iron, all the more by getting it from me, like a 

lame man by obtaining fruit that has fallen from a tree 

Throw it! Throw it! See my strength also. I will spht the 

cakra, as it falls, with my fist ” 

Then Vaikuntha (Triprstha), whose force was 

unblunted, angered, whirled the cakra in the sky and 
hurled it at Hayakantha It cut off Asvakantha’s head 
like a plantain-stalk. For the Praticakrins are killed 
by their own cakras The Khecaras, delighted, rained 
flowers on Samgin’s head and gave loud cries of "Hail! 
Hail'” The sound of lamentation arose in the wretched 
army of Hayagriva, making the atmosphere, too, lament 
with echoes His people held Hayagriva’s cremation- 
ceremonies, making the oblation of water, as it were, 
with tears flowing from their eyes After his death 
Hayagriva became a hell-inhabitant in the seventh hell 
with a life of thirty-three sagaropamas 

Just then the chief-gods in the sky, said* “O kings, 
all of you give up your pride entirely. Give up your 
support of Hayagriva which was honorable for a long 
time and, furthermore, seek Triprstha, the best refuge, 
with devotion. He, the first Vasudeva, has arisen here, 
long-armed, lord of the land of three parts of Bharata- 
ksetra ” When they heard this divine speech, all of 
Hayagriva’s kings approached and bowed to the 
younger brother of Acala With hands folded submissively 
they said, "Pardon us for whatever crime we committed 
from ignorance and subjection to another. Henceforth, 
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lord, we shall follow only your command, like your 
servants Therefore, command us, lord ” 

Triprstha replied* “There was no crime on your part. 
Fighting at the master’s order is certainly the course of 
warriors. Dismiss fear Now I am your master Hence¬ 
forth remain in your respective kingdoms, having become 
subject to me” After reassuring the kings in this way, 
Triprstha went with his retinue to Potanapura, like another 
Purandara. 

Conquest of southern half of Bharata (762-776) 

Janardana and his elder brother again left Potanapura 
for an expedition of conquest, surrounded by seven jewels,74 
the cakra, et cetera. First he conquered Magadha, the 
face-ornament of the eastern part, and Varadaman, the 
head-wreath of the southern part, and the chief-god, 
Prabhasa, by whom the western part is made radiant; 
and also the Vidyadhara-kings of the two rows of 
Vaitadhya Hari gave Agnijatin the overlordship of the 
two rows For the noble, being served, bear fruit like 
a kalpa-tree After he had conquered the southern half 
of Bharata in just this way by an expedition of con¬ 
quest, Triprstha turned his face towards his own city 
He shone with half the magnificence and half the strength 
of arm of a cakravartin. Then in a few marches Madhava 
reached the Magadhas Then the tilaka of kings saw a 
huge stone bemg lifted by a crore of men, like a tilaka 
of the earth With his left arm Hari easily held the 
stone m the an over his head like an umbrella Tnprstha 
was warmly praised as skilful by kings and people, who 
were astomshed at the sight of his strength of arm, e 
bards After depositing it (the stone) m the proper p ace, 
he set out and reached the city Potanapura, the abo e o 

fortune, m a few days 

74 762 See above, p 44 The cakra makes the seventh 
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Sripati, mounted on an elephant, endowed with great 

good fortune, entered Potanapura, which was like a new 

city of Sri, covered with pearl svastikas like the sky with 

stars; adorned with rows of festoons like a hundred rain¬ 

bows; the surface of the ground sprinkled as if it had 

rained; with lofty heavenly palaces, as it were, in the form 

of high platforms with shining vessels, with a wedding 

being held at every house, as it were, from the auspicious 
songs, seeming to have all the people in the world made 
into a crowd from the excessive crowding (of the people) 
Then Prajapati, Jvalanajatin, Acala, and other kings 

celebrated Triprstha’s coronation as Ardhacaknn. 

Omniscience of Sreyansa (777-782) 

Now the Lord, Blessed Sreyansa, wandering for 
two months as an ordinary ascetic, reached the grove 
Sahasramravana As the Master stood at the foot of an 
asoka, engaged in meditation, being at the unshakable 
end of the second pure meditation, his destructive 
karmas—knowledge- and behef-obscuring, deluding, and 
obstructive—disappeared like a ball of wax in a fire 
On the fifteenth day of the black half of Magha, the 
moon being in conjunction with Sravana, by means of a 
two-day fast, the Lord’s omniscience became manifest. 

The eleventh Arhat, endowed with supernatural powers, 
delivered a sermon in a samavasarana made there by the 
gods By that sermon of the Lord many people were 
enlightened Some adopted complete self-control, others 
partial self-control75 There were seventy-six ganabhrts, 
Gosubha and others, who composed the twelve scriptures 
after hearing the three steps from the Master. 

Sasanadevatas (784-787) 

A Yaksa, originating in the congregation, named 
Isvara, three-eyed, white, with a bull for a vehicle, with one 

76 782 See I, p 432. 
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right hand holding a citron and a second holding a club, 

with an ichneumon and a rosary in his left hands, became 

hord Sreyansa’s messenger-deity at that time likewise 

the goddess Manavi, fair, with a lion for a vehicle, with one 

right hand in the boon-granting position and one holding a 

hammer, holding a thunder-bolt and a goad m her left 

hands, became the lord’s attendant messenger-deity at 
that time 

The samavasarana (788-817) 

With these two always near him, the Supreme Lord in 
the course of his wandering arrived one day at the best 
city, Potanapura There the Marutkumaras cleaned the 
ground for a yojana for the Master’s samavasarana and 
the Meghakumaras sprinkled it. The Vyantaras paved it 
with gold and jewels and threw down five-colored flowers 
knee-deep They made ornamental arches in each direc¬ 
tion, like frowns of the directions, and made a pure jeweled 
platform in the middle of the ground Below it the Bha- 
vanadhipas made a silver wall with a gold coping, like a 
head-wreath of the earth The Jyotiskas made a second 
wall of gold with a jeweled coping as if made of their own 
light The Vimanapatis created a third wall made of 
divine slabs of jewels with a coping of gems In each 
wall there were four doors with festoons and to the north¬ 
east within the middle wall was a dais A caitya-tree, 
sixty-mne bows tall, was created by the Vyantaras in the 
center of the ground inside the walls Below it on the 
surface of the jeweled platform they made a dais and 
on it,a jeweled lion-throne with a foot-stool facing east 
Whatever else had to be done there, the Vyantaras did it 
They, devoted, excelled even servants m freedom from 

carelessness 
Then hord Sreyansa, shining with a triple umbrella 

in the sky, being fanned with chauns by Yaks as at his 
sides, adorned with an Indradhvaja preceding him, with 
blessmgs recited by the drum sounding of its own accord, 
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like a bard; with a halo, like the eastern mountain with 

the sun, attended by a crore of gods, asuras and men; 

setting his lotus-feet on nine golden lotuses which were 

moved forward in turn by the gods; the Lord entered the 

samavasarana, the front of which was presided over by a 

shining dharmacakra, by the east door Then the Lord of 

the World circumambulated three times the caitya-tree 

which welcomed him, as it were, with the sound of humming 

bees Saying “Homage to the congregation,” the Lord, 

facing the east, adorned the lion-throne, the pericarp of the 

lotus of the dais 

The Vyantaras made images of the Master seated on 

jeweled lion-thrones in the other directions Entering by 

the east door, the monks sat down-in order, the Vaimamka- 
women and nuns stood. Entering by the south door and 
bowing to the Arhat, the Bhavanapati-, Jyotiska-, and 
Vyantara-women stood in the southwest. Entering by the 
west door, bowing to the Arhat, the Bhavanadhipas, 
Jyotiskas, and Vyantaras stood in the northwest. Entering 
by the north door, bowing to the Blessed One, the Vaimani- 
kas, men, and women, stood in order in the northeast. So 
within the third wall stood the holy fourfold congregation, 
the animals inside the middle wall, and within the lowest 
wall the draft-animals ; ■ 

Then the royal agents reported joyfully to the 
Ardhacakrin, Tnprstha, that the Master had stopped m the 
samavasarana. Rising from the lion-throne at once and 
taking off his shoes, standing facing the direction of the 
Master, Han did homage to the Master. Seated (again) on 
the lion-throne, the younger brother of Acala gave thirteen 
crores of silver to the men who announced the Master’s 
arrival Accompamed by Balabhadra, Samgabhrt went 
with great magnificence to the samavasarana, the refuge 
of all creatures Entering it by the north door, after 
bowing to the Arhat properly, he and Musalapani sat down 
behind Sakra After bowing to the Master again, Indra, 
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Triprstlia, and Bala began a hymn of praise as follows in 
voices penetrated with devotion. 

Siuti (818-826) 

“0 Supreme Lord, to you who cause a stream of great 
joy, who have become the cause of emancipation, to you 
homage for the sake of emancipation only. Just at the 
sight of you, a person, forgetting other actions, would 
become devoted to the supreme spirit How much more 
from hearing your sermon ? Have you, an Ocean of 
Milk, appeared ? Or, a kalpa tree, grown up ? Or, a ram- 
cloud, descended m the desert of samsara? You, the 
eleventh Lord Jina, lord of the kevakns, are the protector 
of the world suffering from cruel actions which must result 
in evil76 By you the Iksvaku-family, naturally pure, has 
been made extremely pure, O lord, like crystal by water 
Your feet, O Lord, surpass all shade by the removal of all 
pain in the three worlds. Delighted to become a bee at 
your lotus-feet, I am eager neither for enjoyment nor for 
emancipation, O Jina I seek your feet, my protection in 
every existence, O Lord of the World. What does service 
to you not accomplish? ” 

When Vasava, Upendra (Tnprstha), and Sirin had 
become silent after this hymn of praise, Sreyansa began a 
sermon, the source of emancipation. 

Sermon on mrjard (827-841) 
1 

"This boundless samsara resembles the ocean Svayam- 
bhuramana. People are whirled around in it, across, up, 
and down, by waves of karma Just as perspiration is 
destroyed by a breeze, just as flavors are destroyed by 
medicine, so the eight karmas are destroyed quickly by 

76 821 So Mum Jayantavijayaji interprets it The editor of the 

text takes jyotismatam patih to be * moon, ’ in which case asadgrahaih 

would certainly mean ' cruel planets ’ (Cf I, n 136) There could be 

a double meaning throughout the £loka 
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and involuntary, because of itsy That o{ 

karma that has become ^.^^^Xtary-; of 
persons with subdued of 
other creatures as involuntary , (outside) means 
karma, like that of fruit, ^ from (M) ® 

sa r - - 
useless motion are outer penance Confession an 

ance, service to others, study of sacred texts, ^ 
indifference to the body, pure meditation, are the ^ 

inner penance. The self-restrained P“s°“ 
karma, though hard to destroy, immediately in th b 

ing fire of inner and outer penance Just “ 
with all the outlets blocked by some meaps 
at all with renewed streams of water, in the sam y 
the soul, protected by obstruction of the channel (for 

acquiring karma), is not filled with renewed kmunc 

matter. Just as the water of a pool ^°™ler ^ 
dries up, when it is burned frequently by the attack 
the fierce rays of the sun, so all of peoples fonnerly 

acquired karma burned up by penance attains 

struction immediately . : 
For creating destruction of karma, inner penance 

better than outer, and in this (inner penance) the mum 
have said meditation to be the sole umbrella. Ascetics, 
indulging in meditation, actually destroy instant y 

karma acquired during a long time, thoug i , 
strong Just as a disease of the humors, though advance , 
dries up from fasting, so karma formerly accumulated 

destroyed by penance Just as a mass of clouds; 
persed here and there by cruel winds, so karma tsdisp 
by penance. When impeding of karma and destruction 

karma, though always powerful, have reache 
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maximum, then they produce moksa quickly Making 
ever new destruction of karma by the two kinds of penance, 
a pure-minded person, attains moksa which is free from all 
action ” 

Founding of congregation (845-851) 

As a result of the sermon of the Lord, many people 
became mendicants, but Balabhadra and Hari adopted 
right-belief The Lord completed his sermon at the end of 
the first’ division of the day and Triprstha’s men brought 
the oblation weighing four prasthas77 It was thrown 
up in the air in front of the Master and half was taken 
by the gods as it fell When it had fallen, half of the 
remainder was taken by the king and the rest by the other 
people Then the Tord left by the north gate and sat 
down on the jeweled dais within the middle wall Then 
Gosubha, the chief of the seventy-six ganadharas, seated on 
the Master’s foot-stool, delivered a sermon He concluded 
his sermon in the second division of the day and all the 
people, Sakra, Triprstha, Bala, et cetera, went to then 
respective abodes Then the Tord wandered over the earth 
from that place, spreading the light of knowledge like 
another sun 

The congregation (852-857) 

Eighty-four thousand noble monks, one hundred and 
three thousand nuns, thirteen hundred of those knowing 
the fourteen purvas, six thousand each who had clair¬ 
voyant, knowledge and mind-reading knowledge, sixty- 
five hundred who were omniscient, eleven thousand who 
had the art of transformation, five thousand disputants, 
two hundred and seventy-nine thousand laymen, four 
hundred and forty-eight thousand pure-minded laywomen 
constituted the Tord’s retinue as he wandered over the 
earth for twenty-one lacs of years less two months from 
the time of his omniscience 

77 846. See I, n 276. 
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His moksa (858-865) 

Knowing that it was time for his emancipation, the 

I/ord went to Sammeta with one thousand munis and 

began a fast. After passing a month thus, absorbed in 

sailesi-meditation, on the third day of the black half of 

Nabhas, the moon being m conjunction with Dhanistha, 

the Blessed One, having the nature of infinite perception, 

knowledge, power, and bliss, attained emancipation, and the 

munis also As prince the Master passed twenty-one lacs 

of years; as king forty-two lacs of years; as mendicant 

twenty-one lacs of years Thus he lived eighty-four lacs of 

years One crore of sagaras less one hundred sagaras and 

six millions, six hundred and twenty-six thousand years 

after the date of Sri Sitalanatha’s emancipation, the 

nirvana-festival of Lord Sreyansa was held The nirvana- 

festival wras held by the Indras and the gods The death 

of the noble is occasion for a festival, not for sorrow. 

Triprstha and the musicians (866-883) 

Then Triprstha spent his life for a certain time enjoying 

pleasure with the thirty-two thousand women of his 

household Svayamprabha bore two sons to Triprstha, the 

elder named Srivijaya, and the younger Vijaya 

One day some singers, who excelled the Kinnaras78 in 

sweetness, came into Triprstha's presence when he was 

immersed in a sea of pleasure. Singing beautifully with a 

diversity of very sweet melodies, they won the heart of 

Hrslkesa, the depository of all the arts Triprstha kept 

them always at his side because of the merit of their singing 

Others shine by singing, how much more experts ! 

One time when Visnu was resting on his couch at night, 

these men of his began to smg in loud tones, like Indras 

Gandharvas. Janardana, whose heart was charmed by 

their singing, like an elephant,70 instructed a chamberlain 

7B 86S Heavenly musicians 

,B S72 Elephants are traditionally susceptible to music 
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on duty : “Dismiss the singers while we are asleep When 

the master is not attentive, exertion is useless ” The 

chamberlain said, “Very well,” in reply to the lord’s 

command Instantly sleep sealed Samgin’s eyes But the 

chamberlain did not dismiss the singers because of his 

desire for their singing The master’s command can slip 

away from those whose minds are charmed by sense- 

objects. Then Adhoksaja wakened in the last watch of 

the night and heard them singing as before with 

undiminished sweetness of sound. 

Questioned by Tnprstha, “Why did you not dismiss 

these poor people who are obviously worn out?” the 

chamberlain said/ “Lord, my heart was ensnared by the 

singing of those very men and I did not dismiss the singers 

I forgot the master’s order ” 

Then Kesava, enraged, had him imprisoned at once, 

and presided over the council at dawn like the sun over the 

east. Adhoksaja recalled the events of the night, showed 

the chamberlain, and gave orders to the guards “Pour 

hot tin and copper into the ears of that man devoted to 

singing. This fault was committed by the ears ” They 

led away the chamberlain to a solitary place and did so 

For the commands of kings whose commands are cruel are 

difficult to transgress The chamberlain died from the 

pam and &amgabhrt‘ acquired feeling-karma with evil 

consequences 

Death of Tnprstha (884-898) 

Constantly absorbed in sense-objects, devoted to 

infatuation with sovereignty, he counted the world a straw 

because of pride m the strength of his arm Fearless in 
destruction of life, having great enterprises and possessions, 
with the ornament of right-belief broken by cruel actions, 

Tnprstha acquired a life as hell-inhabitant After passing a 
life of eighty-four lacs of years, Tnprstha went to the 
seventh hell There in an abode in Apratisthana,80 he, five 

80 887 Cf K , p 319 
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hundred hows tall, with a life term of thirty-three sagaras, 

saw the result of his acts. Triprstha passed twenty-five 

thousand years as prince, an equal number as king, one 

thousand years in the expedition of conquest, and eighty- 

three lacs plus forty-nine thousand years as Ardhacaknn 

So the term of his life was eighty-four lacs of years Then 

Acala was overcome at orfce by grief arising from his 

brother’s death, like the sun by Rahu.81 Halayudha gave 

loud lamentations, like an undisceming person though he 

was discerning, pitifully, because of the power of his 

affection for his brother: 

“ Rise, brother i Why this persistence in lying down! 

Why is there now this unprecedented slowness on the part 

of you, the man-lion ? All the kings are at the door 

eager to see you. This ungraciousness to these miserable 

from not seeing you is unsuitable. Even in sport silence 

for so long is not suitable for you, brother. My heart is 

parched without the nectar of your voice. Sleep and con¬ 

tempt for me were never present in you always energetic 

and always devoted to your elders. Oh! I am killed by 

this cruel conduct I What has happened to me?” With 

these outcries Musalin fell to the ground in a swoon. 

Langahn regained consciousness in a moment, got up, 

and took Hari on his lap, crying aloud, "Oh! brother, 

brother!” Enlightened by the elders, he became resolute 

instantly and had the funeral rites of his younger brother 

performed 

Acala's death (899-908) 

After he had held the funeral, Bala frequently shed 

tears, like a cloud in Sravana,82 at recalling his brother. 

Balabhadra did not at any time take pleasure in a garden, 

as if it were a great forest, nor in a house, as if it were a 

cemetery, nor m pleasure-pools nor rivers, as if they were 

house-drains, nor m gatherings of relatives, as if they were 

61 S90 See I, n. 410. 

82 S99 A month m the rainy season. 
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enemies, like a fish m little water Recalling the bliss- 

bestowing speech of Master Sreyansa, meditating on the 

worthlessness of samsara, averted from sense-objects, Bala 

went one day to Acarya Dharmaghosa, after delaying some 

days at the importunity of his people Bala heard a ser¬ 

mon from him in accordance with the Arhat’s speech and 

from it became all the more disgusted with existence Pure- 

minded, he took initiation at his feet at once The noble 

proceed to actions, when they know for certain Observing 

completely the mula- and uttara-gunas,83 virtuous, preserv¬ 

ing serenity in all circumstances, enduring trials, unhindered 

like the wind, his gaze fixed on one object like a snake, he 

wandered for some time in villages, mines, cities, et cetera. 

When he had hved eighty-five lacs of years, his mind 

and conduct inherently pure, after he had destroyed all 

the karmas, Acala attained an abode m the place of 

emancipation. 

88 906 See I, n 19 
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VASUPUJYACARITRA 

Homage to the holy Vasupujya, who is entitled to 

worship from every one, protector, whose nails are rubbed 

by the tops of the diadems of Indras and Upendras I, 
engaged in meditation on the form of the Tirthankaras,84 

shall relate his life purifying to all and surpassing even the 

moon m spotlessness, like the Arhat 

Incarnation as Padmottara (3-12) 

There is a city, Ratnasancaya, in the province 
Mangalavati, which is the ornament of East Videha m the 
(inhabited) half of Puskaravaradvipa' Its king was named 
Padmottara, always superior with a wealth85 of everything, 
dear to the people as the moon86 He carried in mind the 
pure teaching of the Jinas, as kings carried his own com¬ 
mands on their heads with devotion Of him, the sole 
abode of merit, the wealth and fame increased very much 
simultaneously, as if they were bom twins He, the crest- 
jewel of kings, ruled the earth surrounded by the ocean, 
like a city girdled by a moat Always considering that 
"Fortune is a fickle wanton, beauty is fleeting as youth, 
meritorious acts are transitory as a drop of water on the 
tip of a lotus-petal;87 even brothers are strangers like 
travelers who have met on the road,” he attained disgust 
with existence 

84 2 See I, n 409 

85 4 Padma = Laksrai, goddess of wealth 

86 4 The alternative reading given by the editor °jamvajjanavalla- 

bhali, seems preferable to the reading of the text °rajarajeva vallabbah 

Of course, the inherent idea is really a combination of the two readings, 

‘ dear to the people as the moon to the night ’ 

87 8 A drop of water on the tip of a blade of ku£a is the usual 

symbol of extreme instability 
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One day he, noble-minded, went to the feet of the 
guru Vajranabha and took mitiation, the messenger of the 
advent of the Sri of emancipation He, wise, acquired the 
body-making karma of a Tirthankara by means of some 
of the pure sthanakas,88 devotion to the Arhats, et cetera 
For a long time he kept his vow sharper than the blade 
of a sword and at death he became a powerful god in 
the heaven Pranata 

Incarnation as Vasupujya (13-369) 

Now in the southern half of Bharata in Jambudvipa, 
there is a city named Camp a like a campaka-wreath of the 
earth Its people were characterized by having vaiknya- 
forms,89 as it were, from their reflections in the shnnes 
whose walls were made of jewels At every house the 
pleasure-pools were supphed with water by themselves by 
the steps paved with moonstones dripping with water at 
mght00 Many of its houses which had creepers of smoke 
from incense which was present appeared like houses of 
Patala with snakes Its pleasure-pools with young women 
of the city playing m them had the appearance of the Ocean 
of Milk with Apsarases emerging The women, harsh with 
the sadja-note,01 singing the sadjakaisikl92 with ease, 
rival the cries of the peacocks Women, carrying betel- 
leaf and areca nuts into the houses of rich men, appear to 
hold pleasure-parrots to teach 

His parents (20-28) 

The king there was named Vasupujya, a member of the 
Iksvaku-family, like Vasava m strength, like the sun (vasu) 

88 11 See I, pp 80 ff 
80 14 The vaiknya-bodies were made of jewels See I, n 157* 

00 15 See I, n 192 
01 18 See I, p 133 and n 173 Sadja is the first note of the scale 

02 18 A jati, which Clements, p 71 calls ‘mode’ See Sangita- 

ratnakara 7 9-16 

5 
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in brilliance Thundering, as it were, with drums sum¬ 

moning beggars, he favored the earth with money like a 

cloud favoring it with water His numerous armies 

traversed the earth for amusement, but not for conquest, 

his enemies being defeated just by his brilliance. As the 
king, who was the essence of authority, was the chastiser 

of the wicked, the word 'slave' was found in the dic¬ 
tionaries, but not among the people He bore the pure 
teaching of the Omniscients (the Jinas), like an eternal 

6rivatsa, in his heart, devoted to those practicing dharma 
His chief-queen, an object of delight, was named Jaya, 

victorious over love and beauty, the hahsl to the pool of 
her family She, who was deep and had a slow, winding 
gait like the Jahnavi, entered Vasupujya’s mind which was 
deep as the Eastern Ocean93 King Vasupujya dwelt 

always in her heart spotless as pure crystal, like the supreme 
spirit m the heart of one truly devoted Some time passed 
in wonderful happiness for them suited in beauty, grace, 
and virtues, delighting in each other. 

Birth (29-33) 

Now in the heaven Pranata, the jiva of King 
Padmottara, absorbed in pleasure, passed his life of maxi¬ 
mum length On the ninth day of the white half of 
Jyestha, the moon being in Satabhisaj, the jiva fell from 
Pranata, and entered Jaya’s womb. Then Queen Jaya, 
sleeping comfortably, saw the fourteen dreams which 
indicate the birth of a Tirthakrt. The Eady Jaya supported 
the best of embryos, like a row of clouds the moon, like a 
mountain-cave a lion At the right time, on the fourteenth 
day of the dark half of Phalguna (the moon being) in the 
constellation Varuna,94 she bore a son, red color, marked 
with a buffalo 

D3 26 I e. the Jahnavi, the Ganges, flows into the Eastern Ocean. 

94 33 The same as Satabhisa] 
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Birth ceremonies (34-44) 

Their thrones being shaken, the fifty-six Dikkumaris 
came and performed the birth-rites of the Master and the 
Master’s mother Sakra got into Palaka, came there 
with his retinue, and quickly circumambulated the Master’s 
house like the Master Hari entered the house, gave a 
sleeping-charm to Queen Jaya, placed an image of the 
Arhat at her side, and made himself fivefold One form 
took the Tord, another held an umbrella, two held chauris, 
and another went dancing ahead Sakra went to Ati- 
pandukambala on Sumeru and sat down on the lion-throne 
with the Tord on his lap. Then the sixty-three Vasavas, 
beginning with Acyuta, bathed the Master with pitchers of 
water from the tlrthas Then &akra estabhshed the Jma on 
the lap of the Tord of Isanakalpa as m his own mind Puran- 
dara, skilled m devotion, made four crystal bulls in the four 
directions from the Jinendra. Kxpert m making a bath 
different from that of the other Indras, he bathed the 
Tord with the water rising from the horns Sakra then 
destroyed the bulls, dried the Tord’s body, and anointed it 
with gosirsa-sandal After worshipping with divine orna¬ 
ments, garments, and flowers, Vasava made the hght- 
wavmg and praised the Tord as follows 

i 

1 Stuh (45-52) 

“The karmas which, are cut neither by the cakra of 
the caknns, nor by the cakra of the ardhacaknns, nor by 
the trident of Isana, nor by my thunderbolt, nor by the 
weapons of other Indras, are destroyed by the sight of 
you, Tord All the fires of pam which are extinguished 
neither by the waves of the Ocean of Milk nor by the light 
of the moon, nor by the hard showers of the rain-clouds, 
nor by gosirsa-sandal, nor by the thick groves of plantains, 
are destroyed by the sight of you People’s diseases, which 
are destroyed neither by various decoctions nor by numerous 
powders, neither by copious ointments nor by operations. 
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nor by tbe use of charms, disappear at the very sight of 

you, Lord However, I have talked at length enough I 

say this in short Whatever can not be accomplished (other¬ 

wise), that is accomplished by the sight of you, Lord of the 

World I seek this fruit of the sight of you. May I see 

you again and again, as now ” 

After praising the Jina in this way, Sakra took him, 

went and deposited the Jina at Queen Jaya’s side, and 

bowed After taking away the queen’s sleeping-charm and 

the Arhat’s image, Sakra went to heaven, and the other 

Vasavas went from Meru. 

Childhood (55-63) 

Vasupujya held a festival, like the sun its rising, 

making the minds of the people expand like lotuses On 
an auspicious day Vasupujya and Queen Jaya gave the 
Lord of the World the appropriate name, Vasupujya. The 
Master grew by means of nectar put in his thumb by 
Sakra Nurses were nurses because of other duties, since 
they do not suckle the Arhats The Supreme Lord grew 
up, cherished by five nurses appointed by Vasava, who 
accompanied him like a shadow The Lord passed his 
childhood, playing games suitable for children with gods, 
asuras, and princes who had become his companions They 
played at times with divine balls made of jewels and gold; 
at times with pegs 95 set with diamonds, sometimes with 
tops whirling like bees, sometimes by climbing myrobalan 
trees and making bets with each other, sometimes they 
amused themselves by racing, by hiding, by jumping, by 
leaping up,90 at other times by swimming, by shouting, 
by boxing, and wrestling 

05 59 The ordinary meaning of £ankula is'betel-scissors,' but this 

is so unsuitable here that perhaps it is a derivative of 6anku, 'a stick' 

or * peg,’ used m a child’s game In Guj -lo is a diminutive suffix. 

00 61 Apparently'broad jumps' and ‘ high jumps.' 
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Refusal to marry (64-105) 

Seventy bows tall,, marked with all the favorable 
marks, the fiord attained youth—the instrument for 
conquering women One day, Vasupujya and Queen 
Jaya spoke affectionately to Vasupujya who was averse to 
the pleasures of worldly existence 

"When you were born our desires and those of the 
world were fulfilled Nevertheless, we shall speak Who 
gets enough of nectar? All the existing kings, among men 
and the Vidyadharas, who are of good family, capable, 
heroic, wealthy, famous, possessing the fourfold army, 
known for guarding their subjects, free from blemish, 
faithful to engagements, always devoted to dharma, in 
Madhyadesa, Vatsadesa, the Gaudas, the Magadhas, 
Kosalas, Tosalas and also the Pragjyotisas, the Nepalas, 
Videhas, Kalingas, Utkalas, Pundras, Tamraliptas, Mulas, 
Malayas, Mudgaras, Mallavartas, Brahmottaras, and other 
countries which are the ornaments of the eastern quarter, 
in the Dahalas, Dasarnas, Vidarbhas, Asmakas, Kuntalas, 
Maharastras, Andhras, Muralas, Krathas, Kaisikas, Sur- 
paras, Keralas, Dramilas, Pandyas, Dandakas, Caudas, 
Nasikyas, Kaunkanas, Kauveras, Vanavasas, on Mt Kolia, 
among the Sinhalas and in other countries m the southern 
quarter, and m other realms, the Surastras, Tnvanas, 
Daserakas, Arbudas, Kacchas, Avartakas, and also the 
Brahmanavahas, Yavanas, Smdhus, and other realms m the 
west, Sakas, Kekayas, Vokkanas, Hunas, Vanayujas, 
Pancalas, Kulutas, and Kaiminkas, Kambojas, Valhlkas, 
Jangalas, Kurus, and other realms m the north, and 
various other peoples of the two rows on Mt Vaitadhya 
resembling a boundary ridge of the southern half of 
Bharataksetra *07 these now, son, beg us constantly through 
messengers, who are sent bearing valuable gifts, to give 
their daughters to you Bet their ardent wish and ours be 

r 1 

07 77 This long list of countries and peoples contains some names 

that are not m Kirfel's lists, though most of them are 
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fulfilled by the sight of the wedding-festival of you and 

their daughters Take this hereditary kingdom Hence¬ 

forth, the taking of the vow is suitable for us in our old 

age.” 
Prince Vasupujya replied smilingly* “This speech of 

yours which is in accordance with affection for your son is 

indeed suitable But I am exhausted now, like an ox in a 
caravan, after wandering repeatedly in the forest of 

existence There is no country whatever, no city whatever, 

no village nor mine whatever, no forest nor mountain 
whatever, no female nor male river whatever, no continent 
nor ocean whatever, in which I have not wandered with 
various changes of form for endless time I shall cut loose 
from samsara which is the abode of wandering in various 
birth-nudei Enough of marriage and sovereignty, preg¬ 
nancy-whims of the tree of worldly existence My father 
and the world will have festivals at my mendicancy, 
omniscience, and emancipation, just as at my birth ” 

King Vasupujya replied with tears in his eyes “Oh, 
I know you are eager to cross samsara. You have attained 
this birth like the shore of the ocean of existence That is 
shown by those great dreams indicating the birth of a 
Tlrthakrt Beyond doubt you have crossed the ocean of 
existence, certainly the festivals of initiation, omniscience, 
and emancipation will take place ,» Nevertheless, I wish this 
intermediate festival of yours It has been observed by 
our ancestors striving after emancipation For instance, 
the blessed Rsabha, the first of the Iksvaku-family, married 
Sumangala and Sunanda on his father’s advice08 Just 
because of his father’s command, he took the kingdom and 
governed it, and adopted mendicancy at the right time, 
after enjoying pleasures The Ford attained emancipation 
afterwards by taking initiation Emancipation is easy to 
reach, like a village dose-by, by people like you , Others, 
from Ajita to Sreyansa, married, and supported the earth 

58 94 See I, pp 138 if. 
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at their -father’s advice and then attained emancipation 
Do you do this Follow your predecessors by accom¬ 
plishing marriage, sovereignty, initiation, and nirvana.” 

Prince Vasupujya said respectfully. “Father, I know 
the hves of all my predecessors But, in this path of 
samsara the same karma of two persons is never found, 
neither in their own family nor m another They had 
karma which had pleasure as its fruit surviving Therefore 
they, possessing the three kinds of knowledge, destroyed it 
by pleasure To me no karma at all with pleasure as its 
fruit remains So please do not command this thing which 
is an obstacle to emancipation Malh, Nemi, Parsva, 
three future Jmas, will become mendicants for the sake of 
emancipation, without marrying or ruling Sri Vira, the 
last Arhat, will become a mendicant and attain emancipa¬ 
tion after marrying because of a little pleasure-karma, but 
without ruling Considering, ‘There is no one path for the 
Arhats because of the difference m their karma,’ give 
consent. Do not be cowardly from affection ” 

Initiation (106-129) 

After he had so enlightened his parents, when eighteen 
lacs of years had elapsed since his birth, the Ford became 
eager for his initiation The Faukantika-gods went there 
instantly from Brahmaloka, when they knew by the shaking 
of their thrones that it was time for the Master’s initiation 
They circumambulated the Teacher of the World three 
times, bowed to him, and announced, “O Master, found a 
congregation ” After saying this, they returned to their 
own heaven and^the Ford, devoted to noble acts, began a 
year’s giving At the end of the giving, the Indras came 
and held the initiation-festival, like the people the Indro- 
tsava90 at the end of the rainy season 

Then he got into a palanquin adorned with a lion- 
throne, named Prthivi, made by gods, asuras, and men 

89 no See I, n 386 
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The Lord of the World, his feet resting on a foot-stool, 
seated on a lion-throne like a rajahansa on top of a golden 
lotus, surrounded by Vasavas—some of whom, placed in 
front, were absorbed in flourishing their respective weapons, 
some of whom were carrying divine umbrellas, some holding 
chauris, some carrying fans, some reciting panegyrics,100 

some bearing wreaths of flowers—attended by gods, asuras, 
and men, went to the best grove, named Viharagrha 

With a hymn of praise being sung with a maximum of 
devotion, as it were, by the low-voiced cuckoos delighted 
with the sweetness of mango-shoots, with a reception-gift 
being presented, as it were, by the young asokas in the 
guise of flowers dropped by rocking by the wind, with 
foot-water offered by the gods for worship of his feet, as it 
were, in the form of the juice of waving campakas and 
asokas, with auspicious cries, as it were, made by swarms 
of bees excited by drinking the juice of many flowers of 
the lavali, with deep bows made, as it were, by the karni- 
karas with their heads bent by the great weight of blossoms, 
with a dance commenced from joy before him, as it were, 
by the vasantls beautiful with ornaments of flowers, with 
moving hands in the form of shoots, the Master, like 
another Spring, entered the garden, making especial 
beauty of the creepers, trees, and shrubs appear. 

Then after descending from the palanquin, the Master 
laid aside wreaths, ornaments, et cetera, like trees their 
leaves in Phalguna101 Wearing a devadusya placed by 
Indra on his shoulder, observing a day’s fast, and pulling 
out his hair in five handfuls, the Supreme Lord and six 
hundred kings became mendicants in the afternoon on the 
amavasl of Phalguna (the moon being) in the constellation 
Varuna When the lords of gods, asuras, and men had 
bowed to the Teacher of the World, they went to their 

100 114 Most of the MSS have the impossible double ‘camara’ of 
the printed edition, but one of the palm-leaf MSS at Patan reads 
sta\ anakaribhih 

101 223 The last month of the cold weather 
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respective abodes, like the beggars at the end of the 
giving 

On the next day in Mahapura in the house of King 

Sunanda the Supreme kord broke his fast with rice-pudding 

The five divine things, the shower of treasure, et cetera, 

were made by the gods and the jeweled platform was made 

by Sunanda over the footprints of the Teacher of the World 

Then the kord left that place to wander like the wind m 
other villages, mines, cities, et cetera 

Narrative of Vijaya, Dviprstha, and Taraka (130-275) 
Previous birth of Vijaya (130-131) 

Now, there was a crest-jewel of kings, named 
Pavanavega, m the town Prthvipura, and he ruled the 
country for a long time At the right time he took the 

vow under the Rsi Sravanasinha, practiced severe penance, 
and at death went to Anuttara 

Previous births of Dviprstha and Taraka (132-188) 

Now in the southern half of Bharata m Jambudvipa, 
there is a city named Vindhyapura, productive of all 
wealth In it there was a tiger of a king, Vmdhyasakti by 
name, like the Vindhya Mountain in strength, a strong 
wind to the cotton of his enemies Kings trembled at his 
bow and arms102 advancing together like cruel planets 
He appeared to swallow his enemies, as it were, from their 
disappearance at his glance which was very inflamed and 
terrible from his cruel frown He was resorted to by his 
enemies also from desire for their, own lives They gave 
wealth as tribute One should protect life with money 

One day, attended by all his vassals, ministers, et cetera, 
he sat m the assembly-hall, like Adnbhid m Sudharma 

102 X34 It is impossible to reproduce the verbal play on kodanda 

and bhujadanda. 
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A spy arrived and was admitted by the door-keepers He 

bowed, sat down, and related slowly 

“You know, Your Majesty, that here in the southern 

half of Bharata there is a city Saketa, the depository of 

LaksmT Its king, named Parvata, is long-armed, with the 

wealth of a large army, like a general of Arsabhi (Bharata) 
He has a courtesan, Gunamanjari, the wealth of Ratipati, 

a source of humiliation to UrvasI and Rambha by her 

own beauty I think the full moon was made by the 

Creator from particles left from the creation of her face 
Her eyes approach her ears as if to ask, 'Pray, has any 

beauty excelling ours ever been heard of ?' The breasts on 
her chest are so full that they are unique There is 
nothing else with which to compare them Her, waist 
is extremely slender, just as if its width had been 
handed over to the breasts from friendship arising from 
dwelling together Her hands and feet, soft as lotuses, 
shine, causing fatigue to shoots of the asoka by their 
wealth of red color She is like a cuckoo in song, like 
UrvasI herself in the dance and a full sister of Tumburu103 
on the sweet lute She, who has become a jewel among 
women, is suitable for Your Majesty alone Let the union 
of you two, which is suitable like that of gold and a gem, 
take place What is the use of your kingdom without her, 
like food without salt, like a face without eyes, like the 
night without a moon? ” 

After hearing this speech, the king sent a minister on 
messenger’s business to Parvataka to ask for Gunamanjari 
He went quickly to Saketapura with swift steeds floating 
through the sky, as it were, and said to King Parvata: 

“Vmdhyasakti is the same as you, you are the same 
as he The complete unity of you two is like the mass of 
ocean waves There is only one soul of you two, though 
in separate bodies What is yours is his; what is his is 
yours A courtesan of yours, Gunamanjari, is praised 

102 147 The general of the Gandharvas K p 305 See App I 
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Vindhyasakti commands her; led into his presence from 

curiosity het her be given to your brother, the equal of 
yourself, who asks (for her) There is no censure m the 

giving and taking of courtesans ” 
Thus addressed by the minister, Parvataka, his bps 

trembling from anger, like a snake touched by a stick, 

spoke 
“How can you call cruel Vindhyasakti, who asks for 

Gunamanjari who is dearer than my life, a brother ? When 

he wishes to take her without whom I am not able to exist 

even for a moment, he wishes to take my life also I will 

not give even a .slave, to say nothing of Gunamanjari Tet 

Vmdhyasakti be friend or foe in accordance with his 
strength Get up! Go! Go and tell him the facts For 

kings’ messengers tell the true state of affairs ” 

The minister rose with side-long glances, got into his 
conveyance and went into Vindhyasakti’s, presence He 
related the Parvataka-incident in detail, and his master 
blazed with anger like a fire into which an oblation has 
just been thrown Breaking a friendship of long standing, 
Vindhyasakti, a mountain of pride, went to Parvata, like 
the ocean to its shore Parvata went to meet him 
with his army and transport Truly, the meeting of heroes, 
though unfriendly, is the same as if it were friendly Then 
the battle—a herb to cure the disease of itching arms after 
a long time—commenced between the vanguards of the 
two armies The soldiers of the two armies advanced 
and retreated like elephants fighting each other m 
the arena One soldier, threaded on a lance like a 
jewel threaded on a string, making the sound ‘hum,’ 
went unstumbkng against; the enemy The battle-field 
with arrows discharged unceasingly by the best of bowmen 
took on the appearance of forest-grounds with clumps of 
reeds cut down. The heavens were, concealed by falling 
iron-bludgeons, darts, dubs, and hammers, which de¬ 
stroyed the enemies’ lives, like serpents . Victory, here for 
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a moment, there for a moment, became equal in the two 

armies, like the diffusion of moonlight in the two fort¬ 

nights 

Then Parvataka himself, twanging his bow, got into 

his chariot and set out for battle with all his followers. 

He covered the enemy’s army with a shower of arrows and 

simultaneously the air with dust dug up by the army 

Instantly he caused great destruction, like a meal for 

Krtanta, in the enemy’s army, like a lion in a herd of 

elephants. His advance unchecked, he broke down 

Vindhyasakti’s forces rapidly, like a wind breaking down 

trees Angered by the destruction of his soldiers, Vmdhya¬ 

sakti, long-armed, rose up to destroy his enemies, like a 

younger brother of the night of the end of the world When 

Vmdhyasakti attacked, he was not withstood by Parvata’s 

army, like a tiger by antelopes, like a garada by snakes 

Then proud of his bow and strength of arm, he 
challenged to battle Parvataka who had made a stand 
when his army was scattered The two kings, wishing to 
fight with each other, fought with iron arrows, with 
tadbalas,104 with arrows with half-moon heads, like teeth 
of Yama. They in their chariots destroyed each other’s 
chariot, horses, and charioteer, as if carrying a debt of 
defeat (to discharge) Then mounted on other chariots 
both Vmdhyasakti and Parvataka approached, like moun¬ 
tains at the end of the world Then by means of all his 
power King Vmdhyasakti made King Parvataka weapon¬ 
less, powerless, like a snake without poison Defeated by 
Vmdhayasakti, like a young elephant by a large elephant, 
Parvataka fled without looking back Then Vindhyasakti 
took the courtesan Gunamanjarf, elephants, et cetera, and 
other property For wealth belongs to him who has power 
His work done, Vmdhyasakti turned from the ocean of 
battle, like a full cloud, and went to Vindhyapura 

104 178 ‘A missile with the shape of a mouse’s tail * Abhi 3 444 
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Death of Parvata (185-188) 

Like a tiger that has missed his leap, like a monkey 
that has fallen from its branch,105 Parvataka remained 
broken by battle from that time, alas! King Parvataka, 
shamed by his defeat, became a mendicant under Acarya 
Sambhava He performed penance hard to do and made a 
mdana “In another birth may I kill Vmdhyasakti.” 
Having bartered great penance in this way, like bartering 
a jewel for chaff,106 he fasted at the end, died, and became 
a god m Pranata 

Incarnation of Vindhya&akti as Taraka (189-192) 

Vindhya6akti wandered m existence for a long time, 
adopted Jam garb m one birth, died, and became a kalpa- 
god107 When he fell, he was bom the son, Srimant 
Taraka, of King Sridhara by his wife Srimati m Vijayapura 
Seventy bows tall, his figure black as collynum, with a life- 
term of seventy-two lacs of years, he had unlimited strength 
of arm At the death of his father, he obtamed the cakra 
and conquered half of Bharata For the Prativisnus are 
masters of half of Bharata 

Birth of Vijaya (193-203) 

Now there is a city named Dvaraka, the face-ornament 
of Surastra, the base of its wall washed by the waves of the 
western ocean Its king was Brahma, whose strength was 
undulled, by whom everyone was subdued and repressed, 

/ 

106 185 See I, n 369 In a popular magazine (Fact Digest, 

August, 1940) appears an article, Tales of Tigers, by Capt Crayley 

Sims, m which it is said ' Strangely enough, a tiger once having made its 

spring and missed, seems rather ashamed of itself ’ Another confirma¬ 

tion of Hemacandra’s accurate knowledge of natural history See also 

App I of this volume 
100 x88 Because a mdana is forbidden See I, n 8 and II, n 29 

107 189 In one of the twelve heavens 
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like a rival of Jisnti (Indra). Subhadra and Uma were bis 

wives, the most important of his harem, like the Ganga 

and the Sindhu108 of the Lavana Ocean Brahma enjdyed 

happily sensuous pleasures with these two wives, like 

Manmatha with Rati and Priti 

Now Pavanavega’s jiva fell from Anuttara and de¬ 

scended into Queen Subhadra’s womb. Comfortably asleep. 
Queen Subhadra saw then the four great dreams indicating 

the birth of a Halabhrt (Balabhadra).109 Bike the Ganga 

bearing a white lotus, like the east bearing the moon, at 
the proper time she bore a son spotless as crystal Bung 
Brahma gave extreme joy to the world by releases from 
prison, et cetera, and gave the name Vijaya to his son 
Cared for by five nurses appointed to separate duties, he 
attained growth together with beauty of his body Wearing 
dangling golden ear-rings, a swinging jeweled necklace, a 
golden girdle beautiful with a golden dagger, a band of 
tinkling little bells fastened to his feet, with side-locks of 
hair, to whom did he not give great joy, as he played ? 

Birth of Dviprsiha (204-208) 

When King Parvata’s jiva fell from Pranata, he 
descended into Queen Uma’s womb, like a hansa into a 
pool While asleep, Queen Uma saw the seven great 
dreams which indicated the birth of a &amgabhrt enter 
her mouth When mne months, seven and a half days had 
passed, she bore a son, dark in color, like the rainy season 
bearing a full cloud Then Brahma, immersed in the 
Supreme Spirit, as it were, from joy, held his son’s 
birth-festival, delighting beggars When the planet, con¬ 
stellation, moon-day, and week-day were auspicious, the 
king gave his son a suitable name, Dviprstha, with a 
festival 

108 195 The nver Smdliu is usually considered masculine 
106 19S See above, p 13 
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Their childhood (209-216) 

Five nurses with five (different) tasks110 cared for 

him, like ascetic maidens caring for an asoka that has 

sprung up in the courtyard The nurses were not able to 

catch him as he ran and jumped, going at will, lively as 

quicksilver The second Han grew up, showing his heart 

daily to father, mother, and elder brother Vijaya carried 

him frequently on his hip, heart, back, and shoulder, like a 

sixth nurse, from love. Dviprstha stood, walked, slept, 
sat down, ate, drank, in imitation of Vijaya, drawn by the 

charm of affection At their father’s command which was 

not to be transgressed Sinn and Sarngm acquired the arts 

easily by means of a teacher at the nght time The 

brothers, fair and dark, looked like the Ocean of Milk and 

the Salt Ocean incarnate, whose depths had not been 
reached. Wearing dark blue and yellow garments, with 

palm tree- and garuda-banners, the boys did not consider 
at all Taraka’s command 

Quarrel with Taraka (217-275) 
v v 

A spy, who saw their transgression of commands, 
invmcibihty, and strength of arm, et cetera, went and 
told Taraka explicitly “Your Majesty, the two sons of 
Bvaravati’s lord, excessively proud, do not regard your 
command, united like Vayu and Agni111 Fxpertness m 
all the sastras and attainment of the vidyas existed 
spontaneously Strength of arm is their ornament They 
should not shine brilliantly compared with you, Your 
Majesty Do whatever is fitting I am a spy ” 

Taraka, trembling with anger, the pupils of his eyes 
twitching, instructed his general, whose strength was 
unequaled “First make preparations with your whole 
heart, soldier, and this very day have the marching-drum, 

110 209 See n, n in 

111 218 Cf below, 4 4 131 
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a messenger for summoning vassals, beaten This crooked- 

minded King Brahma must be killed together with his 

sons An enemy disregarded produces poison like a 

disease.” 
Then a minister said "Consider carefully, Your 

Majesty, since King Brahma is now your vassal or foot- 

soldier. A sudden march against him without an excuse 

is not fitting In this way there would be reason for 

anxiety on the part of other associates (prakrti). A person 
who is afraid feels no confidence Without confidence 
there is no advice, command, et cetera Without them 
what lordship is there ? Invent some offence on his part 
by some trick That will be easy to find for him proud of 
the strength of his two sons Send a messenger to ask him 
for his elephants and horses dearer than life, and other 
jewels If he will not give, then he can be killed on that 
pretext The people will not censure your punishing a 
criminal If he does give what is asked, then some other 
pretext must be looked for Every one is a criminal, when 
an excuse is looked for ” 

Taraka agreed with the minister and at once sent a 
messenger to Brahma with secret instructions He went 
quickly to Dvaravatl and approached Brahma who was at 
home attended by Vijaya and Dviprstha The king invited 
him to sit down with great cordiality, talked to him for a 
long time affectionately, and asked him why he came 

He said* "O Eord of Dvaraka, our master Taraka, 
destroyer of his enemies’ pride of arm, now commands you 
as follows* ‘Whatever choice elephants, horses, and other 
jewels you have in your kingdom, send them to us For 
in the southern half of Bharata whatever choice object 
there may be belongs to me, the overlord of half of Bharata, 
and to no one else ’ ” 

Angered at once by this speech, like a lion by an owl, 
Dviprstha replied, as if wishing to consume him with his eye * 
"He is not an elder relative, nor our protector, nor patron. 
How has he become our master when we are ruling our own 
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kingdom? Now lie seeks horses, elephants, et cetera, 
from us by strength of arm We shall certainly seek them 
from him by strength of arm Go right now, messenger! 
Know that we have arrived there to take horses, 
elephants, et cetera, together with his head, from your 
master ” 

The battle (241-275) 

Offended at hearing this proud, caustic speech of 
Dviprstha, he went quickly to Taraka and reported 
Angered by Visnu’s speech, when it was heard, like a rutting 
elephant by the odor of another elephant, Taraka had the 
marchmg-drum beaten At once soldiers, generals, vassals, 
ministers, crowned kings, and warriors with chariots, 
their arms itching with power, seeking battle after a long 
tune, like relatives of Yama, approached the king Then 
Taraka set out, unfavorable results being strongly indicated 
by shaking of the earth, flashes of lightning, cawing of 
crows, etc Inflamed by anger, the Ardhacakrabhrt quickly 
traversed half the road, though it was very long, with 
uninterrupted marches 

Dviprstha, together with Brahma, Vijaya, and an 
army, came there in front of him, eager to challenge, like a 
hon. The soldiers of both sides armed themselves with 
difficulty, all the meshes of their chain-armor bursting 
repeatedly from the swelling of their bodies A mutual 
attack took place, the cause of great slaughter, like a huge 
kitchen for a meal for Death Umbrella-ed heads nz fell by 
lacs on both sides Not even the number of other soldiers 
who fell was known The battle-field became a pleasure- 
pool of Yama, as it were, which had white lotuses made 
from the umbrellas and was filled with water from blood 

Then Dviprstha got into his chariot Jaitra and blew 
Pancajanya whose sound resembled a charm for summoning 
victory m battle Taraka’s soldiers trembled at the loud 
noise from Pancajanya, like deer at a honk roar, like 

112 250 I e , persons of rank entitled to an umbrella 
6 
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hansas at thunder113 When Taraka saw his own soldiers 

terrified, after he had put them to shame and turned them 
back, he himself got into his chariot and went to meet 

Dviprstha Accompanied by Vijaya carrying Tangala 

and Ayoghna, Sarngin strung Samga, like Sutraman 

stringing Rjurohita114 Next Taraka, whose bow was 
strung, drew an arrow from the quiver and adjusted it like 

a powerful finger of Death Taraka discharged the arrow 

and Hari destroyed it with an arrow Such a discharge 
and destruction of arrows took place repeatedly between 
the two Whatever weapons—dub, hammer, staff, et 
cetera, or other weapons—Taraka threw, Hari destroyed 

these by counter-weapons 
Then Taraka took the cakra, a cruel crocodile in the 

ocean of battle and said to Dviprstha, his lip trembling 
from anger and astomshment. “ Even if you are very badly 
behaved, still I will not kill you from compassion, because 
you are the son of an old servitor and just a boy.” 

The younger brother of Vijaya said, his lips blossoming 
with a smile: “You are not ashamed, showing compassion 
to me—Sarngapani Even if you are an enemy, neverthe¬ 
less you are pardoned Who will needlessly slaughter you 
to whom death from old age is near ? If you have hope 
from the cakra, then throw it, sir When this has been 
done, 37our purpose being unaccomplished, nevertheless, 
you may go free ” 

Inflamed by this speech, like a fire of sesame116 by 
water, Taraka whirled the cakra around his head After 
whirling it in the air, he hurled it blazing at Dviprstha, 
like a doud at the end of the world discharging lightning 
It fell on Hari’s heart, striking him with the tip of the hub, 
resembhng the beauty of the kaustubha110 changed into 
another form He was instantly dazed by the blow and 

113 253 Kansas do not like rain See I, n 47 
255 Indra’s bow 

115 26.4. The sesame has very abundant oil 

11 c 266 Name of the jeuel worn on the breast by Krsna or Visnu 
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fell in tlie chariot, and was fanned by Vijaya who used 
the end of his garment as a fan Becoming conscious 
after a moment, &amgin took the enemy’s cakra that had 
come near like a minister with whom there had been a 
quarrel, and spoke as follows 

“The cakra is your wealth of weapons Its strength 
has been seen such as it is Save your life and go A 
living man sees fair things ” 

Taraka replied “ I discharged the cakra After seizing 
it, like a dog a clod that has been thrown, what do you say, 
indeed! Throw it! Throw it! Seizing it with my hand, 
or rather, striking it, I shall crush it like unbaked earth ” 

Then Sarngm whirled the cakra which resembled a 
revolving sun and hurled it at Prativisnu, terrifying the 
Khecaras It cut off Taraka’s head as easily as a lotus- 
stalk and returned to &amgin’s hand A ram of flowers 
fell from the sky on Dviprstha and tears from the women 
of his household fell on Taraka The kings also who had 
been Taraka’s partisans yielded to superior force and 
protected themselves from Dviprstha For this is the 
expedient in' the case of the powerful 

Expedition of conquest (276-281) 

He subdued all the southern half of Bharata just by 
making a march, surrounded by very strong military 
forces He conquered the gods—the lords of Magadha, 
Varadaman, and Prabhasa—as easily as one vassal. 
Madhava returned from the expedition of conquest and 
went to the Magadhas where he saw a big rock being lifted 
by a crore of men He, cruel to his enemies, raised it with 
his left arm to his forehead as easily as an elephant raising 
a lotus-plant After putting it in the proper place, Visnu, 
the chief of all the powerful, went to Dvaraka m a few 
days Visnu’s coronation as ardhacakrm was made by all 
the kings, when he had been installed on the lion-throne by 
Brahma and Vijaya 
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Vasuptijya’s ojnniscience (282-284) 

Now, after wandering for a month as an ordinary- 

ascetic, the Lord of the Three Worlds, Vasupujya, came 
to the garden of initiation, Viharagrha. While he was 
beneath a patala, the Lord’s destructive karmas broke at 

the end of the second pure meditation, like darkness at 

dawn. On the second day of the bright fortnight of Magha, 
the moon being in conjunction with Satabhisaj, the Lord’s 

omniscience arose at the time of a one-day fast The 
Master delivered a sermon in a divine samavasarana to the 

sixty-six ganabhrts, Suksma, et cetera. 

£dsanadevatas (286-289) 

Originating in that congregation, a Yaksa, named 

Kumara, whose vehicle was a hahsa, white, carrying a 
citron and an arrow in his two right hands, and an 
ichneumon and a bow in his two left hands,,became Vasu- 
pujya’s messenger-deity. Likewise appeared Candra, dark 
colored, with a horse for a vehicle, with one right hand in 
varada-position and one holding a spear, and with left 
hands holding a flower and a club, a messenger-deity of the 
Lord, always near at hand 

Closely attended by them, the Blessed One wandered 
over the earth and came one day to the environs of Dvaraka 
Then 6akra and the other gods erected a samavasarana 
with an asoka which was eight hundred and forty bows 
high The Supreme Lord circumambulated the asoka, 
saying, "Homage to the congregation,” and sat down on 
the lion-throne, facing the east By his power the gods 
made three images of the Lord in the other directions which 
were just like him The holy fourfold congregation sat 
m the proper places; the animals inside the middle wall, 
and draft-animals inside the lowest (outside) wall. 

Then royal agents went to Sarngin quickly and, their 
eyes dilated (from joy), told him that the Master had come 
to the samavasarana Hari gave them twelve and a half 
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crores of silver and went to the samavasarana with Vijaya 
After circumambtilating and bowing to the Teacher of the 
World, he sat down with Langalapam behind Sakra After 
bowing again to the Lord of the World, Sakra, Dviprstha, 
and Vijaya began to praise (the Lord) in a song filled with 
devotion. 

Stuti (299-306) 

"On the one hand prevails the bad weather of delusion, 
which is very terrifying, on the other hand prospects117 
that are constantly fresh like the waves of the sea. Here, 
Makaradhvaja hard to restrain like a huge sea-monster, 
there, evil sense-objects strong as evil winds Here pas¬ 
sions, anger, et cetera, like powerful whirlpools, there love, 
hate, et cetera, like immense mountain-crags Here series 
of various misfortunes like great waves, there painful and 
cruel meditation like a submarine fire Here self-interest, 
a source of stumbling like a creeping reed, there many 
diseases like violent throngs of crocodiles O Supreme 
Lord, after a long time raise up the people who have fallen 
into this very cruel ocean, this very boundless samsara 
The omniscient knowledge and perception of yours are for 
the benefit of others, O Lord of the Three Worlds, like 
the fruit and flower of a tree. My birth has its puipose 
accomplished today, my rank has its purpose accomplished 
today, smce I have been permitted to make the festival of 
homage to you.” 

After this hymn of praise, Sakra, Upendra, and Sinn 
became silent, and the Blessed Vasupujya began a sermon 

Sermon on tenfold dharma (304-349) 

"In this ocean of worldly existence human birth is 
attainable with difficulty, like the union of a yoke and 
yoke-pin, by men devoted to dharma Verily, this dharma 

117 299 For asa, 'sky,’ correlated with durdinam and a£a, 'hope,’ 

correlated with moha. 
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is well proclaimed by all the fiord Jinas One who embraces 

it would not sink in tbe ocean of existence. It is tenfold *118 

self-control, truthfulness, purity, chastity, poverty, austeri¬ 

ties, forbearance, humility, sincerity, and freedom from 

greed From the power of dharma, the kalpa-tree, et 
cetera, grant what is desired They would not even be 

within the sphere of persons endowed with wrong dharma. 

Dharma, very tender, the sole brother, always near at hand, 
protects a creature falling into this boundless ocean of 
calamities. The fact that the ocean does not overflow the 

earth and that the cloud makes the earth expand, this 
certainly is the power of dharma, nothing else Fire does 

not burn horizontally; wind does not blow vertically The 
incomprehensible power of dharma is the cause of that 
That the earth stands without support, without a prop, 
supporting everything, is caused by nothing else but 
dharma The sun and moon shine for the benefit of all in 
this world from the teaching of dharma Dharma is the 
brother of the brotherless, the friend of the friendless, the 
lord of the lordless, alone devoted to all Dharma saves 
creatures from falling into hell and Patala. Dharma 
offers the same unequaled power of the omniscient. 

This tenfold dharma is not regarded by people with 
wrong-belief If any of it has been taught (by them) 
anywhere, that is just a play of words, nothing more The 
meaning of the Principles dances about constantly in the 
speech, the mind, and also in the action of all whoever 
share the doctrine of the Jina Brahmans, their intellects 
subjected to the teaching of the Vedas, do not know really 
a particle of the jewel of dharma 

How is there any dharma m sacrificers who cause 
destruction of life, making sacrifices such as the cow- 
sacrifice, human-sacrifice, horse-sacnfice, et cetera? What 
dharma is there m those who created the Puranas, who 
relate subject-matter incredible, untrue, and contradictory ? 

116 310 Cf I, n 38 and II, p 274 
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How is there any purity110 in the Brahmans versed in law 
(smartas), et cetera, who wish to get other people’s money 
by false legal decisions by means of earth and water, et 
cetera ?120 How is there dharma in Brahmans dis¬ 
regarding chastity, destroying embryos m sinning against 
the proper season ? How is there poverty of Brahmans 
wishing to take money from a person making a sacrifice, 
even though he is unwilling to give, and who surrender 
life for the sake of money? Not an atom of forbearance is 
seen m the worldly sages pronouncing a curse instantly for 
even very small offenses How is there humility m Brah¬ 
mans m the four stages of life, their minds stirred up by 
the meanness of pride m family, et cetera ? How can there 
be a particle of sincerity m the heretic-ascetics filled with 
deceit and desire and outwardly hypocritical ? How can 
there be freedom from greed on the part of Brahmans who 
always have wives, houses, sons, et cetera, houses of the 
family of greed alone ? 

Then the good proclamation of the dharma of the 
Arhats who are free from love, hate, and delusion, endowed 
with omniscience, is irreproachable False speaking would 
arise from love and hate, and also from delusion In the 
absence of these, how, pray, could there be false speech of 
the Arhats ? Truthful speech never emanates from persons 
whose minds are impure from the faults, love, et cetera 
likewise, what dharma is there of those who perform 
sacrificial rites of offerings and oblations of ghi, et cetera, 
and who build many pious works, such as tanks, wells, and 
pools, of those who seek a wrong path to heavenly and 
earthly happmess by killing animals, of those wishing to 
cause contentment to ancestors by gifts of food to 
Brahmans, of those who perform penance by making a 
purification of the womb with ghi, et cetera,121 of those 

110 324 I e , honesty 

120 324 By ordeals 
121 336 See the Devalasmrti, 47-51, m the Smrtisamuccaya, p 87 

See App I 
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women who marry again in case of the five calamities,122 of 

those who talk of children begotten by other men on their 

own wives in the absence of children;123 of women who, 

though guilty, talk of purification through the menses, of 

those who live by eating the organs of goats killed in the 

Soma sacrifice 124 with the idea of prosperity, of those who 
drink wine in the SautramanI sacrifice,125 of those who eat 

filth 120 and think themselves purified by touching cows, of 

those who cleanse themselves from evil merely by bathing 
in water, et cetera, of those who worship the banyan, the 
pippal, the myrobalan, et cetera,127 of those who think 
the gods are pleased by an oblation burned in fire, of those 
who think a plague is allayed by milking cows on the earth, 
of those who teach dharma by vows consisting of imitation 
of women,128 of those who wear matted hair, sandal- 

122 3 36. These occur frequently in the Dharmaiastras 

Waste mrte pravrajite klibe ca patite patau 1 

Paficasvapatsu narinam patiranyo vidhiyate n 

"When the husband disappears from home, dies, adopts a monastic life, 

is impotent, or becomes an outcaste, it is prescribed that in these five 

calamities women may have another husband ” Agmpurana 154 5*6 > 
Tri 9 2 34 

128 237. Ksetra] a One of the twelve kinds of permissible sons 

See the V&sishtha Dharmashastra, Chap XVTI, SBE XIV 

124 238 Adhvara, the Soma sacrifice See Satapathabrahmana, 

Kandas 331 and IV, SBE XXVI. 

125 338 A sacrifice in honor of Indra See 6atapathabrahmana, 

Kanda V 5 4 f and XII 7 fi , SBE XLI and XXIV It is both an isti 

and animal sacrifice (An isti is the offering of milk, butter, gram, etc., 

as distinguished from animal and Soma sacrifices) Spirituous liquor is 
drunk 

126 239 Probably an allusion to the Aghorapathms, or Aghoras, 

as Balfour calls them, of whom he says ‘a depraved sect of Hindus, 

their food being ordure, camon and, it is said, human flesh 
Balfour, I, p 42 

127 34° All well-known sacred trees which are still worshipped 

128 341 Probably the Sakhlbhava sect "a sect of Vaishnava 

Hindus in Northern India, who adopt Krishna and his mistress Radha 

for their special worship. They assume the female garb, and the dress. 
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marks, a smear of ashes, a loin-cloth; of those who worship 
the gods with the arka, the dhattura, and malura,129 of 
those who smg, dance, et cetera, striking the buttocks 
frequently, drowning repeatedly the sound of musical 
instruments with the noise from their mouths, of those who 
abuse mums, gods, and people with vulgar talk, of those 
who seek servitude to slave-girls after breaking their vows, 
of those who eat fruit, roots, and leaves of bulbs, et cetera 
with infinite bodies,130 of forest-ascetics with wives and 
children, of the Kaulacaryas131 designated by the name of 
yogin, indifferent to what should and should not be 
eaten, to what should and should not be drunk, to whom 
should and should not be approached, and of others whose 
minds are untouched by the teaching of the Jma—what 
dharma is there of these ? Where is its fruit ? How can 
there be good proclamation of it ? 

The principal fruit of the dharma of the Jinas, either 
in this world or the next, is called 'emancipation/ and it is 
certainly inherent. Just as straw, et cetera, is a necessary 
result of ploughing gram, so worldly fruit is inherent in 
dharma which has emancipation as its fruit ” 

ornaments, manners, and occupations of women ” Balfour, III, p 494 
See also Ward, III, p 406 He speaks of a sect, 'Sukheebhavu,' "mendi¬ 

cants bom in western provinces, composed of Brahmans and other 

castes, are followers of Krishna and, though men, put on dress and 

ornaments and assume manners of women They imitate milkmaids in 

worship of Krishna ” This sect apparently does not exist at the present 

time At least, I can find no contemporary reference to it, nor any one 

who has any knowledge of it 
129 342 This 31oka is directed at the Jaaivites The first half 

refers to £aiva ascetics and the trees—the swallow-wort (Calotropis 

procera), the datura, and the bel—are used in the worship of Siva 

180 345 Vegetables growing underground are forbidden to Jams, 

as they are considered to contain numerous souls 
131 346 Kaulas are followers of left-hand 6akti The text here 

refers to the 'five Ms’ that are permitted by them madya, mansa, 
matsya, mudra, maithuna See Momer-Wilhams, Brahmanism and 

Hinduism, p. 180. 
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After hearing this sermon many people became mendi- 

;ants Dviprstha attained right-belief, and Langalin became 
i layman The Lord completed his sermon at the end of 

the first division of the day, and Ganadhara Suksma 
preached in the second division Then the Teacher of the 

World wandered elsewhere from the place, and Indra, 

Upendra, Bala, et cetera, went to their respective homes 

The congregation (353-358) 

Seventy-two thousand noble-minded ascetics and one 

hundred thousand nuns possessing a wealth of self-control, 
twelve hundred who knew the fourteen purvas, fifty-four 
hundred who had clairvoyant knowledge, sixty-one hundred 
with mind-reading knowledge, six thousand possessing pure 
omniscience, ten thousand who had the art of transforma¬ 

tion, forty-seven hundred disputants, two hundred and 
fifteen thousand laymen, and four hundred and thirty-six 
thousand laywomen were the retinue of the Lord as he 
wandered for fifty-four lacs of years—less one month— 
from the time of his omniscience 

Hts moksa (359-363) 

Knowing that his emancipation was near, the Lord of 
the World went to Campa and commenced a fast with six 
hundred munis At the end of a month, on the fourteenth 
day of the bright half of Asadha, the moon being in 
Uttarabhadrapada, the Lord attained emancipation with his 
disciples The Lord passed eighteen lacs of years as prince 
and fifty-four lacs of years in the vow, so his total age was 
seventy-two lacs of years Vasupujya’s nirvana took 
place fifty-four sagaras after that of Lord ^reyansa The 
Indra and the gods performed the nirvana-festival of the 
Master and his disciples suitably 

Death of Dviprstha (364-367) 

The Vasudeva Dviprstha, who had large undertakings 
and possessions, fearless as a lion, neghgent like a god, 
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enjoying pleasures at will, completed his life and went to the 
sixth hell, Tamahprabha, after death The length of 
Dviprstha’s life was as follows a lac—less one-fourth—of 
years as prince, the same as governor, one hundred years 
in the expedition of conquest, seventy lacs, forty-rune 
thousand and rune hundred m the kingdom (as ardha- 
cakrrn)182 

Death of Balabhadra (368-369) 

Balabhadra, who hved for a crore—less one-fourth—of 
years, existed alone with difficulty, confused by love for 
his brother Disgusted with existence by recalling the 
words of Holy Vasupujya and especially by the death of his 
brother, Vijaya took the vow at the lotus-feet of Vijaya 
Suri, died at the proper time, and attained emancipation 

182 267 The total is 72 lacs. 
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VMAEAN ATHAC ARIT RA 

Homage to Vimalanatha whose soul is pure because 

of the absence of karma, the sole Mt. Hima for the stream 

of the Ganga of the good proclamation of dharma Here¬ 
with is related the life of the thirteenth Arhat, which is a 

means for the purification of the world, like the pure water 

of a sacred place. 

Incarnation as Padmasena (3—10) 

In the continent Dhatakikhanda in East Videha in the 

province named Bharata there is a jewel of a city, named 
Mahapuri.133 Its king was Padmasena, the abode of 
Padma, who was invincible and accessible because of his 
merits, like the ocean. Chief of the strong and discerning, he 
made the teaching of the Jinas advance unbroken in his own 
mind, like his own command in the country. He always 
felt extreme disgust with existence, though dwelling in this 
worldly existence like a poor house Thus disgusted with 
existence, he went to the teacher Sarvagupta, like a traveler 
wearied by the road going to a fine tree He took initiation 
under him and guarded it completely, like a poor man 
money that has been acquired, like a sonless man a son. 
By means of the powerful sthanas, devotion to the Arhats, 
et cetera, which he observed fittingly, he acquired the body¬ 
making karma of a Tirthakrt After practicing severe 
penance for a long time and completing his life, he died and 

became a powerful god m Sahasrara 

133 ^ There is no province Bharata, nor Airavata, in the Videhas 
according to the usual cosmography, which Hemacandra usually follows 
Sec II, Chapter Three (or I, App I) and Kirfel The Vimalanathacantra 
by Jnanasagara also has Bharata here {1 79), but this is a late work and 
he probanly followed Hemacandra In 4 5 3 Bharata in Videha occurs 
again and in 4 4 3 Hemacandra has an Airavata in Videha 
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Incarnation as Vimala (11-228) 

Description of Kampllya (11-14) 

Now in Jambudvipa there is a city Kampllya, the 
ornament of Bharataksetra, like a piece of heaven that 
has fallen Its shrines present the appearance at mght of 
houses with shower-baths from the water dripping from 
moon-stone puppets Golden pinnacles shine on the top 
floors of its houses, like golden lotuses always attached to 
the abode of Sri The row of various mansions and palaces 
shone like a picture of Vidhatr (Brahma) creating the city 
of the gods 

His parents (15-24) 

Its king was Krtavarman,134 like an adamantine armor 
for those who, defeated by fate, had come for protection 
The water of the Ganga and his glory, delighting the earth 
on all sides as if m rivalry with each other, reached the 
ocean He never turned away from petitioners, as well as 
enemies He was always turned away from other men's 
wives, as well as from censure by others In battle enemies 
could not endure the hght of him who was the sun to the 
earth, as if they had emerged from darkness Always the 
shadow of his feet, like the shade of a large banyan tree, 
was attended by kings who became hunchbacked from 
bowing 

He had a wife, Syama, like night to the sun, the face- 
ornament of all the harem She was like the Sri of the 
family incarnate, like wifely fidelity embodied, like the 
chief divinity of beauty, grace, and charm in person The 
queen walked slowly, slowly, always, like a marali, as if her 
mind were occupied with meditation on her husband As 
she had no equal among mortal women, so the divine Sri 
or Saci deserves her friendship Wherever the mistress 
walked on the earth, there happiness followed always, like 

night followed by day 

134 x5 With a play on his name Varman means ‘ armor ’ 
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Birth and birth-rites (^5-36) 

Now in the heaven Sahasrara, King Padmasena’s jiva 

completed its life of maximum duration On the bright 

twelfth of Radha in the constellation (Uttara)bhadrapada, 

it fell and descended into Queen Syama’s womb Queen 
&yama saw the fourteen great dreams indicating the birth 

of a Trrthakara entering her mouth When the time was 
complete, on the third day of the bright half of Magha, the 

moon being in Uttarabhadrapada, the planets being in 
exaltation, Rady Syama bore a son easily, marked with a 

boar, gold colored, possessing the three kinds of knowledge 
The fifty-six Dikkumaris came from all sides and 

performed the birth-rites of the Master and Master’s 
mother, like servants Sakra came, took the fiord to 
Mt Mera, set him on his lap, and sat down on the lion- 
throne on Atipandukambala The sixty-three Indras, 
Acyuta, et cetera, bathed in turn the thirteenth Jinendra 
with water from the tirthas Sakra set the fiord on Isana’s 
lap and bathed him with water rising from the bulls’ horns 
like cascades rising from mountain-peaks Vasava himself 
rubbed the Master, who was wet with bath-water, with a 
devadusya-doth, like a jewd He anointed the son of 
Syama with goslrsa-sandal brought from Nandana which 
looked like clinging devadusya-doth After he had 
worshipped the fiord with varied wieaths, divine dothes, 
and ornaments, and had waved the light, £akra redted a 
hymn of praise as follows. 

Stnti (37-44) 

“With ddusion spreading on all sides like darkness, 
with Saiva ascetics extremdy angry like Raksasas, with 
Carvakas 135 stealing the wealth of intelligence like robbers, 
with Brahmans extremdy dever in deceit like jackals, 
with Kaulacaryas wandering in a cirde 130 like bears, with 

133 3$ Cf I, pp 36 ft 

13C 39 Cf MW, Brahmanism and Hinduism, p 196 
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other heretics sounding like owls, with wrong belief de¬ 
stroying the eye of discernment, like a person with magic 
powers, with ignorance of the true categories on all sides, 
for a long time the times have been like night, Ford of the 
World Now dawn has been made to appear by you, a 
lord, a sun Verily, the river of samsara, flowing in 
depressed places, uncrossable, has been, crossed by people, 
though depressed, by clinging to the path of your feet I 
think the place of emancipation has been reached after a 
long time by persons capable of emancipation who have 
mounted the ladder of your teaching After a long time 
you have appeared as a protector for us who have no 
protector, like a cloud to travelers burned by the heat of 
summer ” 

After praising the thirteenth Tlrthankara in this way, 
Purandara went as he had come and deposited him at the 
side of Mistress &yama Sakra went to his own abode from 
the Master's and the other Indras to theirs from Meru, like 
ocean-travelers who have made a successful voyage 

Life before initiation (47-52) 

King Krtavarman, delighted, celebrated his son's 
birth-festival, which gave delight to all, with great magni¬ 
ficence. Because his mother was brilliant (vimala) while 
he was m the womb, the father himself gave him the name 
Vimala The Lord of the World, cared for by goddesses 
who had become nurses and amused by gods who had 
become his companions, grew up 

Sixty bows tall, the Master gradually attained youth, 
marked with a thousand and eight marks Though feeling 
disgust with existence, at his father’s importunity he 
married royal maidens—herbs for the disease of karma with 
pleasure as its fruit 

After passmg fifteen lacs of years as prince, he ruled 
the earth at his father's command For the father’s 
command must be honored even by Arhats 
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Initiation (53-68) 

When thirty lacs of years had passed in the ruling of 

the earth, he considered the time of initiation to be a boat 

for crossing the ocean of existence The Lokantika-gods, 

Sarasvatas, et cetera, came and said to the Teacher of the 

World, "Found a congregation ” For a year he gave 
beggars gifts according to their wishes with money brought 

by Jrmbhaka, like a wish-granting tree on earth. At the 
end of the giving the Indras made Lord Vimala's initiation- 

consecration with water pure as his own mind After 

putting on divine ornaments and garments and divine 
ointment, the Lord got into the palanquin Devadatta. 
Surrounded on all sides by gods, asuras, and kings, the 
Master went to the garden Sahasramra in the palanquin. 

The Blessed Lord Vimala entered the garden whose 
rows of arbors of vines were occupied by the girl-gardeners 

afraid of the cold with the same joy as if they were 
houses, which had a mass of snow borne by the trees— 
mango, bakula, et cetera, as if practicing penance that would 
have wonderful beauty in the future, which had the pain 
from the cold warded off from the wanton couples from the 
city by fresh well-water and the shade of the banyan 
trees,137 which had waves of moonlight in the form of 
smiles of the women from the city at the sight of the gunja 
berries138 heaped up by the monkeys suffering from cold, 
which was smiling, as it were, with blossoming lavali and 
jasmine-buds After descending from the palanquin and 
removing his ornaments, wearing a garment of devadusya 
placed on his shoulder, in the afternoon on the fourth 

137 61 This is in accordance with an Indian proverb 

kupodakam vatacchaya syama stri cestakalayam 1 

£itakale bhavedusnam usnakale ca sitalam 1 IS 1850 

Well-water, the shade of a banyan tree, a brunette woman, a brick house 

are warm m cold weather and cool in hot weather. 

138 62 The gunja, the Abrus precatorius, has red bemes I am told 

there is a tradition that monkej-s will heap these up with the idea that 

they give off heat 
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day of the bright half of Magha (the moon being) m his 
birth-constellation, observing a two-day fast, the hord 
became a mendicant together with a thousand krngs 

On the next day, kord Vimala broke his fast with nce- 
puddmg m the house of King Jaya m the aty Dhanyakata. 
The gods made the five divine things—ram of treasure, et 
cetera, and King Jaya made a jeweled platform where the 
Master had stood Then the Supreme kord set out from 
that place to wander elsewhere in mines, cities, et cetera, 
as an ordinary ascetic 

Narrative of Bhadra, Svayambhil, and Meraka (69-173) 

Previous birth of Bhadra (69-73) 

Now in this Jambudvipa m the East Videhas in the 
aty Anandakarf, there was a king, Nandisumitra Though 
possessmg eyes, he was endowed with sight by discern¬ 
ment, though possessmg a large army, he always had 
a sword as compamon Disgusted with existence from 
birth, knowing that everything is transient, he supported 
the ancestral kingdom to preserve the succession 

One day, he abandoned the kingdom already abandoned 
m mind and became a mendicant under Acarya Suvrata 
Observing many private vows, practicing penance hard to 
perform, he fasted, died, and became a god m Anuttara 

Previous birth of Svayambhil (74-84) 

In this same Jambudvipa m the aty &ravasti, the 
ornament of Bharata, there was a king Dhanamitra A 
king, named Bah, who had come as a guest because of 
friendship with King Dhanamitra, hved in the same aty 
One day King Dhanamitra, the strength of his inteUect 
undmnnished, played aksadyuta with Bah with garna and 
cara139 They engaged m killing and checking each other's 

180 76 Two moves in some game played with dice and men, prob¬ 

ably similar to backgammon See JAOS 66, pp 260-262 

7 
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men like soldiers and developed the game like a violent 

battle. I^onging with their whole souls to defeat each other, 

the kings bet their kingdoms Whence do persons blind 

from gambling have any sense? Then King Dhanamitra 

lost his own kingdom and became in a moment a poor 

man’s son, as it were, unlucky and solitary 140 Wandering 

about without any money, unclean, wearing old clothes, 

like one possessed by demons, he was treated with contempt 

everywhere 

One day, as he wandered here and there, he saw the 
Rsi Sudarsana and drank in his sermon like a sick man, 
who has been made to fast, drinking soup Enlightened, 

he adopted mendicancy in his presence and observed it for 
a long time (but) remembered also his contemptuous 

treatment He made the nidana “As a result of this 
penance may I be able to kill King Bah in another birth ” 
With such a nidana having been made, he died from fasting 
and was born as a god m Acyuta with a maximum life- 
period. 

Balls birth as the Prativisnu Meraka (85-90) 

In course of time, Bali adopted a yati’s costume, died, 
and became a powerful god in heaven He fell and became 
the son of King Samarakesarin by Queen Sundari m 
Nandanapura in Bharataksetra His body had the luster 
of glossy antimony, his figure was sixty bows tall, with a 
life-duration of sixty7- lacs of years, possessing wonderful 
strength, he presented a fine appearance Rich in splendor, 
he conquered half of Bharat a up to Vaitadhya and became 
an ardhacakrabhrt, the Prativisnu named Meraka Like a 
strong man compared with the wind, like a brilliant person 
compared with the sun, no king whatever was a rival of 
his in power Ho one trespassed his command, as if he 

140 79 I think ekanga certainly means 'solitary, alone,' though it 

is not cited ■with this meaning elsewhere I believe it should have been 
so translated in 3 7 63. 
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were fate, but all took it on their heads like a tuft of hair 
tied up for protection 141 

Birth of Bhadra (91-96) 

Now m Bharataksetra in the city Dvaraka there was a 
king, Rudra, deep as the ocean He had two wives, 
Suprabha and Prthivi, like beauty and the earth m person, 
charming with a wealth of beauty and virtues Nandi- 
sumitra’s soul fell from Anuttaravimana and descended mto 
Queen Suprabha's womb Near the end of the night Queen 
Suprabha, comfortably asleep, saw the four great dreams 
indicating the birth of a Halabhrt Then after nine 

months, seven and a half days, Suprabha bore a son, not 
inferior to the moon m color King Rudra gave him the 
name Bhadra and he gradually increased m size together 
with the auspicious fortune of his family 

Birth of Svayambhu (97-101) 

Dhanamitra’s soul fell from the heaven Acyuta and 
was generated m Queen Prthivf s womb like a lotus m a 
pool Near dawn, comfortably asleep, she saw the seven 
great dreams, which indicate the birth of a Samgabhrt, 
enter her mouth When the time was completed, she bore 
a son with a dark body, very shining, like the ground of 
Mt Vaidura bearing cat’s-eye Kang Rudra, delighted, 
gave him the name Svayambhu at a great festival Cared 
for constantly by five nurses he thrived, like the blameless 
penance of an ascetic thriving from the five kinds of 
carefulness 142 

Bhadra and Svayambhu, fair and dark, like the 
streams of the Ganga and Yamuna, were always joined by 
affection Princes could not endure their kicks, smce even 
mountains were destroyed by then feet like bludgeons. 
Wearing dark blue and yellow garments, with palm tree- 

1^1 go See I, n 295 

142 iox. See I, n 37 
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and garu.da-bann.ers, when moving even in play, they 

made the earth turn Practice in all weapons and study of 

all sciences, as well as their youth, made especial wealth of 

strength and intelligence 

Quarrel mth Meraka (106-167) 

One day, when they were playing in the city’s environs, 

they saw a camp established with guards, with many 
elephants, horses, and much treasure The minister’s 

son, questioned by Tangalin, "Who sent this here, a 
friend or enemy?” replied, "These presents are sent as 

tribute to Ardhacakrin Meraka by King Sasisaumya from 
a desire to live ” Angered at hearing that, Samgapani 
said, "Why shall tribute go to him while we look on? 
Who is this wretched Meraka who takes tribute in this way 
from kings when we are present ? His valor must be seen 
Snatch all this away, take it by your own strength,” he 
instructed his soldiers, raising his hand His soldiers beat 
Sasisaumya’s soldiers, like fruit-trees, with clubs, hammers, 
staves, et cetera Attacked by them unexpectedly hostile, 
like people asleep by night-attacks, they saved then hves 
and disappeared like crows Afterwards Samgapam took 
everything, horses, elephants, et cetera To take an 
enemy’s property by force is a characteristic of warriors 

Sasisaumya’s soldiers, breathing hard (with indigna¬ 
tion), related to Ardhacakrin Meraka that they had taken 
the property When he heard that, Meraka, very angiy 
like Yama, unrestrained, said in council with a terrible 
frown' "Tike a kick from a donkey, excited by food, on 
an elephant, like the beating of a householder’s wife by a 
plowman, like a slap from a frog on a snake, the son of 
Rudra, devoid of sense, has done this for his own death 
Just as the appearance of wings in ants143 is the cause of 
death, so a distracted mind in men leads to an adverse 
fate I will kill him taking my presents like a thief, a new 

143 hq They die after the nuptial flight. See I, n 85. 
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enemy who has arisen, together with his father and 
brother ” 

Then one minister said " They did this from ignorance 
You have been served for a long time by King Rudra 
Do not be angry I think this will not be approved by 
King Rudra He is desirous of gaming your favor as 
master ‘ Who would fall into the first anger of the master 
or into the stream of a river? ’ so King Rudra now hesitates 
from fear Be gracious, Your Majesty Instruct me 
Bestow fearlessness on him I shall bring an extraordinary 
gift from him ” 

Meraka agreed and he went quickly to Dvaraka and 
spoke to Rudra m company with Bhadra and Svayambhu 
"What is this that your sons have done through ignorance, 
O king? Surely even the master’s dog is not killed with 
shame to his face144 So hand over everything There 
will be no fault of yours Ignorance alone will hide the 
fault of your sons ” 

Then Svayambhu said "You, noble-minded, have 
spoken well to my father from devotion to your master, 
because of your noble nature Consider resolutely, ‘How 
much has been seized from him ? ’ We shall seize the whole 
earth For this earth is to be enjoyed by heroes Who 
will endure in battle the strength of arm of the noble 
Balabhadra and myself like that of Krtanta angered? 
After killing him alone, I shall enjoy half of Bharata 
myself What is the use of many other beaten kings like 
ants? He took half of Bharata by strength of arm, not 
by inheritance Ret it be mine by that law There are 
stronger than the strong ” 

The minister, astomshed, terrified, and embarrassed 
by this speech, went quickly to Meraka and related the 
facts Angered like a rutting elephant by his speech hard 
to hear, Meraka set out, shaking the earth with his masses 
of soldiers Now Svayambhu, accompanied by Rudra 

1.44 126 I e , he would 'lose face ' 
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and Bhadra, set out from the city Dvaraka like a lion 

from a cave. Disturbing the people, Rudra and Meraka, 

terrifying as Rahu and Saturn,145 gradually came together 

at one pomt A battle between the two armies took place, 

which made the sky terrifying from fire from blows 

of the weapons, cruel as the fire at the end of the world 
Svayambhu blew Pancajanya himself with a loud noise 

resembling a charm for the destruction of all enemies. 

Meraka’s soldiers trembled at Pancaj anya’s sound Ele¬ 

phants do not linger when they have heard the lion's 
roar Meraka made his own soldiers stand still, like cocks, 
mounted his chariot himself, and rushed against Svayambhu 
Saying to each other, “Why should the armies fight use¬ 
lessly? " carrying only bows, they twanged the bows 
Making a wedding-pavilion for the Sri of victory, as it were, 
they both rained -water m the form of arrows which hid 
the sun They warded off each other’s shower of arrows 
with a shower of arrows, like a fire by a fire, like poison by 
poison The two appeared terrifying like two suns that 
had arisen with thousands of arrow-rays streaming forth 
Both their hands, as they came and went between the 
quiver and bow, could not be seen (from speed), and 
were visible only from the gleam of their rings The hands 
of both, quick-handed, falling now on the quiver, now on 
the bow-string, shone as if they had two forms When 
he realized that the enemy was not to be conquered by 
arrows, Meraka rained weapons, clubs, etc , like mountain- 
peaks raised up by the wind at the end of the world 
Svayambhu soon destroyed them by counter-weapons, like 
a poison-eyed snake 146 by terrifying flames from its eyes 

Wishing to conquer the enemy m battle, Meraka 
recalled the cakra, and it fell into his hand like a falcon 
into that of a hunter. Then Meraka said to Svayambhu, 
"kou have been made into a soldier only by myself fighting 

145 136 See I, 11 136 

140 14S I.e , a Kaga 
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for amusement I will cut ofi your head Go! Go 

now, villain1 What shame is there to crows and robbers 

running away ? ” 

Svayambhu said, “If such fighting is for amusement, 

then your fighting m anger must be seen For I came for 

that If heroes taking away enemies’ wealth are robbers, 

then you are the first robber Who gave it to you? If 

any running away is to be done after you have thrown the 

cakra, now you do the running What shame is there to 

crows and robbers running away? Throw the cakra1 

Throw it t het its strength be seen, so you, dying, will feel 

no regret ” 

So addressed, Meraka whirled the cakra terrifying with 

flames, like another Mars, in the air and hurled it at the 

enemy It landed with a hard blow on Samgapam’s 

breast, like a cymbal on a cymbal Dazed by a blow from 

the tip of the hub, Svayambhu fell on the floor of his 

chariot, his eyes tremulous like an intoxicated man’s 

Musalrn, devoted to his brother, with tears m 3ns eyes, 

supported him on his lap, saying, “ Breathe, breathe, dear 

brother ” Sprinkled by his brother’s tears, Sarngabhrt 

regained consciousness and stood up, saying to the enemy, 
“Wait1 Wait!” After getting up and taking the cakra, 

like the wheel of fortune of enemies, Hari, watched 

with wide-open eyes by his men, said to Meraka, “This 

is 3rour entire wealth of weapons and this is your 

duration of life It has gone today, as you looked on, 
like the head-jewel of a snake 147 By what support do you 
remain ? Go l Go, now' Svayambhu does not kill enemies 

fleeing from battle ” 
Meraka said, “Throw it Do you also see its strength 

How could one who did not become the wife of the lord, 

become the wife of a petty lord ? ’’ 

147 162 Crooke (p 390) says that if any one obtains the snake- 

jewel, the snake dies On the other hand, m Ceylon it is believed that 

misfortune follows the killing of the snake to obtain it, according to 

Hardy, Eastern Monachism, p 316. 
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So addressed, Samgabhrt whirled the cakra, threw it, 

and easily cut off the lotus-head of Meraka A rain of 

flowers fell from the sky on Svayambhu and likewise 

Meraka’s torso fell on the ground The kings who were 

adherents of Meraka at once resorted to Svayambhu 

There was the same procession of the friends of the 

bridegroom, but the groom was the other one 148 

Then keeping on his right the cakra, which was 

victorious over the circle of the quarters,149 he conquered 

the southern half of Bharata Svayambhu, the abode of 

the Sri of Victory, returned from the expedition of conquest, 

sporting at will with the Sri of half of Bharata like a new 

wife As he went along the road in the Magadhas, 

Samgapani saw a rock being lifted by a crore of men, like 

a concave cover of the earth Adhoksaja lifted it with his 

left arm easily, like the lord of serpents (Sesanaga) sup¬ 

porting the earth After depositing the rock right there, 

instilling wonder in the powerful, Hari went in a few days 

to the city Dvaravatl There Svayambhu’s installation as 

ardhacakrin was held by Rudra, Bhadra, and other kings 

with a festival. 

Vimalas omniscience (174-177) 

Now, after Lord Vimala had wandered two years as 

an ordinary ascetic, he came to the initiation-garden 

Sahasramravana At the foot of a jambu tree, the Lord’s 

destructive-karmas broke when he had ascended the ladder 

of destruction from the eighth gunasthana The Lord’s 

omniscience arose on the sixth day of the bright half of 

Pausa m the constellation Uttarabhadrapada from a two- 

day fast The Lord delivered a sermon in a divine 

1<8 Svayambhu instead of Meraka, whose fnends they were 
originally 

149 iGS In the expeditions of conquest of the cakravartins, the 
cakra preceded them in the air 
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samavasarana There were fifty-seven ganabhrts, Mandara, 

et cetera 

Sasanadevatas (178-181) 

In that congregation arose a Yaksa named Sanmukha, 

with a peacock for a vehicle, white, his right hands holding 

a fruit, cakra, arrow, sword, noose, and rosary, his left 

hands holding an ichneumon, cakra, bow, shield, and doth, 

and one hand m the abhayada-position, the Lord's mes¬ 

senger-deity Likewise originated, Vidita, her color equal 

to that of yellow oipiment, seated on a lotus, her right 

hands holding an arrow and a noose, her left ones a bow 

and a serpent, became a messenger-deity of Sri Vimala 

Samavasarana (182-191) 

Then with these two always m dose attendance the 

Teacher of the World, wandering from that place came to 

the environs of Dvaravat! Then the gods, Sakra, and 

others, made a samavasarana with an asoka seven hundred 

and twenty bows high The Blessed One entered it by 

the east door and circumambulated the caitya-tree three 

times, observing the custom of the Arhats Saying, 
"Homage to the congregation,” the thirteenth Dharma- 

caknn adorned the lion-throne, facmg the east The 

monks, nuns, gods, goddesses, women, and men entered by 

the proper doors and occupied the proper places 

Then royal agents went in haste to Dvaraka and 
reported to Samgapam that the Master had come to the 
samavasarana Svayambhu, delighted, gave twelve and a 
half crores of silver as a gratuity to the men who announced 
the Master’s approach Svayambhu went hurriedly to 
the samavasarana—the sole cause of good fortune 
(bhadra)—with Bhadra, and entered After circumambu¬ 
lating and bowing to the Supreme Lord, Svayambhu and 
Bhadra sat down behind Sakra After bowing again to the 
Jma, their hands folded together submissively, Vajrabhrt, 

Samgabhrt, and Bala began a hymn of praise 
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Stuti (192-199) 

“O god, today at the sight of you people’s pain arising 

from existence has disappeared like dirt from the earth 

from the ram of the rainy season This day, the cause of 

the sight of you, on winch we, stained by karma, shall 

become dean, is blessed, Master Our eyes, which attained 

the sight of you, attained the kingship of all parts of the 

body and at once purified our souls The ground of 

Bharataksetra, purified by contact with your feet, is 

conducive to destruction of evil How much more the 

sight of you1 The sight of you, fiord, to wrong-believers 

like owls is the source of humiliation to the sun by the 

hght of omniscience Today, O god, creatures’ bonds of 

karma are broken, their bodies swelling from drinking the 

nectar of your sight May the dust from your feet, 

capable of producing the polishing of the mirror of dis¬ 

cernment, resembling the seeds of the tree of good fortune, 

protect O Master, may the words of your teaching, like 

a mouthful of nectar, be for the welfare of us who are 

buried m the desert of samsara ” 

After this hymn of praise, &akra, Upendra, and Bala 

became silent, and Vimala Svamin began a brilliant sermon 

Sermon on enlightenment (201-213) 

“The state of being a movable soul or an animal is 

produced from the immovable state 150 with difficulty by a 

creatine’s merit which has the form of involuntary de¬ 

struction of karma 151 A human birth, an Aryan country, 

good family, sharpness of all the senses, and (long)-hfe are 

attained with difficulty because of shght karma Though 

faith, a teacher, and desire to hear have been attained by 

merit, the jewel of enlightenment, which has the form of 

confidence m the Principles, is very hard to get To be a 

1G0 201 See I, pp 19 2 and n 29 

151 201. Kirjara may be either akama, 'involuntary,’ or kama0, 

'\oluntary.' 
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king or cakrabhrt or an Indra is not hard to attain, but 

enlightenment by the teaching of the Jinas is very hard to 

attain All the states 152 have been attained formerly by 

all souls endless times, enlightenment certainly has not been 

attained because of the sight of wandering through births 

When infinite modifications of matter of all creatures of 

whose time m material existence less than half remains 

have taken place here, when the remainder of all karmas 

has a duration within a crore of crores (of sagaras), some 

gam the best enlightenment by splitting the knot of 

karma163 Others, though having reached the border of 

the knot by means of the yathapravrttikarana,164 stop 

there and wander through another birth 

Listening to evil teachings, association with wrong- 

believers, wrong knowledge from memory, practice of 

neghgence—these are enemies of enlightenment Even 
though the acquisition of right-conduct is said to be difficult, 

nevertheless it bears fruit m the attainment of enlighten¬ 

ment Otherwise, it is fruitless Even souls incapable of 

emancipation who have attained right-conduct are born up 

to (and including) the Graiveyakas Without enlighten¬ 
ment they do not attain emancipation If the jewel of 

enlightenment has not been attained, a cakravartm is like 
a poor man A poor man who has attained the jewel of 

enhghtenment is superior to him Souls who have 

attained enhghtenment are not attached to any birth 

Free from self-interest they attain only the road to 

emancipation, unhindered ” 

After hearing the Ford's sermon people in general 
became mendicants, Svayambhu adopted right-belief and 
Sirabhxt laymanship The Ford completed his sermon at 
the end of the first division of the day Then m the same 
way the chief of the ganabhrts, Mandara, delivered one. 

r 

162 205 I e , modifications of karma 

158 206 See I, p 203 and n 255 

iG4 208 See I, n 255 
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He finished his sermon at the end of the second division of 

the day. Sakra, Upendra, Bhadra, and others went to 

their respective abodes 
Then Vimala Svamin wandered from that place through 

cities, villages, mines, towns accessible both by land and 

sea, et cetera, from a desire to benefit the people. 

Congregation (218-223) 

Sixty-eight thousand noble ascetics, one hundred 

thousand and eight hundred nuns, eleven hundred who 
knew the fourteen purvas, forty-eight hundred who pos¬ 

sessed clairvoyant knowledge, fifty-five hundred who had 
mind-reading knowledge, an equal number of the 
omniscient, nine thousand who had the art of transfor¬ 

mation, thirty-two hundred who were able to dispute, two 
hundred and eight thousand laymen, and four hundred 
and thirty thousand laywomen, formed the Lord’s retinue 
as he wandered over the earth for fifteen lacs of years— 
less two years—from the time of his omniscience. 

Emancipation (224-228) 

Knowing that his nirvana was near, the Lord went to 
Mt Sammeta with six thousand monks and began a fast 
At the end of a month, on the seventh day of the black 
half of Suci, the moon being in Pausna, the Master and 
the monks went to the imperishable abode The gods, 
Puruhuta and others, came from everywhere and held the 
nirvana-festival of the Lord and the monks The Lord 
passed fifteen lacs of years as prince, thirty as king and 
fifteen in the vow, so his total age was sixty lacs of years 
There was an interval of thirty sagaras between the 
nirvanas of Sri Vasupujya and of Vimala Svamin 

Death of Svayambhu (229-232) 

What cruel acts did Svayambhu not commit, his dis¬ 
cernment destroyed by great pride in his power? After 
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completing ins life of sixty lacs of years, he went to the 
sixth hell because of these acts Svayambhu passed twelve 
thousand years as prince, the same as governor, ninety 
years in the expedition of conquest, fifty-nine lacs, seventy- 
five thousand, rune hundred and ten years as king (ardha- 
cakrrn). 

Death of Bhadra (233) 

Bhadra, disgusted with existence from grief at his 
brother’s death, took the vow under Mum Mumcandra 
After he had spent sixty-five lacs of years m life, he died, 
and attained the highest abode (moksa) 
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AHAHTAHATHACAIHTRA 

May Atlanta Svamin, possessing the four infinities of 

Siddhas,155 giving infinite bliss to creatures here, like 

emancipation, protect you 
Holy Cord Ananta's life, which is like a boat for 

crossing the boundless ocean of worldly existence, is 

herewith related 

Incarnation as Padmaratha (3-11) 

How there is a very important city Arista in the 
province Arravata150 in Bast Videha m Dhataklkhanda- 
dvrpa In it there was a king, Padmaratha, who had 
great chariots, the sole mountain for the stumbling of the 
array of chariots of enemy-charioteers After conquering 
all his enemies and subduing the whole earth, he did not 
care a straw for it, eager for subduing the Sri of emancipa¬ 
tion He experienced the pastimes of strolling in gardens, 
water-sports m pools, attending sweet concerts by 
musicians, watching different gaits m his draft-animals, 
elephants, horses, et cetera, witnessing entertainment- 
festivals such as that of spring and Kaumudi, dramatic 
festivals with the ten kinds of drama,167 nataka, et cetera, 
the dwelling m houses which were the counterparts of 
heavenly palaces, and the wearing of varied garments, 
decorations, ointments, and ornaments not from desire 
but from following the way of the people After passing 

155 1 See I, n 419 

me ^ See above, n 133 

157 8 These are treated m so many places it is hardly necessary 

to quote Hem himself enumerates them m Abhi 2 198 See also 

Dasarupa, Book III, Salutyadarpana, Chap VI, Natyadarpana, Chap 2, 

Prataparudraya^obliabhushana, pp 100 it 
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some time m this way, he, discerning, took initiation at the 

feet of the teacher Cittaraksa He accumulated body¬ 

making karma of a Tirthakrt by means of the sthanas, 

devotion to the Arhats, et cetera, and after death he 

became a god m (the palace) Puspottara m Pranata 

Incarnation as Ananta (12-303) 

Now m Jambudvipa m the southern half of Bharata 

there is a capital city Ayodhya, the ground of the mountain 

of the Iksvaku-f amily It shone with a circular moat with 

shining clear water like a superior woman wreathed and 

dressed for love The houses had good exits and entrances, 

good joinings,168 had money (plot), good floors (parts), 

like plays On the top stones of its houses shine golden 

lattices, like crowns jomed to the house-Eaksmis, one by 

one The wind, carrying the fragrance of flowers used m 

the worship of the Arhats m its shrines, is like an errhrne 

of nectar for the destruction of the people’s heat 

His parents (17-25) 

Its king was Smhasena, chief of man-lions, with 

remarkable strength like a lion Kings offered him service 

from a desire for their own happiness, like service to a 

supreme god from devotion Chief of the virtuous, he 

delighted the world with his vanous blameless virtues, like 

the moon with its white rays Expert m what was suitable, 

he supported love, wealth, and dharma, each with its 

share, like princes who had come for service 
His wife, the dwelling-place of dharma, was named 

Suyasas, with abundant glory from her own good conduct 
She was the sole purifier of the family of her mother, 

father, and father-in-law, like the Mandakmi of the three 
worlds The moon was a likeness of her face, a lotus was 

a younger brother of her eyes, a conch a picture of her 
neck; a lotus-tendril a friend of her arms, a pitcher a 

1 

168 X4 See Da^arupa 1 34 for the dramatic ‘junctures ' 
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brother of her breasts; a cave a son of her navel; the 

sandy beach of a river an imitation of her hips; a plantain 
a younger sister of her thighs; a lotus a pupil of her feet. 

Indeed, what part of her, beautiful m body, was not 

remarkable ? 

Birth and birtJi-ntes (26-36) 

Now in the heaven Pranata the soul of Padmaratha, 

immersed in bliss, passed its life of maximum duration 
On the seventh day of the dark half of Sravana, the moon 
being m Revati, it fell and descended into the womb of 
Queen Suvasas Comfortably asleep, during the last of 
the night, the Queen saw the fourteen great dreams, 
elephant, et cetera, which indicate an Arhat’s birth On 
the thirteenth day of the dark half of Radha in the con¬ 
stellation Pausna, Rady Suyasas bore a son, marked with 
a hawk, gold color. Subsequently the fifty-six Dikkumaris 
came at once from the Rucakas and performed the Arhat’s 
birth-rites The Lord of Saudharma-heaven came there, 
bowed, took the Lord and went to the peak of Mt Meru 
through the air. Vasava sat down on the lion-throne on 
the rock Atipandukambala, with the Lord held on his lap 

Then the sixty-three Indras, beginning with Acyuta, 
bathed the Lord in turn with water brought from the 
tirthas Sakra placed the Lord, who was very strong, on 
I Sana’s lap, as if from very great fatigue from carrying 
his weight Vasava bathed the Supreme Lord with water 
rising from the horns of four large bulls created from 
crystal. After rubbing the Lord with a cloth of devadusya, 
anointing him, worshipping him, waving the light, the 
Indra of Saudharma praised him * 

Stnti (37-44) 

“Anointing with gosirsa-sandal is not hard to attain 
by those covered with dust from falling on the ground 
before yon. They, by whom a single flower is placed 
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on your head with devotion, always go with their heads 
covered with umbrellas 160 The ones who put ointment on 
your body even one time doubtless become wearers of 
garments of devadusya The creeper-like arms of goddesses 
flutter about the necks of the ones who put wreaths of 
flowers on your neck even once Whoever describe a single 
time your spotless virtues, they are heralded in song by 
goddesses as superior to the people Whoever dance 
before you with devotion with skill m beautiful steps, for 
them a seat on the shoulder of the elephant Airavana is 
not hard to obtain Whoever meditate on you, the supreme 
spirit, O god, day and mght, having become like you, 
always reach a state of being meditated on by the people. 
By your favor may I always have the prerogative of 
making the bath, anointing, decoration, ornaments, et 
cetera, for you ” 

After this hymn of praise, §akra took the Jina, went 
and deposited him at the side of Queen Suyasas according 
to custom Sakra and the other Indras held an eight-day 
festival to the images of the eternal Arhats m Nandlsvara 
and went again to their own abodes. 

Life before initiation (47-51) 

Then the name Anantajit was given to the Supreme 
hord, because infinite armies of his enemies had been 
conquered by his father while he was m the womb Sucking 
nectar from his own thumb, like a yogi the nectar of 
meditation, instead of nursing, the Supreme Tord gradually 
grew up The Tord gradually passed childhood, like the 
moon, and gradually attained youth, fifty bows tall 

Making a decision with the idea of abandoning it 
(later), like a traveler seeking a refuge, Anantanatha married 
at his father’s command When seven and a half lacs of 
years had passed, the Master assumed the burden of the 
kingdom to please his father. 

150 38 A sign of distinction 
8 
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Initiation (52-68) 

When he had directed the earth for fifteen lacs of years, 

the son of Sinhasena carried the thought of initiation 
in his mind The Faukantika-gods, Sarasvatas, et cetera, 

from Brahmaloka, said to the Supreme Lord, “Found a 
congregation " The Ford gave gifts for a year with money 

supplied by the Jrmbhaka-gods sent by Kubera at Jrmbha- 
bhid’s command At the end of the giving, gods, asuras, 
and kings held the initiation-ceremony of the Ford who 
wished the end of births Then the Ford of the World 
put on various decorations, garments, and wreaths, and 
got into the best palanquin named Sagaradatta His 

umbrella, chauris, and fan being earned by Sakra, et 
cetera, the Ford went to the garden Sahasramravana in 
the palanquin 

The Ford of the World, eager, entered the grove, like 
the mind of the world, which was filled repeatedly by 
women from the city occupied with swinging in swings, like 
Khecarfs coming and going at that time, which was covered 
with asokas reddish with new blossoms, with hair in the 
form of agitated bees, moving to and fro as if drunk with 
wine, charming with mango-trees which removed the 
wealth of fatigue from townswomen fatigued by play, 
carrying fans, as it were, in the form of erect shoots, 
beautiful with kamikaras like earrings of the approaching 
Sri of Spring, with mountain-ebony trees100 like golden 
tilakas; with * welcome ’ pronounced, as it were, by the 
cuckoos calling down 

Then, supported on his arm by Bidaujas, the Ford 
descended from Sagaradatta and removed ornaments, et 
cetera On the fourteenth day of the black half of Radha, 
m Revatl, m the afternoon, observing a two-day fast, the 
Master adopted mendicancy with a thousand kmgs After 
paying homage to the Master, all the gods, Puruhuta, et 

1C0 61 Knncanara, apparently Bauhima tomentosa, rather than 

the B Yanegata of the Lexs , as B tomentosa has yellow flowers 
8b 
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cetera, went at once to their respective abodes, like persons 

who had finished their tasks On the next day the 

fourteenth Arhat broke his fast with nce-pudding in the 

house of Vijaya m Vardhamanapura The five divine 

things, the rain of treasure, et cetera, were made there by 

the gods, and Vijaya made a jeweled platform over the 

fiord’s footprints. The Supreme Tord, an ordinary ascetic 

(chadmastha), though free from deceit (apacchadma), set 

out to wander from that place, enduring trials 

Narrative of Suprabha, Purusottama, and Madliu (69-195) 

Previous birth of Suprabha as Mahabala (69-74) 

Now m Jambudvipa m Bast Videha there is a fair 

city, Nandapuri, the birth-place of great joy Its king 

was Mahabala, who gave sorrow to his enemies’ wives, the 

ornament to the garden of his family, like an asoka 

Noble-minded, he felt disgust with worldly existence, like 

a clever city-man disgusted with living in a village. He 

went to Rsi Vrsabha’s lotus-feet, pulled out his hair m 

five handfuls, and adopted good conduct. After cherishing 

good conduct like a garden bearing much fruit, he died, 

and became a chief-god in Sahasrara. 

Previous birth of Purusottama as Samudradatta (75-91) 

Now in Bharataksetra in Jambudvipa there is a city 

Kau£ambi, equal to Purandara’s city Its king was 

Samudradatta, who had put a seal on his enemies’ splendor, 
deep as the ocean. He had a wife, Nanda, moonlight for 

the delight of the eye, destroying the pride of goddesses 

in their beauty by her beauty. 
Candasasana, King of Malaya, a friend of the king, 

like the wind of Malaya of spring, came there Samudra¬ 
datta entertained him and his retinue cordially m his 

house with great affection, like a brother. Then he saw the 
gazelle-eyed Nanda, giving delight to the eyes, the wife of 
Samudradatta like Jahnavi of the ocean His limbs 
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transfixed, as if nailed by tbe unbearable arrows of Love, 

perspiring as if from tbe strong beat of tbe fire of separa¬ 

tion; with affection sprouting on bis body from horripila¬ 

tion, as it were; bis voice broken, as if devoured by a planet, 

by ber physical merits; bis body trembling as if eager for 

her embrace, colorless from sorrow at not obtaining ber, 

bis eyes stolen by tears as if be were blind from love, 

resorting to fainting as if to bring death because of not 

winning ber; what condition of love did Candasasana not 

attain when be bad seen Nanda, fair in body and limbs, 

at that time ? 

He lived in tbe bouse provided by Samudradatta, but 

at night be did not sleep, bis mind distracted, suffering from 

love like a disease Meditating day after day on devices 

for obtaining Handa, be passed tbe time, an enemy dis¬ 

guised as a friend. 

One day, as Samudradatta was trustful, be abducted 

Nanda, like a kite seizing a necklace,161 and went away 

quickly. Unable to recover ber, who bad been abducted 

by a powerful and deceitful man like a Raksas, 

Samudradatta attained extreme disgust witb existence 

Suffering from tbe disgrace like an arrow in bis heart, be 

took initiation under Muni Sreyansa He practiced very 

severe penance and made tbe nidana, “As a result of this 

penance, may I kill Nanda’s abductor.” He limited tbe 

fruit of bis penance by that nidana and, when be died 

according to destiny, became a god in Sahasrara 

Birth of Canda^clsana as the Prahvasudeva Madhu (92-100) 

In course of time Candasasana died and wandered in 

many birth-nudei present in tbe whirlpool of tbe ocean of 

existence. He became tbe son, named Madhu, of King 

Vilasa by bis wife Gunavati in tbe city Prthvi in this 

Bharata. With a life-period of thirty lacs of years, the 

ici 5- The depredations of kites and other similar birds constitute 
a positive nuisance m India. 
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color of a tapiccha-blossom,102 fifty bows tall, he looked 
like a living mountain. Tong-armed, he looked like a sky- 
elephant with two trunks, like a living mountain-plateau 
beautiful with the slope of his broad chest. When he 
walked even gently, the earth, bearing his weight, sank 
like a hole filled with straw. When he had heard stones 
of the fighting of former kings, he gneved over his own 
strength of arm, because he had not found a rival After 
conquering the three-part half of Bharatavarsa as easily 
as a village, he wrote his name on the moon,168 having 
unequalled strength. His circle of enemies subdued by the 
cakra, he became the fourth Pratyardhacakrin, equal to 
Sakra in power, a sun among men 

He had a full brother also, Kaitabha, a winnowing- 
fan among the enemies’ soldiers pounded by the immense 
mallet of his arm, handsome from the enjoyment of his 
enemies’ Sri. 

Birth of Suprabha (101-106) 

At that time in Dvaraka, there was a king, Soma, 
equal to the sun and moon in his qualities He had two 
wives—one, Sudarsana, whose appearance was charming, 
the other, Sita, whose face was equal to the moon 
Now the god, King Mahabala, fell from Sahasrara 
and entered Queen Sudarsana’s womb Then Queen 
Sudarsana saw the four great dreams indicating the birth 
of a Sirabhrt in the last part of the mght. When nine 
months, seven and a half days had passed, Queen Sudarsana 
bore a son, the color of the moon King Soma gave him 
the name Suprabha with a very great festival, satisfying 
the throng of beggars 

Birth of Purusottama (107-110) 

In the course of time Samudradatta’s soul fell from 
Sahasrara, his life completed, and descended into Sita s 

162 94 The same as tamala See App I The color meant here 

is black, or very dark 
103 98 An expression indicating wide-spread glory 
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womb. Then while she was asleep during the last of 

the night, she saw the seven great dreams indicating the 

birth of a Sarhgabhrt entering her month. When the 

time was completed she bore a son, the shining color of 

sapphire, marked with all the marks. On an auspicious 

day, the father gave the appropriate name, Purusottama, 

to the fourth Sarngabhrt 

Their childhood (m-115) 

Wearing blue and yellow garments, with palm tree- 
and garuda-banners, long-armed, companions from affection, 
they looked like twins By means of a teacher, they 
grasped all the arts This is the power of former births of 
such noble persons Other soldiers could not endure even 
a playful blow from them An elephant kills just by 
touch, a serpent just by smelling.164 They, resembling 
the wind in strength, gradually attained youth, like the 
pleasure-grove of Sris, purifying the body. The jewels, 
which produce victory, were given by the gods to the men- 
jewels the plough, et cetera, to the elder, Samga, et cetera, 
to the younger105 

When he had seen Bala and Han exceedingly strong, 
Narada, eager for strife, jumped up and went to the house 
of Madhu, the Prativisnu Knowing what was fitting, 
Madhu received him respectfully, bowed and said to him' 
“Welcome, great mum By good fortune you have come 
within my sight All the kings in this half of Bhaxata are 
my servants and also the gods—the lords of Magadha, 
Varadaman, and Prabhasa. Tell fearlessly what your 
purpose is, with reference to any object or any place 
here, that I may grant it, Narada ” 

Narada said * “I came here for amusement. I have no 
motive concerning any object or place. You are vainly 

lei 112 Nagas are supposed to liave poisonous breath Crooke, 

P 387 > Indian Serpent Lore, p 15 et passim 

105 115 Saruga v.as the name of Vasudeva’s bow See above, 

P- 44 
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commended as 'Lord of half of Bharata * Every one 
talks like a panegyrist Is there a truthful person any¬ 
where ? On the contrary, an intelligent man must be 
ashamed at being praised by beggars from avanciousness 
and certainly must not believe them Among the strong 
even there are the most strong, and the most great among 
the great. In this world the earth is seen to have many 
jewels ” 

Madhu, with inner rage like the sami160 with fire 
inside, at once biting his hp, said to Narada "What river, 
pray, m this half of Bharata is greater than the Ganga, 
what mountain is greater than Vaitadhya, and who more 
powerful than I? Name him whom you think more 
powerful than I, that I may show you his strength 
instantly, like a sarabha that of a young elephant Have 
you been insulted by some one, drunk or crazy, whose 
slaughter you wish to cause today under the pretext of 
praise. Brahman 

Then Narada said, "I do not go near drunk or crazy 
men How, pray, could they have insulted me? You 
said today m your council, 'I am lord of half of Bharata ’ 
Do not say that again. For it is laughable. O kmg, have 
you never heard, even by hearsay from the people, of the 
two sons, Suprabha and Purusottama, of Soma m Dvaraka ? 
Very strong, long-armed, full of affection for each other, 
hard to endure, like wind and fire incarnate, with one arm 
they lift up the earth with oceans and mountains, like 
Sakra and Isana descended here from heaven from curiosity 
While Bharata is occupied by them, like a forest by a lion, 
why do you trumpet from ignorance, like an elephant bhnd 
from rutting ? ” 

Both of his eyes red from anger, as if he wished a 
battle instantly, grinding teeth against teeth, King Madhu 
said "If what you said is true, then Yama is invited by 
me to play at will today, as well as you to see a battle 

!60 124 One of the two trees used to kindle the sacred fire 
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Look! As a surety of battle, I shall make the kingdom of 

Dvaraka bereft of Soma, bereft of Suprabha, bereft of 

Purusottama.” 

Dismissing Muni Narada with these words, he sent a 

messenger with secret instructions to Soma and Soma’s 
sons He, powerful—for messengers, though powerless, 

become powerful by their masters’ power—went quickly to 

Soma and his sons and said. 

“The destroyer of the pride of the proud, gentle to the 

well-behaved, victorious by the cruel strength of his arm, 

rich in warrior-practices, his lotus-feet attended by hahsa- 
kings sprung from noble families in the southern half of 
Bharata, like slaves; taking tribute also from the Vaitadhya- 
kings of the southern row on Vaitadhya, with cruel com¬ 
mands like another Akhandala, Ardhacakradhara Madhu, 
spring to the garden of half of Bharata, sends me to give 
you orders So listen, O king ‘We know that you have 

shown devotion in the past We hear from people that 
you have now changed because of the power of your sons 
If you are the same as before and there is no change, send 
tribute to the master, including the key of the treasury ’167 
By the lord’s favor everything will be yours again The 
water that the sun takes up, it gives back to the earth.168 
By his disfavor your wealth, even what is in existence, 
will go For when the master is angry, wealth does not 
remain, as if from fear If the master is opposed, how 
will you have wife, children, friends, et cetera, and life, to 
say nothing of wealth? After executing the master’s 
command, rule your country according to custom Let the 
words of your slanderers, resembling dogs, prove false.” 

Then Purusottama said harshly from rising anger 
“Because you are a messenger, you may not be killed. 
For that reason 3rou said this, contemptible creature! 
Are you crazy, or drunk, or careless, or have you the 

167 Jlarvadikrtya kuficikam (?) See App I 
1CS 145- See I, n 171 
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mind of a Pisaca that you say such a thing, and is your 
master (the same) that he has such a thing said ? Just as a 
child plays the part of a king at will in childish plays, so 
he, himself, deluded, plays the part of master When was 
he, arrogant, endowed by us with lordship? If desire is 
measured by speech, why does he not become Indra? 
He, ignorant, has attacked me now with great royal power 
Doubtless he will die like a fish (cast) on a bank by the 
tide. Go1 Bring to battle your master who seeks tribute 
I shall take by force his wealth like a slave, together with 
his life ” 

Battle between Pumsottama and, Madhu (155-191) 

Thus addressed by Purusottama, he went away angry 
and related the whole speech, though hard to tell, to 
Madhu Madhu was enraged just from hearing Samgin’s 
speech, like a sarabha by thunder He had the battle- 
drum beaten which had a terrifying sound, heard by the 
Khecaris who had covered their ears from fear Surrounded 
by crowned kings, by very strong warriors, by generals, 
ministers, and other vassals, by soldiers bold in battle 
like other forms of himself, he set out like a god with a 
magic form He disregarded evil omens and bad signs, 
proud of his arm, and went quickly to the boundary, as if 
drawn by the snares of death Like Yama100 Samgin 
came there at that time, attended by Soma, Suprabha, 
generals, and soldiers Soldiers of both sides quickly 
approached the camels, impetuously took their armor, and 
twanged their bows Suddenly a multitude (of arrows) 
flew up, causing destruction like a family of Raksases m 
the sky, eager to drink blood 

160 161 Parapatapamn Tins is a surmise, as I can find no other 

occurrence of the word The dove is a messenger of ISTirrti or Yama in 

the Vedas (Crooke, p 373 and Macdonell-Keith 1 137) I believe that 

is the pomt here However, Mum Jayantavi]aya]i thinks the word 

means 'hawk,' which would be logical for the compound , but I think 

a comparison with Death is better here 
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The best elephants, urged by their drivers, retreating 

and advancing, fought with a four-tusk fight. In one 

bucket a lance, in the other a hammer, carrying swords in 
their hands, the cavalry hurried their horses The chariots 
came together, like the separate banks of the Sindhu, 
deafening the world by a terrible noise. The infantry, 
powerful heroes, made their shields clash, striking against 
each other, and fought sword against sword Instantly 
Visnu’s army was broken by Madhu’s, like a tree-trunk by 
a cruel calamitous wind. Then the charioteer Hari, accom¬ 
panied by the charioteer Balabhadra, blew Pancajanya 
like an unfavorable portent for enemies At Pancajanya’s 
sound, some of Madhu’s soldiers trembled, some were 
dazed, and others fell to the ground 

When he saw his army thus distracted, Madhu himself, 
twanging his bow, challenged Purusottama clearly. Speed¬ 
ily stringing his bow, Sarngin made it sound, which 
made heaven and earth sound, as it were, by the very 
loud echo Repeatedly drawing sharp arrows from the 
quiver, like snake-charmers drawing snakes, they hurled 
them at each other to kill. Skilled in the art of destruction, 
they both destroyed each other’s arrows, like the life of the 
LaksmI of victory, with arrows. In the same way other 
missiles were cut by other missiles mutually, like cutting a 
string For such is a battle of persons equally strong. 
Angered by their mutual equality, wishing to show a 
difference, Madhu thought of his cakra and it fell into 
his hand Though wishing to kill, Madhu said with 
trembling hps, " Go 1 Go, Sir! Bo you from ignorance wish 
to look at the teeth of a tigress ? What credit, pray, would 
it to be to my power for you, a boy, to be destroyed? Is 
there any embellishment of the power of a choice elephant 
m rooting up a plantain tree? I, considering myself a 
distinguished soldier, am older than you You are very 
small compared with me, like an elephant, though a large 
one, compared with a mountain.” 
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Han replied with a beaming smile to Pratihan• “The 
sun, though new, drives away dense darkness Fire, 
though only a spark, bums straw completely Glory is 
the standard of heroes What has age to do with glory? 
Enough of hesitation Hurl your cakra fearlessly A 
serpent will become quiet, when it has discharged poison, 
but not otherwise ” 

Madhu made the cakra into a ring on his finger with 
ease and whirled it, like a boy whirling a fire-brand 
Madhu hurled the cakra and it fell, kissing Samgm’s 
breast with a blow from the tip of the hub which had a 
brilliant light Dazed by the blow, Visnu fell on the 
chariot and was taken on his lap by Balabhadra who 
jumped up Kesava regamed consciousness from contact 
with his brother's body, like a bath of nectar, and took 
up Madhu's cakra as well as his breath 

Then Samgadhara said “Do not stay here like me 
Go! Go quickly! What rivalry has a dog with a lion?” 
Madhu said, “Throw the cakra, you there1 Why do you 
boast, roaring like an autumn-cloud?'' Janardana threw 
his (Madhu’s) cakra after he had spoken so and made his 
head fall on the ground like the fruit of a palm tree 
Samgin was praised by the gods raining flowers, saying, 
“Well done1 Well done!” Madhu was grieved over by his 
people, saying, “ Oh, lord, lord, where are you ? ’ ’ 

The distinguished soldier, Kaitabha, was killed by 
Kesava’s general and at once &ripati (Purusottama) was 
resorted to by Madhu’s other kings 

Expedition of conquest (192-195) 

Then Samgabhrt subdued the southern half of Bharata 
with the lords of Magadha, Varadaman, Prabhasa In the 
Magadhas Madhava lifted easily a rock being lifted by a 
crore of men and cheerfully set it down like a cover (of the 
earth) Then Purusottama, having a reception, as it were, 
given by the ocean holding high waves,170 went to his 

J-70 194 As water of the reception-gift. 1 
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own city Dvaravati. There Visnu’s installation as Ardha- 

caknn was made by Soma, Rama, and other kings with 

great joy. 
Atlanta's omniscience (196-199) 

Now, when Jina Anantajit had wandered three years 

as an ordinary ascetic, he came to the grove named 
Sahasramravana There, as the Lord was engaged m 

meditation under an asoka, his ghati-karmas broke like 

joints of samsara On the fourteenth day of the dark 

half of Radha, the moon being in Revatl, the Lord’s 

omniscience arose from a two-day fast. In a divine 
samavasarana the Lord delivered a sermon to fifty 

ganadharas, Yasas, et cetera 

Sasanadevatas (200-204) 

Patala, originating m that congregation, three-faced, 

with a makara for a vehicle, red, with three right hands 
holding a lotus, sword, and noose, and with three left 
hands holding an ichneumon, shield, and rosary, became 
Sri Ananta’s messenger-deity Likewise originated, 
Ankusa, fair-bodied, with a lotus-vehicle, with a sword 
and noose m her right hands, and a shield and goad in her 
left hands, became also a messenger-deity of Ananta 
Svamin 

Samavasarana (205-212) 

The Blessed Lord, the best door to moksa, always 
closely attended by these two, wandering over the earth, 
arrived at the city Dvaravati Sakra and the other gods 
erected a samavasarana there, adorned by a caitya-tree 
six hundred bows tall. Jina Anantajit entered by the east 
door and circumambulated the lofty caitya-tree three 
times After saying, “Homage to the congregation,” the 
Lord sat down on the eastern lion-throne, facing the east, 
and the holy congregation stood in their customary places 
The Vyantara-gods created three images of the Master 
placed on jeweled lion-thrones in the three other directions 
Royal agents went and announced to Purusottama that the 
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fourteentli Arliat was in the samavasarana. Hari gave 
them twelve and a half crores of silver and went to the 
samavasarana with Balabhadra After circumambulating 
and bowing to the Tirthanatha, Pumsottama and his elder 
brother sat down behind Sakra Again bowing to the Jina, 
Sakra, Upendra, and Sirin began a hymn of praise in voices 
choking with devotion: 

Stuti (213-200) 

“So long as you are not their Ford, for so long people’s 
mind-wealth will be violated by sense-objects like robbers 
The spreading darkness of anger, the cause of bhndness to 
men’s eyes, disappears, mdeed, from the collyrium of the 
nectar of the sight of yon from afar. Ignorant people are 
seized by conceit like a demon, so long as your words like a 
charm are not heard by them. By your favor emancipation 
is not far away from people whose chains of deceit are 
broken, who have attained the vehicle of sincerity As 
people free from desire approach you, so (in proportion) 
you grant them the maximum fruit, variously Bove and 
hate are like two streams of the river of samsara From 
your teaching it is possible to remain m indifference like an 
island in them You, and no one else, bear a hght for the 
darkness of delusion for people whose minds are eager to 
enter the door to emancipation May we be unconquered 
by sense-objects, passions, love, hate, and delusion by 
your favor Be gracious, O Ford ” 

Sakra, Madhvari, and Sinn became silent after this 
hymn of praise, and the Blessed Anantanatha delivered a 
sermon as follows 

Sermon on the Tattvas (222-288) 

Jiva (222-262) 

“A creature ignorant of the principles, like a traveler 
who does not know the road, wanders m this wilderness of 
samsara very hard to cross Jiva (soul), ajiva (non-soul), 
airava (channels for acquiring karma), samvara (methods 
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of impeding karma), niijara (destruction of karma), bandha 

(bondage) and moksa (emancipation) are said by wise 

men to be the seven tattvas (principles).171 

Of these jivas are known to be of two kinds by the 

division into those emancipated and those in wordly 

existence, all without beginning and end, characterized by 

knowledge and perception. The emancipated have one 

nature, free from the trouble of birth, et cetera; possessing 

infinite perception, knowledge, power, and bhss The 
jivas in worldly existence are of two kinds by the division 

into immovable and movable. In both they are of two 

kinds by the distinction of having or not having faculties 

to develop The faculties to develop are six and are the 

source of development eating and digesting food, body, 

senses, breath, speech and mind There are four, five, 

or six faculties to develop respectively of creatures with 

one sense, two to four senses, and five senses 
The one-sensed are immovable: earth, water, fire, 

air and plants The first four of these are both fine and 
gross Plants are of two kinds: with one body and many 
bodies The first of these are gross only, the second are 
fine and gross. The movable are of four kinds by reason 
of two, three, four, and five senses. Of these the five- 
sensed are of two kinds: rational and irrational The ones 
who know how to study, teach and converse, are rational, 
possessing mind-vitality The others are irrational The 
skin, tongue, nose, eye, and ear are the sense-organs 
of which touch, taste, smell, form and sound are the 
respective spheres 

Numerous species, worms, conchs, earth-worms, leeches, 
cowries, oysters, et cetera, are considered two-sensed 
Lice, bugs, termites, nits, et cetera, are considered three- 
sensed Moths, flies, bees, gnats, et cetera, are four- 
sensed. The remainder that have animal birth-nuclei, 

171 22 3 See Yol. I, App IV. Here Punya and Papa are cot 

counted It as more usual for the Svetambaras to include them 
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belonging to water, land, and air, hell-inhabitants, men, 
and gods are all five-sensed 

The three powers—mind, speech, body, the five senses, 
term of life, and breathing are called the ten vitalities 
(prana) In all jivas the body, term of life, breathing, and 
senses are present172 The two-to-four sensed and the 
irrational have speech, and the fully rational have mind 

The gods and hell-inhabitants have spontaneous origin, 
but the ones with uterine birth are born from foetus with 
placenta, without placenta, and from eggs The others are 
produced by coagulation Souls arising from coagulation 
and hell-inhabitants—evil souls—are neuters, the gods are 
male and female, others are all three 

All jivas are of two kmds with reference to bemg 
grasped from the practical point of view (vyavaharya), or 
not bemg grasped from the practical point of view. The 
fine many-bodied souls (mgoda) are the latter The others 
are grasped by the senses 

There are nine divisions of birth-nudei (yom) of 
creatures with living matter, covered, and cold, the 
opposites of these, and combinations 178 divided by other 
sub-divisions Of earth-, water-, fire-, and air-jivas, there 
are seven lacs (of yoms) each, ten lacs of one-bodied (plants) 
and fourteen lacs of many-bodied (plants) There are six 
lacs of the two-to-four sensed (inclusive) jivas and fourteen 
lacs of humans, four each of hell-inhabitants, animals, 
and gods So there are eighty-four lacs of birth-nuclei, 
perceived by perfect knowledge, of all creatures 

The one-sensed, both fine and gross, the five-sensed, 
both rational and irrational, and the two-to-four sensed 
are both capable of development (paryapta) and not 

172 238 This statement that mdnyani are present in all jivas is 

misleading m its wording It sounds as if all the senses were present 

m all jivas, whereas it really means that some sense is present in all 

jivas See I, n 32 
173 242 The ' combinations ’ are of the opposite pairs For 

examples of different kinds of yoms, see Jaim’s Tattvarthasutra 2 32 
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capable of development174 These classes of jivas which I 

have described are fourteen 
The same number of marganas176 are known by the 

following names condition of existence, senses, body, 

activity, sex, knowledge, anger, et cetera (the kasayas), 
self-control, taking and digesting food, perception, soul-color, 

state of being capable of emancipation, right-belief, and 

intelligence. 
T^Iithyadrsti, sasvadanasamyagdrsti, samyagmithyadrsti, 

aviratasamyagdrsti, viratavirata (=desavirati), pramatta, 
apramatta, mvrttibadara, anivrttibadara, suksmasampara- 
yaka, prasantamoha, ksinamoha, yogavat, and ayogavat 
are the fourteen gunasthanas It is mithyadrsti when 
there is rismg of wrong belief It constitutes a guna¬ 
sthana with reference to good character, etc 176 Sasva¬ 
danasamyagdrsti is when wrong belief does not rise, but 
when the worst degree of passions arises Its maximum is 
six avalis177 Misradarsana is from union of right and 
wrong belief for a muhurta 178 Aviratasamyagdrsti (right- 
belief without self-control) is at the rise of the passions 
which prevent partial vows Viratavirata (partial self- 
control) is at the rise of the passions which prevent complete 

174 246 This statement is correct, but ambiguous All 14 classes 

are both paryapta and aparyapta, but not all the subdivisions The 

asafijnin-manusya-pancendnya are only aparyapta See I, n 29 

176 247 I know of no word by which margana can be translated 

The J G D defines it as ‘ soul-quest/ but that hardly conveys its meaning 

It is further explained: ‘There are i4 special conditions or characteris¬ 

tics by means of which the mundane souls are sought, distinguished, and 

lm estigated,’ See Gommatasara, 141-2 and Dravyasamgratia, p 39 

170 252. I have seen nowhere else this distinction in the first 

gunasthana. Muni Jayantavijayap says that a mithyatvm may have 

such virtues as mercy, chanty, nobility of character and as such be 

placed m the first gunasthana 

177 253 An avail is an extremely small division of time See II, 

n 265, 

178 254 Forty-eight minutes The duration of the third guna¬ 

sthana is usually described as an antarmuhurta See I, p 204 and II, 

n 265 
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vows. It is pramattasamyata when self-control exists 
but there is still negligence It is apramattasamyata when 
there is self-control without neghgence Both last an 
antarmuhurta with interchange170 It is apurvakarana 
because it makes unprecedented destruction of the duration 
of karma, et cetera, and has the ladders of both destruction 
and subsidence of karma. It is mvrttibadara (gross 
passions with a difference) 180 because the evolution of 
persons with the gross passions, who have entered it 
together, differs Because the evolution of those who have 
entered it together does not differ because of their efforts, 
it is amvrttibadara and it has destruction and subsidence 
of karma Because the fine passion, named greed, has 
been made very fine, it is suksmasamparaya (fine passion) 
and has both the ladders of destruction and subsidence 
Upasantamoha is at the subsidence of delusion When 
the destruction of delusion has taken place, it is called 
ksinamoha When omniscience is produced from the de¬ 
struction of the destructive karmas, it is sayogakevakn 
(omniscient with activity), when destruction of activities 
has taken place, it is ayogakevakn181 

Apva (263-277) 

Non-soul (ajlva) consists of the medium of motion 
(dharma), medium of rest (adharma), space (vihayas), time 
(kala), and matter (pudgala) These five and jiva are 
known as substances (dravya) Of these all, except time, 
are formed from an aggregate of indivisible units (pradesa). 
They are all, except jiva, without consciousness and are 
not active agents Bxcept time, they are (all) embodied 
substances (astikaya) and are all without form (amurta) 

170 256 That is, a person may fluctuate between the sixth and 

seventh gunasthanas See I, p 433 
iso 258 For mvrtti see II, p 348 Apurvakarana and mvrtti- 

badara are both the eighth gunasthana 
181 262 The yogavan and ayogavan of 251 

9 
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except matter. But all have the nature of origination, 

perishing, and permanence 
Matter is characterized by touch, taste, smell, and 

color It is two-fold with reference to atoms and aggregates 

Of these atoms are not joined 182 Aggregates are jomed, 

characterized by union,183 sound, fineness, coarseness, and 

shape, having the nature of darkness, heat, light, division, 

and shadow; producing karma, body, mind, speech, action, 
and breathing; furnishing the medium of pleasure, pain, life, 

and death 
The medium of motion, medium of rest, and space are 

each single substanced, formless, inactive, and always 
changeless The medium of rest and the medium of 
motion are unchanging, consisting of innumerable pradesas 
in the room of one soul, having penetrated the space of the 
universe When soul and non-soul themselves have started 
to move, the medium of motion is everywhere a companion, 
like water of sea-monsters The medium of rest is a 
companion of souls and matter which have themselves 
reached a location, like a shadow of people going along a 
road 

Space is all-pervading, self-supported, affording place, 
constantly penetrates the universe and non-universe,184 
and has infinite units 185 

iE2 266 Atoms (ami or paramanu) are indivisible parts of skandha, 

separated from skandha (an aggregate, or object) Anu (unit of space) 

is practically the same as pradesa, but pradesa is an indivisible part of 

skandha joined to skandha, whereas anu is an indivisible part separated 

from skandha A collection of pradesas joined together makes a 

skandha. 

163 267 I have read bandha here, though without MS authority 

The emendation is slight Gandha has been mentioned above and bandha 

seems required here Cf. T 5 24 

184 273 Space is the only substance which extends beyond loka 

into aloka 

iB5 273 Atlanta means without limit, whereas asankhya means that 

there is a limit to the number of pradeias, though they can not be 

coanted. 
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The atoms 186 of time, separated, occupying a unit of 
the world-space for modification of attributes, are called 
primary time (mukhyakala) 187 An instant (samaya), et 
cetera, whose measure is given in books on astronomy, that 
is considered time from a practical point of view by those 
knowing time It is the work of time that these objects 
m the womb of the world are evolved with a form, new, 
old, et cetera Present objects become in the past, and 
future objects become present, transformed by the sport 
of time 

A&rava, samvara, mrjara (278-279) 

Whatever action there is of mind, speech, and body 
that is asrava (channel for acquiring karma) Good action 
is the cause of a good asrava, bad action is the cause of a 
bad airava The source of blocking of all channels is 
samvara Nirjara is the destruction here of karmas that 
are the sources of existence 188 

Bandha (280-285) 

When a soul takes matter suitable for karma, because 
of the state of passions, that is bondage, the cause of 
absence of free will on the part of the soul Its divisions 
are nature, duration, intensity, and quantity Nature 
(prakrti) is inherently eight-fold, knowledge-obscuring, et 
cetera Knowledge- and behef-obscunng, feeling, delud¬ 
ing, age, body-making, family, and obstructive are con¬ 
sidered the primary kinds of nature 189 Duration (sthiti) 
is the minimum and maximum time limit of karmas 

180 274 Properly speaking kala has no 'atoms,' nor pradesas It 

is, as Hemacandra himself says above, the one substance which does 

not have pradesas Mum Jayantavijayaji explains this inconsistency 

by the interpretation that kala is believed to be an object (because of 

its usefulness), though not really an object 

187 274 E g , ancient, modern 
18S 279 These have already been treated in detail. See above, 

pp 57f and II, pp 330, 343 > ■ 
180 282 These are the eight lands of karma See I, App. II 
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Intensity (anubhava) is the maturity; quantity (pradesa) 

is the allotment of parts Wrong belief, lack of self- 

control, negligence, anger, et cetera (the kasayas), and 

activity—these five are recognized as sources of bondage 

When the sources of bondage are absent because of the 
destruction of the ghatikarmas, when omniscience exists, 

emancipation takes place at the victory over the remaining 

karmas. 
Whatever pleasure there may be in the three worlds 

of gods, asuras, and kings, that is an infinitesimal part of 
the wealth of happiness from emancipation. Persons in 

the world who know the principles as described certainly 
are not submerged in the ocean of worldly existence, like a 

swimmer in the ocean. 
Many persons adopted mendicancy as the result of 

this sermon of the Lord. Hari adopted right-belief and 
Suprabha became a layman. The Lord stopped preaching 
at the end of the first division of the day and Yasas, the 
ganabhrt, delivered a sermon, occupying his foot-stool 
This sermon being ended in the second watch, Sakra, 
Upendra, Bala, and others bowed to the Lord and went to 
their respective houses 

The congregation (291-297) 

Then the Lord wandered from that place through 
villages, mines, cities, et cetera, enlightening persons 
capable of emancipation. Sixty-six thousand noble monks, 
nine hundred who knew the fourteen purvas, forty-three 
hundred who had clairvoyant knowledge, forty-five hundred 
v ho had mind-reading knowledge, five thousand omnis- 
dents, eight thousand yogis who had the art of transfor¬ 
mation, thirty-two hundred disputants, sixty-two thousand 
nuns devoid of evil, two hundred and six thousand laymen, 
and four hundred and fourteen thousand laywomen con¬ 
stituted the Lord’s retinue as he wandered over the earth 
for seven and a half lacs—less three years—from the time 
of his omnisdence. 
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His emancipation (298-303) 

Knowing that it was time for his emancipation, the 
I/ord went to Mt. Sammeta with seven thousand monks 
and began a fast At the end of a month, on the fifth 
day of the bright half of Caitra, the moon being in Pausna, 
33ord Anantajit attained emancipation with the monks. 
The Indras came with the gods and held the nirvana- 
festival of the hord and his disciples Anantajit lived for 
thirty lacs of years—seven and a half lacs as prince, fifteen 
lacs as king, and seven and a half lacs as mendicant Nine 
sagaropamas elapsed between the nirvanas of Vimala 
Svamin and Ananta Svamin. 

Death of Purusottama (304-305) 

Visnu lived for thirty lacs of years and went to the 
sixth hell, Tamahprabha, because of very severe karma 
He lived for seven hundred years as prince, thirteen 
hundred as governor, eighty years in the conquest of the 
kingdom, and twenty-nine lacs, ninety-seven thousand, 
rune hundred and twenty years as king 

Death of Suprabha (306-308) 

Suprabha, who lived for fifty-five lacs of years, remained 
on earth for a long time, grieved intensely by his brother’s 
death He took the vow under Mrgankusa from disgust 
with existence because of his younger brother’s death, 
attained omniscience and the four infinities, and reached 
the abode from which there is no return 
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Sri dharmahathacaritra 

I resort to the feet of Sri Dharmanatha, the Hunavat 

of the Ganga of dhanna, the sun for the darkness of 

heretical congregations, for protection. The life of that 

same Tirthanatha is herewith related, extended like a 

bridge for crossing the river of worldly existence 

Previous incarnation as Drdharatha (3-14) 

There is a large city, Rhadrilapura, in the province 
Bharata 180 in Bast Videha in Dhatakikhandadvipa Its 

king was Drdharatha, resplendent with strong arms like 
an elephant with tusks He devoured the brilliance of 

kings, like the sun that of the heavenly bodies He was 
the recipient of their tribute, like the ocean of rivers He, 
discerning, did not assume any arrogance at all at his 
great sovereignty, knowing that the splendor even of 
Indra is as wavering as fluff Bven though experiencing 
various pleasures of the senses, he did not show any regard 
for living in worldly existence, like a guest. 

Feeling strong disgust with pleasures, with no interest 
in his own body even, he abandoned his kingdom and 
subjects as easily as impurities of the body Then the 
king went to the teacher Vimalavahana, sole physician for 
the disease of the great pain of worldly existence He, 
the crest-jewel of kings, received from him the shining jewel 
of right-conduct, hard to obtain, at the price of desire. 
Maintaining tranquillity alone, the mother of self-con¬ 
centration, as it were, enduring trials, he practiced severe 
penance He purified his soul which had been defiled by 
the Jvllecchas of sense-objects by draughts of the scriptures 
absorbed like pure water from holy places Grasping the 

150 3. See above, n 133 
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sthanakas, devotion to the Arhats, et cetera, wise, he 
acquired the body-making karma of a Tirthakrt After 
fasting at the right time, he died when engaged m 
concentrated meditation and became a powerful god m 
the palace Vaijayanta 

Incarnation as Dharmanatha (15-363) 

Now in this same zone Bharata m Jambudvlpa, there 
is a city Ratnapura, a mine of various jewels Its ponds 
and groves look as if they were bridged by the multitude of 
rays joined together from the jeweled stairs at the sides 
Its very houses with shrines of the Arhats, golden, and with 
mirrors at every step announced the three objects of 
existence 191 always apparent The ground of its streets, 
paved with emeralds, shines at night with the reflected 
constellations as if set with pearl svastikas Wreaths, 
hung by wealthy women on the hooks of pegs m the 
walls of the houses, assume the form of necklaces Cool 
from the garden-tanks, warm from the kitchens in the 
mansions, rainy from the elephants’ ichor, it has three 
seasons, as it were 

His parents (21-30) 

Its king was Bhanu, brilliant as the sun, fire to the 
straw of his enemies, glowing with distinguished spotless 
virtues. Even Brhaspati was not able to count his various 
virtues like the waves of the ocean This earth, whose 
tribute was collected by him alone, did not consider any 
other lord, like a high-born virtuous wife whose hand has 
been taken (in marriage) Having bound Sri, who is 
naturally fickle, by the very strong cords of his virtues, he 
fastened her, like a young cow-elephant, to the pillar of 
his arm Possessing mtense brilliance like the sun, he 

' 101 17 The shrines, of course, represent dharma, the golden houses 

artha, and the mirrors kama, , 
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destroyed the splendor of rival kings like torches. Wishing 

to conquer kings, he did not put a frown on his brow, 

much less the string on his bow. 

His wife was named Suvrata, an unusually virtuous 

wife, excelling the bees in attendance on his lotus-feet. 

Surely her low speech had been taught by the cuckoos, her 

skill in walking by the hahsas, her glances by the deer. 

Modesty was her companion, a wealth of good conduct her 

maid, good-breeding her chamberlain This was her natural 

retinue Devotion to her husband was the ornament 

suited to her. Any other ornaments, necklace, et cetera, 

were ornamented (by her). 

Birth of Dharmunatha (31-39) 

At that time Drdharatha’s soul, living in Vaijayanta, 

immersed in pleasure, completed its maximum life-period. 

The soul fell on the seventh day of the bright half of Radha, 

the moon being in Puspa, and entered Lady Suvrata's 

womb. Then Suvrata saw the fourteen great dreams, 

elephant, et cetera, indicating the birth of a Tirthakara. 

On the third day of the bright half of Magha, in the con¬ 
stellation Puspa, Queen Suvrata bore a son marked with a 

thunderbolt, gold color, at the right time 

The fifty-six Dikkumaris, Bhogankara, et cetera, came 

and performed the birth-ntes for the Master and the 

Master’s mother. Then the Indra of Saudharma (Sakra) 

got into Palaka, came, took the Master, and conducted him 

to Meru’s peak Hari sat down on the jeweled lion-throne 

on Atipandukambala, holding the Tirthakrt on the lion_ 
throne of his lap Then the sixty-three Indras, beginning 
with Acyuta, made the Lord’s bath m the prescribed fashion 

with pure water from the holy places Vajrabhrt placed 

the Lord on Isana’s lap, bathed him, anointed him, 

worshipped him, and began a hymn of praise as follows * 
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Stuh (40-47) 

" Reverence to you, the fifteenth Arhat, Supreme Lord, 
having a form deserving deepest meditation,102 absorbed m 
deepest meditation I consider mortals more important 
than gods and demons, smce you, who are entitled to 
homage in the three worlds, have appeared as leader of the 
congregation Let me be a mortal now m this southern 
Bharatavarsa, as I wish to become your disciple, which is 
very effective for winning emancipation. What difference 
is there between hell-inhabitants and gods though happy 
to whom, negligent, there is no sight of you ? As long as 
you, like the sun, did not rise, Lord of the Three Worlds, 
for just so long the heretics, like owls, prospered Soon the 
whole half of Bharata will be filled by the water of your 
teaching of dharma, like a pond by that of a ram-cloud 
O Supreme Lord, by making infinite people attain emancipa¬ 
tion, you will make worldly existence uninhabited, like a 
king depopulating an enemy's territory O Blessed One, 
even m heaven may my days pass with my mind dinging 
like a bee to your lotus-feet ” 

After this hymn of praise, Safer a received the Master 
from the Vasava of Isama, took him, and deposited him at 
Queen Suvrata’s side according to custom 

Life before initiation (49-53) 

Because his mother had a pregnancy-whim for religious 
duties, while he was an embryo, King Bhanu gave him the 
name Dharma The Master passed his childhood playing 
with gods in the form of boys and attained youth, forty- 
five bows tall To satisfy the long-desired wish of his 
parents and to consume pleasure-karma, the Lord married 
When two and a half lacs of years from his birth had passed^ 
the Master took the burden of the kingdom at his father's 
request The Lord ruled the earth for five lacs of years, 

J92 40, See I, n. 409. 
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and then he himself thought of initiation when the right 

time had come 
Initiation (54-63) 

Reminded by the Faukantika-gods, “ Found a congre¬ 

gation, O Master,” the Ford gave gifts for a year, the 
mouth of the river of initiation. Consecrated by the gods, 

the Ford got into a palanquin named Nagadatta and went 

to a beautiful garden Vaprakancana The Ford entered the 
garden which had the beauty of the cool season, where 

there was a swarm of buzzing bees intoxicated by the mass 
of priyangu-blossoms, where the women-gardeners were 
busy with wreathing ornaments of Alexandrian laurel, 
whose face had been rubbed with rodhra-powder by the 
townswomen; adorned with armories of Fove, as it were, 
with blooming jasmines, with girl-gardeners engaged m 
cutting flowers of the lavall, its ground wet with drops of 
water from the juice of the mucukunda; its surface paved 
with emeralds, as it were, by the sweet marjoram 

On the thirteenth day of the bright half of Magha, m 
the constellation Puspa, in the afternoon, the Ford became 
a mendicant with a thousand kings, with a two-day fast 
On the next day in the house of Dharmasinha in Saumanasa, 
the Ford broke his fast with rice-pudding. The five divine 
things, the rain of treasure, et cetera, took place there and 
Dharmasinha made a jeweled platform where the Master 
had stood Indifferent to his own body, unstumbling like 
the wind, the Teacher of the World set out from that place 
to wander over the earth 

Nart ative of Sudarsana, Purusasmha, and Ni&umbha (64-193) 

Previous birth of SudaHana (64-70) 

Now in the city Asoka in West Videha in Jambudvipa 
there lived a king, Purusavrsabha Always disgusted with 
existence, knowing the Principles, virtuous, he became a 
mendicant at the feet of Muni Prajapala. After practicing 
severe penance, he died wken the time had come, and 
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became a god in Sahasrara with a life-term of eighteen 
samudras (sagaras). 

Previous birth of Purusasmha (67-71) 

When sixteen vardhis (sagaras) of his life as a god had 
passed, there was a king, named Vikata, m Potanapnra just 
here (m Bharata) He was conquered on the battle-field 
by Kang Raj asmha by the strength of his arm, like an 
elephant by an elephant From shame at this defeat he 
gave the kingdom to his son, left, and took the vow at the 
feet of Atibhuti He practiced severe penance and made a 
mdana "In another birth may I be able to destroy 
Raj asmha surely ” With such a mdana having been made, 
he died m the course of time and was born as chief-god m 
the second heaven with a life term of two sagaras 

Birth of the Prativasudeva Niiumbha (72-74) 

King Raj asmha wandered for a long time m the ocean 
of births and became King Niiumbha m Hanpura m 
Bharata Black m color, forty-five bows tall, with a life 
of ten lacs of years, he came to have a cruel command on 
earth. After subduing the southern half of Bharatavarsa 
with perfect ease, he became the fifth ardhacakrin, the 
Prativisnu 

Birth of the Balabhadra Sudariana (75-79) 

Now m the city Asvapura m this same Bharata, there 
was a king named Siva, the sole abode of happiness He 
had two wives, Vijaya and Ammaka, extremely dear, like 
Fame and Fortune embodied Purusavrsabha s soul fell 
from Sahasrara and*entered Vijaya's womb, with the birth 
of a Bala indicated by four dreams When the time was 
completed, Lady Vijaya bore a son, brilliant, like a heap of 
her husband's glory embodied Siva gave him the name 
Sudarsana, because of his beauty, with a great festival on 
an auspicious day 
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Birth of Purusasinha (80-82) 

Now, Vikata’s soul fell from the second heaven and 

entered A mm aka's womb, with a birth of a Visnu indicated 

by seven dreams At the right time she bore a son with 

full auspicious marks, dark blue like a sapphire, like a river 

bearing a blue lotus The king gave him the name 

Purusasinha because "he is a lion among men with remark¬ 

able valor.” 

Their childhood (83-86) 

The two boys grew up, cared for by nurses, playing 
together, wearing dark blue and yellow garments, with 
palm tree- and garuda-banners They, attentive, seized 
the arts, like a deposit near at hand which they had made 
themselves, making their teacher only a witness. Gradually 
the brothers became of military age and shone like rivals of 
heaven and earth. Devoted to each other like the two 
Asvins,103 who were full brothers, exceedingly devoted to 
their father, they acted as his footmen. 

Death of their parents (87-133) 

One day Siva sent Sirin, like a divine weapon, to subdue 
a certain insolent neighbouring king Purusasinha followed 
him several marches from affection Verily the bond of 
affection is like cement With difficulty Balabhadra 
prevented him from following and Hari remained there, 
alas1 like an elephant lost from the herd. While he was 
alleviating the pain caused by separation from his brother 
by various amusements, a man came from his father 
iMadhava took on his head a letter from his father which 
he delivered and saw in it the words, "Come quickly, sou ” 
Disturbed, he said to the man, "Is my mother well? Is 
my father vellP Why this sudden summoning of me?' 
The man replied, "His Majesty summons you hastily, 
because a strong inflammatory fever has appeared in his 

153 S6 Tvrins really, sons of the Sun. 
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body " Distracted by the news of bis father's inflammatory 

fever as if he had smelled a saptacchada,164 Han set out 
Henceforth there is no pain of the noble 

On the nest day Janardana arrived at his own city 
For such pain on the part of the noble is like a forest-fire 
on the road. Hari, pained by his pain as if assuming his 
pain, entered the house occupied by his father consumed by 
fever—the house where servants were busy with many 
herbs of many kinds which were being mixed, cut up, 
cooked, and rolled, occupied by the best of doctors, skilled, 
knowing the juice, strength, and effects of herbs, considering 
their strength and weakness, with noise prevented by 
guards by signals with the hand, the physicians being 
stopped at a distance by the door-keepers by a 
gesture with the brow 

Han bowed at his father’s feet, touching them with his 
hands, bathing them, as it were, with his eyes shedding 
tears from devotion. Siva revived greatly from the touch 
of his son’s hand. There is happiness just from the sight 
of a loved one, how much more from the touch King 
Siva experienced strong horripilation, as if he were 
becoming cold, touching his son with his hand again and 
again King Siva said to him, "Why are you lean-bellied 
and your bps dry like a tree near a fire?” Then Visnu’s 
man said "Your Majesty, when he heard of Your 
Majesty’s dreadful condition, Han set out at once to see 
you He came here in two days without eating, without 
drinking water, recalling you with devotion, like an 
elephant the Vmdhya Mountains ” 

When Siva heard that, experiencing double pain, he 
said, “What else have you done that is unsuitable like a 
boil on the cheek? Go with your attendants and take 

194 The Alstoma scholans There are frequent allusions to 

the stupefying odor of this tree, though I have not been able to find 

anything about it m botanical works Cf RaghuvanSa 4 23 and 5 48 

See below, p 177 
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time to eat For the body, accomplishing all things, moves 

by means of food ” 
Thus commanded urgently by his father again and 

again, Visnu ate a little sorrowfully, like a rutting elephant 

Without taking any sandal even, without putting on other 

clothes, like an ichneumon on hot ground195 because of 

great pain, as soon as he had barely eaten, Janardana 

went on foot to his father’s house with his whole unhappy 

retinue from his own house 

His mother's sati (m-127) 

As he was entering there, Visnu was informed com¬ 
passionately by his mother’s female door-keeper, who 
appeared before him in tears “O prince, help1'help! 
Even while the king is living, the queen contemplates a 
terrible thing.” When he heard that, Visnu, agitated, 

went to his mother’s house and saw his mother as she was 
saying 

“All the great heaps of jewels .that originated m my 
husband’s favor, all the endless gold, all the piles of silver, 
all the thousands of collections of ornaments—pearls, 
diamonds, genuine jewels, and miscellaneous, and whatever 
other treasure there may be, present all that to the seven 
fields190 For that is the first viaticum of those set out on 
the long journey. I cannot endure at all to be a widow at 
my husband’s death I shall go before him So let the 
fire be prepared quickly ” 

Han approached his mother, the mother of a wealth of 
sorrow, as she was saying this, bowed, and said with sobs, 
“Mother, mother, why do you also abandon me unfor¬ 
tunate ? Alas! fate is hostile to me since the queen does 
this ” 

105 109 Cf. I, 327 and n 368 

100 116 The ‘seven fields’ are Jam shrines, statues, scriptures, 

monks, nuns, laymen, laywomen PH, sv sattakhxtti; Rajendra, 

sv sattakkcttl. 
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Queen Amma said* “Hari, this fatal disease of your 
father's that has developed has been thoroughly examined 
by experts I can not bear hearing the word ‘widow' 
even for a moment Consequently, I, wearing safflower,197 
shall go ahead of your father. My birth had its purpose 
accomplished by my husband, King Siva, and by you, a 
son, the fifth Ardhacakrin, son. At my husband’s death, 
my life will depart of its own accord I shall abandon it 
by entering the fire May my courage not be deficient 
O son, do not be an obstacle to me now even from affection, 
as I observe the custom of warrior-families You, son, and 
Sudarsana, rejoice with my blessmg I shall precede my 
husband by the sole road of fire I make this last request 
of you today, prince Do not say anything hindering this 
ceremony " 

After saying this, afraid to hear of her husband's 
death, she went to enter the fire, the city-gate to the next 
world 

His body feeble from pain joined to pain, like yokes, 
his feet stumbling even on level ground, Han went to his 
father’s side Recalling his mother and seeing his father 
ill, too, unable to produce any remedy, thinking himself 
helpless, Visnu fell to the ground Though suffering from 
inflammatory fever, the king assumed firmness and said 

“What is this, son ? Fear is not suitable for your 
house This .earth is your queen to be supported by your 
arm Are you not ashamed to fall on her because of the 
lack of courage! Do not show by giving up your courage 
that I behaved ignorantly when I gave you the special 
name ‘ Purusasinha ’ ” 

Consoling Samgm in this way, King Siva, the abode of 
happiness, died m the evening Who is able to escape 
death ? 

107 121 A safflower sari seems to’ have been the usual garment 

of a sat! Technically, she would not be a sati, as her husband was 

still living, but it amounts to the same thing r 
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Grief of the sons (134-143) 

Visnu fell on the grotmd in a swoon, when he heard, 

like a large tree falling from a storm, like a gouty person 

(vataka) from the humor, wind (vata). Then sprinkled 

with pitchers of water, Janardana, conscious again, stood 

up, crying, " Oh, father, father, father! Is not your body 
in pain ? What herb has any merit ? What physician can 

be trusted? Or rather, is that a pleasant sleep now? 
Speak, father, as a favor to me.” Bewildered by affection, 

Visnu talked thus for a moment and immediately burst 

into lamentations Enlightened by the elders of his 
family, Sarngabhrt regained firmness and cremated his 

father in a fire of sandal and aloe. 

After he had made the oblation, et cetera, and had 
sat in the council, he sent a letter, announcing their father’s 
death, to Bala Bala had conquered the arrogant border- 
king and he returned in haste, grieved by that letter 
Clinging to each other’s neck, wailing at the top of their 
voices, Baladeva and Vasudeva made the council weep 
Enlightened by friends, they became firm to some extent, 

and both abandoned affection for their father slowly, slowly. 
Whether they were still or moving, talking or silent, they 
saw their father before their eyes, like something on which 
to meditate. 

Quarrel with N^umbha (144-188) 

While they were so overwhelmed with sorrow for their 
father, a messenger from Ardhacakrin Nisumbha came 
there Announced first by the door-keeper, he entered at 
his command, bowed to Baladeva and Vasudeva, and 
said " When he heard from the people that King Siva had 
died, Nisumbha, your kind lord, felt great sorrow Recalling 
your father’s devotion, he, the crest-jewel of the dutiful, 
sent me to your side with instructions to deliver the following 
message. ‘Now you are boys, indeed, the abodes of insults 
from enemies This high rank of your father has been 
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transferred by me to you. You boys come here to me and 
remain free from calamity. What can tbe forest-fire do to 
those standing m tbe middle of tbe river ? You wbo are of 
little importance must be made of great importance by me 
wishing to pay tbe debt of devotion long shown by your 
father ’ ” 

When they were addressed in these words, anger 
appeared and sorrow disappeared. For one emotion, 
though strong, is restrained by another emotion Raising 
one eyebrow and frowning somewhat, Purusasinha1 spoke 
angrily, like a hon “Who,- who was not the abode of 
sorrow at the death of our father, moon of the Iksvaku- 
family, benefactor to everyone ? Other kings also grieved 
That Nisumbha grieved—if he did not send a message to 
that effect, that would be malignity on his part Who, 
pray, offers territory to a young lion? Who rears him? 
Whence is there any insult to him? Is he not ashamed 
now speaking so to us? He is certainly an enemy, 
insulting us under the pretext of friendship. Ret your 
lord be friend, foe, or neutral We have no regard for 
him The powerful have regard only for the arm ” 

The messenger said’ "O son of Siva, your childishness 
is very apparent, since you do not wish happiness, making 
an enemy today of him who is equal to a father. O foohsh 
prince, you are still unskilled m royal polity, since you 
create an enemy, hke pressing your belly on a stake. I will 
not report this speech of yours to the master. So do as I 
say. By your favor let there be peace for a long time with 
your brother (Nisumbha) Otherwise, he will soon be 
your enemy If he, like Krtanta, is angered, even your 
life is in doubt ” 

Exceedingly angry at that speech, Hari replied 
“You are, to be sure, a messenger indifferent to your own 
life, O messenger By the speech of messengers like you, 
skilled m deceitful speech only, he will temfy kmgs, like a 
non-venomous snake by its hood Go! Our words must 
not be concealed Tell everything to your master He has 

10 
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been placed full well in the category of persons to be killed 

because of the words, ‘He will be an enemy 

So answered with violence, the messenger got up 

hurriedly, went to Nisumbha, and told him everything in 
detail After hearing that speech, Nisumbha, killer of 

enemies, angered, set out for Asvapura, covering the earth 

with soldiers. When Visnu, conqueror of enemies, heard 

that Nisumbha had started, he started at once with his 

whole army and his elder brother Nisumbha and Purusa- 
sihha met in the middle of the road, eager to kill each other, 

like two rutting elephants The soldiers of the two armies 
fought, shaking heaven and earth by the echoes of their 

shouts, of the twanging of their bows, and of slaps with 
their hands108 Destruction of the two armies indifferent 

to self-protection took place at once, like that of the end of 
the world Followed by Hahn like a fire by the wind, 
&arngadhanvan, standing in his chariot, blew Pancajanya 

At its loud sound, the enemy-soldiers on all sides 
trembled as if at the terrible sound of a falling thunder¬ 
bolt. 

"Stay 1 Stay* You who think yourself a soldier,” 
challenging aloud with these words, Pratihari started in his 
chariot toward Hari to fight Hari and Pratihari twanged 
their bows, each one bending his brow in a frown terrible 
from anger. They both rained arrows, like clouds raining 
streams of water, making the Khecaras tremble like deer 
by their lion-roars. The battle-field had the appearance of 
the ocean covered with reeds from its piles of arrows that 
fell unceasingly They fought with weapons thrown by 
hand, thrown by machines, ones which may be thrown or 
not thrown, and also other weapons,100 like two timmgilas200 
in the ocean of battle 

108 169 See I, n 164 

100 177 Cf Oppert, pp 10 ff 

200 177 Evidently considered a fighting-fish, though not so re¬ 
corded elsewhere that I can find 

ion 
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Just then NiSumbha recalled the cakra, like Vajnn 
recalling the thunderbolt, voracious with its blazing row of 
flames, terrible with its sharp edge. Whirling it, which had 
appeared just from being recalled, on his finger m the air, 
Nisumbha made a terrifying speech arrogantly 

“You are to be pitied, you are a boy What disgrace 
would it be to you if you retreat? So go, or serve me 
Do you not have even a dog that gives advice to you ? I 
split even mountains with this cakra when it is discharged, 
to say nothing of you tender as a young gourd ” 

Purusasmha said “The strength of you who are 
roaring aloud m this way, and the strength of the cakra 
must be seen What have you done with other weapons ? 
This cakra is earned by you like a rainbow by a cloud 
What will it do to me, fool l Throw it 1 I shall see its use¬ 
lessness.” 

Nisumbha, to whom Purusasmha had spoken such 
harsh words, hurled the cakra at him with all his strength, 
wishing to destroy him Striking Han's breast with the 
tip of the hub, like an elephant striking the slope of the 
Vindhya Mountains, it immediately became useless Then 
Pundankaksa fell in a swoon, his eyes half-dosed, and was 
sprinkled by Musalastra with go£irsa-sandal. Conscious 
again, he got up, took the cakra in his hand, and said' to 
Nisumbha, “Do not stay! Go! Go*” Nisumbha said, 
“Throw it! Throw it1 ” and then he, the fifth Ardhacaknn, 
cut off his head with the cakra At once a rain of flowers 
fell from the sky on the head of Hari, the chief of the 
bold, which resembled laughter of the Sri of Victory. 

/ 

Expedition of conquest (189-193) 

Just by a procession of conquest, Visnu subdued the 
half of Bharata Tor the purpose of the noble bears fruit 
a thousandfold Returning from the expedition of con¬ 
quest, Hari came to the Magadhas and lifted with his 
arm a stone, that needed a crore of men to lift it, as easily 
as a day-dish Covering the earth with his horses, Han 
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arrived at Asvapura, surrounded by women of the city, 

his object accomplished at every step. There Sarngins 

coronation as Ardhacakrin was made by Langalin and other 

kings brilliant with devotion. 

Dlmrmanatha’s omniscience (194-196) 

Now the blessed Dharma came to the initiation- 

garden Vaprakancana, after he had wandered for two years 
as an ordinary ascetic As the Lord was engaged in 

the second meditation under a dadhipama tree, his 

omniscience arose from a two-day fast on the full moon of 

Pausa in the constellation Puspa. 
The Lord delivered a sermon in the divine sam- 

avasarana to the forty-three ganabhrts. Arista, et cetera 

Sasanadevatas (197-200) 

Originating in that congregation, Kinnara, three-faced, 
with a tortoise for a vehicle, red in color, resplendent with 
right hands holding a citron and a club, and with one in the 
position bestowing fearlessness, and with left hands 
encircled with an ichneumon, lotus, and rosary, became 
Dharmanatha’s messenger-deity. Likewise originated, 
Kandarpa, fair in body, with a fish for a vehicle, adorned 
with right hands carrying a blue night-blooming lotus and 
goad, and with one left hand carrying a lotus and one in the 
position bestowing fearlessness, became the Lord’s 
messenger-deity always near at hand 

The samavasarana (201-209) 

Always attended by them, wandering over the earth, 
one day the Lord approached the city Asvapura At once 
the gods, Sakra, et cetera, made a samavasarana with an 
asoka five hundred and forty bows tall. The Lord entered 
there, circumambulated the caitya-tree, bowed to the 
congregation, and sat down on the eastern kon-throne. 
Then the Vyantaras made such images of the Lord placed 
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on jeweled lion-thrones in the three other directions The 
congregation entered and remained in their proper places 
m the Master’s assembly, the animals within the middle 
wall, the draft-animals within the third 

Agents, wide-eyed, went quickly to Purusasihha and 
informed him that the Master was in the samavasarana 
He bestowed twelve and a half crores of silver on them and 
went to the samavasarana, accompanied by Sudarsana 
After circumambulating the Ford and bowing with devo¬ 
tion, Adhoksaja sat down with his elder brother behind 
Sahasraksa Bowmg again to the Master, Sakra, Sarhgin, 
and Sudarsana, insatiable in devotion to the Master, 
joyfully praised him as follows 

Stuti (210-217) 

“ Be victorious, moon for the delight of the cakora of 
the eye of the world, sun to the darkness of wrong belief, 
Dharmanatha, Ford of the World For a long time you 
wandered as an ordinary ascetic Nevertheless you 
are free from error Possessing infinite belief, you destroy 
other beliefs The impurity of karma of creatures whose 
souls are completely bathed by the water of your 
sermons departs instantly Neither from the shade from 
clouds nor from the shade from trees does heat subside as 
at your feet, O Ford. People here whose bodies have 
streams of hght from the sight of you look like carved 
puppets Though separately hostile, the three worlds have 
met here m one place after a long time, having become 
brothers from your power, Brother of the World Supreme 
Ford, protect us who have no other protector, divinity of 
the original sanctuary of three-part Bharataksetra 
Again and again, O Ford of the World, we ask you for 
this—may our minds become bees for your lotus-feet.” 

After this hymn of praise, Sakra, Kesava, and Sirin 
became silent, and the Blessed Dharmanatha delivered a 
sermon. 
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Sermon on the kasdyas (219-348) 

“Emancipation (moksa) is the chief of the four objects 

of existence and the source of it is self-concentration (yoga), 

and it (yoga) is the three jewels having the form of jnana, 
sraddhana, and caritra Understanding in accordance with 

the Principles is jnana, right-belief is samyaksraddha, and 

abandonment of all censurable activities is caritra. The 
Soul alone—or rather, the right-belief, knowledge, and 

conduct of a yati, since it (the soul) really consists of them— 

rules the body If anyone knows the soul in himself by 
himself because of the freedom from delusion, that itself is 

his right-conduct, -knowledge, and -belief. The pain 
arising from the ignorance of soul is destroyed by knowledge 

of the soul, it can not be destroyed by penance even by 
persons lacking in comprehension of the soul This very 
soul, consisting of pure thought, has a body from union 
with karma, but may become perfect soul, spotless, having 
its karma consumed by the fire of meditation. This same 
soul, overcome by passions and the senses is samsara 
(worldly existence), and wise men call the very same, when 
it overcomes the passions and senses, moksa (emancipation). 

Creatures’ passions are four-fold anger (krodha), 
conceit (mana), deceit (maya), and greed (lobha), and each 
of them is divided into sanj valana, et cetera 201 Sanjvalana 
(perfect conduct-preventing) lasts for two weeks, pratya- 
khyana (total vow-preventing) lasts for four months, 
apratyakhyana (partial vow-preventing) for a year, and 
anantanubandhaka (eternal) for a birth 202 They are 
destructive of freedom from passions, of being an ascetic, of 
being a layman, and of right-belief, respectively They 
produce births as gods, humans, animals, and hell- 
inhabitants, respectively. 

201 226 See I, p 403. 
202 227 I e , if it is already manifest The anantanubandha- 

kasayas that are in existence, but not yet manifested, pass on in a suc¬ 
cession of births. Hence the name. 
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Anger (229-254) 

Of these, anger causes pain, anger is the cause of 

hostility, anger is the path to an evil birth, anger is a bar 

to tranquillity and happiness First, when it is produced, 

anger bums its own abode, like a fire. Afterwards, it does 

or does not burn other things Penance acquired by a 

crore of purvas less eight years is consumed immediately by 

the fire of anger Water in the form of tranquillity, 

collected by many meritorious acts, instantly becomes unfit 
for use from contact with the poison of anger The smoke 
of anger, streaming forth, blackens deeply the bright pat¬ 
tern of good-conduct which possesses variegated threads of 
the virtues The juice of tranquillity which is caught with 
a cup made from the ^ami-leaf of asceticism, why is it spilled 
by anger which resembles a cup made from a vegetable- 
leaf ? 203 When this anger increases, what does it not do 
that should not be done ? Dvaraka is future fuel for the 
fire of Dvaipayana’s anger.204 Whatever accomplishment 
there may be on the part of an angry person does not have 
anger as its cause, but is the result of strong karma acquired 
in another birth Alas! Alas 1 People produce anger in 
their bodies for the rum of themselves m both worlds and 
for the destruction of their own and others’ purposes 
Took > Bhnd with anger, pitiless, they strike down father, 
mother, teacher, friend, brother, wives, and even them¬ 
selves Therefore, forbearance alone, the water-channel 
m the garden of self-control, must be resorted to by the 
pure-souled for the quick extinction of the fire of anger 

208 234 Obviously, one cup is made from a leaf that could be made 

to hold liquid and one from a leaf that could not; but I have not been 

able to ascertain the real point to the comparison 
204 235 See B , p 80 and Jacobi, ZDMG 42, pp 493 ff The 

ascetic Dvaipayana was beaten by some drunken princes of Dvaraka 

and vowed revenge In his next birth he was an Agmkumara and 
burned Dvaraka and all its inhabitants except Krsna and Balarama. 

After Dvaraka Was burned, it was covered by the ocean 
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How can anger against evil-doers be prevented? It 

can be prevented by great nobility, or by this reflection 

‘If someone wishes to injure me, having consented to this 

evil on his own part—who, even a fool, would be angry at 

him destroyed by his own act ?5 If you have the thought, 

‘I am angry at evil-doers,’ then why are you not angry at 

your own action, the cause of pain ? A dog bites a dod, 

disregarding the thrower of the dod, disregarding the arrow, 

a lion attacks the thrower of the arrow. Why should I, 
disregarding the crud deeds by which an enemy is impelled 

to be angry with me, be angry at the enemy and resort to a 

wealth of abuse ? 

Forbearance (245-254) 

The future Arhat Mahavxra will go to the Mlecchas for 
forbearance, as he does not wish at all to bear forbearance 

that has come without effort If those who are capable of 
giving protection against the destruction of the three worlds 
have resorted to forbearance, is not forbearance possible 
to you with the nature of a plantain ? 205 Why did you not 
acquire such merit that no one injures you ? Now, grieving 
over your own negligence, agree to forbearance 

There is no difference between an ascetic blind with 
anger and a crud outcaste So, attain a stage of pure 
thought, having given up anger A great sage penetrated 
by anger and Kuragadduka 206 free from anger—Khra- 
gadduka will be praised by the gods, ignoring the sage 
Vexed by the cruel weapons of speech, one should reflect, 
'If this is true, why anger? If false, it is spoken by a 
crazy man ’ If another person has approached for the 
purpose of injury, one should laugh, astonished. 'The fool 
acts in vain, for injury has been produced by my karma ' 

-05 246 I e , frail, but the argument seems reversed Certainly 
h^ama would be easier for a strong character than a weak one The 
details of Mahavira’s experiences among the Mlecchas are given in the 
tenth parvan. 

206 249 See App. I. 
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One should reflect at one eager to strike him down, ‘There 
is destruction of our life (in any case) So he, fearless of 
evil, commits the killing of a dead man.’ If you do not 
feel anger at anger, which is the thief of all the objects 
of existence, shame on your feeling anger at another guilty 
of a little crime Then a wise man should overcome 
the great serpent of anger which fatigues all the senses, 
creeping along, by the snake-charm of forbearance 

Conceit (255-271) 

Conceit is destructive of three things—reverence, 
learning, and good conduct, injures the eye of discernment, 
makes men blind Feeling pride in caste, wealth, family, 
power, strength, beauty, penance, and learning, a person 
gets the same in low degree in another birth 207 What wise 
man, indeed, feels pride in caste, after seeing the numerous 
divisions ot caste, high, low, and medium ? One obtains 
high caste from karma, one obtains low caste from 
karma Who, indeed, can be proud, because he has ob¬ 
tained transitory caste m that case ? 

Wealth comes only from destruction of obstructive 
(antaraya) karma, not otherwise Knowing the truth 
about wealth, one should not show pride in it Noble 
persons do not at all fall mto pride in wealth even m the 
case of great wealth arising from the favor of others, power, 
et cetera 

Pride in family must not be felt even by those born 
in a high family when they observe that low-born persons 
also possess knowledge, wealth, and good conduct What 
has family to do with bad conduct, or with good conduct? 
Knowing this, a discriminating person would not feel 
pride in family 

After hearing'of India's wealth of power over the three 
worlds, what kind of pride is there in power over cities, 

2°7 256 That is, the penalty for pnde in high caste is low caste 

in another birth, et cetera. 
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villages, money, et cetera? It could desert one brilliant 

with virtues; it could resort to a wicked person. Power, 

like a woman of evil conduct, is not a source of pride on the 

part of the discerning. 
Even a very strong person is made weak in a moment 

by disease, et cetera. Verily, pride in strength in regard 

to such transient strength is not suitable for men If the 
strong are weak m old age, in death, in other results 

of karma, then, indeed, their pride in strength is useless 
Who would show pride in beauty which increases and 

decreases in the body consisting of seven elements,203 

having the nature of old age, disease, et cetera? After 
hearing of the future beauty of Sanatkumara 209 and its 
destruction, who with ears would be proud of beauty, even 

in sleep ? 
Alter hearing of the perfection of penance of Nabheya 

and the Jina Vira, who pray would resort to pride in his 
own slight penance ? The heap of karma grows by the very 
same penance, if contaminated by pride, by which the heap 
of karma would break quickly. 

After sniffing at the sastras made by others from their 
own knowledge for amusement, proud at the thought, ‘I 
am omniscient,’ he devours his own scriptures. When he 
has heard of the boundless memory of the holy chief- 
ganadharas,210 who with ears and a heart would feel pride 
in learning ? 

Humility (272-280) 

The tree of conceit which makes the branch of faults 
grow, bending down the roots of the virtues, must be rooted 
up by the floods of the river of humility. Humility, called 
mardava, wards off arrogance, furthermore, arrogance is 
the very form of conceit, not supernumerary Wherever 

208 267 See I, n 74 

209 26S See below, Chapter Seven 

210 272 That is, the early ganadharas knew all the scriptures by 
heart. 
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arrogance, in the sphere of caste, et cetera, touches the 

heart, then one should resort to humility as an antidote to 

it Everywhere one should show humility, especially to 

honored persons, by which one would avoid the evil of lack 
of respect to those entitled to'it. 

Bahubali, bound by evils like creepers because of 
conceit, freed at once by humility, attained omni¬ 
science immediately 211 A cakravartin, who has abandoned 
worldly attachment, goes to the houses even of enemies for 
alms Indeed, humility is harsh for destroying conceit 
Even a cakravartin just initiated bows to a poor sadhu 
and serves him for a long time, his conceit abandoned 
So, realizing that the whole sphere of conceit is entirely 
sinful, the sensible man should resort unwearyingly to 
humility for its destruction 

Deceit (281-298) 

Deceit is the mother of untruthfulness, the axe to the 
tree of good conduct, the birth-place of ignorance, the 
cause of a low condition of existence Persons who are 
dever at crookedness, evil through deceit, hypocritical, 
deceiving the world, certainly deceive themsdves also 
Kings deceive the whole world by means of the deceitful six 
stratagems through trickery and destruction of trusting 
people because of greed for wealth Brahmans, empty 
within and strong without, deceive the people by tilakas, 
signs stamped on their bodies, charms, and sight of their 
emaciation Deceitful merchants, false from contact with 
gam by the quick method of false weights and measures, 
deceive the simple people Heretics—atheists at heart— 
cheat the simple laymen by wearing matted hair, tnaunji- 
grass girdles, top-knots, ashes, bark-dress, fire, et cetera 
The world deceives lovers by courtesans not m love (them¬ 
sdves) who make them fall in love by attention to feeling, 

211 277 See I, pp 323 fi. 
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emotion, sportiveness, and gait.212 Monied men, after 

deceiving (others) by false oaths and after making false 

cowries213 are deceived by gamblers Husband and wife, 

fathers, sons, full brothers and sisters, one’s own friends, 

masters, servants, and others, too, defraud each other by 

deceit Greedy for money, pitiless, robbers and thieves, day 

and night the watchful men trick the careless ones. The 
artisans and the low castes, living as a result of their own 

work, defraud the good man by false oaths through deceit 
Those living in inferior birth-nuclei, Vyantaras, et 

cetera, having observed them generally negligent, cruelly 
injure wretched men by numerous tricks The sea-animals, 
fish, et cetera, devour their own offspring through trickery; 
they in turn are injured by fishermen holding nets deceit¬ 
fully. Creatures on land, foolish, are bound and destroyed 
by various devices by hunters full of deceit. Birds of many 

kinds, pitiable partridges, et cetera, are injured by deceit by 
cruel persons eager for a little food So, in the whole world 
persons devoted to deceiving others deceive themselves, 
and destroy their own dharma and good condition of 
existence Deceit, the best seed for producing animal- 
births, a bar to the city of emancipation, a forest-fire to the 
tree of confidence, must be abandoned by the wise 
Mallmatha will be bom as a woman, because she practiced 
very slight deceit in a former birth, as she had not removed 
the arrow of deceit. 

Sincerity (2 99-311) 

One should subdue deceit which causes injury to 
people like a serpent by the powerful herb sincerity, the 
source of joy to the world. Sincerity is celebrated as the 

212 2S7 For hava and bhava, see Sahityadarpana 3 93-94 and 
Dasariipa 2 4S-51 'Emotion (hava) is ardent love which produces a 
change in eyes and brows ’ ' Feeling (bhava) is the first touch of emotion 
in a nature that was previously unaffected ’ 14la (sporhveness) is 'imi¬ 
tation of a lover in the actions of a fair-limbed maiden ’ Daiarupa 2 60, 

213 288 Counterfeit money. 
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straight road to the city of emancipation, fully described by 
teachers, characterized by the abandonment of pain to 
others, et cetera Sincere people are a delight to the world. 
People are afraid of crookedness like a snake The genuine 
happmess of emancipation, known to themselves, belongs 
to the noble-minded honest m thought and deed, though 
they are still in worldly existence. How can there be 
happiness even in a dream to those whose minds are 
injured by the dart of crookedness, their souls deceitful, 
engaged in injuring others? In the learning of all the 
sciences and m the study of the arts, sincerity of the for¬ 
tunate like that of children, appears The sincerity of 
children, even though ignorant, is a source of delight How 
much more that of minds engaged in interpretation of all 
the Sastras! Indeed, sincerity is natural, a crooked 
character is assumed Then who would leave natural 
dharma and resort .to fictitious ? 

Some fortunate people are unchangeable, like gold 
statues, m a people full of tricks, slander, evasive speech, 
and deceit All the best ganabhrts, crossing the ocean of 
learning, look you1 listened like pupils to the Arhats’ 
words because of sincerity.' By straightforward con¬ 
fession 214 one can throw away all bad karma, by crooked 
confession bad karma increases, even though it is very 
small There is no emancipation of persons entirely 
crooked in body, speech, and mind, but there may be 
emancipation of persons always straight The wise man, 
recognizing that the crookedness of the crooked has very 
severe karma, should resort to sincerity alone, with a desire 
for emancipation. 

Greed, (312-33°) 
t 

Greed is the akara215 of all faults, a Raksasa for 
devouring virtues, a bulb of creepers of calamities, injurious 
to all things A man without money wants a hundred, 

214 309 Cf Uttar 29 5 R]ubhava is the result of alocana 

215 3x2 The first letter of the alphabet 
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the one with a hundred wants a thousand, the master of 

a thousand wants a lac, the possessor of a lac wants a crore, 

the owner of a crore wants to be a king, a king wants to 

be a cakravartin; a cakravartin wants to be a god, and a 

god wants to be an Indra. Even when the rank of an Indra 

has been attained, since desire is not checked, greed, though 

small in the beginning, grows like grass 210 As injury to 

life is the worst of all evils, as wrong belief is the worst of 
all karma, as tuberculosis is the worst of all diseases; so 

greed is the worst of all faults 
Oh! greed has a one-umbrellaed sovereignty over the 

earth, smce even trees cover up a deposit, which they have 
received, with their roots. Even the two-sensed, three- 
and four-sensed, because of greed for money, stand guard 
over their former deposits with infatuation Serpents217 
and house-lizards, though chief five-sensed creatures, ding 
to the places of deposits from greed for money. From greed 
Pisacas, Mudgalas,218 spirits, ghosts, Yaksas, et cetera, 
stand guard over their own or another’s money. Even 
gods, infatuated with ornaments, gardens, ponds, et 
cetera, are bom in these same things in birth-nudei of 
earth-bodies, et cetera, when they have fallen Even 
ascetics, after attaining the stage when ddusion is 
quiescent,210 when anger, et cetera, have been overcome, 
fall from the fault of just a partide of greed Full brothers 
soon fight from desire for a bit of money, like dogs from 
desire for food From greed villagers, ministers, and 
kings become enemies of each other, their friendship 
destroyed by the question of boundaries of villages, et 
cetera 

Greedy people, like actors, portray laughter, grief, 
enmity, joy, before the master, though obviously not 

216 3i5* See Text Corrections 

217 3X9 Serpents as guardians of treasure are common-place m 
Indian folk-lore, but lizards are not 

218 320 A kind of Vyantara See PH, moggada 

210 322. The eleventh gunasthana 
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present in themselves In proportion as the cavity of 
greed begins to be filled, it increases constantly, a very 
strange thing1 It is possible that the ocean can be filled 
with water, forsooth, but greed is not satisfied, even though 
the sovereignty of the three worlds has been attained. 
Endless heaps of food, clothes, sense-objects, and money 
have been enjoyed Nevertheless, not a particle of greed 
is satisfied If greed has been abandoned, then enough of 
unnecessary penance, if greed has not been abandoned, then 
enough of useless penance Pressing out the wealth of 
the £astras, let this be understood A wise man should 
strive preeminently for the elimination of greed 

< Contentment (331-348) 

A wise man should restrain the ocean of greed, over¬ 
flowing, exceeding bounds, spreading out, by the dike of 
contentment 220 Just as a cakravartm is first of men and 
Pakaiasana first of gods, so contentment is the best of all 
qualities I think the degree of pleasure in a contented 
ascetic and the degree of pain m a discontented caknn are 
equal. After renouncing their own kingdoms from thirst 
for the nectar of contentment, cakravartins instantly attain 
freedom from interest When the desire for money has 
been checked, wealth is only an attendant When the ear 
is covered with the finger, nothing but sound spreads 
Those who are satisfied m the accomplishment of content¬ 
ment are disgusted with counterparts. In the covering of 
the eyes, the whole movable and immovable universe is 
covered What is the use of subduing the senses ? What 
is the use of injuring the body ? Verily, just from content¬ 
ment, one sees the face of the Sri of emancipation People 
who have the happmess of being free from greed are 

220 331 in the case of the other kasayas krodha, mana, and maya, 

the respective opposites ksanti, mardava, and arjava, belong to the 

yatidharmas Santosa (content) takes the place of mukti-nirlobhata 

See I, n 38, 
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emancipated even though still alive But, is there any 

sign of emaudpatiou on the head? What happiness is 

there filled with love and hate, or originating m sense- 
objects, on account of which the happiness of blissfd 

emancipation originating in contentment shouldbe cast 

aside? Let persons whose eyes have been dosed by the 
good connsds of the sastras spoiled by the explanations of 

other people meditate on the happiness from a taste d 
contentment. If you regulate actions in accordance wi 

their cause, then let the joy of emandpation produced 
by the joy of contentment be recognized. Whatever 

severe penance they call destructive of karma, they know 

all that is fruitless, if devoid of contentment. 
What is the use of ploughing, service, taking care of 

cattle, and trade, on the part of persons seeking happiness 
Pray, does not the soul attain emandpation from observing 
contentment? The happiness which the contented fe 
lying on beds of straw is not fdt by the discontented though 
lying on cotton. Rich men, if dissatisfied, are like straw, 
compared with rulers. Rulers are like straw, compared 
with the satisfied. The happiness arising from the fortune 

of a cakrin, Sakra, et cetera, is only with effort and it is 
transitory. That happiness originating in contentment is 

without effort and it is permanent. So a wise man shorn 
resort to contentment, the abode of peerless happiness, to 
destroy greed, the abode of all faults. Thus the one whose 
passions are conquered, though in this world, shares the 
happiness of emandpation; but in the next world he 

certainly attains imperishable emandpation.” 
After hearing this sermon by the Lord, many, persons 

became mendicants Hari attained right belief an 
SIrabhrt became a layman. The Lord finished his sermon 
when the first watch was completed. Then Arista was 
made ganabhrt, occupying the Master’s footstool. He 
finished a sermon at the end of the second watch. Them 
after bowing to the Axhat, £akra, Visnu, Bala and the 
others went away. The Blessed Dharmanatha, adorned 
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with all the supernatural qualities, wandered over the earth 
from that place to other places 

His congregation (353-358) 

Sixty-four thousand noble ascetics, sixty-two thousand 
and four hundred nuns, nine hundred who knew the 
fourteen purvas, thirty-six hundred who had clairvoyant 
knowledge, forty-five hundred who had mind-reading 
knowledge, and the same hundreds of omniscients, seven 
hundred munis with the art of transformation, twenty- 
eight hundred disputants, two hundred and forty thousand 
laymen, four hundred and thirteen thousand laywomen, 
formed the kord’s retinue as he wandered for two and a 
half lacs—less two years—of years from the time of his 
omniscience. 

His emancipation (359-363) 

Knowing that it was time for his emancipation, the 
Master went to Sammeta with eight hundred munis, and 
fasted At the end of a month, on the fifth day of the 
bright half of Jyestha, the moon being in Puspa, the Master 
reached the eternal abode with the munis. The gods, 
Sakra and others, at once held the nirvana-festival of Sri 
Dharmanatha and the ascetics Dharmanatha’s nirvana 
was four sagaras after Ananta Svamin’s nirvana The 
kord lived for two and a half lacs of years as prince, five 
lacs of years as king, and two and a half lacs of years in 
the vow Hence his age was ten lacs of years 

Purusasmha's death (364-366) 

Purusasinha, when his life was completed in the course 
of time, went to the sixth hell because of various bloody 
deeds like a lion His age was ten lacs of years—three 
hundred years as prince, twelve hundred and fifty years as 
governor, seventy years in the expedition of conquest, nine 
hundred and ninety-eight thousand, three hundred and 
eighty as king 

11 
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Sudariana’s death (367-368) 

Then Bala, who lived for seventeen lacs of years, 

endured life with difficulty without his younger brother, 

overcome by affection for his brother. Sudarsana, power¬ 

less from fresh grief at the sight of Sudarsanabhrt’s death, 

quickly took the vow in the presence of Sadhu Kirti and, 

when his life was completed, attained emancipation 
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§Rl MAGHAVACAKRAVARTICAEITRA 

Previous birth of Maghavan as Amarapati (1-9) 

In this same Bharata in the city Mahimandala there 
was a king, named Amarapati, in Vasupujya’s congregation. 
Sole lord of the lordless, best of kings, he was attentive to 
right behavior, like a good sadhu to right-conduct He 
did not strike his people at all, even with a flower-stalk, he 
only guarded thefn carefully like a new flower. He, dis¬ 
cerning, wore love and wealth like anklets, dharma like a 
crown, in accordance with their lower and higher natures 
Arhat, god, teacher, monk, dharma, compassion—these he 
studied like the syllables of a charm giving the highest 
happmess 

One day, noble-hearted and wise, he abandoned the 
kingdom like a disease, after he had given fearlessness to 
all, and became a mendicant He, with a victory won by 
the carefulnesses, devoted to protection of the controls, 
guarded mendicancy properly like his kingdom for a long 
time. He shone brilliantly from uncensurable mulagunas 
and uttaragunas 221 like ornaments with divine jewels. He 
died after keeping the vows for a long time and became 
a chief-god, an Ahamindra, m the middle Graiveyaka 

Maghavan's parents (10-17) 

Now in Jambudvipa in Bharataksetra, there is a city 
&ravasti, most important of cities There Samudravi j aya, 
victorious, was king, like the ocean embodied with innumer¬ 
able jewels of virtues He did not leave the hearts of his 
friends because he gave joy constantly, nor of his enemies 
because he gave fear constantly. When he, powerful, was 

221 8 See I, n 19 
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in battles, be faced himself, reflected in the mirror of his 

drawn shining sword He made all the quarters completely 

subject to himself in this very way—he gave them glory as 

an ornament to keep them from going away. He, a herds¬ 

man, took proper care of the earth like a cow, and took 

taxes, like milk, at the right time without injury. 
His wife was named Bhadra, whose body was fair with 

virtue and loveliness, the sole abode of good fortune. 

Much time passed as he experienced pleasures of the senses 

with her without injury to dharma. 

Birth of Maghavan (18-21) 

Now Amarapati’s soul, which was in Graiveyaka, 

descended into Bhadra's womb when it had completed its 

maximum life Then Bhadra, comfortably asleep, saw the 
fourteen great dreams entering her mouth, indicating the 
birth of a cakrabhrt At the proper time she bore a son, 
whole, with auspicious marks, gold color, forty-two and a 
half bows tall Saying, “He will certainly be like Ma¬ 
ghavan (Indra) on earth,” King Samudravijaya gave him 

the significant name, Maghavan 

Conquest of Bharata (22-44) 

He, victorious, capable, adorned the earth, second to 
Samudravijaya, like the moon adorning the sky, second to 
the sun One day, the cakra-jewel appeared in his armory, 
shining with streams of light, like lightning in a cloud. 
Then all the other jewels, the priest, et cetera, were pro¬ 
duced m succession m their proper places Following the 
path of the cakra, he set out with the intention of con¬ 
quering the quarters, and went to the Ford of Magadha- 
tirtha, the ornament of the eastern ocean The Ford of 
Magadhatirtha came because of an arrow marked with his 
name, which was like a messenger who had come, and 
undertook service alone. He conquered Vara daman in the 
south, and also the god, Ford of Prabhasa, in the west, as 
he had the Ford of Magadha 
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Then the cakrin went to the southern bank and 
conquered SindhudevI, then, advancing, he arrived at 
Mt Vaitadhya The cakravartin made the Prince of 
Vaitadhya subject to himself, took presents from him, and 
went to Tamisra He conquered duly the god Krtamala, 
placed like a door-keeper at the entrance to the cave 
Tamisra At his command the general crossed the Sindhu 
by the skm(-jewel), subdued her western district and 
returned When the opening of the double-doors had been 
made by the general with the staff-jewel, the cakrin on the 
elephant-jewel entered the cave with his army. The 
cakrabhrt, provided with hght inside by circles drawn with 
the cowrie and by a stream of hght from the gem-jewel 
set on the elephant’s right boss, crossed the rivers 
inside, Unmagnajala and Nimagnajala, very difficult to 
cross, by a path made by the carpenter (-jewel), and with 
his army left the cave by way of the north entrance 
whose double-doors opened of their own accord 

Maghavan duly conquered the Kiratas named Apatas, 
very hard to conquer, like Maghavan (Indra) conquering 
the asura-soldiers The general conquered the western 
district of the Sindhu,222 and he himself went and subdued 
the Prince of Himacula He took the cowrie-jewel and 
wrote his own name, "Maghavan Cakravartin,” on the 
peak named Rsabha 

; Then Maghavan turned back and had the eastern 
district of the Ganga conquered by the general and he 
himself subdued the goddess Ganga The third cakradhara 
easily subdued the Vidyadharas m the two rows on Mt 
Vaitadhya Knowing the duties of a cakrabhrt, he made 
another, Natyamala, living at the entrance of Khanda- 
prapata, subject to himself as usual The cakrin left 
Vaitadhya by the double-door opened by the general, like 
a boat leaving the water of the ocean 

The rune treasures, dwelling there at the mouth of 
the Ganga, Naisarpa, et cetera, submitted to him with 

222 37 See above and II, n 303 
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pleasure He liad the eastern district of the Ganga con¬ 

quered by the general. So he conquered six-part Bharata 

Life as cakravartin (45-53) 

Then Maghavan, resplendent with the full equipment 

of a cakravartin, went to Sravasti, like Maghavan (Indra) 

to Amaravati. There the coronation of Maghavan, whose 

success was complete, as a cakravartin was made fittingly 
by gods and kings Though crowned as cakravartin, 

constantly attended by thirty-two thousand crowned 

kings, attended by sixteen thousand gods, all his wishes 
fulfilled by nine treasures, constantly adorned by wreaths 
of the blue lotuses of the eyes of the sixty-four thousand 
women of his household, and in other circumstances 

advantageous for negligence, still he did not become 
negligent at all in his ancestral Hunan’s duties. He 
furnished various and numerous shrines, like palaces of 
the gods, which had statues of the Jinas with gold and 
jewels Just as he alone was lord of the earth, so of him 
the Arhat, god, good sadhu, teacher, and dharma con¬ 
sisting of compassion were the lords His senses always 
restrained, he never abandoned control in pujas in the 
shrines, like kings in their'pujas to him 

His death (54-57) 

Alter passing his life as a layman without self-control,223 
he adopted mendicancy fittingly at the time of death. He 
lived twenty-five thousand years as prince, twenty-five 
thousand as governor, ten thousand in the expedition of 
conquest, three hundred and ninety thousand as cakravartm 
and fifty thousand in the vow. When he had lived for five 
hundred thousand years from birth, pure-minded, recalling 
the five Paramesthins, he died, and became a chief-god, 
with power equal to Indra’s,224 in Sanatkumara 

—3 54 I e, technically. A layman does not have virati 
—4 57. I e., he became a Samanika See Kirfel, s v. 
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SANATK^IARACAKRICARITRA 

Previous incarnations of Sanatkumara as King 
Vikramayasas and of Asitdksa as Ndgadatta (1-43) 

.There is here a city, Kancanapura, possessing golden 
splendor excelling Bhogavati, Amarapuri, Tanka, et cetera 
Its king was Vikramayasas, whose power was excellent, 
the lightning of whose splendor increased the rain of the 
tears of Ins enemies' wives. There were five hundred 
gazelle-eyed women in his household, objects of affection, 
like cow-elephants of an elephant who is lord of the herd 

At that time there was a very wealthy merchant, 
Nagadatta, like a treasury of wealth, m the city Of him 
there was a wife, like Sri of Visnu, possessing charm and 
grace, endowed with exceeding beauty, named Visnusri 
They, whose affection for each other was as constant as the 
color of indigo, passed the time like two sarasas 225 enamored 
of unhindered love-sport 

In the manner of the crow and the palm fnut,226 
somehow she came one day(into the range of vision of King 
Vikramayasas When he saw her, yikramaya£as, whose 
wealth of discernment was stolen by Manobhu like a thief, 
reflected thus m his mind 

“ Oh, her;-eyes(are charming like a deer’s, her abundant 
hair beautiful like a peacock's tail, her hps soft and red like 
a npe bimba m two parts, her breasts full and arched like 
pleasure-peaks of Smara, her arms straight and soft like 
young creepers, her waist extremely small, that could be 
clasped with one hand, like the middle of a thunderbolt, a 
line of hair, like a row of duckweed, a navel like a whirl- 

» j 

225 6 See I, n '130. The sarasa is the Ardea Sibrnca, the blue 

Indian.'crane. • 1 

228 7 By chance 
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pool, her hips like a beach in the river of loveliness; her 

thighs like pillars of plantain; her feet like lotuses, and 

all the rest of her—whose mind would it not steal ? Because 

his mind was confused by old age, she was bestowed by the 

Creator unsuitably on some unfit person, like a Sakra- 

pillar 227 in a cemetery. I shall take her away and place 

her in my own household. Bet the blame for placing her 

unsuitably pass away from the Creator.” 
With these reflections Vikramayasas, distracted by 

Kandarpa, took her and disgraced his glory. The king put 
her in his household and, very attentive, always pleased 

her with varied love-sports. The merchant was distracted 

by separation from her, as if he were possessed by a demon, 
as if he had eaten dhatturn,228 as if he had caught a disease, 

as if he had drunk wine, as if he had been smelled by a 
serpent, as if he had experienced a derangement of the 
three humors Time passed, bringing pain and pleasure 

to the merchant separated from her and to the king 
united with her. 

Because the king constantly delighted in Visnusri, the 
women of the household, angered by jealousy, used sorcery 
(against her). Because of the sorcery she withered away 
moment by moment, like a creeper from an ant at its root, 
and died. The king was dead, as it were, though alive, 
from her death; lamenting and wailing, he became like 
Nagadatta He did not permit Visnusri’s corpse to be 
thrown into the fire, saying repeatedly, “My wife is pre¬ 
tending silence ” The ministers took counsel and deceived 
the king They took Visnusri’s body and threw it into the 
forest “Just now you were here Why, beloved, are you 
not visible? Enough of this game of disappearing, the 

227 14. A decorated wooden pillar used in the festival to Indra, 
now obsolete See I, 343 

228 18 The Datura, the seeds of which are one of the most common 

and deadly poisons of India Watt, p 488, says that the seeds “enter 

into the composition of certain alcoholic beverages and render the 

consumers of these literally mad.” 
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companion of separation For tlie fire of separation, 
knowing vulnerable points, is not joined with, play Why 

do you not grieve because of my grief? For we always 

had one soul Have you gone alone to some pleasure- 
stream from curiosity? Or did you ascend a pleasure- 

mountain, or did you go to a pleasure-garden ? How can 
you play without me ? I am coming ” 

Talking in this way, the king wandered m various 

places, as if out of his senses When three days had passed 

since he had eaten or drunk, the ministers feared for the 

king’s life and showed him her body When he had seen 

Visnusri’s body, with its hair exceedingly disordered like a 

bear, with its eyes pecked out by wold herons, like a hare 

in the grass,220 with its breasts chewed by vultures eager 
for flesh, all its intestines pulled out by jackals, having an 

unlovely appearance, covered with swarms of flies like 
sweet rice-water, filled with ants like a dish of eggs broken 
by a fall, smelling of putrefaction, Vikramayasas at once 
became disgusted with existence and reflected 

“ Oh' there is nothing whatever of value in this worth¬ 
less worldly existence For how long a time have we been 
deluded by the idea of value m her, alas! No one who 
knows the highest good, indeed, is ensnared by women 
with qualities that are purely incidental like the color of 
turmeric Women covered by skin are charming outside, 
filled with liver, excrement, impurities, phlegm, marrow, 
and bone, fastened together by muscles If there could 
be a transposition of the outside and inside of a woman’s 
body, its lover would conceal (within himself) a vulture 
and jackal If Kama wishes to conquer the world with 
women as a weapon, why does he, confused in mind, 
not take a weapon m the form of a small feather ? I will 
root up completely the root of desire for that love by 
which, alas! everything is transformed ” 

229 gj Read 4a£avacca£are with one MS See App I 
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With these reflections, disgusted with samsara, noble- 

minded, he went and took initiation at the feet of Acarya 

Suvrata Free from interest in the body, he dried himself 

np by penances of one day, two days, a month, et cetera, 

as the sun dries np water by its rays After practicing 

severe penance, in course of time he died and became a 

chief-god in Sanatkumara with a maximum life 

Previous births of Sanatkumara as Jinadharma and of 

Asitaksa as Agnisarman (44-65) 

Then at the end of his life he fell and was bom a 
merchant’s son, Jinadharma, in the city Ratnapura Even 
from childhood, he always observed the twelvefold dharma 

of the layman,230 like the ocean observing its boundary 
Worshipping the Tirthakaras with the eightfold puja,231 
feeding the monks with gifts of food free from faults, et 
cetera, possessing extraordinary devotion, favoring his 
coreligionists, like brothers, with gifts, he passed some time. 

Now, Nagadatta, grieved by the separation from his 
wife, wandered in animal-births after death because of 
painful meditation (artadhyana). Wandering through 
births for a long time, he became a Brahman’s son, Agni- 
sarman, m the city Sihhapura. In course of time he became 
a three-staved ascetic and went to the city Ratnapura, 
devoted to severe penance of two months, et cetera 
Harivahana was the king in that city He was a Vaisnava 
and he heard that an ascetic had come. At the time for 
breaking his fast, he was invited by the king and went to 
the palace By chance he saw Jinadharma. Then because 
of the hostility of a former birth, the Rsi, red-eyed from 
anger, spoke to King Harivahana whose hands were joined 
(respectfully): 

“If you set a very hot dish of rice-pudding on this 
merchant’s back and feed me, O king, then I shall eat, 
but not otherwise.’’ 

230 45 See I, 25 5., 207 ff. 

231 46. See II, n. 411 
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“I will set the dish on another man’s back and feed 
yon,” the king replied to the mum He, angered, repeated, 

“If you set the very hot dish of rice-pudding on Ms back, 

I shall eat, O lord of kings; otherwise, I shall certainly go 

away with my desire unaccomplished ” 

The king consented because he was a Vaisnava What 

kind of discernment have men outside the Jama teaching? 

At the king's command his (Jinadharma's) back was given 
to the Brahman while he ate and he endured the heat of 

/ 

the dish, like an elephant a forest-fire “This is the result 

of my former action, nothing else r, May it be destroyed 
by this (result), a friend, ” he reflected for a long time 

When he had eaten,«the pudding-dish was pulled up 
from his back together with blood, flesh, fat, and serum, 
like an inlaid brick with mud Jmadharma, learned m 
the religion of the Jmas, went home, summoned his people, 
all of them, and bestowed and begged forgiveness for all 

faults Jmadharma made a puja in the shnne, went to 
the monks and adopted mendicancy according to rules 
He left the city, ascended a mountain-top, made final 
renunciation, and practiced kayotsarga for two weeks 
(facing) the east He performed kayotsarga m the other 
directions also, though tom by birds, vultures, herons, et 
cetera, with their beaks. 

Incarnation of Sanatkumara as Sakra (65) 
( 

Enduring the pain m this way, engaged m the namas- 
kara (to the Pancaparamesthins), he died and became the 
Indra m the heaven Saudharma 

Birth of Asitaksa as Airavana (66) 

The three-staved ascetic died and, because of his 
servant-karma, became the elephant Airavana, the vehicle 

of Sakra. 
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Birth as Asitaksa (67) 

When his life as Airavana was finished, the soul of the 
three-staved ascetic fell and, after wandering through 
births, was bom as a king of Yaks as, Asitaksa 

Incarnation as Sanatkumara (68-406) 

His parents (68-73) 

Kow, in Jambudvipa in Bharataksetra in the country 
Kurujangala, there was a city Hastinapura There 
Asvasena was king, by whom the circle of the earth was 
covered with an army of horses, and the circle of his 
enemies was subdued by his rounded sword In him, the 
Alt. Rohana of the jewels of virtues, there was not the 
least atom of a fault, like a water-worm in milk. &ri stood 
on his sword, as if to perform a very difficult task, with a 
desire for good fortune, thinking, " I am like straw compared 
with him.” He experienced great delight when beggars 
had come and he was depressed in accordance with his 
desire to give when they asked for little. His chief queen 
was named Sahadevi, in beauty like some goddess who had 
come to earth. 

His birth (74-77) 

When it had enjoyed Sakra’s rank for some time, its 
life completed, Jinadharma's soul descended from the first 
heaven into her womb Sahadevi saw at once the fourteen 
great dreams, the elephant, et cetera, entering her mouth 
At the right time she bore a son marked with all the marks, 
with a wealth of peerless beauty, the color of real gold 
Then the king gave him the name of Sanatkumara at a 
great festival which gave joy to the world 

Childhood (78-84) 

The child, his body fair as a piece of gold, delighting 
the eyes of the people like a young moon, gradually grew 
up Passing from lap to lap of kings, he looked just like 
a hansa going from lotus to lotus Even as a child, just 
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from being seen, be stole the eyes and minds of gazelle¬ 
eyed women by bis incomparable beauty He drank m 
grammar witb its divisions, tbe mother of complete know¬ 
ledge, which was poured from his guru’s mouth, as easily 
as a sip of water He grasped completely military science 
and statecraft, pillars of the palace of sovereignty, like other 
pillars in the form of arms for himself. He acquired all the 
other arts also with ease, and gradually grew up like a 
spotless moon (kalanidhi) His body was forty-one and 
a half bows tall, and he attained youth from childhood 
like heaven from the world of mortals 

r 

His horse carries him into the forest (85-95) 

He had a very intimate friend, the son of Kalindi 
and Sura, named Mahendrasinha, whose strength was 
celebrated One day when spring had come, he went to the 
garden Makaranda with Kalindi's son from a desire to 
play There Sanatkumara amused himself with his friend 
m various sports, like a young god in Nandana. Then the 
king’s stud-master sent horses as gifts, which were skilled 
in five gaits,232 marked with all the marks He gave 
Sanatkumara one horse, Jaladhikallola (Ocean-wave) by 
name, unsteady as a wave. The prince abandoned his 
play and mounted the horse Always horses and elephants 
are of great interest to princes Taking the whip m one 
hand and the bridle in the other, with a fight seat m the 
saddle, he started the horse by (pressure of) his thighs It 
ran forward rapidly, not touching the earth with its feet, 
as it were, going rather in the air, as if to see the horses of 
the sun Whenever the prince pulled the horse with the 
bridle, he ran all the more, as he had inverted training In 
a moment the horse left the princes 238 on horseback even 

282 88. See I, n 304 
288 94, There has been no mention of any other companions except 

Mahendrasinha, but in the Uttar version Sanatkumara was accompamed 
by other princes to the garden They all mounted horses at the same 
time 
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though they were running, like a Raksasa in the form of a 

horse Instantly the horse with the prince on his back 
became invisible to the kings, even while they looked on, 

like the moon to the constellations. 

Search for Inm (96-110) 

Asvasena went after his son, who had been carried 
away by his horse like a boat by a river’s flood, with a 
troop of horses to bring him back “Here he goes. The 
horse goes here Here are his tracks Here is his foam.” 
While the people were saying this, a strong wind arose, 
cruel, a bellows for the whole universe, unseasonable, 
blinding the eyes like the night at the end of the world 
The soldiers were hidden by the cruel dust from all direc¬ 
tions like houses by walls of doth and were not able to lift 
a foot as if they were transfixed by a charm The tracks 
and foam, signs of the horse as it travded, were all de¬ 
stroyed by a series of dust-waves Neither low ground, 
nor high ground, nor levd ground, nor trees, et cetera, 
were visible. All the people were just as if they had 
entered Patala. The soldiers, whose expedients were 
useless, became confused, like sea-faring merchants whose 
boats were being filled with ocean-water 

Mahendrasinha bowed to Asvasena and said: “Your 
Majesty, this is certainly an act of fate which has crud acts 
Otherwise, why the prince, why the horse from a distant 
country, why the prince’s mounting it whose habits were 
unknown, why the carrying off the prince by the wicked 
horse, or why the strong wind by which the range of sight 
is hidden by the extraordinary dust? Neverthdess I, 
having conquered fate like a vassal on the border, will 
bring him back, searching for my friend like a master. 
In the caves and on the high peaks of great mountains, 
in forests difficult of access because of the unbroken 
mass of trees, in the chasms of river-banks resembling 
Patala, in places without water and other dangerous 
places, search for the prince will be easy for me with a 
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small retinue, or even alone in some places like a spy, 
O lord That is not suitable here and there for Your 
Majesty with a large army because of the inequality 
like the entrance of an elephant into a small road ” 

Mahendrasmha goes in search of the prince (m-123) 

A6vasena, restrained by him saying this again and 
again, clinging to his feet, returned in grief to his own city 
At once Mahendrasinha entered the great forest with a 
small choice retmue, hard to restrain like an elephant He 
penetrated it in every direction to hunt for Sanatkumara, 
(the forest) whose paths were uneven from stones thrown 
up by the horns of rhinoceroses, whose pools were muddied 
by boars entering them because they were tormented by 
heat, whose thickets were echoing with the loud growls of 
bears, terrifying from the cries of tigers lying in thickets, 
filled with herds of black antelope bewildered by packs of 
leaping leopards,234 whose trees were encircled by strong 
boa-constnctors who had swallowed animals, with trees 
whose shade was a path frequented by herds of deer, the 
paths to whose rivers are blocked by lions drinking water 
with their lioness-friends, and difficult to travel because the 
roads were covered with branches of trees which had been 
broken by rutting elephants 1 

His army was scattered as he wandered over the 
great forest which was horrible from thorny trees and wild 
animals, from1 holes and mounds Deserted by ministers, 
friends,' et cetera, who were completely exhausted, he 
gradually became solitary like a mum who has abandoned 
all association Again he wandered alone in deep thickets 
and caves of the mountains, like the lord of a settlement 
of a wild tribe, carrying a bow At the trumpeting of 
forest-elephants, at the roars of lions he ran with the idea 

r 

284 115 Citraka In Abhi 4 351 citraka and ^ardula are given 
as synonyms, but obviously a distinction must be intended here Citraka 

is, of course, the Hindi cita, the hunting leopard 
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that they were shouts of the hero Sanatkumara. Not 

seeing his friend there, he jumped up at the sound of a 
waterfall and ran to another place with the idea that it 

was he. For such is the course of affection He said to the 
rivers, elephants, and lions, “ Since that is the voice of my 

brother, then he is at your side The whole can be grasped 
from the sight of a part.” 

The seasons (124-146) 

Not seeing his friend anywhere, he climbed tall trees 
and looked in all directions again, like a traveler who has 
lost the way. He passed the spring, alone, like the son of 
a poor man, like a sorrowful man among the asokas,235 
confused among the bakulas, impatient among the saha- 
karas, weak among the mallikas, scornful among the 
karnikaras, pale among the patalas, remote among the 
sinduvaras, tremblmg among the campakas, turned away 
from the winds of Malaya as well as the khalas, his ears 
bursting from the singing of the fifth note by the cuckoos, 
his burning pain unallayed even by moonlight. 

He spent the hot season wandering alone, parched at 
every step by the dust heated by the rays of the sun which 
cooked the nails of his lotus-feet like a scattered fire of 
chaff; disregarding the burning of his feet, as if making a 
magic quenching of fire, on the road hard to traverse 
because of the ashes of forest-fires just extinguished; 
ignoring the heat of his body from many hot winds like 
flames of fire, like a mountain-ranging elephant; and 
drinking the muddy, hot water of rivers, like a sick man 
medicines 

His heart unshaken by clouds emitting fires in the 
form of lightning like Raksases emitting flames from their 
mouths, terrifying to all; not bewildered at all, as if he 
wore armor, though being struck by rain with unbroken 

125 In this passage there is \ crhal play on the adjectives and 

the names of the trees winch can not be reproduced in English 
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torrents like sharp arrows, crossing without effort, like 
a rajahansa, here and there the forest-streams with trees 
uprooted by their speed, though they were difficult to 
cross, traversmg the muddy road with ease, like a boar, he 
spent the rainy season, wandering in search of his friend 

Enduring the terrible heat of Citra 236 on his head and 
the hot sand on his feet, as if he were living in the cavity of 
a fire-vessel, his mind unceasingly on clear water, lotuses, 
birds, hansas, et cetera, crying, "Where are you? Where 
are you, friend ? " gomg among charging elephants irritated 
by the saptapama which smells like ichor, like an elephant 
that had come into the forest, earned forward by the wind 
fragrant with lotuses like a fnend, he spent the autumn, 
wandenng like an autumn-cloud 

The water of ponds and nvers being made into ice by 
the north wind like a brother of Mt Hima, the rows of red 
lotuses, day-blooming white lotuses, mght-blooming white 
lotuses, and blue lotuses in the water being consumed 
everywhere (by cold), incombustible even by a forest- 
fire, the Kiratas suffenng from cold and even wishing for a 
forest-fire, he passed the winter, surely possessing a strong 
determination 

Taking steps fearlessly m old leaves, fallen knee-deep 
from trees, which concealed snakes and scorpions, unshaken 
at the roars of lions whose ears were pricked up and who 
had been awakened by noises painful to hear, as if they 
knew the weak points of the ears, satisfying his hunger only 
by eating fresh shoots, he passed the cool weather, though 
he himself was not cool because of worry about his friend. 

Meeting with Sanatkumara (147-176) 

So a year passed while Mahendrasinha wandered over 
the forest in the search for Sanatkumara One day, after 
he had gone some distance m the forest, he stopped and 

288 137 A naksatra, constellation, Spica virgims, in ascendency 

in the autumn In Gujarat this season is hot 
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looked at the sky, his face upturned like an astrologer 

Then unconfused, he heard at once the noise of birds, ducks, 
curlews, hansas, and cranes. Revived by a wind carrying 

the fragrance of lotuses, he inferred, “ There is a pool here ” 
Thinking to meet his friend, he ran like a rajahansa to the 
pool with tears of joy. As he ran forward, he heard a 
song beautiful with the gandharagrama,237 the sweet 
noise of flutes, and the delightful sound of lutes He saw 
his friend, Sanatkumara, pleasing to the sight, in the midst 
of young women with brilliant garments and ornaments 

“ Is that my dear friend? Or is it some one’s trickery ? 
Or is it magic ? Or has he come from my heart ? ” As he 
was thinking this, he heard this elixir for the ears recited 
by a bard “O Sanatkumara, hahsa to the pool of the 
Kuru race, moon to the ocean of Asvasena, Manobhava to 
good fortune, long live! O tree, supporting creepers of the 
arms of Vidyadhara-women, becoming rich by the wealth 
from victory over the two rows of Vaitadhya, long live1 ” 

After hearing that, he advanced into Sanatkumara’s 
range of vision, like an elephant, burned by the heat, into 
the ocean Falling at his lotus-feet simultaneously with a 
flood of tears from joy, he was embraced by Sanatkumara 
who had risen and raised him up Both shed tears of joy, 
like clouds in the rainy season, astomshed at their unex¬ 
pected meeting with each other With hair erect from joy, 
they sat down on costly seats watched by the Vidyadhara- 
princes vith astonishment Their eyes and minds were on 
each other and nothing else, like yogis engaged in the 
position of meditation on the form of the Tirthankaras 233 
Then Mahendrasinha's weariness was destroyed by union 
with Prince Sanatkumara, like disease by a divine healing 
herb. Wiping tears of joy from his eyes, Sanatkumara 
said to Makendrasihha in a voice with a flood of nectar* 

“How have you come here? And vhy are you alone? 
And how did you know I was here7 And hon have you 

~7 152 Sec I. n 79 
258 162 See I, n 409 
in* 
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spent the time ? And how did my honored father hve on 
separation from me? And why did my parents send you 
alone into this inaccessible place ? ” 

Questioned thus by the prince, Mahendrasinha, his 
voice choked with tears, related his past adventures just 
as they happened. Then Sanatkumara had him fed, 
bathed, et cetera, by skilful Vidyadhara-women After 
that, Mahendrasinha, his eyes wide open with astonishment, 
his hands folded respectfully, said to Sanatkumara 
“Please tell me how far you were carried away by 
the horse then, and what else happened to you during 
separation from me, beginning with that, and whence this 
magnificence, if this is not a secret of yours which must be 
concealed from me ” 

At these words Sanatkumara reflected m his mind: 
“Nothing at all must be concealed from this friend who is 
like myself Noble men are embarrassed at their ex¬ 
periences bemg related even by others, though truthfully, 
how can I tell my own adventures ? bet it be thus ” With 
these reflections Asvasena’s son instructed his wife seated 
at his left side, “My dear Bakulamatika, knowing (all) 
there is to be known by means of a magic art, tell my 
true story to Mahendrasinha Now sleep is making buds 
of my lotus-eyes ” 

His previous adventures m the forest (177-295) 

With these words he went to the pleasure-house, 
wishing to sleep Then Bakulamati said "On that day 
your friend was earned away by the horse, as you looked on 
He was made to .enter the great forest, which was very 
temble like a secret play-ground of the god Samavartin. 
The next day as the horse went along m the fifth gait, it 
stopped m the middle of the day, suffering from hunger 
and thirst, and put out its tongue Aryaputra230 got down 
from the horse, whose throat was filled with breath and 

280 180 I e., ‘my husband ’ 
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whose feet were transfixed, as from the roof of a house 

about to fall He himself cut the long girth and took 
the saddle and bridle from the horse The horse reeled 
and fell to the ground and was at once deserted by breath 

as if from fear of destruction at the same time Then 
Aryaputra wandered here and there in search of water 
because of thirst, and did not see anyone in the forest 
which was like a desert Your friend became confused 
because of his physical delicacy and fatigue from long 

travelling and from a forest-fire After he had gone a 
long distance, he sat down quickly at the foot of a sapta- 
pama and fell on the ground, his eyes closed (in a faint) 

Then from the power of his merit a Yaksa, a forest- 
divinity, sprinkled his body with cool water like nectar. 
When he had become conscious, he got up, drank the 
water he gave him and asked him slowly, 'Who are you 
and where is the water from ? ’ The Yaksa-king said, 
'I am a Yaksa living here and for your sake I brought 
this water from Manasa ’ Then Aryaputra said again, 
' This intense burning in my body will not stop without a 
bath m Take Manasa' ‘I shall fulfil your wish,’ the 
best of Yaksas said and put him in a plantain-bowl and 
took him to Take Manasa. There he bathed Aryaputra 
according to rule with cool pure water, like an elephant- 
driver bathing an elephant Aryaputra's weariness, 
penetrating his whole body, was removed by the water 
with a pleasant touch like skilled shampooers 

Fight with Asitaksa (193-214) 

The Yaksa Asitaksa, an enemy of your friend from a 
former birth, came there like a new Krtanta to slaughter 
him ' O villain, stop* You have been watched by me 
for a long time, like an elephant by a hungry lion. How 
far w ill you go ? ’ Abusing him in this bragging way, he 
uprooted a tree and threw it—he, a low fellow—at Arya¬ 
putra, as easily as a stick Your friend knocked away the 
falling tree with his hand and made it fall, like an 
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elephant making fall the bellows of an elephant-dnver 
Then the Yaksa made the earth dark with thick dust, as 
if the end of the world had suddenly taken place He 
created Pisacas by magic with bodies gray as smoke, twin- 
brothers of darkness, with terrifying forms They, with 
faces horrible with jets of flame like living funeral pyres, 
uttering bursts of laughter like the noise of a falling 
thunderbolt, with red hair and red eyes like mountams 
with fires, with pendent tongues like trees with snakes m 
their cavities, with sharp mouths with large fangs like 
saws, they ran to Aryaputra, like flies to honey 

When Aryaputra saw them wandering about, distorted 
in shape like actors from a stage, he was not m the least 
terrified He bound the bold Aryaputra, who was un- 
terrified by the Pisacas, with magic nooses resembhng 
nooses of untimely Yama Aryaputra tore them all apart 
easily with a blow of his hand, like an active elephant 
a bower of vines The Yaksa, disconcerted, then struck 
him with blows of his hand, like a lion a mountain-plateau 
with blows of his tail Aryaputra struck him with his 
fist, the essence of the thunderbolt, like an angry elephant- 
dnver striking an elephant with an iron ball. The Yaksa 
struck Aryaputra with a very heavy hammer bound with 
iron, like a cloud striking a mountain with fightning. 
Aryaputra struck the Yaksa, who was increasing (m size), 
with a sandal tree which he had pulled up and the Yaksa 
fell to the ground, completely exhausted, like a dry tree. 

The Yaksa lifted a mountain as easily as a large rock 
and, angry, threw it on top of Aryaputra He became 
unconscious at once from the blow with the mountain, his 
lotus-eyes closed as if m a pool m the evening When he 
had become conscious again, Aryaputra scattered the 
mountain, like a great wind scattering a cloud, and began 
to fight vigorously with his arms Your friend hit him 
(the Yaksa) with the staff of his arm, like Yama with a rod, 
and broke him into little pieces But he did not die, 
because he was a god Then Asitaksa fled with speed 
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like the wind, howling disagreeably like a pig about 

to die Goddesses and Vidyadhara-women, who had been 

watching the spectacle of the fight, rained flowers on your 

friend, like £ris of the seasons themselves 

Sanatkumarci s marriages (215-256) 

Then in the afternoon Aryaputra left Manasa with a 
firm mind and went a short distance like a rutting elephant 
He saw Khecara-maidens who had come there from 
Nandana, resembling embodied life-giving herbs for Smara 
Your friend was regarded by them casting slow glances, 
which were like svayamvara-wreaths, in a way delightful 
with emotion and feeling 240 Wishing to ascertain the 
true state of affairs, Aryaputra, lord of the eloquent, 
approached them with a nectar-sweet voice 

‘ Of what noble men are you the daughters, ornaments 
of the family ? And why do you adorn this forest ?5 They 
replied ‘Noble sir, we are the eight daughters of a king 
of the Vidyadharas, distinguished Bhanuvega Our father’s 
excellent city is not far from here. Adorn it by reposing 
there like a rajahansa on a lotus ' 

So answered by them politely, your friend went to 
their city as if to perform the evening rites, and the sun 
sank into the ocean They had your friend, who was an 
herb for curing the wound of anxiety for a husband, con¬ 
ducted by the harem-guards to their father's presence 
Bhanuvega rose to greet him and spoke to him 

* By good fortune, our house is pure since you, a heap 
of merit, have come. By your appearance alone you are 
known to be well-born and powerful For the birth of the 
moon from the Ocean of Hilk is inferred from appearance 
alone Since you are a suitable husband for the maidens, 
I ask you to marry them, the eight of them For a jewel is 
joined with gold ’ 

uo 217 For hava and bha\a, see atxnc, n 212. 
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Urged by him in this way, your friend married the 
eight, who were like $ris of the directions, with proper 
rites at that very time With the marriage string tied on 
(his wrist), he went to sleep in the pleasure-house with them, 
and, occupying a jeweled couch, he experienced the pleasure 
of sleep Instantly Asitaksa lifted him up, when he was 
overcome by sleep, and threw him down somewhere else 
A trick is stronger than the strong even At the end of his 
sleep, your friend, seeing himself with the marriage-string 
on the ground, alone m the forest, thought, ‘What has 
happened?’ Wandering again m the forest, alone as 
before, he saw a seven-storied lofty palace ‘Is this a 
magic display by some sorcerer ? ’ With these reflections, 
Aryaputra went to the palace He heard there a young 
woman crying m a pitiful tone like an osprey, which made 
even the forest weep Aryaputra, a hero m compassion, 
mounted to the palace’s seventh floor which presented 
the appearance of a palace of a constellation Your friend 
saw there a maiden whose eyes were full of tears, miserable, 
her face bent down, her body fair with beauty and grace, 
saying again and again, ' O Sanatkumara, belonging to the 
Kura race, may you, and no one else, be my husband in 
another birth, at least ’ 

Doubtful at the thought, ‘ Who is she to me? ’ from 
hearing his own name, he went before her, like a wished-for 
divinity m person, and said ‘Fair lady, who is Sanat¬ 
kumara ? Who are you? Why have you come here? 
What is your trouble because of which you weep, recalling 
him?’ So addressed by him, the girl experienced joy 
against her will and spoke in a sweet voice as if raining 
nectar 

‘I am the daughter, Sunanda by name, of King 
Surastra, lord of Saketapura, and his queen, Candrayasas 
Sanatkumara, by whose beauty Manmatha is humiliated, 
is the son of King Asvasena, the sun to the sky of the 
Kura line He, long-armed, is my husband merely in wish, 
since I was given to him by my parents with the 
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pouring of water into the hand 241 Then a Vidyadhara’s 

son brought me, before the marriage was held, here from 

my own palace-roof, like a robber bringing another man's 

property He created this palace by magic and left me 

here in this very place The Vidyadhara went somewhere 

I do not know What will happen 

Then Aryaputra said. ‘Do not fear, O timid-eyed 

lady I myself am Sanatkumara, the Kura, whom you 

well remember.’ She replied ‘After a long time now 

3'ou, like a good dream, have been made by fate to appear 

within my range of vision Thank heaven, my lord1 ’ 

While they were talking in this way, the Vidyadhara, 
Vajravega by name, the son of Asanivega, came, red-eyed 
from anger The Vidyadhara-boy lifted Aryaputra and 
made him fly up, giving the appearance of a bird by his 
ascent Saying, ‘Oh! lord, lord, I am destroyed by fate,’ 
she fell on the ground m a swoon, like an old leaf 
Aryaputra, angry, killed the evil Vajravega with his fist 
which had the strength of adamant, like killing a handful 
of mosquitoes Uninjured, Aryaputra approached her 
bringing joy to the blue lotus-eyes, like the moon He 
restored her and wisely married her at once, for she had 
been indicated by the best astrologers as a ‘woman-jewel ’ 

At once Vajravega’s sister came there, a maiden 
named Sandhyavall, and she was angry at her brother’s 
death Recalling the saying of astrologers, * Your brother’s 
slayer mil be your husband,’ she became calm at once 
Whose own desire is not paramount ? Desiring Aryaputra, 
for a husband, the maid approached like a second Sri of 
victory engaged in a svayamvara Sunanda, joyful, gave 
her consent to your friend and he married the infatuated 
woman with a gandharva-mamage 242 

241 2*2 In confirmation of a gift or promise 

212 25C A mamage of inclination without ceremonies It 15 one 

of the S recognized forms of mamage 
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Battle with Aiamvega (257-285) 

Just then two Vidyadharas came, brought a chariot 

and armor to A£vasena’s son and said 'Asanivega, lord 

of Vidyadharas, Vajravega’s father, has learned that he 

has been killed by you, like a snake by a garuda He, 

concealing the sky by his army of Vidyadharas, possessing 

the strength of the elephants of the quarters, comes to 

fight you, an ocean with the salt-water of anger We are 

your brothers-in-law and have come to help, sent by our 

fathers, Candravega and Bhanuvega Get mto the chariot 
they sent, which resembles Indra’s chariot, take that 

armor, and subdue the enemy’s army Know that 

Candravega and Bhanuvega, who have come to help with 

conveyances swift as the wind, are like other forms of 

yourself ’ 
Just then Candravega and Bhanuvega came with great 

armies, like the eastern and western oceans with great 
rivers Then a noise arose from the throngs of Asanivega’s 
soldiers, as he advanced, like that from Puskaravartaka- 
clouds m the sky Just then Sandhyavali248 gave Arya- 
putra the vidya Prajnaptika 244 For women adhere to 
their husbands’ party Aryaputra armed himself and got 
into the chariot, eager for battle For the wamor-caste is 
fond of battle Candravega, Bhanuvega, and other 
Vidyadharas, Rahus to the moon of their enemies’ glory,246 
surrounded him with their soldiers Crying, ‘Capture1 
capture! kill! kill!’ Asanivega’s soldiers advanced with 
great speed On both sides the soldiers, devoid of weakness, 
fought like cocks, flying up repeatedly, striking angrily. 
Then nothing else was heard except the sound of their 
battle-cries, nothing else was seen except their blazing 
weapons The soldiers retreated and advanced, they gave 

248 265 In 253 the form Sandhyavali was used, here “avails 
244 265 See I, p 173 and n 218 

245 267 See I, n 410 
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and received blows repeatedly, expert in battle like ele¬ 

phants After they had fought for a long time and the sol¬ 

diers of both were exhausted, Asanivega appeared with his 

chariot swift as the wind 'Ha1 Ha! where is Vajravega’s 
enemy, a new guest for the house of Yama? ’ Insulting 

his enemies with these words, he strung his bow. Saying, 
‘I am he, Vajravega’s enemy, 0 new guest of the house 
of Yama,’ Aryaputra strung his bow. Then a battle 

between the two very powerful men took place, arrow 
against arrow, causing the multitude of the sun’s rays to 
disappear 

After Aryaputra and the king of Vidyadharas, mtent 
on killing each other, had fought with missiles and also 
with clubs, et cetera, without reaching a victory, they 
fought with cruel divine missiles, the serpent-missile, the 
garuda-missile, the fire- and water-missiles, checked and 
checkmg 240 

The Vidyadhara-kmg discharged an arrow after 
twanging his bow and Aryaputra cut his bow-string, like 
his life, with an arrow Asvasena’s son cut off half the arm, 
like half the glory, of Asanivega as he ran forward, after 
drawing his sword Like an elephant with one tusk 
broken, like a boar with one tusk lost, even though one 
arm was cut off, he ran on because of excessive anger. As 
he ran forward to strike, biting his lower lip with his teeth, 
my husband cut off his head with the cakra delivered to him 
by the vidya.247 

Then Asvasena’s Laksmi of sovereignty joined my 
husband completely For the courageous mau is the home 
of Ari Asvasena’s son, confident, went to Vaitadhya 
with Candravega and other kings of the Vidyadharas His 
installation as overlord of the Vidyadharas was held by the 
Vid\ adhara-lords who had been reduced to the rank of 

245 277 The serpent-missile v.as obstructed by the garuda-misstlc, 

and the fire-misMlc by the vmter-xnissile 

247 281. Prnjtiapti 
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footmen He, whose magnificence was unequaled, held an 
eight-day festival there m honor of the images of the 
immortal Arhats, like &akra m Nandi£vara 

Other marriages (286-295) 

One day, my father Candravega, crest-jewel of the 
Vidyadharas, said to Aryaputra respectfully ‘One day m 
the past I saw and questioned a certain mum whose power 
was unequaled, an ocean of knowledge, and he said, “The 
fourth cakrrn, Sanatkumara, will marry your hundred 
daughters, Bakulamati, et cetera ” By good fortune you 
came here, when I was occupied with the thought, “How is 
he to be met? How is he to be asked to marry these 
girls ?” Be gracious Marry these hundred maidens, O lord 
Tor the request of the great is not vain and the speech of 
sages is not vain ’ 

Your friend, the wishing-gem of beggars, when he had 
been requested thus by my father, married the hundred 
girls, myself and others Your friend, surrounded by 
Vidyadharas, passed the time pleasantly, amusing himself 
sometimes with pleasmg concerts, sometimes with excellent 
plays, now with choice stones, now by looking at paintings, 
at times with festivals of water-sports m divine pools, at 
times with the pastime of gathering flowers m rows of 
gardens, and with other sports Because of sport your 
fnend came here and you were met, and the wish of a 
cruel fate was frustrated ” 

Return to Hastmapura (296-310) 

As Bakulamati said this, Sanatkumara came from the 
pleasure-house like an elephant from a pool Attended by 
Vidyadharas he went then to Mt Vaitadhya with 
Mahendrasmha, like Indra to Sumeru He passed the time, 
endowed with great magnificence One day, Mahendra- 
sinha made this suitable declaration to him “Master, my 
mind rejoices very greatly at this magnificence of yours 
Your parents are unhappy, gneved at separation from you. 
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recalling you constantly Devoted to their son, I think 

your parents look at every one resembling them with the 

thought, ‘That is Sanatkumara; that is Mahendra ’ So be 

gracious Bet us go to the city Hastinapura. Give joy 
to your parents like the moon to the ocean ” 

When his friend had made this explanation, 
Sanatkumara, a thunderbolt to the mountain of enemies, 
went eagerly to the city Hastinapura at once, together 

with his wives and friends, attended by hundreds of Vidya- 
dhara-lords with armies, making the sky appear to have 
various suns by shining aerial cars, his umbrella carried 
by some Vidyadharas, his chauris waved by some, his 
slippers carried by others, a palm-leaf fan and staff being 
held by some, his betel-box being carried by others; the 
road being described by some, diversions being shown by 
others, his virtues being praised by others—some of 
them mounted on elephants and some on horses, some in 
chariots and some on foot, going through the air 

He rejoiced his parents there, afflicted by sorrow, and 
the citizens by the sight of himself, as a cloud rejoices 
people suffering from the heat of summer King Asvasena, 
delighted at heart, established Sanatkumara m his kingdom 
and Mahendrasmha as his general. The king accomplished 
his own purpose when he had taken initiation in the presence 
of the elders in the congregation of the Tlrthakrt, 6ri 
Dharma 

Installation as cakravartin (311-336) 

The fourteen great jewels, the cakra, et cetera, of 
Sanatkumara guarding the kingdom, came into existence 
Following the path of the cakra he conquered then the 
six-part Bharataksetra and the treasures, Haisarpa, et 
cetera After he had conquered Bharata in ten thousand 
years, he entered Hastinapura with the elephant that had 
become a jewelBy means of clairvoyant knowledge 
Sahasraksa saw him, noble-souled, as he entered and 

us 313 The eiephant-jcwcl among the 14 
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regarded him like himself m person because of friendship 
“Because he was the Indra of Saudharma m a former birth, 
he is my brother'’, and from affection Sakra instructed 
Kubera “This best of Sakras, the cakrin, moon to the 
ocean of the Kuru-line, the son of King Asvasena, noble, is 
like my brother Sanatkumara enters his own city today, 
after conquering the six parts of Bharat a Arrange his 
installation as cakrin " 

At once Han gave a long necklace, a sasimala,249 an 
umbrella, two chauns, a crown, a pair of earrings, two 
garments of devadusya, a lion-throne, slippers, and a 
shining foot-stool to Kubera for Sanatkumara Quickly 
Indra instructed others also—Tilottama, Urvasi, Mena, 
Rambha,260 Tumburu,261 and Narada—111 regard to the 
installation Then Kubera went with them to Nagapura 
and told Sanatkumara Sakra’s instructions With 
Sanatkumara’s consent Dhanada created a platform of 
jewels for a yojana which was like the slope of Mt 
Rohana Above it Dhanada made at once a divine 
pavilion and in the center a dais of jewels and on it he 
set a lion-throne At Dhanada’s command water was 
brought from the Ocean of Milk by the gods, and costly 
perfumes, garlands, et cetera, by all the kings 

After apprising Sanatkumara, Kubera seated him on 
the lion-throne and gave him $akra's presents Sanat¬ 
kumara’s entourage, the vassals, et cetera, stood, each m 
his proper place, like Vajrapam’s Samanikas, et cetera 
Then the gods consecrated him as cakravartin with pure 
water, just like the consecration of Sr! Nabhi’s son as king 

249 318 §aJimala, which. I do not find quoted, is probably the 
vernacular candrahara, ‘a sort of necklace composed of circular pieces 
of gold, silver, etc.' (Bate) MC says it is a 'woman’s necklace made 
of bits of gold, etc ’ The parallel passage m the Prakrit story has 
vanamala,' a wreath of wild flowers ’ 1 

2B° 320 Apsarases Cf I, p 141 
261 320 Tumburu and Narada the generals of Valera's and liana’s 

Gandharva-armies PK and PH Cf Kirfel, p 305 
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An auspicious song was begun by Tumburu and others, 

musical instruments, drums, et cetera, were beaten by the 

gods; dancers, Rambha, Urvasi, et cetera, danced, and 
various plays were produced by the Gandharvas After 

tbe gods bad consecrated Sanatkumara m this way, they 
provided him with divine garments, ointments, ornaments, 

and wreaths Kubera, delighted, had Sanatkumara mount 
the elephant-jewel (decorated) with fragrant saffron and 

enter Hastmapura After filling Hastmapura with wealth, 

like his own city, Kubera departed, dismissed by the 
cakravartin. 

His consecration, the water-channel to the creeper of 
his sovereignty, was made by crowned kings and other 
vassals also Because of his coronation-festival the city 
Hastmapura was exempted from fines, customs-duties, 
entrance of soldiers, et cetera, for twelve years The cakrin 
protected his subjects fittingly like a father, very magnificent 
like Sakra, and did not oppress them by taxes, et cetera. 
As there was no one his equal m power, so there was no one 
his equal m beauty m the three worlds 

At that time Sakra, seated on his lion-throne m 
Sudharma, was having a play, named SaudammI, 
presented. The god Sangama came there from Aisana- 
kalpa, extinguishing the splendor of all the gods by the 
brightness of his body, astonishing the gods present in the 
assembly b3r his beauty beyond criticism, surpassing the 
beauty of all When he had gone, the gods asked Sakra, 
“What is the reason for his extraordinary splendor and 
beauty unparalled ?" Sakra explained* "In a former 
birth he performed the penance acamamlavardhamana 252 
Because of that this beauty and brilliance resulted." “Is 
there any one else in the three worlds like hinri” asked 
again by the gods, the Indra of Saudharma said, “There 

-’2 341 Acanumla (or ucamla) is dry food, such as nco, pulse, or 

flour-cake. without ghi or dressing See I, n 324. Acamamlavardha- 

niana is a series of fasts broken b> such meals. The whole penance 

14 years, 3 months, and 20 days See B , p 106 
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is no beauty anywhere else among gods or men like that 
of King Sanatkumara, the ornament of the Kuru-line ” 

Two gods, Vijaya and Vaijayanta, who did not beheve 
this description of his beauty, descended to earth In the 
form of Brahmans they stood at the door of the king’s 
palace near the door-keeper for the purpose of inspecting 
Sanatkumara’s beauty Sanatkumara was just then 
beginning his bath, all his finery had been taken off and he 
was anointing his body The two Brahmans at the door 
were announced by the door-keeper and the cakravartm, 
acting properly, had them enter then When they saw 
Sanatkumara, their minds were filled with astonishment, 
they shook their heads and reflected 

“The surface of his forehead surpasses the moon of the 
eighth mght, the eyes extending to the tips of his ears 
overcome the beauty of the blue lotus, the lips excel the 
color of the ripe bimba, the ears axe superior to mother-of- 
pearl, and the neck is victorious over Pancajanya, the arms 
cause censure of the shape of the trunk of the king of 
elephants, the chest is the thief of the beauty of a slab of 
Svamasaila, his waist resembles the lom of a young hon 
What else ? The beauty of his body is not within the range 
of speech. Oh! there is some unchecked flood of the 
river of loveliness because of which we axe not conscious of 
the ointment, like starlight because of moonlight He 
looks just as Indra described, not otherwise Verily, high- 
minded persons never speak falsely ” 

Questioned by Sanatkumara, “Why have you come 
here, best of Brahmans they rephed “O tiger among 
men, your beauty is sung in the world of the moving and 
unmoving, causing unparalleled astonishment After 
hearing about it at a distance, we, filled with overflowing 
curiosity, came to see for ourselves, O king Your beauty is 
seen to be just as wonderful as we had heard it described 
among the people ” 

Sanatkumara, his hps covered with a smile, said, 
“How can so much beauty be in a body covered with 
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ointment? Stay here and wait a moment, best of 

Brahmans, until we finish the bath Book again at my 

form prepared with various embellishments, adorned with 
many ornaments, like gold with jewels ” 

Then the king, after he had bathed and put on fine 

garments and ornaments, presided over the assembly with 
great pride, like the sun over the sky. Then the two 
Brahmans were allowed to appear before the king and 
observed his beauty Depressed, they thought “Where 
have his beauty, his splendor, his grace gone in a 
moment? Verily, everything of mortals is momentary/’ 

The king said, "Why were you delighted before when 
you looked at me and now suddenly gloomy-faced from 
sadness?” Then they said m a nectar-sweet voice. "O 
fortunate one, we are gods, dwelling m the heaven 
Saudharma In the assembly of the gods Sakra described 
your beauty We did not believe him and came here in 
the form of mortals to see it We saw your beauty at first 
just as described by Sakra, just now, O king, it has changed* 
Now this body has become completely overspread by 
diseases, thieves of the whole wealth of beauty, like a 
mirror by a breath ” 

After they had made this truthful answer and had 
quickly departed, the king saw himself lusterless like a tree 
consumed by frost. He thought, "Alas! this body is 
always the home of disease. Foolish people of little wit 
are infatuated with it in vain, indeed. This body is torn 
by manifold diseases originated within, like a tree by 
cruel collections of tree-worms Even if it is pleasing to 
some extent outwardly, nevertheless it is like the fruit of 
the banyan filled with insects inside.252 Disease instantly 
spoils the body’s u ealth of beauty like tendrils of duckv eed 

253 373 ' Certain hymenopterous insects ... which frequent 

the wild fig, enter the minute orifice of the receptacle, apparently to 

deposit their eggs; conveying thus the pollen more completely to the 

vtigmns, they insure the fertilization and consequent npening of the 

fruit " ?ec FIG, Encyclopedia Bntannica, and Brandis, p. 600 
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the water of the best pool. The body relaxes, but not 
desire, beauty goes, but evil thought does not go, old age 
appears, not knowledge Shame on the true constitution 
of people! Beauty, grace, splendor, body, and property— 
everything in samsara is as unsteady as a drop of water on 
the tip of kusa grass Penance only, the essence of 
voluntary destruction of karma, is the great fruit of 
creatures’ bodies which perish today or tomorrow.” 

The king, m whom the feeling of disgust with existence 
had been produced by these reflections, wishing to adopt 
mendicancy himself, established his son in the kingdom 
He went to the garden and took penance, which is most 
important m the giving up of everything censurable, from 
Vmayandhara with reverence As he, observing the great 
vows, practicing the uttaragunas, wandered from village 
to village, his mind mtent on tranquillity, his whole 
kingdom followed him from the bond of deep affection, 
like a herd of elephants the leader of the herd. When 
they had attended him who was free from passions, 
indifferent, free from affection, free from possessions, for 
six months, they returned gradually. 

One day, after he had fasted for two days, he entered 
a compound to break his fast and received and ate millet 
and boiled nee with goat’s butter-milk 254 From breaking 
his fast again m the same way after a two-day fast, his 
diseases increased as if from an unsatisfied pregnancy- 
whim Virtuous-minded, he endured seven diseases— 
itch, consumption, fever, asthma, want of appetite,266 
stomach-ache, and pain m the eyes—for seven hundred 

264 283 According to Dutt, p 282, takra is butter-milk with 

£ part of water, but he also uses it as the name of butter-milk in general 

256 285 °3vasaruci—aruci Tawney (Kathako^a, p 36) says that 

his Sanskrit in his parallel passage is annaruci, which would be ‘ appetite, 

hunger ’ L,eumann interprets this as ‘morbid appetite,’ as does Meyer 

the bhattacchanda of the Maharastri version But the PH takes this 

bhattacchanda to be bhaktacchanda 

13 
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years Magic powers 258 were acquired by him enduring 

all the trials hard to endure, indifferent to any expedient for 

relief. The seven magic powers, namely, phlegm, viprus, 

dried perspiration, impurity, excrement, touch, and also 
‘ everything, * are called remedies 257 

Just at that time Sakra, astonished in his heart, 
described him to the gods "After resigning the glory of a 

cakravartin like a blazmg bunch of straw, look1 Sanat- 
kumara endures penance hard to endure For even though 
all the magic powers have been acquired by the greatness 
of his penance, indifferent to the body, he does not cure his 
diseases ” Two gods, Vijaya and Vaijayanta,258 who did 
not believe that speech, went into his presence in 
the form of physicians They said* "Illustrious sir, 
do you suffer from diseases ? We are physicians We 
cure everything by our own remedies If you, whose 
body is consumed by disease, consent, we shall remove 
at once your aggravated diseases ” 

25C 386 See I, pp 75 fit and n 111. 

257 287. Kapha, viprus, jalla, mala, vista, amr£a, and sarva. These 

7 present some difficulties, as some of them are ordinarily synonymous 

Viprus is defined by Hem. himself in Yog 1. 8 com as uccara, which 

is synonymous with vista Rajendra, PE, and PH support this, also 

Yi£es 781. However, Leumann in his Avasyaka-Erzahlungen takes 

it to be 'drops of water which fall from one's mouth when speaking.' 

He quotes from his com , ‘ prasravanadi bindavab ' Also in our text 

below, 397, kapha viprus apparently = kaphabindu Jalla, Pravac , 

p. 430b, (com. to ga. 1492), is defined as ‘mala arising from the ear, 

mouth, nose, eye, tongue, and from the body' Mala is defined m the 

same-way in Yog 1. 8 com and Tnsasti 1 1 845 It is hard, therefore, 

to see just what distinction to make between jalla and mala From 

the Rajendra, PH, and PE, I think perhaps that jalla is limited to 'dned 

perspiration,’ when a distinction must be made In the other enumera¬ 

tions of the labdhis which I know, either jalla or mala is given, but not 

both, neither are viprus and vista named together. In the Pk version, 

vippa and jala occur Sarvausadhi means that the nails, hair, teeth, 

and e\ cry part of the body are medicines. 

391. The same gods who were sceptical about his beauty. 
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Then Sanatkumara said " Sir doctors, people's diseases 
are twofold, bodily and spiritual Anger, conceit, deceit, 
and greed are people’s spiritual diseases which produce 
endless pain, following into a thousand births If you are 
able to cure these, then cure them, by all means, but if 
you cure bodily diseases, just look at this I" 

Then he raised his finger which was torn and had an 
oozing scab and at once made it golden with a drop of his 
own phlegm, like copper with mercury When they saw 
the finger shining like a golden rod, they fell at his feet and 
said 

“We, the same gods who came formerly to inspect 
your beauty, have come now also Indra described you, 
‘The blessed Sanatkumara, even though he has the magic 
arts perfected, performs penance, enduring the pain of 
disease ’ That has been tested before our eyes by us who 
have come here ” With these words the gods bowed and 
departed 

His death (402-404) 

The age of the fourth cakrin was three lacs of years— 
half a lac as prince, the same as governor, ten thousand 
years m the conquest of the quarters, ninety thousand years 
as cakrin, and a lac m the vow When he knew that it 
was time for his death, when his life of three lacs of years 
was completed, Sanatkumara fasted to death with pure 
meditation and the homage to the Pancaparamesthms and 
was bom a god m the heaven Sanatkumara 

May this fourth book from the ocean with jewels m the 
form of texts m which are described twenty-two persons— 
five Arhats, five Sinns, five Upendras, five enemies of these 
(Prativasudevas) and two Caknns—be for your good 
fortune Something from the sutras is related here, 
something from fiction, something from yogapata269 If 
there is anything false m these, may it be the wicked deeds 
that are false, good people 

259 406 Yogapata (°patta) is the secret traditional knowledge 

handed down orally by a guru to a disciple as his successor 
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Chapter I 

FIVE PREVIOUS INCARNATIONS 

Om! Homage to holy ^antinatha, all of whose im¬ 

purity has been extinguished, the sixteenth Arhat and the 

fifth caknn 

I shall celebrate his life, which was extremely pure, 

the only sun for the destruction of the intense darkness of 

delusion 

Incarnation as Srisena (3-90) 

In this very Jambudvipa, which is a circle in shape, 

there is this zone Bharata which is like the seventh part 

of the moon In its southern half there is a city, named 

Ratnapura, which resembles the city of the gods, the 

ornament of the middle section (of southern Bharata) 

In this city there was a king, named Arisen a, lotus-eyed, 

like a blooming lotus for the dwelling of the goddess Sri 

Continually, he showed great respect for dharma like an 

elder brother, and he guarded wealth and love uninjured 

like younger brothers He fulfilled constantly the requests 

of petitioners, but, on the contrary, not those of other 

men’s love-sick wives, as he was well-versed m proper 

conduct His beauty was so apart from all comparison 

that he was beyond the range of even a picture by painters 

While preserving his sovereignty first m tribute, he wor¬ 
shipped compassion like a wish-grantmg deity. 

His wife, named Abhinandita, was irreproachable m 
conduct, delighting the heart by her speech, moonlight to 
the lotus of the eye She did not deviate from good conduct 
at all, even m thought, but adorned herself with it For 
outer adornment is of little importance Even ornaments 

were ornamented by her when she put them on her body, 
but they were really a burden to her naturally fair There 

was a counterpart in mirrors, and nowhere else, of her form 
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whose limbs were overflowing loveliness and virtue. Orna¬ 

mented with good qualities, she ornamented three families— 

her father’s, mother’s, and husband’s—simultaneously, as if 

she had several forms, though only one. 

The king had also a second wife, named 6ikhinaudita, 

delighting the peacock of the heart like a bank of clouds 

In the course of time, Queen Abhinandita, experiencing 

unbroken sensuous pleasure with her husband, conceived 

an embryo She saw m a dream a sun and moon placed 

in her lap, and her husband said, " You will have a distin¬ 

guished pair of sons.” When the time was completed, 

Queen Abhinandita bore twin sons, not inferior to the sun 

and moon in brilliance King Srisena named his two sons 

Indusena and Bindusena at a big festival Cherished by 

muses with great care like flowers, they grew up gradually 

like extra arms for the king. Then the king had them 

taught the sciences, grammar, et cetera, by a teacher, like 

then own names They became expert in military science 

and also the other arts, and skilled in the entrance and 

exit of an army They both attained youth which purifies 

the form, the dawn for the blooming of the lotus of the 

emotion of love. 

Story of Kapila (24-90) 

Now there is a very -wealthy village, named Acala- 
grama, a head-village in the Magadhas m this Bharata 
In it there was the crest-jewel of Brahmans, named 
Dharanijata, famous throughout the earth, knowing the 
four Vedas and then supplements He had a wife, Yaso- 
bhadra, devoted to welfare, well-born, beautiful as a house¬ 
hold Baksmi In course of time she bore two sons, lights 
of the house, the elder, Nandibhuti and the younger, 
Aribhuti The Brahman also had a slave-girl, Kapila, 
and he enjoyed pleasure with her also for a long time 
Verily, the senses are difficult to subdue. To him enjoying 
her at will in turn, Kapila bore a son, Kapila 
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The Brahman, himself, modest, taught the Vedas and 

their supplements with their esoteric meanings to his sons 

borne by Yasobhadra Kapila, who was extremely intelli¬ 

gent, listened in silence and became thoroughly conversant 

with the ocean of Vedas. What does not belong to the 

sphere of intelligence? With the appearance of a learned 

man, he left his father’s house, put the double sacred cord 

around his neck and, saying, “I am the best of Brahmans,” 
in a voice like beating a drum, wandered m foreign countries 

What country is foreign to the learned ? As he wandered 

gradually, he arrived at the town Ratnapura and made a 
display of learning, thundering like a cloud of the rainy 

season 

In this town there hved a teacher of all the townsmen, 
a depository of arts, named Satyaki, adorned with pupils 
who were receptacles of intelligence Kapila went every 
day to Satyaki’s school and solved the doubts of the 
students who asked questions In astonishment Satyaki, 
knowing the collection of Vedic texts, questioned him 
from curiosity about the esoteric meamngs, difficult to 
know, of the sacred books Kapila recited them in detail 
to him, observed by the trustmg students with the idea 
that he was a teacher Satyaki made him head of his 
work in the school, like a king appointing an heir-apparent 
Where are brilliant qualities not valuable? Daily, Kapila 
gave explanations to all the pupils and Satyaki, free from 
anxiety, treated him like his own son Kapila showed 
extreme devotion to Satyaki like a father and Satyaki, 
delighted, thought, “What can I do for him? ” 

Then Satyaki's wife, named Jambuka, said “Even if 
you are giving it your attention, still I remind you You 
have a daughter, Satyabhama, borne by me, endowed 
with infinite beauty and grace like a daughter of the gods, 
well-bred, modest, endowed with forbearance, humility, 
and sincerity Why do you not search for a husband who 
has attained adolescence for her? How can a man sleep 
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whose daughter, debt, enmity, or disease is increasing in 
size ? Yet you sleep heedlessly ” 

Satyaki replied* “That is very true, my dear. All 
this time I have not found a suitable husband for Satya¬ 

bhama This Brahman, Kapila, good-looking, foremost 
among the gifted, young, well-bred, is a suitable husband 
for Satyabhama ” Jambuka agreed; and at an auspicious 
moment Satyaki married Satyabhama and Kapila with 
suitable ceremonies Honored by the citizens in all the 
city as much as Satyaki, daily he (Kapila) enjoyed pleasures 
with good-tempered Satyabhama The people gave him 
special money, rice, et cetera, on all the festival-days, 
thinking, “He is more to be honored even than Satyaki ” 
Living in this way, best of living Brahmans, Kapila 
became well-endowed with money as well as good qualities. 

One day during the rains he left his home at night to 
see a show and stayed there for a long time When he 
was half-way home, it rained very hard, causing a darkness 
that could be pierced by a needle Then he stripped 
himself, as there was no one about, put his clothes under 
his arm, and dressed at the door of his house Satyabhama 
thought to herself, "My husband’s clothes will be wet 
from the rain,” got other clothes, and approached him 
Kapila said to his wife, “Foolish woman, my clothes are 
not wet from the power of a vidya. There is no need of 
other clothes ” Satyabhama perceived that his clothes 
were dry and his body wet all over and thought to herself, 
“If he protected his clothes from the rain by the power of a 
vidya, why did he not protect his body? He certainly 
came nude. From that conduct I think my husband is 
low-born. Because he is very intelligent, he learned the 
sacred texts just by hearing with the ear.” She reflected 
thus, and from that time she became indifferent, like 
a miserable woman who has been taken captive260 

260 6o Vrada is to be corrected to vanda, in accordance with 

MSS. Vanda = banda, a deii word meaning'captive,’ (PH). Of band! 

(MW). 
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It happened at that time that Dharanljata became 
poor and, as he had heard that Kapila was rich, he came to 
get money from him Kapila welcomed him by washing 
his feet, et cetera An ordinary guest must be honored, 
how much more a guest who is a father Then after his 
father had bathed and the customary rites had been 
performed, when it was meal-time, Kapila said to his wife, 
“ He is my father So, wife, prepare the best place for food 
apart201 for my father ” When she had seen the different 
conduct of the father and son, Satya was very terrified, for 
she herself was well-born Knowing by his irreproachable 
conduct that her father-in-law was well-born, she honored 
him like a father, like a teacher, like a god 

One day she gave him in secret the Brahman-murder- 
oath262 and asked her father-m-law with great respect 
“ Is this son of yours of pure origin on both sides, or of a 
secret origin? Please tell me the truth ” Then Dharanl- 
jata, noble by nature and afraid of breakmg his oath, 
related the facts Then dismissed by Kapila, the Brahman 
Dharanljata went again to his village, Acalagrama 

Satyabhama went and informed Sri &rfsena as follows. 
“By chance this low-born man became my husband So, 
now free me from him, like a cow from a tiger, like the 
moon from Rahu, like a sparrow from a hawk I, a very 
virtuous wife, released by him, will perform good deeds I 
have been deceived for so long a time because of bad 
conduct m former births ” 

Srisena summoned Kapila himself and said to him 
“Let Satyabhama go for the sake of good conduct What 
kind of pleasure will you have with her averse to you, as if 
she were another man’s wife taken by force?” Kapila 
replied “I can not endure life for a moment without her 
She alone is a life-giving herb to me I will never abandon 

201 64 His father, as a pure Brahman, of course could not eat 

with Kapila 
262 67 If he did not tell the truth, his sm would be as great as 

the killing of a Brahman 
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her, my own wife Abandoning and causing abandonment 
are suitable for courtesans ” Satyabhama, angry, said, 

"If he does not let me go, I shall surely enter either fire or 
water ” The king said' "Do not make her abandon life. 

Bet your wife remain several days in my house.” Kapila 

agreed to this, and she, given in charge to the queen by 
the king, continued to practice penance of many kinds. 

At that time the King of Kausambi, Bala by name, 
very powerful, sent his daughter, Srikanta, daughter of 
Queen &rimati, a beautiful young woman, in great style 
at her choosing 203 of Indusena, son of &risena Indu- 
sena and Bmdusena noticed an extremely beautiful courte¬ 
san, Anantamatika, who had come in attendance on her. 
Saying, "She is mine” "She is mine” angered, they both 
went to the garden Devaramana There the two, armed, 
powerful, fought like untamed bulls, because of the desire 
to enjoy the peerless beauty 

The king was not able to prevent their fight For he 
had always held conciliation dear, whereas the arrogant 
must be subdued by assault 204 The king could not 
prevent their conduct being seen and, after deliberating 
with Abhinandita and Sikhinandita, saying, "The time has 
come,” he smelled a lotus permeated with the poison 
talaputa 266 and died immediately Then both the queens 
smelled the same lotus and died High-born women do 
not live at all without the husband Satyabhama, deprived 
of protection, considering only evil could come from Kapila, 
also smelled the lotus and went the way of death 

Second incarnation as a twin (91-93) 

As these four had died from excessive humility, they 
were born as twins in the Uttarakuru-country in Jambu- 

203 82. In such a case a princess who wishes to marry a prince of 

her own choice may be sent without preliminaries to the prince’s town 

and the marriage takes place there 

204 86 See I, p 153. 

260 88 Occurs elsewhere also as a very deadly poison, but I have 

not been able to identify it. 
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dvipa. Srisena and Abhinandita were man and woman 
respectively, and Sikhinandita and Satyabhama the same. 
They had life-terms of three palyas, were three gavyutis 
tall, and led a very pleasant life, experiencing peerless 
pleasure 

Former births of Indusena and Bindusena (94-132) 

While Indusena and Bindusena were fighting, a king 
of the Vidyadharas came m his aerial car He stood 
between them, his arm upraised, like the doorkeeper of a 
friendly deity, restraining them, and said “Why, princes, 
do you fight, wantmg her for a wife, ignorant of the fact 
that she is your sister ? Hear my story in detail. 

In Mahavideha of this same Jambudvipa, on the north 
bank of the river Sita there is a very extensive province 
Puskalavati In it there is a lofty mountain, named 
Vaitadhya, the abode of Vidyadharas, like a silver diadem 
of the earth In the northern row on the mountain m 
the city Adityabha there is a king, named Sukundalin, like 
Kundalendra (Sesanaga) m splendor He has a virtuous 
wife, Ajitasena I am their son, named Mamkundalin 

One day I went from that place through the air, like 
Garuda, to the city Pundarikini to worship the lord of 
Jinas After I had worshipped the blessed Amitayasas,200 
the Jmesvara, with hands placed together, I heard a 
sermon At the end of the sermon, I asked the Blessed 
One, ‘ By what action did I became a Vidyadhara ? ’ He 
said 

‘In the very magnificent western half of Puskara- 
varadvipa, on the broad southern bank of the great river 
Sltoda, in the province Salilavati, there is a city Vitasoka, 
filled with people free from sorrow, like a svastika of the 
earth Once upon a time a cakravaxtin lived there, named 
Ratnadhvaja, a Minadhvaja (Kama) m beauty, a KuliSa- 
dhvaja (Indra) in strength He had two chief-wives, 

266 102 A Jina in Videita in a past cycle 
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ornamented with good conduct One of them was 
Kanakairi and the other was Hemamafinl. KanakasrI 

bore two daughters, hke intelligence and beauty, indicated 
by a dream of two shoots of a kalpa-tree in her lap At 

a festival equal to a birth-festival the father and mother 
gave them the names Kanakalata and Padmalata. Hema- 
mahni bore a daughter, delighting the family, named 

Padma, indicated by the sight of a lotus-tendril in a dream. 
They attained the collection of arts and pure youth, like 
the manifold sris of the three worlds brought together in 
one place 

Padma became disgusted with existence because of 
the presence of the mm Ajitasena and adopted mendicancy 
fittingly at her feet One time, with permission of the 
nun, she performed a penance consisting of one-day fasts 
In this there are sixty one-day fasts and two three-day 
fasts 267 One day when she had duly finished that severe 
penance, she was going outside on the highway for care of 
the body. She saw two powerful princes, eager for love, 
fighting over the courtesan Madanamanjari. When she 
had seen them, Padma reflected. "Oh, there is some beauty 
of the girl, since they are fighting on her account, see! 
By the power of this penance may I have such beauty in 
another birth " She made a nidana to this effect She 
observed a fast at the end, died without confessing 
her nidana, and became a very powerful goddess in 
Saudharmakalpa 

Kanakasri wandered through existence, became you— 
a Vidyadhara-king, named Manikundatin, because she had 
made gifts, et cetera, in the last birth Kanakalata and 
Padmalata, after wandering through existence, because 
they had practiced the dharma of gifts, et cetera, many 
times in former births, became Indusena and Bindusena, 

267 113 I.e , there was a three-day fast at the beginning and end 

of the fast and 60 one-day fasts with fast-breaking-days after each 

fast-day, making a total of 128 days. This fast is also called Karma- 

caturtha See Tapavali, p 109 
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sons of Srisena, in the city Ratnapura in Bharata in 
Jambudvipa The soul of Padma fell from Saudharma- 
kalpa and became a courtesan, Anantamatika, in Kausambi 
in the same Bharata Now Indusena and Bmdusena are 
fighting in the grove Devaramana over Anantamatika ’ 

After hearing about the former births, I came here 
from affection to prevent you from fighting by describing 
the former births I was your mother in a former birth, 
this courtesan was your sister You should know that 
everything m worldly existence is blossoming with delusion 
in this way Neither father, mother, sister, brother, nor 
even an enemy, is recognized by people covered by the 
curtain of a former birth, alas' alas1 Throughout life 
the soul is wound m love, hate, et cetera, originating m 
the body, like a spider in spider-webs Therefore, abandon¬ 
ing love, hate, and delusion at a distance, resort quickly 
to mendicancy, the gate to the city of emancipation ” 

They said “Shame! Shame! What have we, like wild 
animals because of delusion, undertaken for the sake of 
enjoying our sister? You were our mother m a former 
birth, but our guru m this one, since we have been kept 
from the wrong path by your enlightening us ” 

With these words, they laid aside their arms and took 
the vow together with four thousand kings under the guru 
Dharmaruci. Then they went to the fortress, hokagra,208 
by a very straight road, the thorns on the road m the form 
of their karma being burned by the fire of meditation 

Third incarnation as a god (133) 

The four twins, Arisen a and the others, died and be¬ 
came gods in the first heaven 

Fourth incarnation as Amitatejas (135-490) 

Now m this same Bharata on the best of mountains, 
Vaitadhya, there is a city named Rathanupuracakravala. 

208 X32 The abode of the Siddhas 
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In it lived a lord of the Vidyadharas, Jvalanajatin, like a 

younger brother of Purandara, endowed with many magic 

powers His son, Arkakirti, like a full sun m brilliance, 
was the heir-apparent, self-chosen by the Taksmi of enemies' 
kingdoms He (the king) had a daughter, Svayamprabha, 
younger than Arkakirti, delighting the eyes of all, kke the 
hght of the moon The first of the Vasudevas, the son of 
Prajapati, the younger brother of Acala, Triprstha, lord of 
Potanapura, married her Then the first Hari, delighted, 
gave Vahnijatin unbroken lordship over the two rows of 
Vidyadhara-cities Arkakirti’s wife was named Jyotir- 
mala, the daughter of the Vidyadhara-kmg, Meghavana. 

The soul of Srisena fell from Saudharmakalpa at that 
tmie and descended into Jyotirmala's womb, like a hansa 
to a lotus Then m a dream she saw a sun of infinite 
bnlhance, fighting up the sky, enter her mouth. At the 
proper time she bore a son, marked with auspicious marks, 
like a very strong pillar for supporting the house of 
sovereignty To him, possessing infinite brilliance in his 
form m accordance with the dream that had been seen, 
his parents gave the name Amitatejas 

Vahnijatin settled his kingdom on Arkakirti and 
became a mendicant under the flying nshis, Jagannandana 
and Abhinandana 

The soul of Satyabhama fell from Saudharma and 
became a daughter of Jyotirmala and Suryaldrti Be¬ 
cause her mother saw a dream of beautiful stars while she 
was an embryo, her parents gave her the name Sutara 

The soul of Abhmandita fell from Saudharmakalpa 
and became a son of Triprstha and Svayamprabha. Be¬ 
cause his mother saw a dream of Sri being sprinkled, while 
he was still m the womb, his father named him Srfvijaya 

A second son of Svayamprabha was bom, named 
Vijayabhadra, the abode of victory and good fortune. 

The soul of Sikhinandita fell from the first heaven and 
became the daughter, Jyotihpiabha, of Triprstha and 
Svayamprabha 
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Kapila, who was formerly the husband of Satyabhama, 
after he had wandered for a long time in worldly existence 
in ammal-birth-nudei, et cetera, was bom a famous 
Vidyadhara-king, named Asanighosa, in the city Camara- 
canca 

Arkakirti married his star-eyed daughter, Sutara, to 
Srivijaya, Triprstha's son Tnprstha married his fair 
daughter, Jyotihprabha, to Amitatejas, Arkakirti’s son. 
£rivijaya enjoyed pleasures of the senses with Sutara and 
long-armed Amitatejas with Jyotihprabha 

One day, in an extensive garden, which resembled 
Saumanasa in beauty, outside the city Rathanupura- 
cakravala, the three men, Abhinandana, Jagannandana, and 
Agmjatin,200 like the three jewels—knowledge, et cetera— 
embodied, made a stop When Arkakirti knew that his 
father had come, and also the two gurus of his father, 
he came and paid homage Eagerness admits no delay 
whatever 

Then Muni Abhinandana delivered a sermon which 
resembled the sun for melting the mass of snow of strong 
delusion. From that sermon Arkakirti felt disgust with 
existence and, his hands placed together, said to Abhi¬ 
nandana, “Wait here until I come to take the vow after 
installing Amitatejas on my throne ” “There must be no 
negligence ” So instructed by the great sage, Arkakirti 
went to his home, his mind already resolved Again 
and again requesting Amitatejas persistently, he made him 
take the kingdom For this is the custom of father and 
son Then his ceremony of departure was held by Ring 
Amitatejas and he adopted mendicancy under Mum 
Abhinandana The royal monk, Arkakirti, governing the 
kingdom of tranquillity, wandered over the earth with his 
gurus Amitatejas, resplendent, the stool of his lotus- 
feet rubbed by the diadems of Vidyadhara-kings, directed 
the administration of the kingdom inherited from his 
father. 

269 158. See above, p. 208 

*4 
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Srlvijaya’s story (168-239) 

Now, the Bala Acala, feeling disgust with existence 
from grief at Triprstha’s death, established Srivijaya in the 
kingdom and became a mendicant Worshipped by kings, 
chosen as a husband by the 6ri of victory, Srivrjaya directed 
his ancestral kingdom 

One day, Amitatej as went to the city Potanapura, 
eager to see Sutara and Srivrjaya He saw the town with 

banners, platforms, and arches, with an empire of joy 
created, like a palace m Anuttara Astonished, seeing the 
royal family especially delighted, he descended there from 
the sky, like the sun to the ocean Seemg him at a distance, 
King Snvijaya rose Honor is suitable for any guest, 
how much more for such a guest The brothers-m-law 
embraced each other, and the king and his sister embraced 
each other closely, pools of nectar of strong delight The 
two sat on costly lion-thrones, like the sun and moon on 
the eastern and western mountains 

Then Amitatej as, dear-minded, asked him "It is not 
the kaumudl-festival; 270 it is not the full moon-day of the 
month Agrahayana,271 it is not summer, it is not spring, 
it is not the birth of a son to you, king Because of what 
festival is the dty seen to have joy springing forth ? ” 

Then Srlvijaya rdated "On the dghth day before 
this, a certain astrologer, acquainted with the future, came 
here I questioned him respectfully, 'Have you come here 
to ask for something or to tell something?' and he replied 
dearly 'Even if we live only by alms, king, neverthdess 
it is not fitting to ask anything from you now I have 
come here to tell what can not be told When it has been 
told, the remedy would be by dharma, et cetera On the 
seventh day from today at noon a resounding thunderbolt 

270 176 A festival held on the full moon-day of the month Karttika 

in honor of Karttikeya 

271 176 Agrahayana is the name used in Bengal for the month 

Margasirsa In east India its full moon-day is a popular festival with 

informal celebration 
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will fall on the lord of Potanapura.' The chief-minister, 
very disgusted at that speech bitter as poison, said, 'What 
will fall on you?' The astrologer replied 'Do not be 
angry at me, minister I tell this which has been seen in 
the sastras, sir I have no enemy here On the contrary, 
on that day a ram of clothes, ornaments, jewels, and 
gold, like a stream of treasure, will fall on me ' 

I said to the minister 'Do not be angry with him, 
noble sir He is a benefactor, like a spy, because he tells 
the truth But, astrologer, tell where you learned the 
omen There is no confidence in the speech of one without 
authentic knowledge without proof ’ 

The astrologer rephed 'Hear, O king My father, 
Sandilya, became a mendicant with Prince Baladeva 
when he adopted mendicancy After that I became a 
mendicant, confused by love for my father Then I 
learned the whole collection of omens Undemating knowl¬ 
edge may be only from the teaching of the Jinas, not 
elsewhere Profit and loss, pleasure and pain, life and 
death, victory and defeat I know these eightfold omens 272 

After I had grown up, one day m wandering I came to 
an excellent town Padminikhanda My father's sister, 
Hiranyalomika, lives there, and her grown daughter, 
Candrayasas Formerly she had given her (in betrothal), 
when she was a small girl, to me still a boy The marriage 
had not taken place because of the obstacle of my initia¬ 
tion When I saw her, I, infatuated, abandoned the vow 
like a burden and married her For how long do those 
afflicted by love have discrimination? Knowing my own 
good fortune and your great misfortune by omens, I came 
here Do that which you know, O king ’ 

After saying this, he ceased speaking The family- 
ministers, though intelligent, were bewildered at once in 
regard to the king's protection One of the ministers 
said, 'There are no bolts of hghtning on the ocean, surely 
The master should embark on a boat and stay there seven 

272 191. Cf n, p 193, n 346 
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days.’ A second minister said, 'This does not seem to me 

a good idea Who, pray, will ward off lightning falling 
there ? Since there are no bolts of lightning in avasarpinl 

on Vaitadhya, our lord should go to a cave on top of it 
and live for seven days ’ A third minister said, ' I do not 

approve of that. For whatever event must take place 
necessarily will not be changed by any place whatever. 

Story of Brahman hoy (202-219) 

In this very Bharata in the city Vija3*a there lived a 
good Brahman, named Rudrasoma He had been childless 
but, because of great offerings with prayers, a son, Sikhin, 
was borne by his wife, Jvalanaiikha Once upon a time, 
a very cruel Raksasa came there, installed by a cruel fate, 
fond of human flesh Daily he kills many humans, but 
eats only a little and leaves the rest like refuse The king 
said to him conciliatingly: "Why do you loll many men 
uselessly ? Even tigers, et cetera, ignorant, kill one 
creature, a cure for hunger Every day you too must 
take one man for food. He himself will come there in turn 
determined by myself ” This arrangement was endorsed 
by the Raksasa 

The king made name-balls of the people living in his 
city to determine their turn. The one to whose lot the 
ball fell when it was drawn by hand, went forth, turned 
into food for the Raksasa, to protect the city. One day the 
ball of the Brahman's son appeared. His name inside was 
read like a letter from Yama When his mother heard 
that, she made even the cattle weep, crying pathetically, 
“ Oh, son, you are dead! You are dead 1 " Near her house 
was a large haunted house and her wailing, painful to the 
ears to hear, was heard by the demons Their sympathy 
was aroused and they said to the Brahman's wife “Do 
not cry Be at ease. Bet your son go to the Raisas We 
will bring him back to your presence m front of the Raksasa 
He will not transgress the law and neither will he die." 
Just as she said, “Good, O gods! good!” the guards seized 
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her son and led him away like a goat When the Raksasa 
receives the Brahman's son delivered by the guards, the 
bhuts take him away and lead him to his mother Terrified, 
foreseeing dreadful events, the Brahman's wife put her 
son at once into a mountain-cave for protection He was 
devoured by a vigilant python living there Likewise, 
other future events would not be changed m any place 

Therefore, this is not the proper expedient Every¬ 
one should perform penance, since karma, even though 
very firm,273 is destroyed by penance ’ 

The fourth minister said 'This man foretold that a 
bolt of hghtmng would fall on the lord of Potana, not on 
Snvijaya Therefore some one else should be made king m 
the city for seven days The thunderbolt will fall on him 
Bet your danger pass through him ' 

Then the astrologer, delighted, said to the minister 
‘Your sense-knowledge 274 is better than my knowledge of 
omens Make him (king) quickly to ward off misfortune 
The king should remam m a shnne, engaged in worship of the 
Jinas ’ I said, ‘How can I consider the destruction of the 
innocent man who would be crowned king today? It is 
very painful to all creatures—from &akra to a worm—to 
abandon life How shall a miserable man perish while 
I look on ? Our chief duty as a human bemg is to protect 
the life of other creatures How can we kill another to 
save our own life ? ’ 

The ministers said ‘ Your Majesty, we have indeed a 
twofold purpose Calamity will pass away from the 
master and no man will perish O king, install a statue 
of Vai£ravana (Kubera) as king All the people will 
attend it, like you, for seven days If there should be no 
calamity, because of the god’s power, it would be a good 
tiling, ff there should be, there will not be the evil of the 
destruction of life ’ 

273 219 Nikaata See I, p. 402 

274 222 See I, n 248 
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I agreed, ‘That is a suitable idea/ and went to the 
Jina’s temple and remained there on a bed of darbha, 

observing pausadha 276 They conducted themselves to¬ 
ward Vaisravana's statue as if it were the king For wise 
men go to another master even for their master’s benefit. 

When the seventh day came, a cloud arose in the sky at 
noon, thundering very violently, terrible like the clouds 
at the end of the world From that dreadful cloud, as 
if splitting the universe, a thunderbolt fell on this Yaksa 
who had been made king When the bolt of lightning fell 
on that Yaksa, there was a rain of jewels, et cetera on the 
astrologer, made by the women of the household, et cetera 
The best of astrologers endowed the town of Padmini- 
khanda with unbroken wealth and was dismissed by me. 
I had a new statue of Vaisravana made at once of divine 
jewels, since he was my brother m misfortune So these 
citizens, ministers, et cetera are holding a great festival, the 
crest-jewel of all festivals, from joy at the allaying of my 
trouble ” 

When he had heard this story, Amitatejas joyfully 
honored his sister, Sutara, with gifts of clothes and orna¬ 
ments After he had passed some time with Sutara and 
Srfvijaya, Amitatejas went to his own city 

Kapila’s incarnation as Aiamghosa (240-445) 

Then King Srivijaya went with Queen Sutara to the 
garden Jyotirvana with a desire for amusement At that 
tune Asanighosa, Kapila’s soul, was flying through the 
air, after subduing the vidya Viprataramka, and saw 
Queen Sutara, his wife in a former birth, a beautiful 
married woman, pleasuring with her husband Though 
he did not remember the relation from the former birth, 
from infatuation he felt a longing for her like his own wife 
By the power of a vidya, he created a golden deer, capti¬ 
vating the eye, running before them like a divine ball 
When Queen Sutara saw it adorned with hooves and horns 

275 230 See I, p. 208 
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made of sapphire, with eyes shining like bine lotuses, 
throwing off gold, as it were, from the extremely yellow 
color of its body, adorning the sky with its leaps and the 
ground with its footprints, she said to her husband, “O 
master, bring the deer here It might be a playmate for 
me ” The king, so told by his wife, ran after the deer that 
was like a loose horse, equal to the wind in speed The 
deer, sometimes crooked, sometimes straight, like a river- 
stream, never stumbling, led the king far away Some¬ 
times visible, sometimes invisible, sometimes on the earth, 
sometimes m the air, it could not be caught, like an illusory 
divinity 

When £rfvijaya had gone far away, Asamghosa 
gradually approached and seized the queen like a solitary 
goddess of the forest Then the vidya, Pratarani, com¬ 
manded by the villain, assumed the form of Sutara and cried 
out, “I have been bitten by a kurkutahi ”Z7G When he heard 
that, the king abandoned the deer and returned On the 
part of the wise there is exertion for acquisition when there 
is security (of what they already have) 277 When he saw 
her fallen on the ground, her body powerless, the king 
treated her with the best amulets, charms, and herbs 
All the medicine, et cetera, though seen to be reliable 
before, were useless for her, like benefits to a base person 
Her lotus-eyes closed, the color of her face pallid, her 
thighs trembling, her breasts quivering, the ligaments, 
bones, and joints of her body and limbs relaxed, she soon 
died, while the king looked on 

When he saw her lifeless, the best of kings fell to the 
ground m a swoon, unconscious as if dead Sprinkled 

270 252 A legendary serpent with the tail of a serpent and the 

head of a cock The vehicle of the sasanadevi of Parsvanatha is usually 

portrayed as a kurkutahi There is an illustration in the &rieaturvin£ati- 

jinanandastutayall, facing p 161 The Int to the Dravyasangraha 

(p xxix) says ‘dragons having the body of a fowl and the head and 

neck of a snake ’ 
1- *- 

877 253 I e, he abandoned following the deer to save the queen 
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with sandal-paste, his consciousness restored, the chief 

of kings cried out aloud. 
“Oh! Oh> I have been robbed by fate leading you 

away, beautiful one My life existed from breath having 

your form alone Without you I here will fall from the 
weight of the burden of sorrow, like an old house deprived 
of the support of its pillars, wife Oh! Oh! I, a fool, 
occupied with my wife’s command, was deceived by the 
golden deer which attracted my wife In my presence 
not even Taksaka could bite my wife, to say nothing of a 
kurkutahi. But fate is strong Abandoning my life to 
follow my wife into the fire, I shall make up the deficit 
today of an evil approaching fate ” 

Resolute, the king adorned with her the funeral-pyre, 
which had been made at once, as if it were a couch in a 
pleasure-house When the fire began to bum, immediately 
two Vidyadharas came there. One of them sprinkled the 
pyre with water and recited a mantra, and then Prata- 
ranl fled with a burst of laughter “ Where is the blazing 
fire and where is my dead wife? Who gave that loud 
laugh? And what is this play of fate?” With these 
reflections, the king, uninjured, asked the two men of a 
pleasing appearance before him, “What happened?” 

They bowed to the king and replied with suitable 
respect, “We are soldiers of the Vidyadhara-king, Amita- 
tejas, father and son, Sambhinnasrotas and DIpasikha 
We set out of our own accord to worship the sacred places 
and images of the Jinas As we were flying here, we heard 
this pathetic speech, painful to the ears to hear, which 
made even the animals prick up their ears ' Oh! Srivijaya, 
lord of my life, served by kings ! Oh! brother Amitatejas, 
the equal of the sun in splendor * Oh ! friend Vij ayabhadra, 
equal in strength to Balabhadra! Oh! family-deities of 
Triprstha always near! Save, oh, save Sutara without 
delay from this wicked Vidyadhara, like a doe from a 
wolf ’ Reaming that our master’s sister was being earned 
off by a villain, we followed that voice, like arrows striking 
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an object from its sound. Soon we saw Sutara, tremulous¬ 
eyed, seized by Asamghosa, like a lotus by an elephant 
Unable to overlook the master’s sister being kidnaped, 
frowning, we said to the enemy 

'hook here, Vidyadhara, wretched Asamghosa, where 
are you going after seizing Sutara, like an outcaste seizing 
a statue of a god? Viliam, you die We are going to 
kill you Draw your weapon We are soldiers of the 
Vidyadhara-king, Amitatejas ’ Insulting him with these 
words, we approached with drawn swords with the in¬ 
tention of killing the basest of men, like cobras a partridge 
Then Queen Sutara said 'Stop your fighting Go to the 
grove Jyotirvana My lord Srivijaya is there Stop 
Srmjaya who has been induced to abandon his life by 
Pratarani who deceived him I live only while he fives ’ 
At her command we came here to you quickly and extin¬ 
guished the fire of the funeral pyre with charmed water. 
The vidya Pratarani m the form of Sutara, excited, fled 
with loud laughter like a vampire.” 

Knowing that Sutara had been kidnaped, the king 
was depressed, the fire of separation burning more than 
the fire of the funeral-pyre They said to him "Master, do 
not grieve. He is not clever He has not gone far from 
you like fate Where will he go?” They bowed to the 
king, with knees touching the ground and, after begging 
him urgently, took him with themselves to Vaitadhya 
Then Amitatejas, like victory embodied, at once arose with 
all his army to honor Srivijaya After seating him on a 
suitable seat with great respect, Amitatejas eagerly asked 
the reason for his coming The two excellent Vidya- 
dharas, urged by Srivijaya, told in detail the story of 
Sutara’s kidnaping 

Arkakirti’s son, his brow wrinkled with a frown, his 
cheeks and eyes red with anger, said to the king "How long 
shall Asamghosa, basest of men, live, after kidnaping 
Sutara, your wife and my sister, like scratching the mouth 
of the serpent Taksaka, like lifting up a handful of the 
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mane of a sleeping lion?” Then Arkakirti’s son himself 
gave Srivijaya the vidya obstructing weapons, capturing, 

and also releasing He, causing death to enemies, sent 
fifty thousand of his sons 278 Rasmivega, Amitavega, 
Ravivega, Arkakirti, Bhanuvega, Adityayasas, Bhanu, 
Citraratha, Arkaprabha, Arkaratha, Ravitejas, Prabha- 
kara, Kiranavega, Sahasrakirana and others accompanied 
by an army with the best of heroes, Triprstha’s son, to the 
city Camaracanca to take Sutara from Asanighosa at once 
Then Triprstha’s son went to Camaracanca instantly, the 
whole sky being covered with the Vidyadhara-army; 
making hundreds of comets appear, as it were, in the sky 
from the soldiers’ weapons, making the horses of the sun 
neigh by the neighings of many horses, spreading another 
bank of clouds, as it were, in the sky by the elephants, 
showing portentous suns, as it were, by shining aerial cars 

Knowing that Asanighosa was versed in vidyas, Arka¬ 
kirti’s son went with his son, Sahasrarasmi, not inferior in 
power, to Mt. Himavat to subdue for himself the vidya 
named Mahajvala, which destroys the vid}7as of enemies 
There he engaged in pratima for seven days with a month’s 
fast 270 at the very purifying feet of Rsi Jayanta engaged 
in pratima and also of Dharanendra and he began the 
work of subduing the vidya Sahasrarasmi guarded his 
father thus occupied and a little less than a month passed 
while they were thus engaged 

278 298 I am convinced that the ^atapancasatim of the text 

is an error This episode occurs in 3 other Santmathacantras that I 

know GOS 58, that of Mumbhadra, and one in MS in the Baroda Oriental 

Institute to which Pandit L B Gandhi called my attention This is by 

Devacandrasun, Hemacandra’s guru In all these the number of sons 

is 500 However, all the MSS that I have seen have the same reading 

as the ed I think probably sura or bhata (which are used in the other 

works, but with a different construction) should be substituted for sata, 

but the construction would be somewhat awkward and there is no 

authority I consider 50,000 an impossible number here See App I 

279 306 That is, he fasted continuously for a month and during 

the month he observed pratima for 7 days continuously 
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Now King Srivijaya halted at a point outside Camara- 
canca and sent a messenger to Asamghosa The messenger 
went and spoke fearlessly to Asamghosa “Shame on this 
shameless deed that you, like a crow, have done Verily, 
manhood is only a pretense on the part of people lacking in 
courage and strength Of such people you are the foremost, 
kidnaping the queen in this way Shame on the behavior, 
never witnessed before, of you wearing a beard,280 making 
the vidya Pratarani appear to ^rfvrjaya then Do you not 
know at all Srivijaya, a sun m splendor? The treks 
of such people as you are effective with a person lac-dng 
m splendor Just as he has come here, after making the 
vidya powerless, so he will take away Sutara by force 
So surrender her yourself, wise sir If you surrender the 
queen yourself and make submission, your life will 
prosper Otherwise, Kinasa (Yama) is ready ” 

Asamghosa said in a voice terrible as thunder “Oh! it 
is a good thing I have seen you, messenger I have no¬ 
where seen such a person If Srivrjaya comes here, then 
what about the poor wretch? Birds go to Sumeru Is 
there manliness m them? By a single atom of effort on 
my part he will go away, his power destroyed The 
current of a river does not tolerate a temple of sand Let 
him depart to his own home by the road by which he has 
come, but if he asks for Sutara, he will go to the home of 
Yama Let him go or let him stay now, after considering 
the two possibilities You go now and report to him what 
I say ” 

The messenger, thus instructed by him, quickly left 
his city and reported the base creature’s message to 
Tnprstha’s son When he had heard bis message that was 
like a wind to the fire of anger, King Srlvrjaya made ready 
his army, though (already) ready Knowing that &ri- 
vijaya’s soldiers were eager for battle, Asamghosa 
instructed his sons for hospitality to battle Asvaghosa, 

?60 311 Though bearded, his conduct was not manly 
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Sataghosa, Sahasraghosa, Mahaghosa, Bhlmaghosa, Ghana- 
ghosa, and others, and their sons, Meghaghosa and the 

rest—all with a complete army left by the gate of Camara- 

canca for battle 
Battle-drums of both armies sounded with a very deep 

noise like an autumn-cloud. The two armies began a 
great battle which made the sky have a hundred moons from 
the bobbing umbrellas that had been cut by arrows, which 
had man}’' Rahus, as it were, congealed from the cut-off 
heads flying up, which had falling meteors, as it were, from 
the falling bright arrows, which had mountains striking 
together from the rutting elephants staking each other, 
which seemed to have a twilight-cloud restmg on the ground 
from the bloody mud, which had a throng of demons 
intoxicated from drinking blood like wine, which seemed to 
have weapons (hurled) with muttered charms by roaring 
soldiers, which had a sky starred with pearls rising from 
the elephants’ protuberances281 struck by arrows, which 
seemed to have night produced by the dust of the soldiers 
on all sides 

Some, completely dazed by terrible blows in attacks 
by clubs, were fanned by relatives who used the ends of 
their garments as fans Some who were thirsty were given 
to drink again and again by their wives carrying jars of 
water, following them Some, even while their wives 
looked on, were chosen by goddesses, saying eagerly, “He 
shall be my lord ” “He shall be mine " One man, long- 
armed, after taking an enemy’s head, dances and the 
enemy’s corpse danced as if in rivalry with him. Another 
leaped from his first chariot which was broken and went 
to another chariot, like a monkey from one tree to another 

Another strong soldier, who had fought for a long 
time, whose weapons had fallen from his hand, struck an 
enemy with his helmet and killed him. Some, all of whose 
weapons had been lost, fought with their arms, like ele¬ 
phants with their tusks A little less than a month passed 

281 329 See I, n. 314 
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while the two armies fought with missiles, weapons, and 
craft The sons of Asamghosa, injured by beatings, were 
broken by Srivijaya’s soldiers like trees by winds 

Then Asamghosa, who had strength of arm and 
preeminent vidyas, raising a huge club like a thunder¬ 
bolt, scolding the broken princes, intending to break the 
enemy, plunged into the enemy’s army, like a boar into a 
pool, like the churning-stick into the ocean The sons 
of Amitatejas were quickly defeated by him Wise men 
requite an action at once Seeing Sutara’s nephews 
defeated, King Srivijaya himself rushed into battle, saying 
to the enemy, “Halt1 Halt!” Then the two, thundering 
and threatening each other, showing the power of weapons 
and the power of vidyas to be such, avoiding each other’s 
blows with great dexterity, watched by gods and asuras, 
long-armed, fought 

Then Srivijaya, angry, powerful, struck with a sword 
and divided Asamghosa as easily as a plantain-stalk 
The two parts became two Asamghosas terrifying the 
soldiers by noise, like two banyan trees from a banyan 
root When he made the two Asamghosas twofold, they 
became four A£anighosas raised up When the king 
divided the four, eight Asamghosas appeared on the battle¬ 
field So by the Asamghosas cut up by him again and again, 
there became thousands of Asamghosas like stalks of rice 
The King of Potana was seen surrounded by many Asam- 
ghosas at the same time, like Mt Vindhya by clouds 

When Srivijaya was exhausted from dividing them 
repeatedly, then Amitatejas came with Mahajvala who 
had been subdued Asanighosa’s soldiers fled from the 
approaching Amitatejas, who was like the sun in brilliance, 
like deer from a hon Arkaklrti’s son instructed the 
vidya Mahajvala, “These evil-souled enemies must not 
be permitted to escape ” The enemy, confused at once 
by the great vidya, sought protection with Amitatejas 
offering protection Tike an elephant that has scented 
a rutting elephant, Asanighosa fled unimpeded, when he 
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saw Amitatejas The great vidya, Mahajvala, was told 
by Amitatejas, “You must bring back this wretch, even 
from a distance/' Then the vidya, destructive of all 
vidyas, followed Asanighosa like an angry fate. Fleeing 
from her, he did not find shelter anywhere and entered the 
southern half of Bharata, seeking protection 

An elephant-banner 282 had been set up then on 
Mt Siman in the shrine of Ford Sri Rsabha at the place of 
the samavasarana There the Baladeva Acala, fully con¬ 
versant with the ocean of purvas,283 absorbed in pure 
meditation, undertook pratima for one night Then from 
the destruction of ghatikarmas, the great muni's omnis¬ 
cience arose, a mirror for the reflection of the universe 
Gods and asuras came together quickly like servants, wish¬ 
ing to make his omniscience-festival. Abhinandana and 
Jagannandana, Vahmjatin, Trijatin, Arkakirti, and Puspa- 
ketu, and flying rsis, Vimalamati and others, circumam¬ 
bulated Bala, bowed, and sat down 

Asanighosa, terrified by Mahajvala's appearance, im¬ 
mediately took refuge with Acala, the sole pool of the nectar 
of tranquillity Mahajvala abandoned Asanighosa and 
returned Even of Indra's thunderbolt there is no mani¬ 
festation in a kevalin’s assembly The vidya' went to 
Amitatejas and told him the whole story, ashamed of her 
own failure When he had heard the story, Amitatejas 
and King Arivijaya, also, rejoiced like a peacock at thunder 
After giving instructions to Marid, “Take Sutara from 
that dty and bring her quickly,” his mind filled with eager¬ 
ness, Amitatejas went with his soldiers and King Srivijaya 
to Mt. Siman by aerial car, swift as the wind There, 
after worshipping Rsabhanatha's image first, they wor¬ 
shipped Baladeva and sat down before him. 

282 360 A gajadhvaja is one of the 4 banners regularly set up 
in a samavasarana See Samavasarapastuti0 13 and IA, vol. 40, 125 ff 
and 153 ft This sloka about the gajadhvaja seems to have no con¬ 
nection rvith the story. 

288 361 The 14 purvas, part of the original canon 
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Now, Maria entered the city Camaracanca and went 
to Asamghosa’s mother m his house There he saw 
Sutara, like a lotus injured by cold, like a cow mired m 
mud, like a creeper reached by fire, like a doe caught in 
a snare, like a digit of the moon standing m the sky, like a 
fish lying on a bank, like a cow-elephant captured in an 
elephant-trap, like a hansl that has reached a desert, fasting, 
exceedingly grieved, repeating her husband's name alone 
like a charm Then he explained fully to Asanighosa’s 
mother, “I am ordered by Amitatejas to take away Sutara ” 
Asamghosa’s mother took Sutara with her and went to 
Acala Svamm’s assembly where Sutara’s husband was 
She delivered at that time Sutara to Srmjaya and Amita¬ 
tejas, uninjured, just as if she had been deposited in trust 
She worshipped Baladeva, a blessed omniscient, and sat 
down m the proper place, being in favor 

Then Asamghosa asked forgiveness of the kings of 
men and Vidyadharas, Srfvijaya and Amitatejas, in a 
conciliatory speech Then all remained m the assembly, 
their hostility allayed, and Acala Svamin dehvered a 
sermon which conferred purification At the end of the 
sermon Asanighosa, his hands placed together touching 
his forehead, declared to the great mum, Balabhadra* 

“Sutara was net kidnaped by me, while she was 
occupying her own home, like a lotus by an elephant, with 
evil intention But, formerly I had gone from the aty 
Camaracanca to the temple of the Blessed Mum Jayanta 
and there I, reciting something like a bee, and fasting for 
seven days, had subdued the vidya Bhramari When I 
was on the way home, I saw Sutara here with Srivijaya in 
the grove Jyotirvana For some reason love that is outside 
the sphere of words arose in me at the mere sight of her 
Then I thought, fI can not go without her ’ My mind is 
eager, as if it were completely jomed (to hers) While she 
is by the side of powerful King &rivijaya, she can not be 
taken, like the crest-jewel of Sesa After deluding the 
king by the vidya Prataranl, I seized her, like a kite a 
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string of pearls. I released her, irreproachable, into the 

hands of my own mother. There is not the least spot on 

her, not even a moon-spot I did not even mention 
anything improper to her But tell me, Blessed One, 

the cause of my love for her.” 

Kafiila’s births (394-418) 

Then the Blessed One related the story of Satyabhama 
and Kapila, and of Srisena, Sikhinandita, and Abhinandita 
The muni further related. "Srisena, Abhinandita, Sikhinan- 
dita, and Satya became twins after death After their 
death then the four became gods in Saudharma After 
falling, Arisen a became Amitatejas here, £ikhinandita’s 
soul became his wife, Jyotihprabha; Abhinandita's soul 
became Srivijaya. Satyabhama’s soul became Sutara 

Because Kapila died in painful meditation, he wan¬ 
dered through many birth-nudei. He destroyed the karma 
arising from painful meditation by involuntary destruction 
of karma,28* being reborn again and again in animal- 
and hellish-births On the bank of the Airavatl in the 
forest Bhutaratna, Kapila became the son, Dharmila, of 
the ascetic, Jatilakausika, who was devoted to penance, 
and of his wife, Pavanavega, like the union of the yoke-pin 
and the yoke Cherished by the women-ascetics like a 
tree m the court of the hermitage, the boy Dharmila 
gradually grew up 

After taking initiation at the side of his father as a 
(Saiva) ascetic, he began foolish penance,285 for that was 
his father’s and mother’s kind. In winter on nights 
terrible from cold he endured a stream of water from a jar 
with a hole in the bottom, like a mountain rock enduring 
a stream from a cascade The sun over his head and 
blazing fires at his sides—so he endures the five fires at 
mid-day in summer. In pools dug by himself and filled 
with rain-water he stood in water up to his neck and 

284 399 See above, p 57, ft 
285 403 Balatapas. See T, VI. 20; K.G., 1. 58. 
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reated mantras, et cetera to 6iva He dug and had dug 
tanks, wells, and ponds, undeterred by the injury to water¬ 
bodied and earth-bodied souls He took a sickle and axe 
and, like a ploughman, he himself cut darbha as fuel, 
having little wit like a child He made charity-fires 280 and 
gave lights for the road, unafraid of the sin of burning 
insects m the wood and of the fall (into the fire) of flying 
insects, et cetera At the beginning of a meal he always 
made a gift of food to evil-souled crows, et cetera, as if 
they were guests He worshipped and honored cows like 
gods—he, like a bull; and also trees, the ban3ran, the 
pippal, mm, et cetera He sprinkled plants with water 
containing small creatures and he maintained water-centers 
here and there Doing such things as these with the idea 
that they were dharma, foohsh, he spent much time, living 
by the fruit of labor 

One day, he saw a Vidyadhara going through the air 
in his aerial car, like a rich man without a superior He 
made a mdana, ‘May I be like him in another birth as a 
result of this penance ’ In course of time he died And 
then he was bom as you, son of the Vidyadhara-king, 
Indrasam, by his wife, Asurf, in the city Camaracanca 
This love of yours for Sutara was from the connection in 
a former birth Memory of a former birth lasts for a 
hundred births ” 

Sutara, Amitatej as, Srivijaya, and As am experienced 
disgust with existence and astonishment from hearing about 
their former births 

"Am I capable of emancipation or not? questioned 
by Amitatejas, Blessed Balabhadra Mum replied "In the 
ninth birth from this birth in this country Bharata, served 
by thirty-two thousand crowned kings, lord of the fourteen 

286 409 Dharmasakati This word, which does not occur m any 

the Sanskrit lexicons, was explained by Mum JayantaviJ3^ 0 
light a fixe on the ground or on a mud hearth or to make a fire o any 

kind for people to sit around in winter is considered meritorious by t e 

Hindus Cf Gu] sagadi,‘hearth ’ 
15 
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great jewels, master of the nine treasures, king of the 

country that has a girdle of the ocean and Ksudrahimavat, 
served by the gods of the tirthas, Magadha, et cetera, you 

will be the fifth cakravartin, O long-armed one In that 
birth you will become the sixteenth Arhat, named Santi- 
natha, your feet honored by sixty-four Indras This 
King ^rlvijaya will be your first son and also your first 
ganabhrt in that same birth ” 

Then the kings, Srlvij aya and Amitatejas, bowed to 

the king and adopted the twelvefold vows of the layman 
Then A^amghosa bowed to the great muni Balabhadra 

and, well-pleased, bent from devotion, spoke as follows. 
“O omniscient, since I have heard from your lips my own 
pain arising in a former birth, my mind trembles even now 
from intentness on that O Blessed One, by repeated 
births in birth-nuclei terrible from various and numerous 
killings, cuttings, and piercings I have experienced many 
times the consequences of the painful meditation which 
I made in the Kapila-birth, already described by you, as 
a result of separation from my wife Then, my evil karma 
destroyed by involuntary destruction, finally I attained 
a human state in a former birth In that birth also by bad 
fortune I, an ascetic who had not come in contact with the 
religion of the Jma, practiced foolish penance which pro¬ 
duced much trouble and little result, alas! alas! Because 
I had made a wish for a reward for that penance, I be¬ 
came a Vidyadhara-king in the city Camaracanca in this 
birth, lord For me the course of penance with a nidana 
and of kidnaping another’s wife and of the fear caused by 
the great vidya Mahajvala had an auspicious end, since 
you, who give release from all pain, have been found as a 
refuge, Teacher of the World I have wandered through so 
many births without knowing the religion of the Jinas, like 
a blind man who does not see an object before him Now 
save me! save me! Henceforth, let not a moment pass 
while I am deprived of yatidharma 257 O lord, give 

287 436 See I, n 38 
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me initiation now as a pnpil ” He was accepted by Acala 
with the words, " That is suitable ” 

Approaching Amitatejas, he said respectfully “Even 
though I am proud, X am not ashamed to make humble 
submission to you whose grandfather is this worshipful 
Jvalanaj atm, like a flame to the fuel of karma, like dharma 
victorious before one’s eyes, whose father is this Arkakirti, 
blessed, fortunate, who abandoned power like straw, a 
sun with brilliance in the form of penance, you who are 
a future cakrin and a future Arhat This kingdom of 
mine m Camaracanca, these sons, Asvaghosa, et cetera, 
and everything else are yours. Do not think otherwise ” 

After this speech, he set his eldest son, A&vaghosa, on 
Amitatej as’s lap, like a child Then Indrasani’s son m 
company with many kings took mendicancy under Acala 
Svamin Srivijaya’s mother, Svayamprabha, came there 
and also adopted mendicancy at the feet of Acala Svamin 
Amitatej as, Kang Srivijaya, Asvaghosa, et cetera, bowed 
to Bala and went to their respective homes 

Srivijaya and Amitatej as spent their time holding 
distinguished eight-day festivals m the temples of the 
Arhats, always very magnificent like Sakra and Isana, 
making their wealth accomplish its purpose by giving 
sadhus presents which were always free from faults, accept¬ 
able, free from life, taking away pain from the afflicted 
whose minds were burned by the summer heat of a suc¬ 
cession of anxieties, like the east wind and a cloud, medita¬ 
ting day and night in their conversation on the esoteric 
chapters of the scriptures heard in the guru’s presence— 
they, the chief of the intelligent, abandoning the society 
of evil teachers like the shade of the vibhitaka, 288 

288 450 Vibhitaka is ordinarily interpreted as Temunalia belenca, 

which does not suit here MC says that "in popular understanding and 

use” it is Semecarpus anacardium Balfour, s v , says of the S anacar- 

dium that people "accidentally sleeping under the tree when in blossom, 

or even going near the flowers, are stupefied and have their faces and 
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renouncing all sins250 like a wrong road, experiencing 

pleasures of the senses at a suitable moment, constantly 

giving faultless thought to the kingdom, each one re¬ 
maining in his own city, but in one place in thought 

One day Amitatejas was keeping pausadha in the 

pausadha-house near the temple and described the 
religion of the Arhats to the Vidyadharas At that time 

two flying munis, like two arms of dharma, came there 
with the intention of worshipping the Jina’s statue m 
the temple When he saw them come flying, King Amita¬ 
tejas rose to show them honor and worshipped them, 
delighted at the wished-for sight The excellent munis 
circumambulated the Jma three times, worshipped, and 
said to Amitatejas. "Like water in a desert a human birth 
is hard to attain When it has been attained, it certainly 
must not be passed in vain from lack of discernment 
Negligence toward the religion of the Jina must not be 
shown at all There is no other grantor of desires, one 
after the other, except the religion of the Jina ” 

After saying this, the two returned through the air, 
the sight of them desired by all, like rainy-season clouds 
that have rained. 

Kvery year &rivijaya and Amitatejas held three special 
festivals in the temples of the holy Arhats. Of these, the 
gods held two eight-day festivals in Nandisvara and 
other persons in their respective shrines in Caitra and 
Asvina Then Triprstha’s son and Amitatejas held a 
superior eight-day festival in their own shrines in Caitra 
and Asvina. But they held a third festival—a continual 
one m the shrine of Nabheya (Rsabha) and on the spot 
of Bala’s omniscience on Mt Slman. 

One day Amitatejas was in his own palace, like the sun 
on Sumeru, attended by his ministers He, to whom the 
matchless Jaina religion was dear, saw a mum, who had 

limbs swollen . ” This seems to suit much better here Perhaps 

also in 2 x 153 it should be taken as S anacardium 

289 450 Vyasana Abhi. 3 99 com., ‘gambling, others' wives, etc.' 
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fasted for a month, come for alms, his entire store of flesh 
and blood dried up by penance, like a choice pool with its 
mud and water dried up by the summer season, with a 
network of veins visible like an ocean with high waves, 
his joints creaking like an old mat of bamboo, not horri¬ 
fying, though his ribs were apparent and his belly emaciated, 
shining with a blameless wealth of the light of penance, 
a mirror of dharma Amitatejas rose to receive him, 
circumambulated him three times, paid homage to the 
mum and presented him with pure food, et cetera 
From the power of the gift of food, et cetera to the right 
person the five divine things took place then and there 
With righteous actions of this kind many thousands of 
years passed for ^rivijaya and Amitatejas absorbed m 
happiness 

Once upon a time King Amitatejas and King Srlvijaya 
went together to the garden Nandana to worship the 
eternal Arhats After they had finished the worship 
of the eternal Arhats, while they wandered around 
from curiosity to see the grounds of the garden Nandana, 
they saw two excellent flying mums, great sages, named 
Vipulamati and Mahamati, standing on a slab of gold 
After they had circumambulated and worshipped the two 
mums, the two excellent kings, who were laymen, hstened 
to a sermon m their presence 

“Death is always very dose at hand So how long can 
life continue for people in the world like cattle in butchers’ 
shops? Smce people, even though knowing that life is 
transitory like lightning, do not make any effort in dharma, 
there is, alas! widespread ddusion Delusion, truly the 
chief enemy from birth till death, cuts down dharma, which 
is benefidal to men, at the root Abandoning ddusion 
altogether, dharma must be practiced with a desire for the 
fruit of a human birth For another human birth might 
be difficult.” 

After hearing this, they asked how much of their 
hves was left and the mums rephed that twenty-six days 
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were left. Knowing that their words were infallible, the 

king of men and the king of Vidyadharas said with great 

repentance and indifference to worldly objects "We, 
careless, as if we had been asleep always, as if we had 

drunk wine all the time, as if we had been children for¬ 
ever, as if we had been in a perpetual swoon, as if we had 

always been epileptics, alas! alas! have wasted this birth 
which is fruitless like a jasmine in a forest ” 

The two flying munis enlightened them: "Enough of 

despondency. Surely mendicancy is suitable for you. 
Mendicancy taken even at the end is the cause of a multitude 
of good things Verily, moon-light is a cause of joy to the 
night-blooming lotus even at the end of the night ” 

Enlightened by them in this way, Srivijaya and Amita- 
tejas went to their own homes, eager for pious duties In 
the temples they made a final eight-day festival and gave 
to the poor people, the people without a protector, et cetera, 
whatever they wanted The kings installed their sons in 
their kingdoms and then took the vow under Abhinandana 
and Jagannandana They observed the fast called fpada- 
popagama5 200 and at that time &nvijaya recalled his 
father.291 Thinking about his extreme good fortune and 
his own inferior fortune, he made a nidana: "May I be 
like him.” 

Fifth incarnation as a god (491-493) 

Srivijaya and Amitatejas, one having made a nidana 
and one not, died and became gods in the heaven Pranata 
ISfamed Manicula and Divyacula, they remained happily 
in the palaces Susthitavarta and Nanditavart aka As 
gods immersed in an ocean of pleasure, they passed hves 
of twenty sagaropamas, absorbed in happiness, accom¬ 
plishing the attainment of desires by (mere) thought 

290 489 See I, n 126. 

201 489 His father was Tnprspia, the first Vasudeva 
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SIXTH INCARNATION AS APARAJITA 

Now, in this Jambudvipa in the province Ramanlya, 
the ornament of Bast Videha, on the south bank of the 
Sita, there is a city, named Subha, the fair abode of Taksmi, 
presenting a manifestation of the beauty of the earth, 
splendid with the greatest magnificence Its king was 
Stimitasagara, who surpassed Meru in firmness, the ocean 
in depth He had two wives, Vasundhara and Anuddhara, 
who wore the yoke of good conduct, by whom the wealth 
of beauty of an Apsaras was surpassed 

Birth of Afiarapta (5-18) 

The soul of Amitatejas fell from Nanditavarta and 
descended into the womb of Queen Srhnat Vasundhara 
Comfortably asleep, Vasundhara saw the four great dreams, 
which indicate the birth of a Bala, enter her mouth As 
sleep had gone far away as if from humiliation caused 
by great joy, the queen told the king at the same time 

“I saw a four-tusked elephant, resembling a crystal 
mountain enter my mouth, like the moon entering a cloud, 
a bull, a spotless color as if made by weaving an autumn- 
cloud, high-humped, straight-tailed, bellowing, a moon, 
making an arrangement of ear-ornaments for the quarters, 
as it were, by its rays streaming forth very, very far, and 
then a pool filled with blooming lotuses, singing, as it 
were, having become hundred-mouthed, with bees buzzing 
sweetly O master, what is the fruit of these dreams? 
Tell me Ordinary people are not suitable to ask about an 
important dream ” 

The king rephed, “O queen, your son will be a Bala- 
bhadra, like a god in beauty, possessing extraordinary 
strength ” 
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Then Queen Vasundhara carried the embryo, like the 

earth a deposit, like a bamboo-shoot 292 a pearl. At the 

proper time Queen Vasundhara bore a son, marked with a 
srivatsa, white in color, with all the lucky body-marks 

King Stimitasagara rejoiced at the birth of his son, like the 

ocean at the rising of the full moon When the twelfth 
day had come, the father gave the name Aparajita to his 

son who had the brilliance of the twelve Adityas 293 hook¬ 
ing at his son, kissing him, embracing him, setting him on 

his lap, the king never stopped, like a poor man in the 
case of money that has been obtained. 

Birth of Anantavirya (19-30) 

Now, the soul of Srivijaya fell from Susthitavarta 
and descended into the womb of Queen Anuddhara 
During the last part of the night Queen Anuddhara saw 
seven dreams entering her mouth as she slept. The first 
of these was a young lion with a saffron colored mane, his 
nails like digits of the moon, his tail like a chauri; Padma, 
seated on a lotus, being sprinkled with water from the 
Ocean of Milk by two elephants holding pitchers in their 
trunks, a sun, destroying dense darkness, causing day even 
at night, with a stream of intense brilliance, next, a pitcher 
filled with dear, sweet water, its mouth adorned with 
white lotuses, with golden bells and a wreath of flowers, 
then an ocean, crowded with various aquatic animals, 
shining with its burden of jewels, with waves reaching to 
the sky, then a heap of jewels, which had the beauty of a 
rainbow spread in the sky with the streams of light of 
five-colored jewels, and the seventh, a smokeless fire, 
which made the sky have shoots of flame, its appearance 
giving pleasure to the eyes—these were the seven 

The queen arose from sleep and related the dreams to 
her husband. He told the fruit of the dreams, “Your son 
will be a Visnu.” 

• • 

292 14 One of the sources of pearls See I, n. 314 

293 17. A class of gods representing the sun in the twelve months 
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At the proper time the queen bore her son, a festival 
for the eye, dark as the petal of a blue lotus, like the sky 
bearing a rain-cloud The king gave the name Ananta- 
virya to Anuddhara’s son, who had great power, at a great 
festival 

Their childhood (31-36) 

He grew up slowly, slowly, going from lap to lap of 
the nurses, like a hansa from lotus to lotus, day and night 
Growing up gradually, he played with his elder brother 
like a contemporary, having a charming appearance, 
watched by women The two brothers, with their fair 
and dark bodies looked like autumn- and rainy season- 
douds that had met in one place They learned all the 
sdences with ease, for knowledge comes of its own accord 
to such persons from former births They did study the 
sdences in the teacher’s presence, so that their acquisition 
of knowledge provided a living for the teacher Resembling 
an abode of Sri, they reached youth, which is magic for 
attracting women, devoid of charms, spells, et cetera. 

One day Mum Svayamprabha, endowed with various 
supernatural powers, came there and stopped m a certain 
garden Now, King Stimitasagara went outside the city 
to ride horses in equestrian sports, being expert in the 
sport After he had ridden broken and unbroken horses, 
a Revanta 294 m equestrian sport, tired, he went to the 
grove King Stimitasagara, his eyes motionless from 
delight, entered the garden which was like Nandana brought 
to earth, which had a doud reposing there, as it were, 
from the numerous young trees, which resembled a moun¬ 
tain-plateau pouring forth a cascade with its water- 
channds, carrying fans for travelers, as it were, with 
plantain-leaves, paved with emeralds, as it were, with 
grassy ground everywhere, with a maid’s duties performed 
by the winds carrying perfume from the cardamon, the 
dove, the kakkola, and the lavali, creating delight. 

294 29 See I, n 100 
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While he rested a moment, he saw in front of him the 

mum at the foot of an asoka, engaged in meditation, 

standing in pratima Horripilation appeared at once 

from devotion as if from extreme cold, and the king 
circumambulated and paid homage to the muni When 

the muni had finished his meditation, he gave the blessing 
“Dharmalabha ” 295 For the noble abandon their own 

work, even though commenced, for the benefit of others 
Then Muni Svayamprabha delivered a sermon that was 
like visible knowledge acquired by observation of the 
hearer because of its various proofs 

When he had heard the sermon, the king was en¬ 
lightened at once, and went home and installed Ananta¬ 
virya in his kingdom The departure-festival was held 
by Anantavirya and Bala, and the king went to Svayam¬ 
prabha and adopted mendicancy. Enduring trials very 
hard to endure, he preserved the mula- and uttara- 
gunas 200 perfectly for a long time Because he had 
mentally violated asceticism at the end, he became the 
Indra, Camara, lord of the Asuras, after death 

The life of Afiarapta and Anantavirya as kings (52-405) 

With Aparajita Anantavirya ruled the earth, possessing 
boundless wealth of courage, invincible even to the gods 
One day a pure friendship arose between them and a 
certain Vidyadhara. For there is association of the noble 
only with the noble The best of Vidyadharas gave them 
a powerful magic art and after instructing them, “May 
you be successful,” went to Vaitadhya 

They had two slave-girls, Barbari and Kirati, adorned 
with skill in singing, dancing, et cetera. Singing and 
dancing more beautifully than Rambha, et cetera, 207 they 
delighted the minds of Bala and Anantavirya One day, 
Talanka (Aparajita) and Garudadhvaja (Anantavirya), 

295 46 See I, n 23 

296 50 See I, n 19 

297 56 See I, p 141 
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presiding over the assembly, began to have a fine play 

acted by them. Just then Narada, his top-knot waving, 

carrying an ascetic’s mat, bearing the triple staff, with a 

rosary and sacred thread, wearing a loin-doth, fat-bellied > 
going through the air, white like a rajahansa, his feet m 
golden slippers, carrying a water-jar, roaming about 

eager to see strife among all the people, quicksilver in 
instability, came to the assembly 

Rama and Visnu, their minds absorbed in watching 

the dancing of Barbarika and Kiratl did not welcome the 

sage Angered, Narada thought to himself "These two did 

not rise to greet me, when I came, from arrogance They 

considered the dance of these mere slave-girls important, 
indeed' but did not even look at me when I came, as if 
I were a low person Now I will quickly show them, to 

whom slave-girls are dear, like leaders of slaves, the fruit 
of arrogance ” 

With these reflections, Narada went suddenly like the 
wind to Mt Vaitadhya to King Damitan The Vidyadhara- 
king, Damitari, like Indra in his splendor, surrounded by 
hundreds of Vidyadhara-kings, at once hastily abandoned 
his lion-throne and slippers and rose to greet Narada 
when he came, while he was still far away Damitari 
gave him the lion-throne So great is the welcome of such 
sages. He abandoned the lion-throne and sat down on 
his own mat For such people desire devotion only, not 
material objects Narada said to him 

"O Ford of the province with three parts, overlord 
of the Vidyadharas, success to you, powerful May your 
empire, country, city, clan, relatives, retinue, and every¬ 
thing else in your house prosper always ” 

Damitan said "Always I have prospered, but hence¬ 
forth I shall prosper especially from your favor, mum 
However, I ask you, have you seen anything marvelous, 
never seen before, as you have gone through the air at 
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will?” Narada reflected, "Now my desire is accom¬ 

plished,” and, his eyes and cheeks blooming with joy, said 
to Damitari 

“Today I saw a marvelous thing, which does not exist 

even in heaven, as the result of wandering over the earth 
I went to the city 6ubha today for amusement and saw 

King Anantavirya in his assembly I saw a wonderful play 
acted before him by Barbarika and Kirati I wander over 

both worlds, heaven and earth, from curiosity, and I have 

never seen such a marvelous play. Just as Sakra is the 
recipient of marvelous objects in Saudharma, so are you in 

this half-province. What is the use of your magic arts, 
of your power, of your splendor, of your command, of your 
kingdom, if you do not have that play brought here ? ” 

After Muni Narada had accomplished his purpose by 
this speech, like sowing seed in the ground, he departed 
quickly through the air. 

Arrogant from his lordship over the three-part province, 
King Damitari sent a messenger to Aparajita’s brother 
He went to the city Subha, bowed to Anantavirya and his 
elder brother and, eminent in discourse, spoke * 

“Whatever remarkable object exists in this half¬ 
province, all that belongs to the overlord Damitari, without 
doubt Send your two slave-girls, Barbari and Kirati, 
celebrated actresses, to Damitari Slaves, et cetera, belong 
to him who is lord of the entire kingdom. When a house 
is given, is a mere horse separated from it?” 

Anantavirya said, “Go now, messenger I shall send 
the slave-girls soon, after a little consideration ” 

The messenger, delighted at this speech of Visnu's, 
went quickly and reported to Damitari, “Your command 
is as good as done ” 

Now Aparajita and Sarngin both took counsel, their 
anger concealed, like fire-pits with hidden fire “He 
commands us in this way because of his aerial car and his 
strength from the acquisition of magic arts, but he is not 
superior to us The magic arts, which were given to us 
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formerly by our Vidyadhara-friend, now we shall summon 
them Then what is that miserable creature to us ? ” 

While the two brothers were reflecting thus secretly, 
the magic arts, Prajnapti, et cetera, came, as if they had had 
an appointment With a splendor equal to the brilliancy 
of lightning, adorned with various ornaments, wearing 
bright divine garments, their hands folded submissively, 
they said 

“We are those magic arts which you have summoned 
Gamed in a former birth, now we are present We shall 
enter your bodies, like divinities entering a charmed 
weapons Now command us, illustrious ones ” They said, 
“So be it,” and the magic arts shared the nature of their 
bodies, like rivers that of the east and west oceans 
Naturally strong, they became exceedingly so from 
the acquisition of the magic arts, like lions with armor 
They made a puja to the vidyas with charming perfumes 
and wreaths People of discernment do not neglect puja 
to those entitled to it 

Just then the -messenger, instructed by Damitan, 
returned in haste and said to them reproachfully* 

“Sirs ! Sirs ! What is this revolt against the master 
that you, like young rhinoceroses, have undertaken from 
ignorance? After saying, ‘We will send the slave girls,' 
they were not sent. Do you, fools, wish to die ? Is he, 
angry, not known ? Indeed, two evil spirits are present to 
you m the guise of slave-girls. I think, they will not go 
away without destroying you, root and branch Do not 
give much Give the slave-girls now Otherwise, the 
master will seize them and the sovereignty from you ” 

Concealing his anger, Visnu, though powerful, wise, 
his bps blooming with the moonlight of a smile, said to him 
calmly 

“King Damitan must be satisfied by making gifts of 
valuable jewels, money, trained elephants, and horses 
If Damitan is satisfied by these slave-girls, take them now 
and go in the evening.” 
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The messenger, so instructed by Visnu, went to the 

house assigned, thinking that the messenger’s art, as well 

as himself, had its purpose accomplished They (the two 

brothers) put the weight of the kingdom on good ministers, 

like the weight of a house on pillars, like the weight of a 
cart on oxen Saying, "What kind of a person Damitari 
is must be seen,” from curiosity they became Barbarika 

and Kiratl by means of a magic art The two men-slave- 
girls went to the messenger and said, "We are sent now to 
Damitari by Aparajita and Anantamrya ” The messenger, 

delighted, went with the slave-girls to Mt. Vaitadhya and 
announced to Damitari 

"Just as the Asuras do not transgress the command of 
Camara, the gods that of &akra, the serpents that of Dharana 
and birds that of Garuda, so kings in this half of the province 
Ramamya do not transgress your command, O you with 
cruel commands. In particular, Aparajita and Ananta- 
virya, submissive to you, always take your command, like 
a diadem, on their heads These slave-girls, Barbarika 
and Kiratl, jewels of actresses, have been delivered at once 
by them to you as presents.” 

Damitari looked at the slave-girls with a gentle glance 
Merit that has been heard of, even through popular report, 
causes devotion on the part of the connoisseurs Damitari 
instructed them to perform a play Verily, the desire to 
see something new can not endure delay Then they, 
in the roles of actresses, went on the stage immediately 
and delivered the preliminaries with their parts, beating 
of the drum, et cetera 208 The stage-director made the 
stage-puja with handfuls of flowers and the troop of female 
singers, et cetera sat down in the proper directions An 
actor recited the invocation (nandi) with a musical accom¬ 
paniment suited to the invocation 209 At the end of the 

298 n8 For the numerous technical dramatic terms in this passage, 

see the works on dramaturgy the Katyas astra, the Bhavapraka^ana, 

the Dasarupa, and Keith’s The Sanskrit Drama 

299 120 Natyaiastra (Chap V) deals with the nandi in great detail 
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invocation he portrayed the prologue with its parts The 
singers, wearing various costumes, behind the scenes sang 
the introductory verse with jatiragas,300 et cetera, intro¬ 
ducing the characters Then they began to act a drama, 
an ocean of the sentiments, charming from the combina¬ 
tion of the elements of plot, situations, component parts 
of the divisions (of the play), and the divisions (sandhi) 

At times there took place the representation of peace 
and war in Smara’s kingdom with lovers’ meetings, rivers 
of nectar of pure bliss, and with separations (of lovers), 
sources of various painful situations, with various devices 
for the union of lovers by atonement for improper acts 

Sometimes even the sophisticated townsmen were 
made to laugh, like the villagers, by fat men, men with 
projecting teeth, lame men, hunchbacks, flat-nosed men, 
men with disheveled hair, bald men, one-eyed men, and 
other deformed men, by ash-colored men, by men with 
buttock-bells,801 by musicians of the arm-pit 302 and 
the nose, by dancers of the ear and brow, by imitators of 
the speech of other people, by people deceitful and at the 
same time simple-minded, such as the buffoons and boon- 
comp amons 

Even wicked men, softened by speeches off-stage, by 
reproaches to fate, by shedding tears, by unsuitable re¬ 
quests, by rolling on the ground, by lamentations, by leaps 
from preapices, by hanging from trees, by entering into 
fire and water, by swallowing poison, et cetera, by blows 
with weapons, by beatings on the heart, frequently caused 
by the destruction of wealth and murder of the beloved, 
shed tears at times 

Sometimes men, though very self-possessed, were 
made to tremble (with anger) by biting the hps with the 

so° 121 See I, n 415. 

801 126 Cf JAOS 59 (1939), p 132 for the wearing of buttock- 

bells 

302 126 I am told that children put the hand under the arm and, 

by pressing down the arm, make a noise similar to a handclap 
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teeth, by redness of the eyes, by frowns, by palpitations 

of the cheeks, by rubbing together the fingers, by tearing 

up the ground, by drawing weapons, by drawing blood, 

by quick attacks, by fights, by blows, by trembling of the 

limbs, by shedding tears, caused by the kidnaping of 

women, the abuse of slave-girls, et cetera 

Men, timid by nature, had courage produced at once 
by dignity, resoluteness, courage, skill and by various 
other very excellent virtues, liberality, et cetera, originating 

in valor toward the enemy and in exertion in good conduct, 
et cetera 

The people in the audience were sometimes reduced 
instantly to a state of terror by dryness of the palate, 
throat, and lips, by glances from rolling eyes, by trembling 
hands, hoarseness, change in color, and shedding tears, 
caused by seeing manifestations of ghosts, et cetera, and 
by hearing sounds from them, et cetera. 

Sometimes the audience was exceedingly disgusted 
instantly by contractions of the body, palpitations of the 
heart, screwing up of the nose and mouth, spitting, crushing 
of the lips and fingers, et cetera, caused by seeing, hearing, 
et cetera of bad smells, vomitmg, and worms from wounds 

Sometimes the audience was astonished suddenly by 
the wide-opening of the eyes, by glances without winking, 
by the appearance of perspiration, tears, horripilation, by 
exclamations of "Well done/’ et cetera, caused by the sight 
of the supernatural, attainment of desires, exhibitions of 

magic, et cetera 
Sometimes the people, greedy for the enjoyment of 

sense-objects, were made tranquil by meditation on the 
mula- and uttaragunas, by thinking of texts concerning 
the Supreme Spirit, by attendance on good gurus, by 
pujas to the gods, and other such things, arising from 
disgust with existence, fear of worldly existence, knowledge 
of the Principles, et cetera 

Just as all the sentiments were portrayed by the actors, 
so all the spectators became composed of them The 
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actors looked like characters (themselves) who had come, 
because of dramatic actions, conveyed by expressions, 
et cetera, properly portrayed.303 

Story of KanakaSri (146-333) 

When the long, chief of the prudent, had seen this 
dramatic art, he considered the two slave-girls to be jewels 
m the ocean of existence Then the king entrusted his 
daughter, named Kanakasrf, to the fictitious slave-girls 
for instruction in acting When they had seen the maiden, 
who had reached youth, whose face was like a full moon, 
eyes like a frightened doe’s, lips like ripe bimbas, neck 
like a conch, arms like lotus-tendrils, breasts like golden 
pitchers, waist slender as the middle of a thunderbolt, 
navel deep as a tank, hips resembling a sandy beach, 
thighs like a young elephant's, shanks like a doe’s, hands 
and feet like lotuses, whose body was immersed m the 
water of loveliness, endowed with sweet speech, whose 
body was soft as a sirisa, the fictitious slave-girls showed 
her again and again with gentle words and taught her 
thoroughly the dramatic art with modes of expression— 
all of it, including the catastrophe 804 

In the midst of the drama the slave-girls sang at length 
praises of long-armed Anantavirya, because of beauty, 
courage, et cetera. Kanakasri asked, " Who is this superior 
man about whom you sing constantly, girls ? ” The ficti¬ 
tious slave-girl, Aparajita, smiled and said “Fair lady, in 
this province there is a large city, Subha Its king was 
Stimitasagara, an ocean of virtues, a sun in splendor 
He, noble-minded, had an elder son, the sole abode of good 
breeding, Aparajita, unconquered by his enemies Ananta¬ 
virya was the younger son, but not inferior in spotless 
virtues, who surpasses Kandarpa in beauty, who splits 
the knot of insolence of his enemies He, liberal, keeping 
his promises, considerate of those who have come for 

808 145 See I, n 235 

8°4 152 The fifth sandhi (division) of the drama. 
16 
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protection, his arms long as the king of seipents, his chest 

broad as a rock, like an abode of Sri, like the supporting 

ground of the earth, the sun to the lotuses of followers, 

an Ocean of Milk of courtesy—how can he, noble, be 
described by us of little wit? There is no one among 

gods, asuras, and men who is his equal ” 

When Kanakasri heard that, she was filled with waves 
of longing like a pond with waves blown up by the wind, 

just as if she saw him before her. She remained in thought, 
like one pierced in reality by the arrows of Smara in the 
guise of horripilation, motionless like a puppet 

“That kingdom is blessed, that city is blessed, those 
subjects are blessed, those women are blessed, of whom 
Anantavirya is the leader The moon, though far away, 
rejoices the night-blooming lotus with its rays; the cloud, 
though in the sky, makes the pea-hens dance This has 
happened to them, indeed, from favorableness of fate. 
What fate will there be for Anantavirya and me ? How is 
he to be seen, to say nothing of becoming my husband? 
Bven a friend is hard to find to accomplish this desire.” 

Aparajita, expert in interpretation of feelings by 
gestures and facial expressions, observed that she had such 
thoughts and said to Kanakasri: “Why are you depressed ? 
Why do you seem wounded, as it were, young maiden, 
when you have heard about Aparajita’s younger brother 

from my bps ?” 
Kanakasri, her face tearful, like a lotus with a mass of 

snow, very miserable, replied with words broken by 

hoarseness: 
“The desire to seize the moon with the hand, to reach 

the sky with the feet, to cross the ocean with the arms, 
such, indeed, is my desire to see him. How can the lord 
of Subha, fortunate, be made to come within my range of 
vision by me, unfortunate ? Alas! what a desire of mine I” 

The elder man-actress said. “Fair lady, if you wish to 
see him, then enough of depression, maiden. I shall show 
him to you By the power of a magic art, I shall bring 
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Anantavirya and Aparajita here, hke spring and the wind 
from Malaya to a forest ” 

Kanakasri said “Everything is possible for you, smce 
yon are an attendant of these two oceans of virtue I 
think fate is favorable to me, since you so speak. Some 
family-divinity of mine surely descended mto your mouth 
Carry out your speech right now, you who know the arts. 
For even an attendant of such people surely does not he ” 

Then Aparajita and Anantavirya, Beauty and hove, 
immediately assumed their own forms, dehghted hke gods 
Aparajita said “Fair lady, does my brother Anantavirya 
agree with the description I gave just now, or not? His 
superiority in beauty, et cetera, has been described by me 
only to a small extent He is not within the range of 
speech Make him within the range of your vision ” 

At the sight of him, the daughter of Damitan was 
penetrated simultaneously by agitation, astonishment, 
shame, delight, rapture and unsteadiness Considering 
herself at once the sister-in-law of Aparajita, the maiden 
made a veil from her upper garment Anantavirya's body 
was rough from its hair on end, hke a kadamba m flower, 
at the nsmg of a cloud in the form of hove. Then the 
gazelle-eyed maiden abandoned her inherent pride and 
bashfulness, took upon herself the role of go-between, and 
said to Anantavirya. 

“ Mt Vaitadhya on the one hand, and the city Subha 
on the other, the report on the acting of the slave-girls to 
my father by Narada, the demand of the slave-girls, who 
were yours, by my father, the coming here of you two 
after assuming the form of the slave-girls, the entrusting 
of me to you for instruction in acting, the description of 
your virtues, husband, by your elder brother, the sudden 
revelation of yourselves by you two—all that which was 
inconceivable took place by the increase m my good 
fortune Just as you were my teacher m drama, so you 
alone are my husband. Henceforth, if you do not protect 
me from hove, my death will be on your head. My heart 
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has already been taken by you just by hearing about you. 

Now take my hand. Be gracious Favor me Surely 

even in existence, there was really no existence on my 

part because of the non-existence of a bridegroom like you 
among the young princes of the Vidyadhara-kings of the 

north and south rows of Mt. Vaitadhya. By good fortune 

you have been attained, a life-saving remedy, the only 

moon for the world of the living/ * 
Anantavirya replied * "Fair-browed lady, if you so wish, 

rise. Certainly we shall go to the city, Subha, beautiful 

maiden ” 
Kanakasri replied: "You are my husband But my 

father, wicked, arrogant from his power over magic arts, 
will cause great evil For he is an abode of evil You 
two are alone, unarmed, though strong/’ 

Anantavirya smiled and said: "Bo not be afraid, timid 
girl. What is your father in battle with my noble brother, 
even with all his forces? Anyone else who, wishing to 
fight, follows, we will send to death Be unafraid, my 
dear.” 

Thus addressed by Anantavirya, possessing strength 
of arm himself, Kanakasri set out like Sri in person choosing 
her husband Anantavirya, with arms raised like a palace 
with flags, said in a very loud voice, deep as thunder- 

"Sir captains of fortresses! Sir generals, ministers, 
princes, vassals, and soldiers, all of you 1 And all other 
adherents of Damitari, be attentive! Hear my speech. 
I here, Anantavirya, accompanied by Aparajita, am taking 
the daughter of Damitari to my house. No censure is to 
be made, such as, 'She has been taken secretly ’ Bo not 
disregard this Consider your own strength, carrying 
weapons.” 

After he had made this proclamation, Anantavirya 
- with his wife and Aparajita set out through the air in an 

aerial car made by magic 
When Damitari heard of that, saying, “Who is this 

miserable creature, belonging to earth, wishing to die?” 
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he instructed his soldiers* “Quickly kill or capture this low 
person and his brother. Then bring back my daughter. 
Let evil conduct bear fruit in him.” So instructed by him, 
the soldiers, clearly of violent disposition, ran forward 
with weapons raised, like elephants with raised tusks 
The divine jewels, the plough, bow, et cetera, then appeared 
to Aparajita and Anantavirya. Many Damitaris, the 
soldiers of Damitari, first attacked simultaneously with 
weapons, like clouds with streams of water. They trembled 
like deer at the effortless fighting of the two man-tigers 
undisturbed by anger But when Damitari heard that 
they were in flight, angered, he set out, making the sky 
look like a grove with high trees with his weapons. 

“Villain, fight* fight!” “Stop! stop!” “Come! come!” 
“Hurl your weapon* hurl it!” “You shall die! You shall 
die!” “I will spare your life Give up the master’s 
daughter ” 

When KanakaSri heard these remarks, and similar 
ones, of the soldiers, which were terrifying from their 
great conceit and bitter to the ear, she became distressed, 
whispering, “Husband, husband ” Anantavirya said to 
her “Why are you needlessly terrified by your father’s 
noise in the air, which is like the croaking of a frog, foolish 
girl? Do you see Damitari and his army being terrified or 
killed by me, like Mainaka by Vajrin ” 

After comforting Kanakasri in this way, Sarngadhara, 
like a Hon that has been threatened, turned with Aparajita 
to battle Damitan’s soldiers, destroyers of enemies, 
surrounded Samgm by the crore, like moths a light. Then 
Anantavirya, a Meru in firmness, angry, created at once 
an army twice as large as his army by magic art 
Damitari’s soldiers began then to fight with it, their bodies 
wet with the mud of blood, like mountains with red- 
colored minerals 

“May he be my husband whose headless trunk dances ” 
“I am eager for him as a husband who advances threaded 
on a lance ” “When will he sport with me, who dyes (in 
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blood) the one fighting with him?” "He is my husband 
who takes the lance which is entering his mouth in his 

teeth ” "He is my lord who mounts the elephant’s boss.” 
"I am the servant of him who fights with his helmet when 
his weapon is broken.” "He shall be my lover who is 

armed with an elephant’s tusk which has been pulled 
out ” Such passionate remarks were made by goddesses 
in the air. 

Damitari’s soldiers, arrogant from power over magic 
arts also, were not broken at all in battle, like bhadra- 
elephants 805 Then Hari blew Pancajanya like an actor 
in the representation of a battle-play, which filled the 
space between heaven and earth with noise Dazed by 
the sound of the conch of Visnu, conqueror of the world, 
the enemy fell, foaming at the mouth like epilectics. Then 
Kang Damitari himself mounted his chariot and fought 
with Anantavirya with divine weapons and missiles. When 
he realized that Sarngin was hard to conquer, Kanakasri’s 
father recalled the cakra which was like a firm friend in 
time of need Filled with hundreds of flames, it fell into 
Damitari’s hand quickly, like a submarine fire in the 
ocean 

Damitari said. "Villain, if you stay, you will die Go 
at once When you have released my daughter, you are 
released, scoundrel! ” 

Anantavirya replied, "I shall go when I have taken 
your cakra and your life, as well as your daughter Hot 
before ” 

Answered in this way, Damitari, blazing with anger 
like a fire, whirled the cakra and hurled it at Aparajita’s 
brother Hari fell, dazed by the blow from the hub of the 
cakra Fanned by Aparajita, he soon got up, as if he had 
been asleep That very cakra, remaining near, was taken 
by Samgapani Though it had a hundred spokes, it seemed 
to have a thousand in his hand The Ardhacakradhara 

305 225 See I, n 128. 
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smiled and said to the Pratyardhacakrin, “You are free, 
because you are Kanakasri’s father Go now, sir! ” 

Damitan said to him “Why are you armed with my 
weapon, villain, like a rich debtor with the money of the 
creditor ? Hurl the cakra! Hurl it1 And hurl now your 
valor into the ocean of my strength, Anantavirya, or turn 
into a clod ” 

Anantavirya, so addressed, resembling Antaka (Yama) 
angered, hurled the cakra, and cut off Damitan s head, 
like a lotus The gods, delighted at his strength, rained 
five-colored flowers above Anantavirya, and said 

“All you Vidyadhara-kmgs, hsten attentively. 
Anantavirya is Visnu, and Aparajita is Bala. Approach 
his feet, turn from the field of battle with one whose 
rising is to be worshipped, like the moon, and like the sun ” 

Then all the Vidyadhara-kmgs went with bowed heads 
to Baladeva and Vasudeva for asylum giving protection 
Han set out in a chanot for the capital, Subha, with the 
Vidyadhara-kmgs, his elder brother, and his wife As 
Hari went near Mt Kanaka, the Vidyadharas said to him 
“Do not show disrespect to the holy Arhats here There 
are many shrines of the Jmas on Mt Kanaka After 
Your Honor has worshipped them properly, go from here ” 

Samgabhrt and his retinue got out of their chariots 
and worshipped the shrines which make the eyes cool. 
Booking at the mountain with curiosity, he saw Mum 
Kirtidhara at one side engaged m pratima with a fast 
extending over a year Han rejoiced because he saw him, 
whose ommscience arose just at that time from the destruc¬ 
tion of the ghatikarmas and for whom a festival was held 
by the gods After they had circumambulated him three 
times, had paid homage to him, and had sat down with 
folded hands, Han and his retinue listened to a sermon 
by him At the end Kanakasrf asked the mum, “Why 
did the killing of my father and separation from my relatives 
take place?” The mum related 
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Previous incarnation of Kandka&ri (252-289) 

“There is a flourishing village, Sankhapura, in east 

Bharata in the continent Dhatakikhanda A woman lived 

there, named Srfdatta, afflicted with poverty, who earned 

a living by working in other people's houses She spent 

the whole day in threshing, grinding, carrying water, 

sweeping the house, smearing the house (with cow-dung), 

et cetera. She took her food after the whole day had 

passed. Verily, her lot was a miserable one, like the sight 

of an owl 

One day in her wandering she came to a mountain, 
Sriparvata by name, which resembled the mountain of the 
gods (Meru) in beauty. There she saw a great muni, 
named Satyayasas, seated on a crystal rock,300 purified by 
the three controls, undefeated by trials hard to resist like 
ghouls, with the five kinds of carefulness unbroken, with 
an immeasurable wealth of penance, free from worldly 
interest, free from affection, tranquil, who regarded gold 
and a clod as the same, engaged in pure meditation, 
motionless as a mountain-peak. When she saw him like 
a kalpa-tree, delighted, she bowed to him He gave her 
the blessing 'Dharmalabha,' a pregnancy-whim of the 
tree of emancipation 

£ridatta said to him* * Judging from such a miserable 
condition (as mine), I did not practice dharma at all in a 
former birth To me constantly consumed by painful 
work like a mountain burned by summer heat, your speech 
“Dharmalabha" was like rain. Even if I, unfortunate, am 
not suitable for it, nevertheless this speech of yours is 
unerring Give me some instruction for good fortune 
Do something so that I shall not be so (ill-fated) again in 
another birth With a protector like you, why should not 
the thing desired take place, protector ? * 

306 257. Two MSS have °sHam in the place of °slnam and I suspect 

it is the correct reading, with a play on sila and £Ha 
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After hearing this speech of hers and considering the 
suitability, he instructed her to perform the penance called 
f dharmacakravala * 307 ‘You, absorbed in worship of gurus 
and Arhats, must perform two three-day (fasts) and thirty- 
seven caturthas From the power of that penance another 
birth like this will not happen to you again, like offspring 
to a hen-crow.’ 808 

She gave attention to his speech, bowed to the best 
of munis, went to her own village, and performed the 
penance From its power she obtained sweet food when 
she broke her fast, such as she had never obtained before 
even in a dream, a prelude to the play of good fortune. 
From that time she received two and three times as much 
pay for her work in the houses of the rich and also good 
clothes So Sridatta got to have a little money and made 
puja to the gods and gurus accordmg to her ability. 

One day an old place in the wall of her house, struck 
by wind, et cetera, fell down and she found gold, et cetera. 
At the completion of her penance she made a great finishing 
ceremony with pujas in the shrines, gifts to monks and 
nuns, et cetera On the fast-breaking day at the end of 
her penance, when she looked around the country, she saw 
the Rsi Suvrata who had fasted for a month Considering 
herself fortunate, she gave him herself pure food, et 
cetera, bowed to him, and asked about the religion of the 
Arhats The muni rephed to her ‘It is not our rule for a 
sermon to be delivered anywhere by the ones who have 
gone for alms, lady If you wish to hear religious instruc¬ 
tion, come at the right time to my house when I have gone 
there, lady.’ With these words he went away 

307 265 The penance starts with a three-day fast, then a fast¬ 

breaking day, then 37 fasts of one-day alternating with fast-breaking 

days, then a three-day fast and a fast-breaking day, making a total of 

82 days for the senes Tapavall, p 5 , 

308 267 Cf kakavandhya, ‘a woman that bears only one child ' 

I have found nothing to support the belief that a hen-crow lays eggs 
only once. 
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People of the city and Sridatta went to pay homage 

to the muni who had broken his fast and was studying 

After they had paid homage to him and had seated them¬ 

selves in proper places, he delivered a sermon in a gracious 
voice. 

Sermon (280-282) 

'A being, wandering through the eighty-four lacs of 
species of birth-nudei in worldly existence, attains a human 

birth by chance, like a blind man reaching a desired place. 
The religion taught by the Omniscient, very difficult to 
obtain, is the foremost among all religious in it (samsara), 
like the moon among heavenly bodies. So, efforts together 
with right-belief must be made for it alone by means of 
which a soul in worldly existence crosses the ocean of 
existence easily ’ 

Sridatta bowed at Suvratas feet and accepted the 
religion taught by the Omnisdent together with right- 
belief After they had paid homage to Muni Suvrata all 
the people of the dty and &ridatta, delighted, went to 
their own houses For some time she practiced that 
religion, then a doubt arose in her mind from the develop¬ 
ment of her karma ‘ I do not know whether or not I shall 
obtain the fruit which is said to be the highest fruit of the 
religion of the Jinas ’ Because Sridatta felt such a doubt 
even with the instruction of such a guru, then the inevitable 
consequences were hard to prevent. 

One day when she had started out to pay homage to 
Satyayasas, she saw a pair of Vidyadharas in an aerial car 
in the sky Confused by their beauty she went to her 
own house and died without confessing or repenting the 

doubt 
Now there is a mountain, Vaitadhya, in the province 

Ramamya which is the ornament of Bast Videha in this 
very Jambudvipa On it there is a dty, Sivamandira, the 
abode of happiness, which is like a twin of &akra's dty 
Its king was named Kanakapujya, whose feet were wor¬ 
shipped by powerful Vidyadhara-kings I was the son, 
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Kirtidhara, of his wife Vayuvega My wife was named 
Anilavega, the head of my harem Once upon a time she 
saw three dreams while she was asleep in the night An 
elephant as white as Kailasa, a fine bull roaring like a 
cloud, a pitcher which resembled a treasure-pitcher—these 
were the three dreams in succession At the end of the 
night the chief-queen, whose face was blooming then like 
a lotus, related these dreams to me X said, ‘You will 
have a son who will be master of a three-part territory, 
with half the power of a cakravartm ' 

At the proper time the queen bore a son, who resembled 
a god, complete with all favourable marks, like a mine 
bearing a jewel Because I had been especially victorious 
over my enemies while he was in the womb, I named him 
Damitari Gradually he grew up and gradually he ab¬ 
sorbed the arts, and gradually he attained youth purified 
by beauty 

One day the I/>rd, the Jina, causing tranquillity, the 
noble-minded Santi, 809 wandering to another place in the 
province, victorious, stopped in a samavasarana After 
I had paid homage to him, I sat down and hstened to a 
sermon I became disgusted with existence at once and 
estabhshed Damitari in the kingdom Then I adopted 
mendicancy at Sri Santi’s feet and at that time undertook 
two kinds of discipline, grahana and asevana 810 I per¬ 
formed pratima for a year on the mountain here and just 
now omniscience arose from the destruction of the ghati- 
karmas Damitari became a king, a powerful Prativisnu, 
to whom the cakra had appeared, who had conquered the 
three-part territory The soul of Sridatta became you, 
his daughter Kanakasri, by Damitari’s wife Machra Be¬ 
cause she died without confessing and repenting her doubt, 

800 301 Of course, not our Santinatha, but one in Videha in a past 

period 
si° 303. Grahanasiksa is the study of the sutras, the acquisition of 

knowledge of religious practices, asevanahksa is the practice of them 

See the Rajendra, s v sikkha, and the Dharmaratnaprakarana 36 
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you have experienced this separation from relatives and 

the killing of your father because of that sin. Verily, a 

stain on religion, even though small, causes endless pain 

Even a little poison, which has been swallowed, is sufficient 

to destroy life You must not act so again that such a 

thing will happen again, but right-belief free of the five 
faults 811 must be adopted ” 

Then Kanakasri, at once feeling quick disgust with 

existence, declared to Cakradharin and Eangaladharin: 
"If such misfortune is experienced because of even 

a little sin, enough for me of the pleasures of love, mines 
for the production of sin Just as a boat sinks in water 
from even a small crack, so a person sinks in misfortunes 
from even a small sin At that time when I was timid 
from poverty and was practicing such penance, for some 
reason there was doubt Alas for my wretched fate! Now 
that I have obtained power and am enjoying pleasures, 
of what importance is a mere doubt since there may be 
other faults? So be gracious and consent to my taking 
the vow I am afraid of this Raksasa of existence devoted 
to such trickery/' 

With eyes wide-open in astonishment, they said' 
"From the guru’s favor this may take place without 
hindrance However, let us go now to the city Subha, 
very intelligent lady, that we may make your departure- 
festival with great magnificence You should take the 
vow, which resembles a boat for crossing the ocean of 
existence, there before the Jina Svayamprabha, sinless 

lady.” 
She agreed and after bowing with devotion to the sage 

they took her and went to the city Subha In front of it 
they saw the son Anantasena fighting with men sent for 
battle by Damitari When Sinn saw Anantavirya’s son 
surrounded by them like a boar by dogs, whirling his plow, 
he ran forward angrily. Damitari's soldiers ran away in 
all directions, unable to withstand Bala, like balls of cotton 

3ii 309 See I, n 119 
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unable to withstand a wind. Janardana and bis retinue 
entered bis city; and was installed by kings as ardhacakrin 
on an auspicious day. 

Tbe Jina Svayamprabha came there one day, as be 
wandered over tbe earth, and stopped in a samavasarana 
Then tbe door-keepers said to Anantavirya, “Today you 
are very fortunate because of the coming of Svayam- 
prabhanatha ” He gave them twelve and a half crores of 
silver and with bis elder brother and Kanakairi went to 
pay homage to tbe Master. Tbe Blessed Svayamprabha, 
from a desire to benefit persons capable of emancipation, 
debvered a sermon in speech conforming to all dialects 

Kanakasri said, “After taking leave of Samgin at home, 
I shall come for initiation Be compassionate. Teacher of 
the World ” The Tirthakrt said, “Negligence must not be 
shown”, and Kanakairf, Hari, and Sinn went to their 
house. She took leave of Hari and, after he had held the 
departure-ceremony with great magnificence, she went 
there and adopted mendicancy under the Tord She 
performed penance—the ekavali, muktavali, kanakavali, 
bhadra, sarvatobhadra, et cetera812 One day when the 

812 331 See II, n. 51, for ekavali and kanakavali The muktavali 

is described in Anta 31, B , p 105 The senes runs 1, 2, 1, 3,1, 4, x, 5, 

1, 6,1, 7,1, 8,1, 9,1,10,1,11,1,12,1,13,1,14,1,15,1, 16, 1, 15, I, 14, 

1, 13, 1,12,1,11,1,10,1, 9,1, 8, 1, 7,1, 6,1, 5,1, 4,1, 3,1, 2,1 This 

makes a total of 284 fast-days and 59 fast-breaking days, 343 days for 

the senes The Pravac adds a 16-day fast, making the senes last a 

year (p 437a) There are 4 senes in the fast 

There is a long sarvatobhadra and a short one. The short one, 
Anta 28, B , p 103 runs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; 3, 4, 5,1, 2,5,1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 1, 4, 5, 1, 2, 3 This makes 75 fast-days and 25 fast-breaking days 

or 100 days for the senes The long sarvatobhadra, Anta 29, B , p 104, 

is on the same principle but extends up to a fast of 7 days This makes 

196 fast-days and 49 fast-breaking days, a total of 245 days for the senes 

The Anta does not descnbe the bhadra, but the Pravac (1530, 

p. 438 com) makes it the same as the Anta’s short sarvatobhadra The 

Pravac.'s sarvatobhadra starts with 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and follows the 

same principle as the others, making a total of 392 fast-days and 49 

fast-breaking days 
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fuel of the ghatikarmas had been consumed by the fire of 

pure meditation, her spotless omniscience arose After 

she had gradually destroyed the karmas prolonging life 

(bhavopagrahin), Kanaka£ri reached the place which has 
no rebirth. 

Story of Swmh (334-397) 

Enjoying manifold pleasures, Samgadhara and Siri- 
dhara passed the time, immersed in bliss like gods. Bala- 
deva had a wife, Virata, and a daughter, Sumati, originated 

in her womb Even from childhood, she followed the 
religion taught by the Omniscient, knowing the Principles, 
jiva, ajiva, et cetera, rich in the performance of penance. 
Observing the twelve lay-vows813 unbroken, she was 
always occupied with pujas to the Arhats and service to 
gurus 

One day at the end of a day’s fast, she was seated for 
her fast-breaking meal Just as she looked at the door, a 
sage came She gave him food put in a dish, as if the 
religion with three controls and five kinds of carefulness 
had come in person Then the five divine things, the rain 
of treasure, et cetera, took place Verily, a gift to the 
noble should be multiplied by a crore of crores Then the 
sage went elsewhere, wandering from that place For 
there is no stopping in one place for sadhus free from 
worldly attachment, like the wind 

When they heard of the rain of treasure, Bala and 
Sarngin came and both pricked up their ears in astonish¬ 
ment when they saw it. Saying, "Her behavior has 
produced miracles,” they considered, "Who is a suitable 
husband for her ? ” After they had taken counsel with the 
minister Ihananda, they held the festival of her svayamvara 
At Vasudeva’s command the lords of the Vidyadharas and 
the kings also, who hved m the half of the province, came 

According to the Anta these fasts also have 4 senes, but the Pravac 

does not so specify. Neither does the Tapavali, which agrees with the 

Pravac. in the desorptions of the fasts 

318 337- See I, p 207 
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to the svayamvara Upendra’s servants erected a pavilion 
with a thousand pillars of jewels, an ornament of the earth, 
which resembled the council-hall of Indra In it they 
made jeweled lion-thrones which presented the appearance 
of a row of jewels in the serpent-king’s hood At Vasu- 
deva’s command the kings and the Vidyadhara-princes, 
the equals of Mara in beauty, seated themselves on the 
thrones Dressed in divine garments, wearing jeweled 
ornaments, with various artificial decorations and much 
fragrant ointment, adorned with a white umbrella re¬ 
sembling the moon over her head, attended by friends of 
her own age, the path being shown by a woman door-keeper 
with a golden staff, carrying the bridegroom's wreath, 
Balabhadra’s daughter, Sumati, adorned the pavilion, 
like §rf the ocean, the Vidyadharas and kings being 
present, like gods 

The gazelle-eyed maiden looked at the svayamvara- 
pavilion with a charming glance, throwing a wreath of 
blue lotuses, as it were Just then an aerial car, made of 
jewels, adorned with pillars of gems, suspended m the sky 
like the disc of the sun, occupied by a deity seated on a 
jeweled lion-throne, appeared suddenly above the pavilion 
The girl, the kings, and the lords of the Vidyadharas looked 
at it with eyes wide-open from great astonishment While 
they were looking, the goddess got out of the aerial car and 
sat down on the lion-throne in the pavilion Raising her 
right hand, she said to the maiden Sumati 

“Young lady, Dhanasri, wake up! Wake up! 
Remember your former birth. In the half of Puskara- 
varadvlpa, in the middle section of Bast Bharata, there is 
an extensive rich city, ^rinandanapura In it there was a 
king, named Mahendra, like Mahendra (Indra), always 
zealous day and mght in protecting people seeking 
protection The king’s chief-queen, dearer than life, was 
named Anantamati, the receptacle of infinite virtues 

One day when she was sleeping comfortably, she saw 
in a dream in the last part of the mght two fragrant, 
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shining garlands on her own lap. When she told the 

dream, the king explained. 'You will certainly have two 

faultless daughters ’ At the right time two daughters 

were bom; I, the elder, named Kanakasri, and you, named 

Dhanasri. The two grew up with mutual affection and 

attained youth with the collection of arts. Playing here 

and there as they liked, they went one day to Mt. 
Giriparvata, a place for recreation on holidays Gathering 
sweet fruit and fragrant flowers, they wandered there like 
divinities of forest and mountain. They observed Muni 
Nandanagiri, wholly tranquil, in a secluded place After 
they had seen him, the two innocent girls circumam¬ 
bulated the mum three times and paid homage with 
devotion Muni Nandana gave the blessing ' Dharma- 
labha’ and delivered a sermon rejoicing their hearts 
After hearing the sermon, their hands folded submissively, 
both said, ‘If we are at all suitable persons, give us 
instruction in dharma ’ After considering their suitability, 
the blessed mum gave them instruction in the twelvefold 
dharma and they accepted it. They paid homage to the 
great muni and went to their own house; and always 
observed dharma carefully. 

One day they went out of curiosity to an asoka-grove 
filled with pleasure-peaks, streams, tanks, and numerous 
kinds of trees While they were playing there different 
games on a river-bank, a young Khecara, Viranga, the lord 
of Tripura, kidnaped them. His noble-hearted wife, Vajra- 
syamalika, made him release them, like a lion a pair of 
does. The girls fell instantly from the sky, like goddesses 
banished to earth by a curse, on a patch of bamboo on a 
river-bank in a terrible forest Knowing that the accident 
was fatal, they observed a fast, with pure meditation, 
engaged in the namaskara I, Kanakasri, became the 
chief-queen, Navamika, of the lord of Saudharma, after 
death, sister. You, Dhanasri, became the chief-queen of 
Dhanada, after death. Then when you fell, you became 
the daughter, Sumati, of Sinn There was an agreement 
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between us at that time that the second one must come 
and enlighten the one, who fell first, about the Arhats’ 
dharma I have come, your sister, to enlighten you 
Team the Jain dharma, a boat for crossing the ocean of 
existence Remember the eight-day festivals to the eternal 
Arhats in the continent Nandisvara and the festivals at 
the birth-bath, et cetera, of the living Arhats, each in its 
proper place, and the words of their teaching experienced 
by yourself m a former birth Why do you forget them 
because of this sleep of another birth ? So take mendicancy, 
which is like a dear friend of emancipation, the fruit of the 
tree of a human birth, not easy to win even by gods ” 

After saying this, Sakra’s chief-queen got into her 
aerial car and went away, lighting up the sky above, like 
lightning 

Then Sumati, whose memory of former births was 
aroused by that speech at once fell to the ground in a 
swoon, as if from fear of existence Sprinkled with sandal- 
water, fanned by the breezes of fans, she regained con¬ 
sciousness and got up, as if at the end of the night Her 
hands folded submissively, she said, "O all you high-born 
kings, I, remembering my former births, make a request 
Pardon me that you have been summoned here on my 
account I want to adopt mendicancy, the herb for the 
disease of wandering through births ” 

The kings replied, "Very well, blameless girl You are 
pardoned by us May your wish be unhindered ” Sinn 
and Samgin, delighted, held her departure-festival, the 
crest-jewel of all festivals, with great magnificence The 
chief-queens of Sakra and Rub era came and worshipped 
her For such persons must be honored by Vasava even 
Together with seven hundred maidens she adopted mendi¬ 
cancy, a stream for the tree of emancipation, at the lotus- 
feet of Arya Suvrata She accepted twofold discipline and 
practiced many kinds of penance Pervaded by desire for 
emancipation, she was the bee m meditation on the lotus 
of the soul After some time, when she had mounted the 

17 
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ladder of destruction (of karma), omniscience arose, like a 
messenger of the 6ri of emancipation. After she had 

enlightened souls capable of emancipation and had des¬ 

troyed the kaxmas prolonging existence, Sumati reached 
an imperishable abode 

Death of Anantavirya (398-402) 

Aparajita and Anantavirya, possessing right belief, 

guarded the kingdom, united like the Asvins At the end 
of a life of eighty-four lacs of purvas Janardana went to 
the first hell because of nikadta karma As a hell- 
inhabitant there, for forty-two thousand years he experi¬ 
enced many kinds of pain There is no escape from karma 
that has been earned. Camara, Visnu's father in a former 
birth came there and quieted the pain Verily, affection 
for offspring is powerful. Anantavirya’s soul, desiring 
emancipation completely, endured the pain, recalling his 
acts by means of clairvoyant knowledge 

Death of Afar dpt a (403-405) 

Because of grief for his brother, Balabhadra bestowed 
the earth on his son and took the vow at the feet of 
Ganadhara Jayandhara Sixteen thousand kings became 
mendicants, following him For great fruit is obtained 
by persons attached to the great 

Seventh incarnation as a god (405) 

He practiced penance for a long time, enduring trials, 
fasted at the end, died, and became Indra in Acyuta 

Later births of Anantavirya (406-421) 

When Anantavirya^ soul had consumed the fruit of 
its evil acts, it came out of hell, enlightened, like gold ore 
out of a fire. In the city Gaganavallabha in the north 
row on Vaitadhya in Bharataksetra in this same Jambudvipa 
he became the son, Meghanada, of the noble Vidyadhara- 
king, Meghavahana, by his wife Meghamalini. Megha- 
vahana established him in the kingdom, when he had 
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gradually attained youth, and performed his own duties 
for the next world Uord of the two rows on Vaitadhya, 
he became gradually the sole resplendent one, like the sun 
and heaven to earth 

One day he divided a hundred and ten territories 
among his sons and gave them to them, and went to 
Mt Mandara by means of the magic art Prajnapti There 
he worshipped in the shrine of the eternal Arhats814 m the 
garden Nandana and just then the gods living in the 
heavens descended to earth there. When the Indra of 
Acyuta saw him, he enlightened him like a guru from 
affection for his brother m a former birth, saying, “Abandon 
worldly existence ” Then the great mum, Amaraguru by 
name, approached, like the accomplishment of the Vidya- 
dhara-lord’s desires embodied Meghanada took the vow 
at his feet, and observed penance with self-restraint, free 
from negligence 

One day he climbed the mountain Nandanaparvata 
and stood m meditation, having undertaken pratima for a 
night His enemy in a former birth, the son of Asvagriva, 
who had reached a demon-birth after wandering through 
many births for a long time, saw him standing in this way 
Angered, because of ancient enmity he made attacks on 
the great muni naturally resolute, like a buffalo attacking 
a great tree He was not able to move him at all from his 
meditation. Is,a mountain shaken at all by the blow of 
an elephant’s tusk? Astonished, the Asura went away, 
gloomy-faced, and Mum Meghanada completed his medita¬ 
tion Unshaken by attacks and trials, he practiced severe 
penance for a long time, fasted at the end, died, and 
attained the rank of a Samamka in Acyuta. 

314 412 A siddhacaitya or °ayatana is a temple to the ‘eternal 

Arhats ’ There are 4 of these Rsabha, Vardhamana, Candranana, 

Vansena See I, p 366 They are so-called because there are always 

Arhats by these names in existence somewhere in the universe 
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EIGHTH IHCARHATION AS VAJRAYTIDHA 

In this very Jambudvipa in the East Videhas the 
province Mangalavatl is located on the south bank of the 
Sfta. In it is the broad city Ratnasancaya, like a bride of 
the ocean (ratnakara), because of its resemblance to heaps 
of jewels. Its king was Ksemankara, causing the acquisi¬ 

tion and security of wealth, powerful as the wind. His 
wife was Ratnamala, spotless as a wreath of jewels, 
delicate as a wreath of flowers. 

Aparajita's soul, the Indra of Acyuta, fell from Acyuta 
and developed in her womb, like a pearl in a pearl-oyster. 
The queen, comfortably asleep, saw during the last part 
of the night fourteen great dreams and also a fifteenth, 
a thunderbolt. When she awakened she related the 
dreams to her husband and he explained, “You will have a 
hero-son, a cakrin, like Vajrin (Indra).” 

At the right time she bore a son, pure, with a pleasing 
form, with superior strength like a sixth Lokapala.316 
Because the queen had seen a thunderbolt in a dream, 
while he was in embryo, his father gave him the name 
Vajrayudha. He, having an extraordinary body, grew up 
gradually, protected every day from people's evil-eye 
by a blooming garland He, a traveler across the ocean of 
all the arts, attained youth alone confusing the heart of 
gods, asuras, men, and women. With the ribbon placed 
around his wrist, he married a princess, Eaksmivati, like 
Laksmi embodied. 

Anantavirya’s soul fell from the heaven Acyuta and 
entered Eaksmlvatfs womb like rain from the sky entering 

316 8 There is a reference in the Kadambari to 5 lokapalas, which 

the commentator (p. 625) explains as Indra, Yama, Vanina, Soma, and 

Kubera Of course, 4 or 8 is the more usual number. It is possible 

that here the king himself makes the fifth lokapala 
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tke earth At the right time she bore a son indicated by 
favorable dreams, complete with all the favorable marks, 
like a sun in splendor On an auspicious day the parents 
named him Sahasrayudha with a festival superior to the 
birth-festival He grew up gradually filled with the 
collection of arts, like the moon with digits, and attained 
youth He, Makaradhvaja in beauty of form, married 
Princess Kanakasri, who surpassed $rf in beauty. A son, 
^atabali, like the wind in strength, with all the male lucky 
marks, was borne by her to him 

One time King Ksemankara presided over the council 
with sons, grandsons, great-grandsons, friends, ministers, 
and vassals At that time there was a conversation of the 
gods in Aisanakalpa to this effect, “(All) the people with 
firm right-belief on earth are inferior to Vajrayudha ” 
A god, Citracula, who did not believe that speech, went to 
Ksemankara’s assembly, wearing a crown of various jewels 
and dangling earrings, his mind confused by wrong- 
belief, having become an unbeliever, evil-minded, wishing to 
make a test. 

While various conversations were taking place there, 
the god, rejecting the light of belief, said resolutely: 
“There is no virtue, no vice, no soul, no other world 
People suffer in vain from the idea that these exist ” 

Vajrayudha, possessing sincere belief, said “Oh ! an 
inconsistency on your part is apparent What speech is 
this, eloquent sir ? While you employ clairvoyant knowl¬ 
edge, consider carefully For that power of yours is the 
fruit of the practice of dharma in a former birth of your 
own. In a former birth you were a mortal, now you 
are an immortal If there is no soul, then explain how 
this happens In this' world you attained a mortal state, 
in the other world a divine state. So the other world 
is apparent, like this world, O wise man ” 

Enlightened in this way by Ksemankara’s son, Citracula 
said “That was well-done, very well-done by you. I, 
falling mto the ocean of existence, was lifted by you. 
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compassionate. And yet, what is to be said of one whose 

father is a Tirthankara before our eyes ? For a long time 

I have had wrong belief. I saw you by good fortune, even 

through malice Give me the jewel of right-belief. The 
sight of the noble is not barren/’ 

Vajrayudha, the best of the intelligent, knowing his 
character, taught him right-belief For he was the son of 

the Omniscient816 Citracula said again: "Prince, from 
today I obey your orders Ask something now.” The 
prince replied, "I ask this from you: Henceforth have firm 
right-belief.” The god said: "This request of yours is for 
my benefit. So tell me some service that I may be free 
from debt to you Tins is my service.” With these words 
he gave divine ornaments to his teacher Vajrayudha who 
was free from desire like a god 

Citracula went to the council of the Indra of Isana 
and said, "Vajrayudha was fittingly praised by you as 
having right-belief.” Saying, "He, noble, will be a blessed 
Arhat,” the lord of Isana, weaponless, praised Vajrayudha 
So Vajrayudha remained immersed in pleasure, magnificent 
as a god, with various discourses and charming amuse¬ 
ments. 

Spring festival (40-74) 

One day, at ,spring-time a courtesan, Sudarsana, 
carrying a bouquet of spring-flowers, announced to 
Vajrayudha: “' „ 

"Spring, the friend of the sports of young people, the 
best friend of the victories.of Mmaketu (Kama), blooms 
today with sole dominion, master. Young wives who have 
recently- attained youth, engaged in swinging in swings, 
are asked their husbands' names by their women-fnends 
holding switches317 lyven high-spirited women gather 
flowers themselves now, tie them together themselves, 
worship Puspastra (Kama) themselves, , abandon pride 

s16 32 Ksemankara became a Jina in Videha See below 

817 42. To make them speak their husbands' names See I, n. 206. 
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themselves, become messengers themselves in this matter. 
Hail to this power of Spring! > Noise like that of bards to 
awaken King Sinara asleep is made by cries of cnckoos and 
humming of bees Young men here wear ear-ornaments 
of flowers, necklaces of flowers, amulets and bracelets of 
flowers, like a heresy devoted to Puspesu. Queen haksmi- 
vatl informs you, Your Majesty, through me that Spring 
(Vasanta), resembling Vasantasakha (Kama), is present. 
Today we wish to see the fresh beauty of Spring by going 
to the garden Surampata which is like Nandana ” 

The prince said, "Very well,” to her speech and went 
immediately with his retinue to the garden, the abode of 
Ananga Seven hundred queens, Taksmivatl, et cetera, 
follow the pnnce, like stars the moon With the women 
of his household the pnnce, sometimes straightening up, 
sometimes bending, like a yogi entering a fissure, wandered 
over the garden which had only one umbrella, as it were, 
from the spreading shade-trees, which was like an empire 
of pure fragrance from its blossoming trees, with its water- 
basins muddy from the particles of failing pollen, the 
surface of its ground touched by the branches bending 
with the weight of fruit. Tired by this wandering over the 
garden and his wives being tired, he went to the tank 
Priyadarsana for water-sports The prince and his wives 
entered the beautiful tank, which was like a tank in 
Nandlsvaradvipa, to destroy fatigue Then Vajrayudha 
began water-sports with his wives there, like an elephant 
m a mountain-stream No difference could be seen between 
drops of mist and the pearls of necklaces which were 
lifted up by slaps in the water-sports. The meeting of the 
faces of the women of the harem with the golden lotuses 
was like that of friends after a long time Puspayudha 
then had a weapon of water, I think, from the handfuls 
of water, the syringes, the mouthfuls of water of the 
women The dangling braids of hair of the fair women 
looked like fish prepared for a banner by Minadhvaja 
(Kama) Tired out by the games m the water, the 
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fair-bodied women, resting on tbe bank, looked like water- 

goddesses. The eyes of tbe fair-browed ones became red 

from blows by masses of water as if in competition with 

lotuses that bad become rivals. Tbe water became fragrant 
witb tbe musk-ointment of tbe gazelle-eyed women, like 

tbe water of a forest-stream from tbe icbor of rutting 

elephants. So Prince Vajrayudha, bis mind completely 
intent on water-sports, was not a fit subject for fear on 
tbe part of bis enemies. 

Tbe soul of Damitari, bis enemy in a former birtb, 
attained tbe rank of a god, after wandering through births 
for a long time, and came there at that time, named 
Vidyuddanstra. When Vidyuddanstra saw Vajrayudba, 
grinding bis teeth, reflecting angrily, “Ob! where will be 
go alive?” be lifted up a mountain and threw it over tbe 
tank to crush tbe prince and bis retinue like a handful of 
chick-peas Tbe rogue of an Asura bound Vajrayudba 
below by bis feet, like an elephant-keeper an elephant, 
witb magic nooses resembling tbe noose of Varuna.318 
Vajrayudba shattered tbe mountain witb bis fist, like 
Vajrin witb a thunderbolt, and broke tbe nooses like a web 
of lotus-stalks Then tbe prince and bis ladies left tbe 
tank, bis body uninjured, long-armed, like &esahi leaving 
Patala 

Then Sakra, going on a pilgrimage to Nandi^vara, 
after bowing to tbe Jinas arising in Videha, saw him 
leaving tbe tank Thinking, “In this birth be is a 
cakrin, in a future birtb be will be an Arhat,” Purandara 
worshipped him For reverence is due a future (Arhat) 
as web as a past one “You are fortunate You wih 
be tbe sixteenth Tirtbakrt, £anti, in Bharataksetra 
in Jambudvipa,” Hari said and went away. After 
Vajrayudba bad engaged in numerous sports as be liked, 
be went to bis city witb tbe women of bis household and 
bis attendants 

3i8 58 The noose with which he seizes transgressors. 
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Ksemankara’s omniscience (75-79) 

Then Ksemankara, enlightened by the Fokantika- 
gods, wishing to become a mendicant, established Vajra- 
yudha in his kingdom After he had given gifts for a 
year, the Ford adopted mendicancy and practiced severe 
penance, observing manifold resolutions The Tord’s 
omniscience arose from the destruction of the destructive 
karmas and the Indras celebrated the omniscience-festival 
Occupying a samavasarana, the Omniscient delivered a 
sermon to Vajrin, Vajrayudha, and others seated in the 
proper places After hearing the sermon many people 
became mendicants. Vajradhara, Vajrayudha, and the 
others went to their respective abodes 

Conquest as Cakravartm (80-83) 

Just then the superintendent of the armory joyfully 
announced to Vajrayudha in a loud voice, “The cakra-jewel 
has appeared in the armory ” Then Vajrayudha made a 
very great puja to the cakra and his thirteen810 other 
jewels'appeared Following the cakra-jewel, he conquered 
Mt. Vaitadhya and the six-part province Mangalavati 
He made Pnnce Sahasrayudha heir-apparent, supporting 
the earth, like1 a second form of himself 

Story of fsantimati (84-154) 
_ \ 

One day he was presiding over the council-hall, sur¬ 
rounded by kings, vassals, ministers, and generals like 
Hari by Samanikas Just then a young Vidyadhara fell 
from the sky to the ground, his whole body trembling 
like a tree struck by an elephant, and went for protection 
to King Vajrayudha affording protection, like Mainaka 
to the ocean. Behind him came a Vidyadhara-woman 
carrying sword and shield, having favorable lines (on 
hands and feet), with a beautiful body, like a vidyadevi 
embodied. She said to the cakrin, “Your Majesty, send 

S1B 81. For the 14 jewels of a cakravartm, see I,,p 215 f. 
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away this rogue, so I can show him soon the fruit of 

wickedness ” Behind her came in anger a Vidyadhara, 

carrying a thick dub in his hand, frowning terribly, like 

a messenger of Yama He said to Vajrayudha: 

“Hear his wicked behavior, on account of which I 
have come with the intention of killing him. There is a 

mountain Vaitadhya in the province Sukaccha, the orna¬ 

ment of Videhaksetra in this same Jambudvipa On top 
of the mountain is situated a dty as crest-jewel of the row 

of cities, Sulkapura, like a tax on the wealth of the heavens 
There lived a Vidyadhara-king Sukladanta, and his wife, 
Yasodhara, maintaining the glory of two families. I am 
their son, Pavanavega, and I attained youth and acquired 
the collection of arts gradually. 

On the same Vaitadhya lived King Diptacula in the 
dty Kinnaraglta, the ornament of the north row His 
wife Candrakirti bore a daughter, Sukanta, with all the 
auspicious marks, whom I married. We had a daughter, 
6antimatl, shining with beauty and good conduct, who 
is before you. She was subduing the great magic art, 
the blessed Prajnaptika, properly on Mt. Manisagara. 
Busy in subduing the magic art, she was carried up in the 
air by that Vidyadhara and just at that time the magic 
art became submissive to her Put to flight by her at 
once and not finding a refuge anyjplace, the wretch, the 
basest of Khecaras, has reached your feet. After taking 
an offering for a puja to the vidya Prajnapti, I came 
and did not see my daughter on the mountain Then I 
learned (what had happened) from Abhogini 320 and 
came here, master. Surrender this man, a mine of 
vices, O punisher of the wicked. I will split him with 
this club like a cocoanut and make him reach the abode 
of Yama ** 

5 

Cakrin Vajrayudha knew (the facts) from clairvoyant 
knowledge and said: “listen! Hear the connection of 
these people in a former birth. 

s20 102. A vidya. 1 - . , 
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Previous births of Santimdti and Ajitasena (105-138) 

Vindhyadatta was king in the city Vindhyapura in 
Airavata in this same Jambudvipa He had a son, Nalina- 
ketu, with all the male auspicious marks, by his wife, 
Sulaksana In that same dty! there was the crest-jewel 
of traders, Dharmamitra, like the sun to the lotuses of 
friends His wife, Sridatta, bore a son, Datta, and 
Datta had a wife, Prabhankara, of divine form 

One day in spring he went to play in a garden with 
his wife, like Makaradhvaja with Rati The king’s son, 
Nalinaketu, came at that time, saw Prabhankara, and was 
struck’ by< Smara’s- arrows ‘ Oh 1 her beauty is to be 
praised and he who sports with her is to be praised, also,’ 
thinking to himself, afflicted with love, he kidnaped her 
Nalinaketu, like Mlnaketu, sported with her at will con¬ 
stantly in pleasure-gardens, rivers, tanks, et cetera Datta, 
tormented by the'fire of separation from her, wandered 
bke a crazy man in every direction in the garden, thinking 
of Prabhankara As he was wandering there, he saw the 
best of mums,' Sumanas, the sight of whom is a collyrium 
of nectar for the eye At that time the omniscience of 
Muni Sumanas appeared, day for the destruction of the 
darkness of ignorance, from the destruction of the ghati- 
karmas The gods celebrated the omniscience-festival and 
Datta worshipped the mum’s lotus-feet After he had 
drunk nectar m the form1 of the muni’s sermon, Datta 
abandoned at once the misery of his former pain His 
passions suppressed, devoted to Hberality-dharma321 con¬ 
stantly, engaged in pure meditation, he passed the maximum 
human life and was bom in the best city, Svamatilaka, on 
Mt Vaitadhya in the best province Sukaccha in East 
Videha in Jambudvipa as the son of the Vidyadhara-king, 
named Mahendravikrama, by his wife Amlavega His 
father gave bim the name ■ Ajitasena and duly gave him 
magic arts For they are their principal wealth. When 

A ,< l 1 t >■ 1 

118 See I, p 19 
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lie was grown, he married Vidyadhara-girls and sported 

with them, wandering through the air, on mountains, 

in forests, et cetera 

Vindhyadatta died in the city Vindhyapura and 

Nalinaketu became king, eminent like Tarksyaketu 

(Visnu). He enjoyed sense-pleasures with Prabhahkara, 

the kidnaped wife of Datta, like a lustful god. One day 
he went to the top of the palace with Prabhahkara, like a 

vaimanika to a shining heavenly palace with a goddess. 
Suddenly he saw lofty clouds with the shape of peaks of 

high mountains, thieves of the luster of antimony like the 
elephants of the quarters wandering around, with the 
circuit of the quarters terrified by thunder, in the sky 
lighted up by lightning and having a rainbow, and he 
rejoiced He saw them being blown by a strong wind 
here and there in the sky, like boats, as if they had 
been produced by magic. When Nalinaketu had seen 
the originating and dispersal of the clouds in this way in 
half a minute, from disgust with existence he reflected: 

"Just as these clouds arose in the sky in a moment and 
also perished in a moment, such is happiness in worldly 
existence. A man is young, old, rich, poor, master, foot¬ 
man, healthy, sick, even in one birth. Alas! everything in 
existence is transitory.’ 

After these reflections, he established his son in his 
kingdom immediately and adopted mendicancy under 
Tlrthankara Ksemankara In the course of time his 
omniscience arose from the destruction of ghatikarmas by 
severe penance and meditation. Destroying instantly the 
four karmas prolonging existence also, the sage Nalinaketu 
went to the eternal abode. 

Queen Prabhankara, upright and fair by nature, 
practiced the moon-penance 322 at the side of the nun 
Suvrata As the fruit of that penance, even without 

S22 135 Food diminished by one mouthful in dark fortnight and 

increased in the light fortnight Panca. x. 9 18. 
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right-belief, et cetera, after death she became your daughter 
Santimati. Datta’s soul became the Vidyadhara, Ajita- 
sena, and he kidnaped her because of his former love. 
Do not be angry Abandon persistence (in anger) and 
forgive him completely like a brother. For passions of 
infinite duration lead to hell, nowhere else ” 

The three were freed from hostility by Vajrayudha's 
speech and pardoned each other, sharing haste in the 
desire for emancipation. 

The Cakrabhrt spoke again: “You three will soon adopt 
mendicancy under Ksemankara. SantimatT, however, will 
practice the ratnavali-penance823 and, after death, will 
become the Indra Isana. At that very time, Pavanavega 
and Ajitasena, your omniscience will take place from 
destruction of the ghatikarmas. Isana will come and will 
hold your omniscience-festival with great magnificence 
and make a puja to his own body 324 In the course of 
time, the Indra Isana will fall, become a mortal, become 
omniscient, and attain emancipation ” 

When they had heard the Cakrin’s speech showing 
knowledge of the three periods of time, all the councilors 
were wide-eyed with astonishment King Pavanavega, his 
daughter, Santimatl, and the Vidyadhara, Ajitasena, bowed 
to him and said* 

“You are our father, master, teacher, god. Lord of the 
World. Who else would protect us intent on killing each 
other? After killing each other just now, we would have 
gone to hell, if your speech had not been a bar to its door 
for us So, master, consent now that we, afraid of exis¬ 
tence, should go to Lord Jina Ksemankara for protection ” 

After making this announcement, they received per¬ 
mission from the Cakravartin, and went and became 
mendicants under Tlrthankara Ksemankara They, gentle- 

323 141. See n, n 51. 

824 143. That- is, to the body of Santimatl which his soul has 

]ust left 
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minded, practiced, severe penance for a long time, as if 

from fear of abandonment by their emaciated bodies.825 

Santimati died and became lord of Isana and just then the 

omniscience <of the other two took place. The Indra 

Isana came, held their omniscience-festival, and worship¬ 
ped his own body. Then Isana fell and reached emancipa¬ 
tion in another birth The other two went to eternal 

bliss at the end of their life in this birth. 

Story of Kanakaiakti (155-192) 

Cakrin Vajrayudha with Sahasrayudha directed the 

earth like Sahasraksa with Jayanta 320 the sky. One time 

Sahasrayudha’s wife, Jayana, saw in a dream at night a 
golden spear with projecting rays She related this to 
her husband at daybreak and he said, "You will surely have 
a son of great power, O queen.” At that very time she 
carried an embryo very difficult to carry, and at the right 
time she bore a jewel of a son, like the soil bearing grain. 
As a result of the dream seen by Queen Jayana the father 
gave the boy the name Kanakasakti. When he had grad¬ 
ually passed through childhood and was in his first youth, 
he married properly in the city Sumandira Merumalin’s 
daughter, borne by Queen Malla, endowed with beauty and 
grace, Kanakamala. 

Now in the excellent city Masakyasara, preeminent in 
wealth, there was a king, Ajitasena. He had a daughter, 
Vasantasena, by Queen Priyasena, and she was the best 
friend of Kanakamala Vasantasena's father, not finding 
a suitable husband, sent his daughter, choosing her husband 
herself, to Kanakasakti Then Kanakasakti married her 
properly and her cousin, the son of her father’s sister, was 
angry with her because of the marriage 

One time Kanakasakti was wandering in a garden and 
saw a man flying up and falling like a cock. Kanakasakti 

825 151 I e, they were afraid their emaciated bodies would leave 

them in death and they practiced penance before this could happen. 

826 155 A son of Indra 
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said to him, “Why do you fly up and fall like a bird, sir ? 
If it is not a secret, tell me ” The man said "Even a secret 
must be told to noble men like you The telling is a 
virtue I am a Vidyadbara I came in tbe first place 
from Mt. Vaitadhya on some business On tbe way back, 
I alighted in this garden I remained here-a moment, 
looking at its beauty When, wishing to fly, I recalled the 
vidya for going through the air, I forgot one line of the 
vidya, just at that time. So I fly up and fall down like a 
bird whose wing is tied ” 

The prince said, "If it is proper to recite the vidya 
before another, recite it, noble sir ” 

He said, "A vidya is not recited before ordinary men 
It is to be given to noble persons like you, to say nothing 
of being recited ” The Vidyadbara recited the vidya 
lacking one line; and the prince, having an understanding 
in accordance with the line, recited the line The Vidya- 
dhara, whose power from the vidya was restored, gave the 
prince vidyas The discerning acknowledge favors Then 
the Vidyadbara went away and the prince subdued the 
vidyas properly and became a super-Vidyadbara The 
cousin who was angry at Vasantasena was not able to 
injure Kanakasakti at all After he (the cousin) had 
rejected food, drink, et cetera and had died from shame, 
he became a god, Himacula 1 

Kanakaiakti, accompamed by Vasantasena and 
Kanakamala, wandered over the earth like a wind from 
the power of the vidya One day, going wherever he liked, 
he went to Mt Himavat and there he saw a flying mum, 
Vipulamati He honored bim with devotion, him who was 
the color of heated gold, like the brilliance of penance 
embodied, emaciated, by whom hove had been conquered. 
After he had received the blessing "Dharmalabha,” he and 
the queens listened to a sermon that was rain for the forest- 
fire of existence Enlightened, Kanaka^akti then left 
both the queens also, as well as -the Sri of sovereignty, at 
home and became a mendicant, noble-minded 
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The queens also, desiring emancipation, discerning, 
pure-hearted, took the vow under Arya Vimalamati. In 
his wandering Kanakasakti went to Mt. Siddhipada and 

stood in pratima on a rock for a night, resolute. When the 
god Himacula, evil-hearted, had seen him motionless as a 
pillar, he began to make attacks on him The Vidya- 
dharas angrily frightened away the wretch of a god who 
was making attacks on him. People are on the side of 
the good When he had completed the pratima, he, a 
mountain of heaps of penance, went in his wandering to 
the city Ratnasahcaya In a grove there, named Sura- 
nipata, the muni observed a one-night pratima, like an 
unshakable mountain. As soon as he had ascended the 
ksapakasreni, brilliant omniscience arose from the destruc¬ 
tion of ghatikarmas. The gods came and held the omnis¬ 
cience-festival and, when Himacula saw that, terrified, 
he went to him (Kanakasakti) for protection Vajrayudha 
celebrated the sage’s festival properly and, after hearing 
a sermon from him, went to his own city. 

Initiation of Vajrayudha (193-203) 

One day Lord Ksemankara, attended by gods, asuras, 
and kings by the crore, stopped there in a samavasarana. 
Servants came and announced to Vajrayudha that the 
Master, kord Jina Ksemankara, had stopped in a samava¬ 
sarana. He gave them twelve and a half crores of gold 
and went with his retinue to Tirthankara Ksemankara. 
After he had circumambulated him three times and had 
bowed to him with devotion, he seated himself behind 
Sakra and listened to the sermon. 

At the end of the sermon Cakrin Vajrayudha bowed 
to the Tord and said “Master, I am afraid of the ocean of 
existence difficult to be crossed. Wait here, to give me 
initiation, kord, until I come, after establishing Sahasra- 
yudha in his sovereignty.” The king, told by the Master, 
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“Negligence must not be shown/’ went to the city and in¬ 
stalled Sahasrayudha in his kingdom When his departure- 
festival had been held by Sahasrayudha, he got into the 
palanquin and went to Jma Ksemankara Accompanied 
by four thousand queens and crowned kings and seven 
hundred sons, he took the vow Devoted to manifold 
resolutions, enduring trials, Rsi Vajrayudha went m his 
wandering to Mt Siddhi With the idea, “I will endure 
attacks,” he, pure-minded, observed pratima for a year on 
the pillar, Virocana 

Now Asvagriva’s sons, Manikumbha and Mamketu, 
after they had wandered through the forest of existence 
for a long time, performed foolish penance once upon a 
time, were bom as asuras, came there just then in the 
independent wandering they had begun and saw the 
great sage Then they began to attack the mum, like 
buffaloes a tree, because' of hostility in his birth as 
Amitatejas Becoming lions, they scratched his body on 
both sides with nails sharp as blades of adamant 
Then, having become elephants, they beat him like an 
antarvedi,327 with blows with their trunks, with blows 
with their tusks, with blows with their feet hard to endure. 
Again, becoming serpents, they hung on the sage’s sides, 
firmly bound, like the traces of a cart Taking a sharp 
knife resembling their own teeth, becoming Raksasas, 
they attacked the mum While they were attacking the 
mum m these various ways, the wives of Bidaujas went to 
worship the Arhat The goddesses Rambha, Tilottama, 
et cetera, saw the gods making attacks on the muni 

“Oh, wretches I What are you domg to the best of 
mums! ” saying, they descended quickly from the sky. 
When they saw them descending, the alarmed gods 
trembled. How long do owls remain in sunlight? The 

327 208 Antarvedi seems to be the low wall that is sometimes in 

an arena for elephant-fights One elephant is on one side, one on the 

other There is a photograph of such an arena in the History of Ray 

putana, I, p 167 Righting elephants are not always so separated 
18 
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goddesses, Rambha, et cetera, performed with devotion a 

play before the best of munis like Indra Considering 

themselves purified, after they had paid homage to the 

great muni, the goddesses with their retinues returned to 

their separate places After he had completed his pratima 

lasting a year the great sage wandered over the earth with 

unequaled vows and restrictions. 
King Sahasrayudha, adorned with rows of kings, 

enjoyed the Sri of sovereignty like a princess whom he had 
married 

One day the ganadhara Pihitasrava, surrounded by 
various groups of munis, stopped in his city Sahasra¬ 
yudha, filled with devotion, came and paid homage to the 
great muni and listened to his sermon that was like nectar 
to the ear Knowing instantly that samsara was worthless 
like magic, the king at once placed his son Satabali 
on his throne He himself became a mendicant under 
Pihitasrava and wandered over the earth, after taking 
twofold discipline. 

One day in his wandering Muni Sahasrayudha joined 
the royal sage Vajrayudha, like Budha (Mercury) the 
Moon. Father and son, united, always devoted to penance 
and meditation, enduring trials, indifferent to their own 
bodies, rich in forbearance, wandering through cities, 
villages, forests, et cetera, not stopping, passed a long time 
happily like a day. Then the munis ascended the mountain 
Isatpragbhara and observed the fast padapopagama 

Ninth incarnation as a god (227) 

Abandoning their bodies at the end of life the great 
munis attained at once the wonderful rank of Ahamindra 
in the third Graiveyaka, a place of extreme magnificence, 
and remained for the maximum duration of twenty-five 
sagaras 

i8b 



Chapter IV 

TENTH INCARNATION AS MEGHARATHA 

In the center of the middle division of the broad 
province, Puskalavati, in the East Videhas of this Jambu- 
dvipa near the river Sita there is a city Pundarikini, like 
a lotus m a pool, a unique depository of wealth Its king 
was Ghanaratha, whose enemies’ wishes were broken, chief 
of great warriors, like Vasava on earth Of him there 
were two wives, Pnyamati and Manorama, like Ganga 
and Srndhu of the ocean Vajrayudha’s soul fell from 
Graiveyaka and descended into the womb of Queen 
Priyamati Then in the last part of the mght she saw m 
a dream a cloud, raining, thundering, wreathed with light¬ 
ning, enter her mouth At dawn she told the king about 
the dream and he explained it, "You will have a son 
like a doud for taking pain away from the earth ” 

Sahasrayudha’s soul fell from Graiveyaka and de¬ 
scended into Queen Manorama’s womb She saw m a 
dream a chariot, wreathed with golden bells, with a banner, 
with iron fellies, enter her mouth When this dream was 
told to him, the king explained it, "You will have a son, 
chief of warriors, queen ” 

At the right time both sons were born m succession, 
like the sun and moon that had attained other forms On 
an auspidous day the king named Priyamati’s son Megha- 
ratha in accordance with her dream He gave the second 
son the name Drdharatha in accordance with the queen’s 
dream Megharatha and Drdharatha, possessing firm 
brotherly feeling, gradually grew up, like Sinn and 
Samgadhara They gradually attained youth, the royal 
abode of Rove, a charm for young women, the source of 
maximum beauty 

Then the minister of King Nihataiatru, the king of 
Sumandirapura, came, bowed to Ghanaratha and dedared 
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"Your fame, endowed with different virtues, brilliant as a 

jasmine, whom does it not rejoice, like the moon’s rays, 

lord ? Nihatasatru, a friend to you, though remote, 
wishes special affection, having come nearer through an 

alliance King Nihatasatru has three daughters, placed 
as mistresses of the women of each of the three worlds, as 
it were. Nihatasatru wishes to give two to Megharatha and 

one to Drdharatha. May you be friends ” 
King Ghanaratha said in a voice deep as thunder: 

"Now let our friendship be strengthened by that alliance 
Friendships of the noble increase by alliances like mountain- 
rivers by streams always joining ” 

The minister said: "Majesty, summon the best astrol¬ 
oger and tell me the auspicious moment for auspicious 
rites Send forth the princes equal to Mara in beauty. Let 
my master be favored in the guise of marriage with his 
daughters, master." 

After he had determined on an auspicious time through 
the astrologer and had agreed to the coming of the princes, 
the king dismissed the minister The minister, delighted, 
went quickly to Sumandirapura and delighted King 
Nihatasatru by his report on this. 

Ghanaratha sent Megharatha, accompanied by Drdha¬ 
ratha, like Love accompanied by Spring, to Sumandira¬ 
pura. Surrounded by vassal-kings, ministers, generalsj 
and armies, the princes set out unhindered like the streams 
of rivers After they had advanced by safe marches, they 
camped on the border of King Surendradatta’s territory, 
oceans for maintaining the boundary. A messenger, who 
had been instructed by King Surendradatta, approached 
and said to Megharatha arrogantly 

"Our master, Surendradatta, powerful as Surendra, 
says ‘Do not go into my territory. Leave my border and 
go by another road Travel on a road occupied by lions 
is not for the welfare of deer ’" 

Megharatha, best of speakers, smiled and said' "This 
road is the direct one for us Why should it be abandoned ? 
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For rivers fill caves, root up trees, and dig up high dry- 
places, but do not abandon the road We shall go by the 
same straight road. Fet your master, not straight, show 
his power, indeed 1” 

The messenger went at once and reported all that 
Megharatha had said to King Surendradatta When 
Surendradatta had heard it, he had the war-dram beaten, 
his face red as heated copper, like an elephant that had 
heard the elephant-call His many armies—elephant- 
drivers, cavalry, foot-soldiers, and charioteers—came 
seeking battle King Surendradatta, instantly deafening 
the world by the vehement slaps of the soldiers,828 the 
loud noise of twanging bows, neighings, creakings, and 
trumpetings of the horses, chariots, and elephants, by the 
grunts of the camels, the harsh cries of the mules, the brays 
of the donkeys, and the sounds of battle-drums, approached 
Megharatha at once with the desire to make him a guest 
m battle by an attack with a complete army Megharatha, 
and also Drdharatha, mounted the chariot Jaitra for battle, 
like the sun for the destruction of darkness The soldiers 
of the two armies, like missile-clouds, lifted up and rained 
darts, spears, discs, javelins, staves, clubs, and arrows— 
arrows (of reed and iron), mouse-tail arrows, iron arrows, 
et cetera, balls of stone and balls of iron with their hands 
and machines. Then a continuous fight with swords on 
the part of the two armies took place, hindering the 
Khecara-women from seeing the fight Missiles were broken 
by missiles, chariots were divided by chariots in that battle, 
like sea-monsters by sea-monsters m the ocean The 
princes’ army was broken instantly by the enemy with 
unstumbhng advances, like a forest by winds 

Then the princes, angered, having unique strength of 
arm, plunged mto the enemy’s army, like elephants into a 
pool The soldiers of the enemy stood in the front for 
contact with them who were like agitated oceans dark 

828 39. I, p I2£ 
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with, waves of missiles. His army being disturbed by them 
like a cane-patch by elephants, Surendradatta ran forward 

for battle, together with the yuvaraj Snrendradatta 

fought with Sri Megharatha and his son, the yuvaraj, with 

Drdharatha. They cut each other’s weapons and re¬ 

strained each other's missiles, and looked like four Tokapalas 

on the battle-field. 

Giving slaps (in challenge), threatening each other, 
they wrestled, expert in wrestling-holds, like serpents in 

coils. The four, very powerful, instantly had the ap¬ 
pearance in this battle of the Gajadanta Mountains 829 with 
peaks in the form of their arms raised horizontally Both 
were bound like forest-elephants by the princes Megharatha 
and Drdharatha who had exhausted them in a moment 
After they had proclaimed their command in this territory 
like their own country, the princes, delighted, went to 
Sumandirapura 

Nihatasatru came to meet the princes Respectful 
greeting of other guests must be made; how much more 
of such as these The king embraced them and kissed 
them on the top of the head, experiencing unique bliss 
like an Ahamindra At an auspicious time the king 
married properly his elder daughters, Priyamitra and 
Manorama, to Megharatha Drdharatha, whose lotus- 
feet were cleansed by the king, married the third daughter, 
the youngest, Sumati When the weddings had been 
properly celebrated with great magnificence, dismissed 
respectfully by the king, they went toward their own city 
After they had restored in the same way Surendradatta 
and his yuvaraj to their own kingdom, they went to their 
own city. 

They, long-armed, enjoyed pleasures with their wives 
like Indra and Upendra who had met in one place because 
of affection Meghaxatha’s wives bore two sons in 
turn, Priyamitra Nandisena and Manorama Meghasena. 

329 54 Cf K, p. 233 
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Drdharatha’s wife, Sumati, bore a son, Rathasena, the sole 
Rohana of the jewels of agreeable qualities. 

Story of the cocks (66-188) 

One day while King Ghanaratha, surrounded by his 
wives, sons, and grandsons like the leader of an elephant- 
herd, was occupied with various amusements comfortably 
in the women’s apartments, a courtesan, Susena, holding a 
cock, asserted 

“Your Majesty, this cock of mine is a crest-jewel among 
his own kind He has never been beaten by any one’s 
cock If this cock is beaten by any one’s cock, I will pay 
a lac of dinars on a wager If any one else has a cock, 
let him take up my challenge, lord.” 

Queen Manorama said, “Let my cock fight here with 
that cock on that wager. Your Majesty ” The king agreed 
and Queen Manorama at once had a servant-girl bring her 
cock, named Vajratunda The two were set down on the 
ground and attacked each other, dancing with various steps 
like foot-soldiers in an exhibition They flew up and fell 
down, they advanced and retreated, they gave and took 
blows mutually The crests, though red, of these two fine 
cocks became red from blood produced by cruel blows 
with bills and feet Like armed men in the form of birds, 
the cocks dug sharp daws m each other’s body frequently 
Bvery moment, someone with the idea of victory said, 
"The queen’s wins !” “Susena’s wins! ” Neither one won 
While they were fighting so, Ghanaratha said, “Neither 
one of these two will conquer the other ” Megharatha 
said, “Why do you think that there will not be defeat of 
one and victory of one of these two fighting so ? ” 

King Ghanaratha, possessing three kinds of knowledge, 
said “Hear the complete story of their former births. 

Former births of the cocks (81-105) 

There is a city Ratnapura, a heap of various jewels, 
in the province Airavata m this same Jambudvipa Two 
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merchants lived there, great friends of each other, Dhana- 

vasu the one, and Datta the other. Their desire for 

wealth not being allayed, desirous as thirsty catakas,330 

they filled carts, wagons, et cetera, with various kinds of 

merchandise Always together, they wandered through 

villages, mines, cities, capital villages, et cetera, for trade, 
like fathers of poverty. They, like Paramadharmikas,331 

drove their oxen when they were thirsty, hungry, tired, 
weak, crippled, lean, suffering from cold, heat, and thirst, 

with excessive loads, by means of ox-goads, blows with 

dubs, and twisting their tails They cut the oxen’s swollen 
backs with knives, and they pierced again the nose-skin 
when the former hole was split. They did not turn loose 
the oxen at the right time because of their wish for haste 
and they themsdves ate as they went along, intolerant of 
delay They deceived the people with false weights, false 
measures, false coins, and false descriptions of artides 
They decdved everyone, like crafty jackals, and fought 
each other from desire for one object The two men, their 
minds always deluded by false belief, pitiless, overcome by 
greed, did not even make mention of dharma So, painful 
meditation being experienced, they acquired an dephant- 
birth For an animal-birth is the result of painful medita¬ 
tion One day at the tirtha Srinadi, subject to love and 
hate, they quarrded together, fought, and died 

They were bom as dephants on the bank of Svarna- 
kula in the same Airavata, named Tamrakalasa and Kah- 
canakalasa They gradually grew up and with ichor dripping 
seven-fold,832 they wandered on the bank of the river, 
tearing down trees One day as they, lords of herds, 
wandered, each with his own herd, they saw each other like 
reflections of their own images. They both ran at each 
other quickly to kill each other, with blazing anger from 
the anger of the former birth, like mountains with blazing 

330 83 Which live on rain-drops 

331 86 Demons in hell. See I, n 58 

333 95 See I, n 359. 
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forest-fires For a long time the two elephants made tusk 
against tusk, trunk against trunk, and died at the same 
time, as if for a fight in another birth 

Nandimitra, rich in many buffaloes, lived in Ayodhya 
m Bharataksetra m Jambudvipa They became two fine 
buffaloes in his herd, very dear to him They grew up 
large-bodied like young elephants Dhanasena and Nandi- 
sena, sons of King Satrunjaya and Devananda, saw the 
buffaloes The two buffaloes, arrogant as buffaloes of 
Extant a,838 were made to fight by the sons of the king 
of Ayodhya out of curiosity 

After they had fought a long time, they died, and 
became strong-bodied rams, Kala and Mahakala Meeting 
by chance m the same place they fought because of former 
hostility, died, and were bom as these cocks with equal 
strength One was not conquered by the other Now as 
before one will not be conquered by the other ” 

Megharatha said "These cocks fought, arranged by 
Vidyadharas, not only because they were imbued with 
former hostility ” Incited by King Ghanaratha by a raised 
brow, Megharatha, his hands folded submissively, explained 
at length 

Story of the Vidyadharas (108-160) 

"In the city Svamanaman in the north row on Vai- 
tadhya m Bharataksetra m this very Jambudvipa there 
was a king, Garudavega, with the strength of Garuda, and 
he had a blameless wife, Dhrtisena She bore two sons 
Candratilaka and Suryatilaka, heralded by the sight in 
a dream of a sun and moon placed on her lap One day, 
when they had grown up, they went to the peak of Meru 
and payed homage to the statues of the holy eternal 
Arhats Wandering about from curiosity they saw the 
flying ascetic, Sagaracandra, standing on a gold slab in 
Nandana They bowed to the muni, circumambulated 

S33 J02 Animal-fights are still a very common form of amusement 

in India The buffalo is Yama’s vehicle 
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him, and listened before -him to a sermon, their bands 
folded submissively. 

At the end of the sermon, after they had bowed to the 

muni, they said: 'By good fortune you were met like a 

torch by us afflicted by the darkness of ignorance. Tell 

us all our former births, Blessed One. The knowledge of 

persons like you is for the benefit of others, like the sun¬ 
rise.' 

Story of Abhayaghosa (116-157) 

The muni related 'In the continent named Dhataki- 
khanda in East Airavata there is a city named Vajrapura 
Here there was a king, Abhayaghosa, a proclamation of 
fearlessness to the distressed. His wife was named Suvarna- 

tilaka Two sons were bom to them, Vijaya and Vai- 
jayanta, and they gradually acquired the collection of arts 
and attained youth 

Now, in this Airavata in the city Svarnadruma there 
was a king, Sankha, with virtues shining as a conch. He 
had a daughter by Queen Prthvi, named Prthvisena, 
heralded by the sight of a wreath of flowers placed on 
(the queen’s) lap in a dream. She gradually attained 
youth and acquired the collection of arts which nourish 
a high degree of beauty and distinguished cleverness 
Thinking, "He is a suitable bridegroom for her,” King 
Sankha gave the maiden to Abhayaghosa. The best of 
kings dallied with his bride Prthvisena, like Ramapati 

with Rama 
One day in spring a slave-girl, carrying spring flowers, 

came near King Abhayaghosa Queen Svamatilaka saw 
her and said to the king, "The garden Sadrtuka has 
been adorned by Spring. Now let us go with a suitable 
retinue to embrace the newly arrived Eaksmi of spring,384 
husband ” Just then Prthvisena approached the king 
and handed him a bouquet worth a crore. The king, 

334 126 See I,n 1 
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open-eyed, looked at it and accepted it quickly, went to 
the garden with a suitable retinue, and played there 

Prthvlsena, having received permission, wandered 
there apart, saw the Muni Dantamathana of distinguished 
learning Delighted, she honored the muni, feeling in¬ 
tense devotion, and hstened to a sermon producing disgust 
with existence Immediately taking leave of the king, 
afraid of birth, she adopted mendicancy before Danta¬ 
mathana King Abhayaghosa went to his own house, 
praising the remarkable conduct of Queen Prthvisena 

One day Abhayaghosa, seated on his lion-throne on 
the roof of his palace, like a sun at rest, saw the best of 
Jinas, Ananta, with the sign of a Tirthakrt,335 wandering 
as an ordinary ascetic, enter the gate Rising hastily and 
taking suitable food, he approached the Blessed One with 
a bow The Blessed One broke his fast with the alms he 
gave and the gods rained the five things, a stream of 
treasure, et cetera After he had broken his fast, the 
Blessed One went elsewhere For the Jinas, like other 
munis, do not stay anywhere, while they are ordinary 
ascetics 

One day after his omniscience had appeared, Tirthakrt 
Ananta came in his wandering to the town Vajrapura and 
stopped there Abhayaghosa came and circumambulated 
him three times with devotion, praised him, and hstened to 
a sermon destroying birth. At the end of the sermon the 
king bowed to the Blessed One and said 

“You have come here, like a kalpa-tree, because of 
people’s merit Your actions are only for the benefit of 
others O master, so you are requested Wait a moment, 
you who are respected by everyone, an ocean of compas¬ 
sion, until I return for initiation at your lotus-feet, after I 
have imposed the entire burden of the kingdom on my son ” 

' S35 I34 Tirthakrlhnga. This is the devadusya that Sakra gives 

a future Tirthakrt at the time of his initiation That is the only garment 

that he uses thereafter He can always be recognized by this doth 
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The king, told by the Master, "You must not be negli¬ 

gent," went to his house and spoke to his sons respectively: 

"Son Vijaya, take the kingdom you have inherited Vai- 

jayanta, do you act as his yuvaraj. I shall become a 

mendicant I shall go to the Jina, that I may not come 

again into this abyss of existence " They said: "Father, 

just as you are terrified of existence, so are we terrified of 

existence Surely we are your sons We also shall become 

mendicants For these are two results of mendicancy: 

service to you in this world and attainment of emanci¬ 

pation in the next ” 

Saying, "Very well, sons," the bountiful king gave his 

kingdom, though very great, to someone else. Abhaya- 

ghosa went with his sons and adopted mendicancy before 
Jina Ananta, while the holy congregation looked on The 
three practiced severe penance, and the king acquired the 
family and body-making karma of an Arhat by means of 
the twenty sthanakas. The three died in the course of 
time and went to Acyuta and became gods with the 
maximum life of twenty-two sagaras 

Now there is a city Pundarikim in the province Puskala- 
vatl, the ornament of Bast Videha in this Jambudvlpa. 
Its king was Hemangada and his wife was Vajramalini, 
like Sac! of Vajrin Then Abhayaghosa fell and descended 
into her womb, his rank of Arhat indicated by fourteen 
great dreams When the time was completed, Vajramalini 
bore a son; and Vajrin, et cetera, made his birth-bath. 
Eight now he, Ghanaratha by name, protects the earth, 
a Tirthakrt Vijaya and Vaijayanta became you two 
Vidyadharas * 

After they had heard this account of their former 
births, delighted, they bowed to the muni- and came here 
with devotion to see you, their father in a former birth 
They arranged the meeting of the cocks, which was a 
means of seeing you, from curiosity. Master Now, after 
they have gone to the guru Bhogavardhana and have 
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become mendicants, their karma destroyed, they will 
attain an imperishable abode ” 

When they had heard this, the Vidyadharas appeared, 

considering themselves sons as before, bowed to Ghana- 
- ratha, and went home 

When the two cocks had heard this, they reflected, 

“Alas1 this worldly existence, being such, is worthless, the 

cause of pain What did we as merchants acquire in a 

human birth, by which it would happen again, to say 
nothing of anything else? For human birth is hard to ac¬ 
quire At that time people were deceived daily by us by 
various means like hunters greedy for a mouthful, alas! 
alas1 After we had deceived people for a long time by false 
measures, weights, et cetera, not satisfied, we quarreled 
with each other. Reaching painful meditation, we died 
fighting each other, and we got the result of that in many 
animal-births ” 

After these reflections, they bowed to the king and 
said in their own language, “Majesty, tell us What now 
shall we do for the benefit of our souls ? ” 

Knowing by clairvoyant knowledge. King Ghanaratha 
said, “Let Arhat, god, teacher, sadhu, religion, compassion 
for living things be yours ” The cocks agreed to what 
Ghanaratha said, fasted, and both died. After death they 
became powerful chiefs of the Bhutas, named Tamracula 
and Svamacula, m the forest Bhutaratna Knowing their 
former birth from clairvoyant knowledge, they created an 
aerial car and went to Megharatha, their benefactor in a 
former birth They bowed to Megharatha with devotion 
and said* 

“We have become lords of the Vyantaras now by your 
favor We became mortals, elephants, buffaloes, rams, 
and after that cocks, with a maximum life in these, by 
our own acts In our life as cocks, we ate countless worms 
daily What fate would we have attained, if you had not 
been a refuge, lord? Be gracious Favor us Get into 
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the aerial car and look at the whole world, even though you 

already know it by (clairvoyant) knowledge ” 

So urged by them, an ocean of the milk of courtesy, 

Megharatha got into the aerial car with his attendants. 

The car flew up and advanced according to wish, and they 

pointed out the things to be seen and instructed him. 

"This is the crest of Mt. Meru, forty y03anas high, 

made of cat’s-eye, making the sky have shoots of durva 

from its rays. These rocks, the shape of a half-moon, m 

each one of the directions, marked with a lion-throne, 

are pure from the water of the Arhats' birth-baths These 
are the lofty temples of the eternal Arhats and this is 
Pandaka with trees and flowers attaining their object in 
their worship. Those are the six mountain-ranges bound¬ 
ing the zones, their surface marked by the fourteen 
great rivers, and those are the six lakes on them. Those 
peaks are the Vaitadhyas, rich with the wealth of the 
Vidyadharas, resembhng walls of stone as boundaries for 
the halves of their respective zones Those are the 
eternal shrines on their peaks provided with statues of 
the holy eternal Arhats This is the wall around Jambu- 
dvipa, circular in shape, the pleasure-ground of the Vidya¬ 
dharas with its lofty lattice-wmdows 

This ocean is Tavanoda, the abode of a multitude of 
sea-monsters, and this is DhataMkhandadvipa surrounded 
by Kaloda These are two small Mt Merus marked with 
the stones for the Arhat's bath; and these are the two 
Isvakara Mountains purified by the eternal Arhats. That 
is the half of Puskaradvipa which resembles Dhatakikhanda. 
This is the mount am Manusottara Beyond that there 
is no land for mortals.” 

After they had pointed out the world with such expla¬ 
nations, they led Megharatha back to the city Pundarikmi 
After they had left the prince in the palace, bowed re¬ 
spectfully, and made a rain of jewels, they went to their 
own dwelling 
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Then one day Ghanaratha, though self-enlightened, 
was enlightened by the Uokantika-gods who came and said, 
“Found a congregation ” After he had installed Megha- 
ratha as King and Drdharatha as yuvaraj, and had given 
gifts for a year, Ghanaratha took initiation When his 
omniscience had arisen, enlightening souls capable of eman¬ 
cipation, Tirthankara Ghanaratha wandered over the earth 

Story of Sinharatha (192-252) 

The footstool of his lotus-feet rubbed by the crowns 
of throngs of kings, King Megharatha ruled over the earth, 
with Drdharatha One day King Megharatha himself went 
to the garden Devaramana at the people’s request with the 
intention of amusing himself Under an asoka there he 
and his wife Pnyamitra began to have a harmonious 
concert performed Just then Bhutas by the thousand 
appeared before the king with the wish to perform an 
unprecedented concert Some with very large bellies 
resembled hambodara; 380 some with very lean ones 
looked as if they supported the lower regions,837 others 
with rough feet hanging down looked as if they were 
mounted on palm-trees, others with long arms looked like 
trees with pythons; some were ornamented with snakes 
and some with ichneumons, some were dressed in leopard- 
skins and some m tiger-skins, some were smeared with 
ashes and some with red ointment, some had wreaths of owls 
and some of vultures, some were garlanded with moles 
and some with lizards, some wore garlands of skulls and 
some carried skeletons Some gave bursts of laughter and 
some raised a tumult, some neighed and others trump¬ 
eted, some gave slaps with their hands and some clapped 
their hands, some made musical mstruments from their 
faces and others of their arm-pits Splitting the earth, 

886 196. Ganesa. 
337 jg5 Their bellies were so emaciated that they were sunken like 

the hells 
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as it were, bursting the heavens, as it were, they began an 

acrobatic dance extraordinary in its use of dance-steps. 

While they were dancing an acrobatic dance for the 

king’s pleasure an aerial car appeared in the air A man 

of noble appearance was seen in it, accompanied by a young 

woman, like Manobhava by Rati Then Queen Priya- 

mitra spoke to the king, “Who is he? And who is she? 

And whence and why have they come here, lord?” 

Then Megharatha related “In this Jambudvipa in 

Bharat a in the northern row on Vaitadhya there is a fine 

city Alaka. A Vidhyadhara-ldhg, Vidyudratha, and his 
agreeable wife, Manasavega, lived there He had a son 
by her, the tree of whose arm was blooming with power, 
named Sinharatha, because of a dream of a chariot with 
lions for steeds He married a maiden, Vegavatl, belonging 
to an eminent family, suitable to himself, like the Moon 
marrying Rohinl King Vidyudratha made him yuvaraj. 
For that is a suitable thing for kings to do when the son 
has reached military age Sinharatha, devoted to pleasures, 
happily amused himself as he liked in pleasure-spots, 
gardens, tanks, et cetera, like a lion in a forest 

One day Vidyudratha, knowing that everything in 
samsara has the inherent uncertainty of lightning, felt 
extreme disgust with existence After he had installed 
Sinharatha on the throne. King Vidyudratha at once 
undertook restraint of everything censurable in the 
presence of a guru Having attained supreme desire for 
emancipation by self-control and vows, having destroyed 
eight karmas by meditation, he became emancipated 

King Sinharatha, resembling the Sun in rising splendor, 
acquired the cakrinship of the Vidyadharas hard to acquire. 
One time at night, sleepless like a yogi, he meditated, ‘My 
birth is in vain like that of a jasmine in a forest I have 
not seen and have not worshipped the Arhats in a sam- 
avasarana, omniscient lords, boats for crossing the ocean 
of samsara Therefore I shall purify myself by seeing the 
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I/ord Jina in person For the sight of him even one time 
is like a cow of plenty m a lucky dream.’ 

With these reflections, he went with his wife to the 
city Khadgapura in the province Sutra 838 on the north 
bank of Sltoda in the West Videhas in the continent 
Bhatakikhanda and saw the Arhat Amitavahana After 
bowing to the Blessed One, the king hstened to an 
important sermon resembhng a boat on the ocean of 
existence When he had heard the sermon, a mass of 
water for the fire of pain, and had bowed to the Arhat, 
he went to his own city As he was gomg above here 
there was a stumbling in his gait, like that of a boat in 
an ocean filled with beds of strong reeds 

'My gait has been hindered by someone ’ To find 
out he cast down his eyes and saw me standing here 
In a fit of anger he approached to lift me up and this 
wretch was seized by me with the left hand He gave 
a harsh cry like an elephant seized by a hon and his 
wife and attendants came to me for protection Then I 
released him and, after he had been released, he created 
various figures before me and gave this concert ” 

Again Pnyamitra said, “My dear, what did he do 
in a former birth because of which this very great 
magnificence is his ? ” 

Megharatha said “In the East Bharata of the half of 
Puskara there is a great city, Sanghapura by name There 
was a son of a noble family, Rajyagupta, very poor, who 
always made his living by working for other people He 
had a wife, Sankhika, devoted to him and devoted reli¬ 
giously, and both of them worked m other people’s houses 

One day for the sake of fruit they went together to 
the big mountain Sanghagiri covered with various trees 
Wandering over this for the wild fruit, they saw a mum, 
Sarvagupta, delivering a sermon Approaching him seated 
in an assembly of Vidyadharas, they bowed to him with 

338 22i. This name does not occur in the usual Jam cosmography 

19 
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devotion and sat down before him. The great muni 

explained dharma to them especially. For the great are 
especially tender to the poor. 

At the end of the sermon they bowed to him and said • 

'That you have been seen, Ford, is merit for us, though 

sinful You are beneficent to everyone of your own 

accord; nevertheless, we, miserable, ask you: command 

some penance for us, O you worthy of worship by the 
world ’ In accordance with what was suitable for them, 

Muni Sarvagupta ordered for them the penance named 
' dvatrinsatkalyanaka ’ They agreed, went home, and 

performed the penance consisting of two three-day and 
thirty-two one-day fasts.839 At the time for breaking 
their fasts, they looked at the door and searched for some 
muni as a guest They saw the sadhu Dhrtidhara entering 

and they both gave him devotedly food, water, et cetera 

One day Muni Sarvagupta came there again in his 
wandering and they listened to dharma at his side. They, 
devoted to discernment, adopted mendicancy, the fruit 
of the wish-granting tree of human birth, before Muni 
Sarvagupta The Rsi Rajyagupta observed the severe 
penance, acamamlavardhamana340 at the order of his 
guru. At the end he fasted, after resorting to the fourfold 
refuge, died, and was bom in Brahmaloka with a life-term 
of ten sagaras. 

Falling from Brahmaloka he became the Vidyadhara- 
lord Sinharatha, the son of King Vidyudratha His wife, 

339 240 I.e., there would be fasting for 3 days, followed by fast¬ 

breaking, then 32 fast-days alternated with 32 fast-breaking days, then 

a three-day fast, followed by a fast-breaking day. Thus the entire 

penance consisted of 72 days 

245 One acamamla meal is eaten, then a day’s fast, then two 

meals (one a day), then a fast The meals are increased by one each 

time. 1, 2, 3, 4, etc up to 100 There are 5,050 days on which an 

acamamla meal is eaten and 100 fast days, making a total of 14 years, 

3 months, and 20 days Anta. 32, B p. 106 For acamamla itself, 

see I, n 324 and above, n. 252 
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Sankhika, practiced manifold penances and became a god 
in Brahmaloka. After she had fallen, she became his wife. 
Now, after going to his own city and establishing his son 
in his kingdom, he, wise, will take initiation from my 
father. After he has destroyed the eight karmas by 
penance, meditation, et cetera, with omniscience arisen, he 
will attain emancipation ” 

After he had heard this narrative and had bowed to 
Megharatha with devotion, Sinharatha went to his own 
city and established his son on the throne His mind 
subdued, he adopted mendicancy at the feet of holy 
Ghanaratha Svamin, practiced penance, and attained 
emancipation. 

Story of the dove and hawk (253-313) 

King Megharatha then entered the city Pundarikinl 
with his retinue from the garden Devaramana One day 
Megharatha, observing pausadha in the pausadha-house, 
began to explain the dharma taught by the Jinas to the 
wise Just then a dove, trembling from fear, sad-eyed as 
if about to die, fell on his lap. The king said, " Do not 
fear, do not fear,” to the bird asking for safety in human 
speech. Thus addressed) the dove remained comfortably 
on the lap of the king, an ocean of compassion, like a child 
on his father’s lap Saying, "This is my food Turn him 
loose quickly, king,” a hawk came following him, like a 
garuda a snake The king said to the hawk "I will not 
hand him over to you. Fdr it is not the ethics of warriors 
that one seeking protection should be given up Further¬ 
more, this is not fitting for you, intelligent: the preservation 
of your own life by the destruction of another’s Just as 
you suffer pain if even a tail-feather is pulled out, just so 
does someone else, to say nothing of being killed Your 
satisfaction from eating him will be only momentary, but 
the bird’s whole life will be destroyed Creatures go to 
hell and endure unbearable pain from the killing of 
creatures with five senses and eating their flesh. How 
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could a discriminating creature, even if hungry, kill a 

living creature to produce extreme pain on the one hand 

and pleasure for a moment on the other hand? Your 

hunger can be appeased by other food surely. The fire 

of bile which can be extinguished by sugar, can it not 
also be extinguished by milk?341 Pains arising in hell 

arrived at because of the murder of living creatures 

cannot be extinguished by any means except endurance 
Then give up the killing of living creatures and practice 

one system of ethics by which you will undoubtedly 
attain happiness in birth after birth ” 

The hawk replied to the king in human speech' “This 
dove came to you for protection from fear of me I am 
suffering from hunger. To whom shall I go for protection ? 

Tell me. For the great, rich in compassion, are favorable 
to all Protect me also, O king, just as you protect him 
The breath of me, suffering from hunger, is leaving. 
Consideration of right and wrong is for persons in comfort 
Does not even a righteous person commit a crime when 
he is hungry? Enough of talk about ethics This one 
that has become my food should be surrendered What 
kind of ethics is it when one is protected and another 
killed? I would not be satisfied by other food, O king. 
I am an eater of quivering flesh of creatures recently 
killed by myself.” 

The king said to him, “I will give you my own flesh, 
weighing it with the dove Be satisfied. Do not die.” 

The hawk said, “Very well,” and the king put the dove 
in the scales on one side and his own flesh on the other 
side, cutting it off again and again. As the long threw 
in his own flesh, as he continued to cut it off, so the dove 
kept increasing in weight When the king saw that the 
dove kept increasing in weight, he himself got on the 
scales with unequaled courage Seeing the king on the 

341 265. Bile is appeased by the bitter, astringent and sweet 

tastes Milk and sugar both belong to the madhura (sweet) group 

Sushruta-Samhita, I, 383, 390 
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scales, all his retinue, crying, “Ha! Ha!” got on the scales 
of doubt The vassals, ministers, et cetera, said to the 
king “What have you, unfavorable to us, undertaken, 
lord ? The whole world must be protected by that body. 
How can you abandon it for the protection of one mere 
bird? Moreover, he is some god or demon practising 
sorcery. There is no such weight of a mere bird ” 

While they were saying this, a god with crown, earrings, 
and wreath, like a heap of splendor, appeared The god 
said to the king “You are unique among men, you are not 
to be shaken from humanity, like a house from its own site. 
The Indra of Isana described you in the council and I, not 
tolerating that, came to test you I saw these two birds 
ready to fight because of enmity in a former birth and I 
superintended and arranged this Pardon this ” 

After telling this and restoring the king, the god went 
to heaven The vassal-kings and others asked the king 
in astonishment “What were the hawk and dove in a 
former birth and what is the cause of their enmity, and 
who was this god in a former birth?” 

The king related* “There is a city Padminikhanda, 
like a multitude of lotuses of &ri, the ornament of Aira- 
vataksetra in Jambudvipa Sagaradatta lived there, re¬ 
sembling the ocean in wealth, and he had an irreproachable 
wife, Vijayasena They had two sons, Dhana and Nandana, 
and they reached youth, gradually growing up. The two 
of them passed the time, wandering about in various 
sports, arrogant from their father’s wealth 

One day they bowed to Sagaradatta and said, 'Father, 
command us to go to a foreign country to trade ’ Their 
father, pleased, gave them his permission immediately. 
For manliness on the part of the son is a dehght of first 
rank to the father Taking merchandise of many kinds, 
they set out with a caravan, and came in course of time 
to a large city, Nagapura Doing business there they 
obtained a cert am choice jewel of great value, like two 
dogs one piece of food They fought each other on the 
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bank of tbe river Karikh a on account of tbe jewel, 

angered, like -untamed bulls. While they were fighting, 

they fell into a deep pool of the river and died at once 

Whose greed does not lead to death? After death the 

two brothers were bom as these two birds and became 

enemies in this birth because of enmity in the former 
birth. 

Furthermore, Stimitasagara was king in the city 
Subha on the south bank of the Sita in the province 

Ramanlyaka, the ornament of East Videha in this 
Jambudvipa and I was his son, Aparajita, in the fifth 
birth before this Then I was Baladeva and my younger 
brother, Anantavirya, was Vasudeva He is Drdharatha 
now. At that time long-armed Damitari was Prativisnu 
and was killed by me in a fight about his daughter 
Kanakasri. After he had wandered in the forest of 
existence, he became the son of the ascetic Somaprabha 
on the bank of the river Nikrti at the foot of Mt. 
Astapada in Bharata in Jambudvipa He practiced 
foolish penance and became a god, Surupa This god, 
intolerant of the praise bestowed on me by the Indra of 
Isana came and made this test of me ” 

After they had heard this speech of the king, the hawk 
and dove, recalling their former births, at once fell to the 
ground in a swoon. They regained consciousness again, 
like persons rousing from sleep, from fanning and sprinkling 
made by the king’s servants. They said to the king in 
their own speech' “It is well that you have made us know 
that the crime of a former birth is the cause of such a 
birth,342 O master Not only was a human-birth lost 
when we fought then over the jewel because we had 
become exceedingly greedy Now a birth in hell was at 
hand, but we were headed off frotn that by you, like a 
blind man from a well, O master. Henceforth, protect, 
protect us from the wrong road,, O master Teach us the 
right road by which we may obtain an auspicious rank ” 

342 308 An animal-birth 
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The king, an ocean with waves of clairvoyant knowl¬ 
edge, knew their suitability and ordered a fast at the 
proper time. They observed the fast, died with pure 
thoughts, and were bom as chief-gods among the Bhavana- 
vasins. 

After he had completed pausadha, King Megharatha 
continued to protect the earth properly, like embodied 
law. One day as the king recalled the story of the dove 
and hawk, he attained extreme disgust with existence, the 
seed of the tree of tranquillity. He fasted for three days 
and remained m pratima to endure attacks and trials, his 
body motionless as a mountain-peak At that time the 
Indra of Isana, seated in the women’s apartments, said, 
"Reverence to you. Blessed One,’’ and bowed His queens 
asked, “To whom, lord, was this reverence with extreme 
devotion shown by you who are entitled to reverence from 
the world 

The Indra of l£ana replied "The son of Arhat Ghana- 
ratha. King Megharatha by name, who has fasted for 
three days and is engaged in pure meditation, is standing 
in meditation in the city PundarikinI, like. a white 
lotus in a pool He is a future Tirthahkara, an ornament 
of Bharataksetra When I, being here, saw him, I bowed 
to him Troops of gods and demons, even with their 
Indras, cannot shake, him, resolute, from that meditation, 
to say nothing of mortals, et cetera ” 

Two queens of the Indra of Isana, Surupa and Ati- 
rupika, could not endure the praise of the king and went to 
disturb him They created young women, waves of the 
water of loveliness, like a living citadel or victorious 
weapon of Mlnalaksman (Kama) They undertook agree¬ 
able attacks (on him) by various manifestations, life- 
giving medicines of Smara One displayed her shoulder, 
the abode of the root of love, under the pretext of binding 
her braid of hair falsely disarranged, another showed her 
hips, her garment half-fallen, that were like a mirror with 
its cover removed. One lifted her eyebrow repeatedly, like 
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raising a weapon of Smara, pretending to talk with, her 

women friends. One, impassioned, sang a composition of 

erotic episodes, charming with the gandharagrama,843 

rich with transformations of mouth and eye. A beautiful 

girl talked about the stories of the kamasastra 344 again 

and again, devoted to the topic of erotic sport experienced 

by herself Another drew postures invented by passion, 
conforming with the humor of temperaments, the bilious 

humor,345 et cetera One asked for talk; another for a 

touch of the hand, another for a favor of a glance, another 
for an embrace So these fictitious goddesses practiced 

thus many kinds of the arts until dawn Then the two 
queens dispersed these fictitious forms that had been 
useless against the king like blows of a chisel on adamant. 
Remorseful, the queens of Isana begged forgiveness of 
Megharatha, bowed to him, and went to their own abode. 

The king, delighted, completed his pratima and fast 
and, recalling again and again the events of the night, 
reached extreme desire for emancipation When the chief- 
queen, Priyamitra, saw her husband in such a condition, 
she also attained desire for emancipation For good wives 
follow the path of the husband Then one day Arhat 
Ghanaratha came there in his wandering and stopped (in 
a samavasarana) in the north-east Agents reported to the 
king the Master's arrival He gave them a gratuity and 
went with his younger brother to the Ford The Ford 
delivered a sermon in a speech penetrating for a yojana, 
conforming to every dialect, with gramaragas At the 
end of the sermon the king bowed to the Jina and said* 
"You are zealous in protecting everyone Ford, protect 
me. You know everything. You are the benefactor of 
everyone. Ford of the World Nevertheless, I make a 
request Who is not eager for his 'own benefit, Master? 

843 329. See I, n. 79 

344 230 Ars axnatona 

345 331 Its quality is heat 
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Wait for me, Eord, until I have established the heir on 
the throne and come here to take initiation ” 

“There must be no negligence.” So instructed by the 
Arhat himself, Megharatha went home and said to his 
younger brother, “Take the burden ,of the earth, son, that 
I may become a mendicant I am wearied from this 
wandering m existence, like a traveler ” Then Drdharatha 
said, his hands folded submissively “Truly this samsara, 
which is painful, must be abandoned by the discerning 
But why do you desert me, lord, in this samsara being 
such, hard to cross like a boundless ocean, by imposing 
the burden of the earth on me? Until today you have 
considered me like yourself. Why do you make a distinc¬ 
tion now ? Be gracious, lord. Save me also, as well as 
yourself. Today I shall become a mendicant with you 
at our father’s feet. Give the earth to someone else, 
master ” 

Then Megharatha gave the kingdom to his own son, 
Meghasena, and the rank of heir-apparent to Rathasena, 
Drdharatha’s son When the departure-festival had been 
held by Meghasena, King Megharatha went to the Blessed 
One with Drdharatha, seven hundred of his sons, and four 
thousand kings, and undertook abstention from all cen¬ 
surable activities Enduring trials and attacks very hard 
to endure, having the three controls, the five kinds of 
carefulness, free from desire even m the body, engaged in 
manifold vows and penance, accompanied by Drdharatha, 
knowing eleven Angas, he wandered over the earth 

By means of the twenty pure sthanakas, devotion to 
the Arhat, et cetera, he acquired the name- and family- 
karma of an Axhat, hard to acquire 

After he had practiced the severe penance called 
smhamhkrfdita340 and had preserved his asceticism un¬ 
broken for a lac of purvas, the noble muni Megharatha, 
firm as a mountain, ascended Mt. Amaratilaka and observed 
a fast according to rules 

340 356. See H, n. 51 
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Eleventh incarnation as a god (358) 

His life completed, Megharatha went to the palace 
Sarvarthasiddhi; and his brother also, after some time had 
elapsed, observed a fast and, pure in heart, reached that 
same abode (Sarvarthasiddhi), which is next to emanci¬ 
pation.347 

347 358. I e., a life in Sarvarthasiddhi would be followed by the 
last incarnation See Test Corrections. No MS that I have seen has 
the text of the printed edition 



t , Chapter V- 

TWELFTH INCARNATION AS SANTI 
1 

There is a magnificent city, Hastinapura, in the country 
of the Kurus in the zone Bharata in Jambudvipa. The 
golden finials on the tops of its palaces have the appearance 
of a garden of mallows that are always up 

Around it gleams a circular moat with pure, pellucid 
water, like a mirror of the wall. Glossy trees on the banks 
of the canals m its gardens look like clouds that have 
descended to take water. At night the moon reflected 
in the jeweled roofs of its houses is licked by cats with 
the idea that it is a ball of curds The long spirals of 
smoke from aloes burning in its shrines become petticoats, 
produced without effort, for the Khecaris Jeweled 
garlands are observed there, suspended on the row of 
shops, that are like the wealth of jewels brought from all 
the oceans The shadows of banners on the floors of its 
shrines, moving to and fro, look like serpents guarding 
the treasury of religion Its dwellings with floors of sap¬ 
phire show a resemblance to pleasure-pools filled with 
water 

His parents (10-24) 

The king in this city was Visvasena, moon to the 
ocean of the Iksvaku-family, a1 festival for the eyes, 
by the moonlight of whose glory the earth was 
brightened He was a house of adamant for those seeking 
protection, a wishing-tree for beggars, a friendly meeting- 
place of the goddesses Sri and Vac His boundless accu¬ 
mulation of glory, like another ocean, absorbed the fame 
of enemies, like the ocean long rivers When all the 
enemies had been subdued by the power of him, the only 
king, weapons were unused, 'like goods that had been stored 
away. He put his foot on1 the throats of those fighting 
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and Ms hand on the backs of those seeking protection, 
as if impartial to both. His sword, drawn from its scabbard 

on the battle-field, became itself a treasury for the Sri of 

victory who had come. I/aw was his brother; fame Ms 

sweetheart; pure virtues Ms friends; majesty Ms footman 

So there was a retinue originating in his body. He, en¬ 
joying an exalted rank, bestowing delight on the world, 
had a wife, named Acira, like the lightning of a cloud 

Just as the queen was the crest-jewel of women, so good 
conduct was cMef among her virtues, courtesy, et cetera. 
The first among good wives, day and night she put her 
husband inside her heart as an ornament, like a pearl- 
necklace on the outside At the sight of her beauty, even 
goddesses seemed created, as it were, from particles left 
over from her creation She, honored by the world, 
purified the earth by her footsteps as she walked, like the 
Jahnavi by its stream. Her neck bent from modesty, 
she always looked at the ground alone, as if from 
affection at the thought, “ It must be protected by my 
husband ” All the virtues of women shone in a Mgh 
degree in her, like species of flowers m the row of 
gardens in Saumanasa. Some time passed for King 
Visvasena and Queen Acira absorbed in the pleasure of 
sovereignty, rejoicing, like Indra and Indram 

Birth (25-51) 

, Now Megharathas soul, immersed in pleasure, com¬ 
pleted its life in Sarvarthasiddha, the best palace in Anut- 
tara On the seventh day of the dark half of Nabhasya, 
the moon being in Bharam, he fell and descended into the 
womb of Queen Acira During the last part of the Mght, 
while the queen was comfortably asleep, the fourteen 
great dreams were seen entering her mouth in succession 
An elephant, asking permission to enter her mouth, as it 
were, by the sound of the bees intoxicated by the fragrance 
of flowing ichor, a bull spotless as a crag of Kailasa 
that had become alive, stealing the beauty of an erect 
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white lotus by the color of its body;' a lion, resplendent 
with its tail held aloft, a brother to a red lotus in bud 
on an erect stalk; MahalaksmI, being sprinkled by 
elephants at her sides, with a divine form, like another 
form of herself (Aeira), a large wreath entwined from 
divine five-colored flowers, resembling a rainbow, an 
ornament for the §ri of the sky, a full moon with an 
unbroken circle of hght, with a spotless ground like a 
silver mirror of the heavens, a sun, showing the splendor 
of day even when it was night, the sole bulb for the 
sprouting of shoots in the form of rays, a tall flag¬ 
staff, like the sole house of the dance with its dancing 
pennants, the abode of rest for the eyes, a wide full pitcher, 
the mouth covered with blooming lotuses filled with 
fragrance, like a seat of the goddess Sri, a fine pool filled 
with water, like another Lake Padma, fair with fragrant 
blooming lotuses; an ocean, boundless, raising its hands 
in the form of waves, as if wishing to embrace the bank 
of clouds in the sky, a palace, without a duphcate, 
resembling a heavenly palace with fimals of various 
jewels and a row of pennants, a heap of jewels, like a heap 
of the materials for creation of the heavenly bodies, the 
sun, et cetera, covering the surface of the sky with its 
broad rays of light, a smokeless fire, devouring the mass of 
darkness with lofty flames like many tongues 

The queen arose from sleep and related the dreams to 
King Visvasena, and he interpreted them as follows, "You 
will have a son, chief-queen, of superior qualities, dis¬ 
tinguished, , able to protect the three worlds, according to 
these dreams ” 

The astrologers, questioned at daylight, said, "Your 
son will be either a caknn or dharmacakrin, according to 
these dreams ” The king rewarded the interpreters of the 
dreams and dismissed them, and the queen, like the earth, 
earned a jewel of a son 

At that time there were many unfavorable conditions, 
which had originated earlier, in the country of the Kurus, 
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causing distress, disease, pestilence, et cetera. The people, 

knowing means, employed various means to allay them; 

but they did not subside at all, like submarine fire from 

water But merely from the Blessed One becoming an 

embryo in Queen Acira, these unfavourable conditions 
subsided For the power of the Arhat has no limit. 

Then in nine months, seven and a half days, on the 
thirteenth day of the dark half of Jyestha, the moon being 
in Bharani, the planets being in exaltation, Acira bore a 
son, marked with a deer, gold color, like the east bearing 

the (deer-marked) moon. Then for a moment there was a 
light in the three worlds and comfort, never experienced 
before, to the hell-inhabitants 

Birth-rites (52-71) 

Then the seats of the Dikkumaris shook. They knew 
of the Arhat’s birth by clairvoyant knowledge and re¬ 
joiced Then the eight Dikkumaris from the Lower World 
came to the Arhat’s house, bowed to the Jinendra and the 
Jinendra’s mother according to rule. After introducing 
themselves to the queen and saying, "Do not be afraid,” 
they cleared away the dust for a yojana with a whirl¬ 
wind. Not too near and not too far from the Jinendra 
and his mother, they stood singing their virtues, like 
professional singers. The eight Dikdevis came from the 
Upper World, after the same ceremonies, created water, 
sprinkled the ground and stood singing in the same way. 
The eight goddesses came' from east Rucaka, holding 
mirrors, bowed to the Jina and the Jina’s mother, and 
stood in the east, singing Fight goddesses came from 
south Rucaka, carrying ; golden vases, bowed to the 
Arhat and his mother, and stood in the south, singing. 
Fight goddesses came from west Rucaka, bowed to the 
Jina and Acira and stood in the west, singing their 
virtues, holding fans. Fight goddesses came from north 
Rucaka, bowed to them, and stood in the north, singing 
their virtues, holding chauris Fdur Dikkumarikas 
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came from the intermediate points, bowed as before 
and stood, singing, in the intermediate points, holding 
lamps The four living in the center of Rucakadvipa 
came, bowed to them, and cut the Jmendra's navel-cord, 
except for > four fingers' length. After they had dug a 
hole, they deposited it there, like depositing money, filled 
the hole with jewels and diamonds, and paved a seat 
(over it) with durva They created plantain-houses of 
four rooms in the east, north, and south of the birth- 
house. They conducted the Arhat and Queen Acira to 
the southern plantain-house and seated them on the 
jeweled lion-throne in the midst of the four rooms. They 
anointed them both with divine fragrant oils and rubbed 
them with fragrant substances. The goddesses led them 
to the eastern plantain-house, seated them on the lion- 
throne, and bathed them with perfumed water, flower- 
juices, and pure water They put divine garments and 
ornaments on* the two, led them to the northern plantain- 
house and seated them on the lion-throne. They had 
gosirsa-sandal brought by the Abhiyogikas from Mt 
Ksudrahima, burned it, and fastened amulets on both of 
them. Saying aloud, “May you have a life as long as that 
of a mountain," they struck together jeweled stone balls 
near the Jina’s ears They conducted the Jina and his 
mother to the birth-house, placed them on the bed, and 
stood singing the Blessed One's virtues 

Birth-bath (72-84) 

Then Vajrabhrt knew of the Jina’s birth by the 
shaking of his throne and came there with his retinue 
by his aerial car Palaka “Reverence to you, bearer 
of a jewel in the womb," saying, Sakra gave a sleeping- 
charm to the queen and laid down another figure of the 
Arhat Then he became fivefold., as if by means of four 
mirrors, and with one of these he took the Lord in his 
hands Carrying chauris with two forms and a shining 
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umbrella witb one, twirling the thunderbolt beautifully 

with one in front, he proceeded. In a moment Sakra 

reached the rock Atipandukambala on Mem's peak and 

sat down on the lion-throne with the Lord on his lap 

Then the sixty-three Indras, Acyuta and others, came 

to that mountain, as if they had an appointment, 

because of the shaking of their thrones Acyuta 

bathed the Lord with pitchers filled with water brought 

from the oceans, rivers, ponds, et cetera Then the 

sixty-two other Indras, holding pitchers, bathed the 

sixteenth Tirthankara and his mother. Then l£ana 

became five forms and with one form took the Lord, 

and with three the chauris, et cetera, and with the 

other stood in front, holding a trident At the four 

sides of the Lord Sakra created instantly four crystal 

bulls like spotless light of the heavens. Hari bathed the 

Master with the water that had come from the tips of 

their horns as dear as if it had come from a fountain. 

Hari dried the Lord with devadusya, anointed him with 

gosirsa-sandal, and adorned him with divine ornaments 

and garlands After he had waved the light for the 

Master properly, he began a purifying hymn of praise in 

a voice choking with joy. 

Stuti (85-92) 

“Blessed One, reverence to you, benefactor of all 
the world, wonderfully magnificent, the only shade-tree 
on the road of the desert of samsara The sight of you, 
dawn for the night of accumulated sins, has been 
attained by me by good fortune, Supreme Lord. The 
eyes are blessed by which you have been seen. Lord of 
the World. The hands of those people are blessed by 
whom contact with you has been experienced One 
time you were a magnificent cakravartin of the Vidya- 
dharas, once a god of high rank, once a Baladeva. 
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Once yon were the Indra of Acyuta, once a knowledge¬ 
able848 cakrabhrt, and once an Ahamindra, the orna¬ 
ment of Graiveyaka One time you were a noble king 
with clairvoyant knowledge, and once an Ahamindra, 
the ornament of Sarvarthasiddha In what birth were 
you not superior, Supreme kord? Now the songs of 
praise are completed hy your birth as Tlrthakrt I am 
not capable of telling your virtues However, I shall 
tell my own purpose May my devotion to your lotus- 
feet exist in every birth." 1 

After this hymn of praise, Vajrabhrt took again the 
kord from Isana, went 'quickly, and deposited him at 
Queen Acira’s side, according to custom Hari fastened 
up high a 6ridamagandaka 340 to amuse the Master’s eyes, 
and deposited two garments of devadusya and a pair of 
earrings on the pillow Then Maghavan, whose words 
are not m vain, had proclaimed by the gods "Whoever, 
evil-minded, of gods, demons, or mortals, shall think 
anything unfavorable to the Arhat and the Arhat’s mother, 
his head shall burst into seven pieces, like the clusters of 
blossoms of the arjaka ” 

Vaisravana, at Pakasasana’s command, made a great 
shower of jewels and gold in the city Hastmapura. Han 
took the sleeping-charm away from the queen, like the sun 
from the day-blooming lotus, and the Arhat’s image at 
once Hari appointed five Apsarases as nurses for the 
Arhat, and then the other Vasavas went toMeru m Nandi- 
svara All, delighted, held, an eight-day festival to the 
images of the eternal Arhats properly and'went to their 
respective places 

Then the queen, when sleep had gone away, saw her 
son with divine ornaments and garments, divine unguents, 
and a flood of light The queen’s attendants, excited by 

* t > 

348 89 The cakrabhrt had clairvoyant knowledge Hemacandra 

regularly uses jfiamn of one who has the superior kinds of knowledge 

Cf I, p 201 
340 94 See I, n 167 and II, n 104 

.<.0 
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joy and eagerness, went and told the king about the birth 

of a son and the actions of the Dikkumaris, et cetera. 

Then, delighted, the king gave them a gratuity and held 

his son’s birth-festival with great magnificence Because 

unfavorable conditions had subsided while he was in the 

womb, the king, delighted, gave the name Santi to his 

son Sucking his own thumb which had nectar injected 
by Sakra, when hungry, the Ford gradually grew up, 
tended by nurses. 

Although mature in knowledge from birth, he engaged 

in various childish amusements. Everything suitable to 
the time is proper. Gods, very much afraid of disrespect, 
made the Ford play, wishing to make themselves important 
by means of mudpies with the Master. The Ford did not 
defeat them too easily in games, foot-races, et cetera 
For the noble are followers of compassion, even when 
another emotion is strong So the Ford, playing in various 
games, the playhouse of Sri, forty bows tall, attained 
youth. 

The king married princesses to Santi. For the very 
powerful are not satiated with wedding-festivals of their 
sons. At the end of twenty-five thousand years the king 
installed Santi on the throne, but he himself attended to 
religious duties. The son of Visvasena protected the 
earth properly. For the incarnation of the great is for the 
sake of the protection of all. The son of Acira enjoyed 
himself with his wives For the to-be-enjoyed-karma, 
even of Arhats, which has pleasure as its fruit must be 
experienced Queen Yasomati was at the head of all his 
female household. She saw in a dream a cakra entering 
her mouth, like a sun entering a doud. 

Birth of Cakrayudha (i 15-124) 

Then, after it had completed its life, Rsi Drdharatha's 
soul descended into the womb from the palace Sarvartha 
At that very time Queen Yasomati arose from sleep and 
related her dream to Ford Santinatha Possessing the 

20B 
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three kinds of knowledge, &antinatha explained * “In another 
birth I had a -younger brother, Drdharatha Now he has 
fallen from the palace Sarvartha and descended mto your 
womb At the right time you will give birth to a son." 
The queen, delighted at hearing that correct speech 
of her husband, like the thunder of a cloud at dawn, 
conceived the embryo at - the same time At the right 
time Queen Yasomatl, bore a son, pure, with all the 
favorable marks, hke a Wonderful image of her husband. 
Because Yasomatl-saw a cakra m a "dream while he was 
m the womb, his father gave him the name Cakrayudha 
Cherished by nurses, the best tilaka of the world of 
men, Cakrayudha gradually grew mp, hke a young 
elephant. Cakrayudha in time attained young manhood 
bewitching the eyes of throngs of young women, the 
play-ground of Ananga His father married him to 
many princesses with beautiful forms hke Sns who had 
held svayamvaras 

Twenty-five thousand years1 passed while Srimat 
Santinatha directed the kingdom Then the cakra, brilliant 
with a great hght, was in Santi’s armory, like a god on the 
spontaneous birth-couch 850 The Master had an eight-day 
festival celebrated for the cakra For even people entitled 
to honor make a puja to the one entitled to honor by 
custom The cakra left the armory, like the sun leaving 
the ocean, facmg the east, the face of the Sri of an expedi¬ 
tion of conquest The king, by whose soldiers the earth 
was, covered, followed it presided, over by a thousand 
Yaksas like its spokes Kvery day the cakra stopped 
after it had gone a .yojana, and the Ford stopped also, 
making a camp twelve yojanas in extent Thus advancing 
daily without interruptions, the son of Visvasena arrived 
at the tlrtha Magadha, the ornament of the Eastern 
Ocean , 

Strong-shouldered Santi established at once on its 
bank a camp whose center could not be reached, like the 

350 126 See I, n 72 
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ocean. Wishing to conquer without any injury being 

inflicted, the Lord sat on an excellent lion-throne, facing 

Magadhatirtha. Then the lion-throne of the Lord of 

Magadha, who was at a distance of twelve yojanas, shook 

at once, as if it had a broken leg. Then the Lord of 

Magadha thought to himself: 

" What unprecedented occurrence is this, indeed, that 
my throne shook! Is the time of my f ailing now at hand ? 

Or has Someone, unable to endure my splendor, shaken 

my throne?” With such doubts springing up, by 
employing clairvoyant knowledge, he knew that Santi, 

the cakrin and dharmacakrin, had come The Lord of 
Magadhatirtha thought again' "Like a child I thought 
that from ignorance, alas! The Lord, the sixteenth 
Tirthakara and the fifth cakrin, seated thus, permeated 
with compassion, is a match for me Who am I, 
compared with the Lord of the World whose arm is 
able to protect or destroy the three worlds, like a 
moth compared with the sun? What sort of devotion 
shall I, being such, show him whom the Indras, 
Acyuta, et cetera, approach like footmen? Nevertheless, 
I shall honor the Lord of the World who has come here 
himself, with my own wealth, like honoring the moon with 
the fringed end of a garment.”351 

With these reflections the Lord of Magadhatlrtha took 
large gifts and approached &antinatha Standing in the 
air, he bowed to the Lord and said: "By good fortune. Lord 
of the Three Worlds, you have received me, a mere foot¬ 
man. I am bearing your commands as your guardian of 
the east quarter, to be commanded by you day and night 
like the governor of a fort. Master.” 

With these words, bowing, he delivered divine orna¬ 
ments and garments with devotion, like the Lord’s cham¬ 
berlain Sri Santi honored and dismissed the god Then 

S51 142. The fringed end of the garment is gathered np and waved 
at the moon with a circular motion 
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the cakra-jewel set out toward the south The Lord, 
whose advance was unchecked; following the path of the 
cakra, with unfathomable power of the arm, came to the 
bank of the Southern Ocean The Lord of the World sat 
on a jeweled lion-throne on the bank of the ocean, concen¬ 
trating on Varadaman without harshness The Lord of 
Varadaman knew by clairvoyance that the Lord had come, 
and he came, having adopted the means of gifts to protect 
against destruction After bowing to the Lord and ac¬ 
cepting service to him, he handed. over the gifts, divine 
ornaments, et cetera The Lord of the World talked to 
him graciously and dismissed him. . The cakra-jewel set 
out for the western quarter. 1 

The Lord made his camp on the shore of the Western 
Ocean covered with areca trees bound with an abundant 
growth of betel vines - The Lord of Prabhasa, whose 
throne had shaken, came and honored Sri Santi seated on 
a lion-throne, and accepted his command The cakra set 
out by a north-western path in the direction of Srndhu 
Devi and Lord Santi also, following its path The Master 
placed his camp, which resembled a moving city, on the 
southern bank of the Sindhu near the house of Sindhu 
Seated on a lion-throne and concentrating on Sindhu, the 
Master remained facing her, like a yogi engaged in attracting 
someone Sindhu Devi knew by clairvoyance that the 
Master had come and approached him devotedly at once 
with gifts that had been collected She bowed to Santi 
Svatnin and said, her hands folded in submission, "In this 
place I am the executor of- your commands, like your 
army" With these words, bowed in devotion, she 
delivered to the Lord of the World gold, jewels, a 
bathing-stool, pitchers, ornaments, et cetera 

Then the cakra set out and Cakrin Santi also with his 
army in the north-east direction and reached the ground 
at the foot of Vaitadhya The god of Mt Vaitadhya 
delivered presents to Sri Santj Svamin and made sub¬ 
mission. 
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Following the path of the cakra the Master went near 

the cave Tamisra and quickly reduced to submission the 

god Krtamala. At Sri S anti’s command the general 

crossed the river Sindhu by the skin-jewel and conquered 

the southern division of the Sindhu Then the general 

opened Tamisra, striking the double doors with the staff- 
jewel which had unerring power. Mounted on the 

elephant-jewel, his great power full-grown, the Master 

entered- the cave with his army, like a lion The son of 
Visvasena set the gem-jewel on the elephant’s right boss 
to destroy darkness, like the sun on the eastern mountain 
Taking the cowrie in his hand the Ford advanced, drawing 
forty-nine circles on both sides (of the cave) in turn Then 
the Master had the carp enter-jewel make a bridge across 

the rivers Unmagna and Nimagna which were on the road 
inside the cave Santinatha and his army crossed the 
rivers, though hard to cross, by the bridge Everything 
is simple for the powerful The north door of the cave 
opened immediately of its own accord by the Master’s 
power, like a lotus-calyx at dawn from the sun He left 
the cave by the door with his army. Everywhere the path 
of the powerful, like that of streams, is unstumbling 

When the Mlecchas had seen the Cakrin and his army 
issue from the cave, collected together, they said with 
laughter. "Ho t * Who is this who has come now, seeker of 
the unsought, into our country, like an elephant into a 
forest controlled by prides of lions ? Foot-soldiers, jumping 
up as they like, thinking 'themselves real soldiers, then 
bodies gray with dust like donkeys, who are they ? Who 
are these mounted on elephants like monkeys in trees'* 
And who are these on horses like water-birds on waves? 352 
And why are these men mounted in chariots, as if they were 
lame ? And what is this piece of -iron 353 that is like a 
portable fire-place on wheels? Alas for the unconsidered 

862 176 Ati can also mean ‘fish/ according to Apte But birds 

nde the crest of waves rather than fish 

S53 177 I e} the Cakrin’s cakra, which is rimmed with flames ' 
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action of these stupid men, which was undertaken by them 
together, like a quarrel by jackals! 864 However, enough 
of looking at them. For an enemy must be regarded as 
poison. We shall kill them, like ravens destroying grass¬ 
hoppers. ” 

After speaking so to each other, they advanced, 
carrying many kinds of weapons, to fight with the vanguard 
of Cakrin Santi They struck down the elephants, like 
ant-hills, with iron clubs; they crushed the chariots, like 
earthen jars and dishes, with dubs Some pierced the 
horses with arrows and spears and made them like porcu¬ 
pines ; some staked down the foot-soldiers with spikes, like 
ghosts with charms. So the ill-behaved Kiratas, jumping 
up like monkeys, killing in various ways, spreading a great 
tumult, giving slaps and shouting in turn, broke down the 
cakravartin’s vanguard like a forest 

Because of the destruction of the soldiers that had 
taken place, Sri Santi’s general, terrifying, blazing like a 
fire from an oblation, armed like Krtanta, taking the 
sword-jewel in his hand, mounted the horse-jewel and 
dashed forward against the Kiratas These three jewds, 
the general, the horse, and the sword combined, looked 
like three fires in one place The king of horses, moving 
like Garuda, splitting open the earth, as it were, ran forward 
equal (in' speed) to the general’s thought The Kiratas, 
cavalry and infantry, were not able to stand before (the 
attack), like trees in the current of a river. Some jumped 
into chasms, some hid in thickets; some went to the 
mountains, some fled mto water Some abandoned their 
weapons, others left their dothes; some remained motion¬ 
less as if dead, rolled on the ground. Of some the arms 
fell, like branches of trees, heads fell like fruit and hands 
like petals Of some the teeth dropped, of others the feet, 
and of some the skulls cracked like empty dishes. When 
the general traversed the ocean of battle with the horse- 

364 xj8 See above, p 37 It is obvious that ‘lion’ for jagara 

would not do at all in this case, See1 App, I 
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jewel, what did not take place for the destruction of 

enemies like sea-monsters? 
So the Kiratas, thus perceived by him, all fled in every 

direction immediately, like cotton blown up by the wind 

After they had gone many yojanas, they met in one place 
and took counsel, pained by anger and shame. 

“Alas* What is this unexpected thing that has 

happened to us, that someone has crossed Vaitadhya and 

come here ? He, like, no, one else, covered our land with 
his excessive army, like the high-waved ocean A mere 
foot-soldier . of his, ; someone alone, this extraordinary 

soldier defeated us long considering ourselves excellent 
soldiers We are ashanied of each other, whose arms were 
formerly swollen with courage Henceforth, we are not 
able to show our faces. Now shall we enter a blazing fire, 
or shall we jump from a high precipice to die? Shall we 
swallow a large amount of poison ? Or shall we hang 
like swings, tying ourselves to the tops of trees ? Shall we 
split our bellies with knives, like old pieces of doth, or cut 
our tongues to pieces with our teeth, like pieces of cucum¬ 
ber? By some method or other death is our refuge 
What self-respecting person is able to live crushed by 
defeat ? If there is any means for us to defeat our enemies, 
let us summon our family-deities, the Meghamukhas 
Family-deities are the refuge of persons, all of whose 
resources are lost, whose wealth of manliness is lost, crushed 
by enemies ” 

Dedding on this, all went to the bank of the Sindhu, 
as if eager to immerse themselves in the water, because 
they were burned by the splendor of the cakrin Wretched, 
nude, all lying supine, they remained like gamblers whose 
money has been taken.. Together, thus situated, they 
fasted three days for the favor of the Payomucs For 
gods are won over by devotion. 'Then the gods, the 
Abdamukhas, appeared at the end of the fast, standing in 
the air, and said, “Do not be afraid, children Tell us 
your trouble ” The Mlecchas said, “Some cakrin is killing 
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us From fear of him we have fled here, like a flight of 
crows Protect us,' blessed Abdas You alone are our 
protection. When one is bewildered and miserable, 
generally a friend is a refuge ” 

The gods, the Meghasyas, said to the Mlecchas, “Now 
we shall destroy your enemies by a very cold death by 
inundating them ” 

Then the Abdas began to make the earth have one 
ocean, as it were, with streams of water like iron pestles 
on Santi’s army Seeing his own camp inundated with 
water, the fifth Cakrabhrt touched the skin-jewel with his 
hand At once the skin-jewel grew to twelve yojanas in 
size and floated just like a ball of sea-foam on a mass of 
duck-weed At Sri Santi’s command the whole army got 
on the skm-jewel like a boat as steady as if nailed down 
After he had touched the Umbrella-jewel, like the skin, and 
had made it twelve yojanas in size, Santi stretched it over 
his army On the umbrella’s handle, like a lamp in a 
window, the crest-jewel of mortals set the gem-jewel to 
destroy darkness Gram, sowed there at dawn, ready 
at noon, was eaten by the soldiers This power belonged 
to the steward-jewel Cakrabhrt Santi remained so with 
his army for seven days, like a sea-trader, m this ocean 
with one expanse of water 

Then tus servant-gods, angered, carrying swords, said 
to the gods, the Meghamukhakumaras “See here! What 
is this that has been undertaken ? Acting without reflec¬ 
tion, do you not know'your own power and another’s 
power, your minds destroyed ? On the one hand is Suvama- 
sikharin, its peak touching the sky, on the other hand, 
ant-hills, knee-high, made of earth and sand Here a sun 
giving hght to the world, there, young fire-flies. Here a 
garuda, the abode of power, there, worthless grasshoppers 
On the one hand, the king of Nagas, supporting the earth; 
on the other hand, the miserable venomless water-snakes 
Here, Svayambhuramana, an ocean, there, house-streams 
Here the Cakradhara and Tlrthakrt praised by the three 
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worlds; there,- you miserable creatures to be conquered by 

such as us Therefore, go! Go quickly! Henceforth, we, 

Sri Santi’s servants, will not tolerate your transgression, 
look you1 ” 

The Meghamukhas, addressed angrily by them in 

these words, went to the Mlecchas and enlightened them, 

" Santi alone is your protection. ” Instructed by the Megha¬ 
mukhas, the Mlecchas, sighing somewhat, became quiet 

like elephants whose ichor is gone. The Kiratas came, 

making the Lord presents of various vehicles and manifold 
ornaments, valuable garments, and heaps of gold and 
silver, seeking protection, wiping the ground by rolling on 
it with their bodies. Handing over the presents to 6anti, 
bowing, they said* 

"We have always been unsubdued,.Master, like forest- 
bulls Pardon that we, ignorant, impetuously committed 
an offense against you, Master, when you came here. Be 
gracious to us. Henceforth, you are our master by whom 
the earth has been conquered Command us. We shall 
remain subject to you. What more can we say ? ” 

The Lord accepted (their presents) and favored the 
Mlecchas, who continued talking in this way; and had the 
north district of the Sindhu conquered by the general. 
Covering the ground between the Ganga and the Sindhu 
with unbroken ranks of soldiers, he went then with his 
large army to Mt Ksudrahima The god of Himavat 
honored Cakrin Santi with goslrsa-sandal, with water 
from Lake Padma and other water, and with jewels The 
Lord went to Mt Rsabhakuta, took the cowrie, and wrote 
the words, "&anti, the Cakrin,” according to custom Then 
mounting his chariot, Santi, whose enemies’ coinage had 
been subdued, turned, and gradually came to the ground 
at the foot of Mt. Vaitadhya 

There the cakravartin was entertained by the Vidya- 
dhara-kmgs belonging to the two rows for happiness in 
this world and the next Then he went to the bank of the 
Ganga and subdued Ganga (the goddess) himself, and had 
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the north district of the Ganga conquered by the general 
Then the Lord hastened to the cave named Khandaprapata 
and reduced the god Natyamala to submission The 
general opened the cave with the stah-jewel and Cakrabhrt 
Santi entered, following the cakra-jewel As before, Santi 
dispelled darkness in the cave with the gem-jewel and 
circles made by the cowrie, like lamps m a house With 
his army he crossed the rivers Unmagna and Nimagna 
easily by the bridge. Nothing is difficult for the powerful 
Accompanied by his army, the hord left the cave, like a 
hon, by the south door which opened itself 

The kord estabhshed his camp on the Ganga’s broad 
sandy beach crowded with horses moving to and fro like 
waves of the Ganga The nine treasures Naisarpa, et cetera, 
living at the mouth of the Ganga came there and made 
submission to &anti The kord had the general conquer 
the Ganga’s southern district, which was filled with 
Mlecchas, like a mere village, at will. Then the Lord 
returned, having conquered six-part Bharat a like six 
groups of enemies, m eight hundred years 

Reducing the distance day by day by unbroken 
marches, the man-elephant went to Hastinapura, the 
abode of Sri Watched by townsmen and villagers eager 
like unwinking gods, Santinatha went to his own house 
Caknn Santis' coronation as cakravartin was made by 
gods, crowned kings, and others The coronation-festival 
lasted for twelve years m Hastinapura, accompanied by 
remission of fines, custom-duties, and entrance of soldiers 
Then he was adorned separately by the thousand attendant 
Yaks as, the fourteen jewels, and the nine treasures He 
was surrounded by the sixty-four thousand women of his 
household, and ornamented with eighty-four lacs of 
elephants, chariots, and horses He was lord of ninety- 
six crores of villages and foot-soldiers, of thirty-two 
thousand kings as well as realms. He was served by three 
hundred and sixty-three cooks 356 and had the earth 

365 259 See App I 
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adorned by the eighteen guilds and sub-guilds. He was 

protector of seventy-two thousand large cities and ruler 

of ninety-nine thousand towns accessible both by land and 

sea He was supreme lord of forty-eight thousand towns 

approached by land only or water only, and of twenty- 

four thousand poor towns as well as isolated towns He 

was lord of twenty thousand mines of jewels, et cetera, 

and ruler of sixteen thousand towns with earthen walls. 
The lord was protector of fourteen thousand granaries and 

fifty-six island settlements He was chief of forty-nine 
poor kingdoms and he enjoyed the rest of six-part Bharata 

also Amusing himself with singing, dances by girls, 
dances by men, dramatic modes of conveying pleasures,356 
gathering flowers, water-sports, et cetera, he spent twenty- 
five thousand years less eight hundred years from the time 
he became cakravartm 

Founding the congregation (267-273) 

At that time the thrones of the Lokantika-gods m 
Brahmaloka shook, as if swung by someone The gods, 
Sarasvatas, et cetera, bewildered, thinking “What is this ? ” 
employed clairvoyant knowledge and, understanding com¬ 
pletely, said to each other "Listen! The time has come 
for the initiation of Arhat &anti in the southern half of 
Bharata in Jambudvipa. The thrones, with consciousness 
produced, as it were, by his power, announce to us the 
action suitable at the time of initiation Even if the 
Blessed One himself knows by, the three kinds of knowl¬ 
edge, nevertheless it is customary that we remind him 
that it is time for the vow.” 

After talking with each other to this effect and getting 
in their aerial cars, the Sarasvatas, et cetera, approached 
Santinatha, After circumambulating Santinatha three 
times and bowing to him, their hands folded submissively, 
they said, "Master, found a congregation.” After saying 

356 265. Abhinaya See I, n 235 
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this and paying homage to him, the Taukantikas went to 
heaven. 

Initiation (274-290) 

The Master gave gifts for a year, the money being 
supplied by the Jrmbhakas The Toid of the World 
settled the kingdom on his son Cakrayudha, who resembled 
himself, wishing to acquire the sovereignty of self-control, 
himself The ceremony of the Tord's initiation, as for his 
coronation as cakrin, was held by the gods, the Indras, 
et cetera, and by kings, Cakrayudha, et cetera The Lord 
of the World got mto the palanquin, named Sarvartha, 
provided with a lion-throne Men earned it first Then 
gods earned it on the east side, asuras on the south, 
Saupameyas on the west, and Nagas on the north 

The Cord, the son of Acira, went to Sahasramravana, 
which dyed red the sky with trumpet-flowers 367 like 
twilight-clouds, adorned with sirisas 358 hompilated, as it 
were, from union with the Sri of the hot season, filled with 
jasmines like drops of perspiration, marked with the golden 
pods of the screw-pme, like bows of Smara, distinguished 
by dhatakis 359 with rows of buzzing bees excited by fresh 
buds, like singers of the TaksmI of the hot season, laughing, 
as it were, at the infirm Sri of Madhu 300 with date-palms 
with a wealth of blossoms resembling the breasts of the 
Sri of the forest; made twofold by the unbroken rows of 
the tails of parrots excited by the f nut of the bean, charming 
with a wealth of petals of the swallow-wort, with towns¬ 
people engaged in the pleasure of water-sports m the tank 

Then the I^ord of the World descended from the palan¬ 
quin and discarded his jewels, ornaments, wreaths, et 
cetera, as well as the kingdom In the afternoon of the 
fourteenth day of the dark half of Jyestha, (the moon) 

867 279. Patala, the Bignonia suaveolens, whose flowers are red 

868 279 The Mimosa sirissa It flowers in April and May 
369 281 The Gnslea tomentosa. - 

360 282 Spring It is now summer 
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being in Bharam, after fasting for two days and making 

the namaskara to the Siddhas, the kord and a thousand 

kings adopted mendicancy. Just then he attained mind¬ 

reading knowledge On the next day the kord broke his 
fast with rice-pudding in King Sumitra’s house in Mandira- 

pura The gods made the five things, rain of treasure, 

et cetera, on him; and Sumitra in turn made a jeweled 

platform over the Master's footprints Never sitting, 
never lying, disinterested, free from worldly connections, 

the receptacle of the mula- and uttaragunas, the kord 
wandered over the earth 

Omniscience (291-293) 

At the end of a year the Supreme kord went in his 
wandering to Sahasramravana in the city Hastinapura. 
The kord's ghatikarmas broke as he was engaged in pure 
meditation under a toon tree, observing a two-day fast. 
On the ninth day of the bright half of Pausa, the moon 
being in Bharam, 3antinatha’s brilliant omniscience arose. 

The samavasarana (294-305) 

Knowing the kords omniscience by the shaking of 
their thrones, the Indras and the other gods came to the 
place purified by the Master. The gods, like sweepers, 
took away dust, sticks, grass, et cetera, for a yojana by 
means of whirlwinds. They rained fragrant water to 
settle the dust and divine five-colored flowers knee-deep. 
They paved the ground with,gold slabs beautifully joined 
and made charming arches in the east and other directions. 
They made a jeweled platform in the center, fair with four 
ornamental gates, and erected three walls of silver, gold, 
and jewels, respectively They created the caitya-tree, 
one hundred and eighty bows high, in the interior within 
the highest wall, the wall of jewels Beneath it the gods 
made a dais not to be duplicated and on it they made a 
lion-throne in the east. Radiant with the thirty-four 
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attributes,861 the Blessed One entered the samavasarana by 
the east door The Teacher of the World circumambulated 
the caitya-tree and said, "Reverence to the congregation ” 
For that is the custom of the Jmendras The Ford sat 
down on the eastern lion-throne, facmg the east, and the 
gods created three images of him in the other directions 
The throng of gods, asuras, and men entered by the proper 
doors and stood in the proper places, looking at the Fords 
face The animals stood within the middle wall, free from 
hostility, and all the (animal) vehicles were within the 
lowest wall 

Then the gardeners of Sahasramravana, their eyes 
opened wide from joy, came and announced to King 
Cakrayudha, “Today you prosper with good fortune, Your 
Majesty, since now &anti Svamin’s omniscience has arisen 
while he was occupying Sahasramravana ” Delighted at 
hearing this, King Cakrayudha at once gave them a gratuity 
and went to the Master After circumambulating Santi- 
natha and bowing to him. King Cakrayudha sat down 
respectfully behind $akra- ‘After bowing again to the 
Master, Sakra and Cakrayudha began a hymn of praise 
in a voice choking with joy 

i ' 

, Stuh (311-318) 

“Ford of the World, today the world has entered a 
state of happiness through you, a sun of knowledge, causing 
a festival of happiness (bright weather) Your kalyana- 
festivals, wishing-gems of happiness, become visible to 
such as us because of accumulated merit, Teacher of the 
World The waves of water of the sight of you wash clean 
the minds smeared with the impurities of the passions, et 
cetera, of all creatures, Ford of the World Because you 
acquired Tirthakrtkarma formerly when you were striving 
to destroy karma, so your indifference to your own in¬ 
terests is a kindness to others. This samavasarana of 

301 301 See I, n 11 One of the 19 divine ati^ayas, the caitya 

tree, is omitted 
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yours is a refuge, like a great fortress, to men in the world 

terrified by terrible samsara, Lord. You know the entire 

mind of all and are a benefactor to all. Nothing at all 

needs to be asked; nevertheless, I do ask you. May you 

not desert my mind, as you desert villages, mines, cities, 
et cetera, every moment, as you wander over the earth. O 

Blessed One, by your favor may time pass for me whose 

mind has become a bee for meditation on your lotus-feet ” 
After this hymn of praise, Sakra and Cakrayudha 

became silent and Blessed Sri Santinatha began a sermon 

Sermon on the senses (320-359) 

'This samsara, consisting of four conditions of exist¬ 
ence, is surely always the cause of a series of many 
painful things, alas 1 The passions* anger, conceit, deceit, 
and greed, are its special supports, like four pillars of a 
great house When the passions are destroyed, samsara 
itself is destroyed. A tree is dried up when its roots are 
dried up No one is able to conquer the passions without 
conquering the senses The dross of gold is not destroyed 
without a blazing flame A creature is led instantly into 
the forest of hell by unsubdued senses that have dragged 
him, like unbroken horses running wild on the wrong 
road A creature who has been conquered by the senses 
is defeated by the passions Who can not tear down a 
wall whose bricks have already been taken away by 
heroes? People’s unsubdued senses are productive of 
destruction of the family, downfall, capture, and death 
Who is not oppressed by-the senses unrestrained by their 
own good? Bven those who know the meaning of the 
sastras behave like fools What displays more clearly the 
contemptibihty of the senses than the fact that Bharata 
hurled a weapon at his brother Bahubalin?362 The victory 
of Bahubalin and the defeat of Bharata—all that was the 
consequence of the senses conquered and unconquered. 

S62 328 Here Bahubalin. Generally Hemacandra uses the form 

Bahubahs For the fight, see I, pp. 3o8£f 
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That they fought, weapon against weapon, even in the last 
birth—by that the power of the miserable senses is grasped 

Tet men who are like animals be punished by their 
cruelly behaved senses, it is amazing that men who know 
the past, whose deluding karmas are suppressed, are pun¬ 
ished (by their senses) 368 Gods, demons, and men, com¬ 
pletely conquered by their senses, wretched, commit disgust¬ 
ing acts, alas! They eat what should not be eaten, they 
drink what should not be drunk, they go where they should 
not go—people, subject to their senses Devoid of conduct 
smtable for a family, beaten by the senses devoid of com¬ 
passion, they commit the low acts of courtesans and 
slaves Whatever the course of conduct is of men whose 
minds are bhnd from delusion toward others’ property 
and others’ wives, that is the consequence of wide-awake 
senses Toss of a hand, foot, or sense-organ, and death 
are attained by persons because of subjection to the senses 
What more is to be said? Persons who require respect 
from others, when they themselves have been conquered 
by the senses, are laughed at by the discriminating with 
their hands over their mouths All creatures whatever 
in this world, from an Indra to a worm, are conquered by 
the senses, with the sole exception of the man free from 
passion 

The elephant, his trunk extended for the enjoyment of 
touching the female, immediately reaches a state of misery 
from being tied to an elephant-post The miserable fish, 
wandering m deep water, swallowing the prey that enters 
its throat, surely falls mto the fisherman’s hand The 
bee, longing for fragrance, lighting on the cheek of a rutting 
elephant, dies from a slap of the flap of the ear The 
moth, confused by the sight of the flame resembling a piece 
of gold,864 falling m the fire from eagerness, receives death 
The deer, wild to listen to a beautiful song, becomes the 

sos 331 i e>, they permit themselves to be subject to the senses' 

304 342. Cf. Champion, Racial Proverbs, p 130: "Much treasure, 

many moths.” 
21 
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target of the hunter, whose bow is drawn back to his ear 
If one sense-object alone serves to cause death, how can 
five at the same time not serve to cause death? The 
noble person should conquer the senses by purity of mind 
without which men’s bodily austerities with vows and 
lesser vows are useless 

Since the group of senses if unconquered is afflicted 
with pains, one should conquer the senses to obtain freedom 
from all pain Refraining from action always is not a 
victory over the senses Action of those free from love 
and hate, that is victory. It is not possible for the senses 
to avoid contact with a sense-object that has come near 
them, but the wise person would avoid love and hate for 
it The senses of those always practising self-control are 
repressed or not repressed They are not repressed in 
regard to beneficial objects They are repressed in regard 
to unbeneficial objects. Subdued sense-organs lead to 
emancipation, but unsubdued ones lead to worldly exist¬ 
ence Therefore, knowing this distinction, one should 
do what is fitting. 

Disregarding pleasure and lack of pleasures in the soft 
touch of cotton, et cetera, and the harsh touch of a stone, 
et cetera, one would be a victor over the sense of touch 
Omitting completely like and dislike in the sweet taste of 
food, et cetera, or its opposite, one would be victorious 
over the sense of taste If a pleasant odor, or the con¬ 
trary, has reached the vicinity of the nose, the sense of 
smell must be conquered by one knowing the modifica¬ 
tions of objects If one has seen a beautiful form, or 
the opposite, one would conquer the sense of sight by 
abandoning delight and disgust By overcoming pleasure 
and disgust in the sound pleasant to hear of the lute, 
et cetera, and unpleasant to hear of the donkey, camel, 
et cetera, one would be victorious over the sense of 
hearing. There is no sense-object here that is (inherently) 
beautiful or the opposite. That which is not enjoyed by 
the senses, does it not serve for comfort? Attractive 

2 IB 
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sense-objects become unattractive, unattractive ones be¬ 
come attractive So why should one be excited or dis¬ 
gusted by the senses? If the sense-object itself should 
be fundamentally pleasing or hateful, then surely there 
would be no desirability nor undesirability of inclinations, 
in reality A person, whose senses have been subdued 
by punty of mind and then whose passions have been 
destroyed, soon reaches emancipation which has im¬ 
perishable delight ” 

Initiation of Cakrayudha (360-372) 

After listening to this sermon that was like a rain of 
nectar for the ears, Cakrayudha, with the desire for eman¬ 
cipation, announced to the Blessed One* “Master, I am 
terrified of this worldly existence, the sole abode of trouble. 
There is no pride m being a human being m it on the part 
of the discerning, even though powerful Just as m the 
case of a burning house or a cracking boat, its owner would 
take some valuables and go elsewhere, so in existence 
terrible with birth, old age, death, et cetera, taking the 
soul alone, I have resorted to you as a refuge Master, 
do not disregard me falling into the ocean of existence 
Today give me initiation, a boat for its crossing.” 

The Master said, “This is fitting for you discerning,” 
and Cakrayudha settled the kingdom on his son who was 
of military age Accompanied by thirty-five kings the 
Master’s son took mendicancy in the presence of the 
congregation under the Master The hord instructed the 
thirty-six ganabhrts, Cakrayudha, et cetera, about the 
'three steps,’ origination, perishing, and permanence 
They composed the twelve angas in accordance with the 
'three steps’ and the Master gave them permission for 
exposition and for the ganas 

Many men and women adopted mendicancy under the 
Master at that time and some laymanship accompanied 
by nght belief At the end of the first watch the Supreme 
fiord arose and rested on the dais, the ornament of the 
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middle wall. Seated on the Master’s foot-stool while the 

congregation remained there, Cakrayudha, the head of the 

ganadharas, delivered a sermon. He stopped preaching 

at the end of the second watch; and the gods, et cetera, 

went to their respective places after they had bowed to 

the Master. 
Sasanadevatas (373-376) 

Originating in that congregation, the Yaksa Garuda, 

black, whose vehicle was an elephant, boar-faced, whose 

two right hands held a citron and a lotus, whose two left 
hands held an ichneumon and a rosary, became Sri Santi 
Svamin’s messenger-deity. Originating in that congrega¬ 
tion, Nirvani, fair-bodied, with a lotus-seat, her two 
right hands holding a book and a blue lotus, her two left 
ones a water-jar and lotus, also became the messenger- 

deity of the Lord of the World. 
The Blessed One, with them always nearby, devoted 

to others, wandered over the earth to enlighten the souls 
capable of emancipation One day he came to the city 
Hastinapura as he wandered, and the Blessed One, the 
depository of compassion, stopped in a samavasarana 
The lord of the city, Kurucandra, accompanied by people 
of the city and country, approached the Master, like the 
moon approaching the sun on the night of the new moon 365 
While the fourfold congregation remained in their proper 
places, the Lord delivered a sermon causing disgust with 
worldly existence 

Story of Kurucandra (38i-532)S09 

At the end of the sermon Kurucandra bowed to the 
Lord and said' "By what act in a former birth. Master, 
did I acquire this kingdom? By what act in a former 
birth, Master, are the five wonderful things, fruit, et 

365 379. When they meet 

see 'This story occurs in the Kathako^a, pp 70S and the Katha- 
santsagara. Book XIII, Penzer, Vol. VTTT. 
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cetera,867 offered to me daily as a present? Thinking 
‘I shall give these to my friends/ I do not enjoy them my¬ 
self and I do not give them to any one else. Because 
of what act is that. Blessed One? ” 

The Ford explained " This sovereignty and this gift 
of five things daily are yours because of a gift to a sadhu 
The not-giving and the not-enjoying of these are because 
of the universality of merit Wealth belongs to many 
It is certainly not to be enjoyed by one Then you have 
the thought ‘I shall give to my friends ’ For people’s 
thoughts are m accordance with their former acts 

In this very Jambudvipa in this same zone Bharata 
m the country Kosala m the city Tripura there were four 
merchants’ sons of the same age, like full brothers, Sudhana, 
Dhanapati, Dhanada, Dhanesvara. Once upon a time 
the four together set out for Ratnadvipa to seek a fortune 
Their provisions were carried by Dronaka They entered 
a large forest and had almost crossed it, when their pro¬ 
visions, though abundant, were almost consumed Then 
they saw a mum standing in pratima and they reflected a 
moment, ‘We should give him something ’ They said to 
Dronaka, the bearer of their supphes, ‘Good sir, give 
something to the sage, Drona ’ With faith superior to 
theirs, he gave food to the muni, and then karma with 
great pleasure as its fruit was produced by that act 

They went to Ratnadvipa, engaged in business, accu¬ 
mulated wealth, and returned to their native city They 
always prospered from that very seed of merit For grain 
stays alive from the rain of Svati that has been once 
received. However, Dhanesvara and Dhanapati were a 
little deceitful, and Dronaka, of them all, had especially 
pure conduct Dronaka died first at the end of his life 
and became you, the son of the Ford of Hastinapura, from 
the power of the gift Because a moon was seen entering 
your mother’s mouth in a dream, your parents gave you 

367 382 Probably, fruit, garments, flowers, perfumes, and orna¬ 

ments. Cf Uv. II, p. 43, n, 120 and 3£athako4a, p 70. 
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the name Kurucandra. Sudhana and Dhanada both died 

and became merchants’ sons, the former in Kampilya and 

the latter in Krttikapura. Vasantadeva was the name of 

the first and Kamapala of the second. In course of time 

Dhanapati and Dhanesvara died Both of them became 

merchants’ daughters, Madira and Kesara, one in Sankha- 

pura and the other in Jayantl. The four gradually grew 

up, passmg childhood, and reached fresh youth. 

One day Vasantadeva went from Kampilya to Jayantl 

on business and made money Once on the festival of 

the moon of the eighth night he went by chance to the 

garden Ratinandana and saw there Kesara She looked 
at Vasantadeva with a friendly glance Affection toward 
each other, which originated in a former birth, became 
apparent Vasantadeva asked a merchant’s son, Priyan- 
kara, who lived in Jayantl, "Who is she? And whose 
daughter is she?’ He explained, 'She is a maiden, the 
daughter of Sheth Pancanandin, sister of Jayantideva, 
named Kesara ’ 

Vasantadeva began a friendship with Jayantideva, a 
reason for coming and going between the houses of both 
of them One day Vasantadeva was invited by Jayanti¬ 
deva to his house For the pregnancy-whim of the tree 
of friendship is of that kind There Vasantadeva saw 
Kesara, moonlight to the lotus of the eye, worshipping 
Kusumayudha with flowers Vasantadeva, accepting a 
wreath of flowers from the lotus-hand of Jayantideva, was 
looked at by her with affection With the thought, ‘That 
is a favourable omen,’ there was great joy of both Their 
pleasing behaviour toward each other had pleasmg results 
for both An actress, Pnyankara,. observed the inclination 
of the two 308 For another’s heart is easily observed by 
those who understand the interpretation of sentiment by 
outward signs and by the expression of the face 

368 413 Dhatriputra In the Kathakosa Priyankara was Kesara’s 

nurse, and may have been here, also, but it is not so stated. The next 

sentence seems to refer to her calling as an‘ actress ' 
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Kesara's brother then made a puja to Vasantadeva 
like Vasanta (Spring) to Vasantasakha (friend of Spring, 
Kamadeva) Priyankara said to her,‘ Kesara, your brother 
is honoring him Yon do what is suitable * Kesara, 
experiencing shame, fear, and joy simultaneously, said. 
You alone know Do what is fitting for him ’ Pnyan- 
kara took a cluster of flowers from the pnyangu tree m 
the courtyard, kakkola,869 et cetera, and said to Vasanta, 
‘My mistress gives you these flowers and fruits, suitable 
for a gift to a lover, gathered by her own fingers ’ Delighted 
at the thought, ‘I am beloved by her,’ Vasantadeva took 
the flowers and fruit m his hand He gave her a signet-ring 
and said, ‘Say to her, “This was a good thing that you 
did What is suitable for lovers must always be done ” 

Priyankara went and told Kesara his speech which 
was like a sprinkle for making the bulb of strong affection 
shoot up Asleep m the last watch of the night, Kesara 
saw herself in a dream being married to Vasantadeva 
At that time Vasantadeva married her m a dream The 
seeing of these dreams by both of them was better than a 
wedding Kesara related her dream to Priyankara at 
once, her hair standing up from joy, having confidence m 
it alone The family-priest, who was nearby to see to 
his own business, said, ‘It will happen just so ’ 'Vasanta¬ 
deva will be your husband according to the dream and the 
omen Bet the knot of the omen 370 be tied/ Priyankara 
said to her Priyankara went and told Vasantadeva the 
dream Because of its agreement with his own dream he 
considered the matter settled Priyankara said, ‘The soul 
of my mistress is suitable for you You should arrange 
everything pertaining to the wedding without hesitation ’ 

Vasantadeva said ‘That must be arranged entirely 
according to custom Generally action that is wrought 
by man falls down some place ' Vasantadeva, knowing 

360 4x7 Ror an interesting article on kakkola and its associates, 

see Balfour, II, p 473 
870 426 See in Appendix n, £akunagrantln 
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what should be done, after talking to her like fate 

embodied and rewarding her, dismissed her. 
So some time passed, which seemed like a hundred 

years to them, drinking the nectar of talking to each other 

daily One day while Vasantadeva was resting in his own 
house, he heard an auspicious drum in Pancanandm’s 
house He received the news from his servants whom he 
sent, ‘ Kesara has been given in marriage by Pancanandin 
to Varadatta, the son of the Sheth Sudatta, living in 
Kanyakubja The drum has been beaten for the festival ’ 

When he heard this, he swooned as if struck with a 
hammer. Then Priyankara consoled him quickly ‘Kesara 
sends you a message: “Do not be disturbed After hearing 
the plan of the elder members of the family, I intend 
to marry my sweetheart Without knowing my wishes, 
the elders wish to do such a thing. They may wish to do 
it, but I shall not do such a thing. You alone shall be my 
husband or my death will surely be This must be recog¬ 
nized, lord, nothing else For the word of well-born 
women is not false ” ’ 

Vasanta, delighted, said, ‘The sight of the dream was 
like this And certainly the promise of well-born women 
is not in vain. I promise this* I shall marry Kesara or I 
shall go by some means to the house of Yama ’ 

Thus assured and dismissed, she went to Kesara and 
Kesara rejoiced at her lover’s speech when it was told to 
her. Some time passed unpleasantly for them, like the 
night for cakravakas, while they thought about some means 
of union with each other While their purpose had not 
yet been accomplished but they were devising plans, the 
procession of the bridegroom’s friends came for Kesara’s 
wedding the next day 

When Vasantadeva heard that, he left the city and 
went to a garden, hastening like the wind. Vasantadeva 
thought, ‘She, married to another, will surely pensh, like 
a gourd371 at the sight of a finger. Troubled for a long 

371 445 The kusmanda is a symbol of extreme delicacy. 
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time by her parents who are ignorant of a suitable union, 
without hope of marrying me, yet unmarried, she will die 
Therefore, by dying before she does I shall have my grief 
allayed Who will hear of the death of his sweetheart like 
a bhster on a burned man ?’ 

After these reflections, after putting a noose around 
his neck, Vasanta tied himself like a quiver to the top 
of an asoka When the noose had just been tied, 
a man ran up from an arbor, saying, ‘Do not do 
anything rash, sir! Do not! ’ Climbing the aioka, he 
cut the knot of the noose and said, ‘Why has a distress¬ 
ing thing of this kind taken place?’ Vasanta said, 
‘Why are you disturbed by this appearance of me, 
afflicted by fate, resembhng an indravaruna,372 sir? 
Why did you, by cutting the noose, put an obstacle 
in my way when I wished to die, which would have 
ended grief at separation from my sweetheart?' 

Then Vasanta told him, when he enquired, the 
story of his sweetheart. For grief generally subsides 
from bemg told The man said" ‘Even if this is the 
case, nevertheless it is not fitting for a discerning man 
to give up life Stratagems, rather, to obtain the 
desired objectives are fitting In this affair of yours, 
they exist So do not die like an animal Even m an 
affair m which there is no stratagem (available), it is 
not suitable to die A dead man does not obtain it, 
he goes to the state of existence suitable to his karma 
I hve wandering about, because the desired object 
could not be attained because of the lack of a strata¬ 
gem For a living man sees fair things 

I am a resident of Krttikapura, named Kamapala 
I went away with a desire to see foreign countries, 

372 451 The point to this comparison is explained in M C, s v 

indravana, the bitter gourd, Cucumis colocynthus 'As this gourd, 

though beautiful, in appearance, is of bitter taste, a handsome but 

worthless person, or a person meek-lookmg but ferocious or rancorous 

at heart, is called indravana ’ 
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intoxicated by youth. In my wandering I came to a large 

city, Sankhapura, and went to see a festival to the Yaksa 

Sankhapala. There I saw a girl m a mango-arbor, whose 

appearance was entirely beautiful, like a girl in Smara's 

harem I, in love, stood there a long time, as if bound by 
such snares and she looked at me lovingly. She, above 
reproach, gave me betel through a friend, which was the 
cause of love as well as redness of lips As I was thinking, 

“As I have accepted the betel and wish to do something in 
return, what is suitable for me ? ” a very powerful rogue- 
elephant pulled up his tying-post, broke his leg-chains to 
pieces, and ran oh Abandoned by the elephant-keepers 
unable to remedy things at a distance, watched by the 
mahouts exceedingly bewildered as he ran, thrusting aside 
the helpless elephant-drivers carrying goads, the elephant 
reached the mango-arbor in a moment All the attendants 
of the maiden fled. Generally when fear is present, 
one's self is more important than everything else As the 
elephant charged, she was not able to run, but stood on the 
spot, trembling, like a doe before a lion When the 
elephant had almost seized the girl with its trunk, I 
hit him at the base of the tail with a club, heaving 
the girl, he turned like a serpent touched on the tail I 
escaped the elephant, took the girl, and went elsewhere 
I put her down in a place free from danger, but she, 
by whom deceit was barred, did not put me out of her 
heart Her attendants came there again and, when 
they knew that Madira had been saved, they praised 
me, like bards. 

She was led back to this mango-arbor by her friends 
and by chance elephant-spray fell, carried by the wind 
Again they all ran here and there, terrified She went 
somewhere, and I do not know where I wander about in 
the hope of seeing her Without seeing her for a long time 
I came here, desolate Kven though I have no plan, I 
do not die, but hve Took at me. But there are, indeed, 
means of reaching Kesara I am talking to you as a 
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friend with equal grief Do not die from ignorance 
You say the wedding is tomorrow Today, because it is 
the custom, Kesara alone will worship Smara with Rati 
Then, let us, entering Smara’s temple secretly, remain 
quietly, like worshippers, friend When she has entered 
it, I shall seize her clothing and go, disguised like her, 
to her house, deceiving her attendants When I have 
gone, take her and go wherever you like So your wish 
will be accomphshed unbroken ’ 

Delighted by this speech, Vasanta said, ‘In this plan 
there are acquisition and enjoyment for me, but I see 
trouble for you1 Just then an old Brahman woman 
sneezed, like a tutelary deity, and Kamapala said ‘There 
will be no trouble for me On the contrary, prosperity 
will come to me devoted to this business of yours For 
destmy becomes favorable to the noble ’ Just then an 
old Brahman, dehghted, said with reference to his own 
affairs, ‘So it is There is no doubt ’ After tying the 
omen-knot 378 and agreeing to his plan, Vasantadeva 
entered the city with his friend After they had eaten, 
et cetera, they left the house in the evemng, went to 
Smara’s temple and stood behind Smara As they stood 
there, they heard the auspicious sound of a drum with 
delight at the thought,' Kesara is coming now ’ She came 
there, reciting again and again the charm called ‘meeting 
with the lover/ a charm which is effective merely from 
recitation She descended from the palanquin, like a 
goddess from an aerial car, and took a puja of gold from 
Pnyankara’s hand Then she entered Smara’s temple 
alone and shut the door with her own hands, because that 
is the custom 

After throwing flowers, leaves, and money on the floor 
for the sake of Manmatha, her hands folded submissively, 
she spoke with her heart subdued by love 

373 485 See App II The words of the Brahman were a favorable 

omen 
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* You are in tlie heart of a31. You dwell there always 

Therefore you know their inclinations, blessed Makara- 
dhvaja. Is this fitting for you, lord, knowing the inclina¬ 

tion of everyone, that you unite me by force with an 

unloved husband? My mind does not delight in any one 
except Vasantadeva Another husband is for my death, 
like a poison-maiden374 for that of a husband May 
Vasantadeva be my husband in another birth You have 
been worshipped for a long time This is the last worship/ 

After saying this, she hung herself to the arched 
doorway and, at the same time, Vasanta ran and unfastened 
the noose The lotus-eyed girl said with astonishment, 
shame, and fear, "Where did this man come from?’ and 
was told by Vasantadeva: "Dear, I am the very Vasanta¬ 
deva, your husband for whom you were asking Manobhava 
in another life I have entered here secretly, planning to 
seize you, at the plan of this disinterested noble friend, 
slender maiden Give him your costume so that he can 
go to your house, wearing your clothes, like you, and 
deceive your attendants When he has managed with your 
attendants, we shall go to a foreign place that suits us, 
dark-haired maiden ’ 

So instructed, she handed her own costume to Kama- 
pala and Vasanta stood behind Kamadeva. Kamapala 
worshipped Kamadeva with flowers, et cetera, and put on 
Kesara’s clothes, his face covered with a veil He opened 
the door and, leaning on Priyankara, got into the palanquin 
which was carried by bearers Undetected by the servants, 
he went to Pancanandin’s house Bven Brahma does 
not penetrate a well-planned trick He was assisted from 
the conveyance by Priyankara, led to the bridal house, 
and seated on a gold and cane seat Priyankara, a bene¬ 
factor, went away, after instructing him," Kesara, continue 
to recite the charm" meeting with a lover’ ’ He, intelligent, 
appreciated the real meaning of that speech and recalled 

374 494 See above, n. 66 
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again and again the charm called 'union of Kama and 
Rati * 

Kesara's maternal uncle's daughter, Madira, a resident 
of Sankhapura, came theie, invited to the wedding- 
procession Seating herself before him,876 sighing a little, 
she said, f Kesara, why are you troubled about the success 
of matters subject to fate ? I, living m £ankhapura, heard 
about your wished-for meetmg with Vasantadeva, fair 
lady. I know from my own experience the pain of separa¬ 
tion from a sweetheart Therefore, I shall tell you to 
console you, friend Just as an unfavorable fate does 
something undesired, so a favorable fate does something 
desired from force of circumstances Moreover, friend, 
you' are fortunate who had the sight of and conversation 
with your sweetheart, et cetera, many times Hear my 
miserable story difficult to hear, friend I went with 
attendants to the festival of Sankhapala There beneath 
an asoka I saw a young man, a thief of the wealth of the 
mind, like Manmatha before my eyes I sent him betel 
by the hand of a fnend I was saved by him from a 
rogue-elephant like death. Again my attendants and I 
have been terrified by fear of the elephant Again 
running away, I did not see him who had gone away 
somewhere From that time I have scarcely hved, 
miserable, a receptacle of unhappiness all the time, like 
a monkey stung by a bee Up to today I have seen 
him, charmmg, only in a dream If he will be visible 
in person by the favor of fate! I have told my secret 
to diminish your pain For one in pam is consoled, 
seeing someone else m pain Enough of that pam, 
fnend For destiny itself bemg favorable, there will be 
a meeting with your sweetheart Be of good courage, 
faint-hearted girl ’ 

Then Kamapala took off the veil and said ‘I am the 
one, your sweetheart, whom you saw earher at the Yaksa’s 

876 510. Kamapala 
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festival From the kindness of fate just now a meeting 

of Vasantadeva and Kesara has taken place, like ours 

Enough of wasting time in talking Put aside submission 

to fear Show me a door to leave by, maiden with irre¬ 

proachable understanding * 

After saying this, he went with Madira herself 

through a back door shown by Madira into the garden 

of the house Then Kamapala with his sweetheart 

joined Vasantadeva and Kesara who had come earher to 

this city. Because of their former affection they make 

constantly the wonderful gift of five things, king Know 

that these people are they. You are able to enjoy it 

(the gift) with them, your friends, king. For so long 

a time, you did not enjoy it, since you did not know 

they were your friends ” 

After hearing the Ford’s words, the memory of former 

births, a brilliant torch of former affection, arose im¬ 

mediately m the king and in them Then King Kuru- 

candra bowed to the Blessed One and led them affection¬ 

ately, like brothers, to his own house The gods bowed 

to the Ford and went to their respective abodes The 

Blessed One went elsewhere, favoring the earth 

Congregation (533~53S) 

Sixty-two thousand ascetics, observing perpetual 
chastity, sixty-one thousand and six hundred nuns, eight 
hundred noble persons who knew the fourteen purvas, and 
also three thousand having clairvoyant knowledge, four 
thousand having mind-reading knowledge, and forty- 
three hundred with omniscience, six thousand with the art 
of transformation, and twenty-four hundred disputants, 
two hundred and ninety thousand laymen, three hundred 
and ninety-three thousand laywomen constituted the 
retinue of the Ford wandering for twenty-five thousand 
years less one year from the time of omniscience. 
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His emancipation (539-543) 

Knowing that it was time for his emancipation, the 
hord went to Mt Sammeta and began a fast with mne 
hundred mums At the end of the month, on the thirteenth 
of the dark half of Jyestha, the moon being m Bharanl, 
the Master attamed emancipation with the mums The 
Ivord’s age was a lac of years, as he was prince, governor, 
cakrabhrt, and m the vow for a quarter of a lac each The 
emancipation of Sri Santi Svamin was three sagaras, less 
a palya less a fourth, after the emancipation of Sri Dharma- 
natha The emancipation-festival of Jina Santi was held 
there by the gods, the Indras, et cetera In time Cakra- 
yudha, the ganadhara, acquired omniscience After wan¬ 
dering over the earth to enlighten the souls capable of 
emancipation for a long time, he made final renunciation 
and at the end of his life attamed emancipation together 
with many monks at the tirtha Kotisila 

Glory to the life, courageous and illustrious, with 
firm tranquillity, of Santi, who showed facility even in 
the business of conquering the six-part earth, who took 
the vow after abandomng sovereignty like straw, whose 
glory was spread by his being a cakrin and especially by 
his being a Tlrthankara. 
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Additional Notes 

P. 2 (4 i 22). I have not come across any stereotyped 
number of Sris, but tbe Bhls are seven, fear of the same 
genus—on the part of men of other men, etc (lhaloka); 
fear of other genera—on the part of men of gods, 
animals, etc (paraloka), fear of thieves, etc (adana), 
fear of outside omens on the part of people in houses, 
etc, at night, etc , without regard for external causes, 
i e imaginary (akasmat), fear in regard to livelihood 
(ajlva), fear of death (marana); fear of censure by 
people for misconduct (asloka). Pravac., 1320, com 
p 388a 

P 11 (4 1. 144) Either Hemacandra’s usual accurate 
knowledge of natural history fails in regard to spiders 
or there is some species of Indian spider with habits 
of which I can find no trace The comparison of 
people ensnared by karma with spiders and spider¬ 
webs is a favourite one with Hemacandra He uses 
it m2.1 53,4 1 144; 5 1 127,6.6 222 In three of 
these lala, ‘saliva/ is the substance of which the 
web is made, though the thread really comes from the 
spider’s abdomen In 2 1. 153 he says “a man 
surrounds himself by self-made snares of karma, 
like a spider with webs made from its own saliva ” 
The verb used’is vestayati. As the spider does sit m 
his own web, the comparison is not so far-fetched. 
But m 4 1 144 people are “bewildered” by the threads 
(tantu) of affection which become snares, like spiders 
by spider-webs (lala). The1 verb used is muh, which 
does not seem appropriate Hemacandra does not 
say here, nor in 5.1 127, specifically “their own webs ”; 
but again m 6 6. 222 the soul is bound closely by evil 
meditation, like a spider by its own threads (tantu) 

22 
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The verb used is badhyate Spiders are not in actual 

fact, so far as I can learn, caught in their own webs; 

though some kinds are caught in webs made by other 

kinds Hemacandra is not alone in the use of this 

figure The Kathasaritsagara, XU, 70 90s (Penzer, 
VI, pp 30-32) has spiders caught in their own webs, 

which represent men caught in the snares of their 
own attachments 

P. 17 (4. 1. 232). I am not satisfied with any possible 

interpretation of this text as it stands, mithah san- 
gharsato gramagamaslesaparah pur ah. But the only 
MS variant that I have seen, gramanepara purah, 
with a lacuna at the end, is unintelligible Purah can 
not mean 'cities/ as has been suggested as a possi¬ 
bility, for only one city is concerned The capital is 
crowded because of the birth-festival There is no 
reason for any other city to be crowded My own 
feeling is that gramagama should be corrected to 
gamagama, which would involve two changes, with 
no MS authority, and I have not made the emenda¬ 
tion. However, surely the' arrival' should be personal 
and I have made the slight correction to °agata° 

P. 24 (4. 1. 331) Other groups of 4 gifts are mentioned 
below, p 190 (4. 7 330) and p 237 (5 2 105) 

P. 35 (4. 1. 503). Most of the Indian Sanskritists whom 
I have consulted interpret this differently. They 
think it should be read aradham to mean' conciliated * 
Kven if radham is read with the edition, 'conciliated’ 
would doubtless be a more usual meaning than 'in¬ 
jured.’ But 'conciliated’ is not only at variance with 
the facts, but would destroy all point to the comparison 
Aivagriva had been angered by Triprstha by the attack 
on Candavega and by the killing of the lion Now the 
girl he wants has been given to Triprstha It says 
very specifically (495) that “already angered by the 
story of the lion, he became exceedingly angry” on 
hearing of the marriage Also in 468 it says that 

22B 
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Jvalanajatin lield the wedding in Prajapati’s city from 

fear of Asvagriva The only point to the comparison 

with excessive heating of gold is the heaping of insult 

upon insult. If Asvagriva had been 'conciliated' 

before and this was a first offense, the figure of gold 

lost by overheating would be entirely pomtless. 

Though 'injure' is not the usual meaning of radh, it 

occurs, and Hemacandra makes a habit of using 

words in their rarer meanings 

P 37 (4 1 522) The word jagara, which occurs also m 
a similar passage in 5 5 178, is cited only in the 

sense of 'watching, wakefulness,’ which is impossible 
here The editor of the text interprets it as' sinha ' 
This would suit very well in this instance, but I can 
find nothing to justify the interpretation and it 
would not suit at all in the later passage The only 
suggestion that I can make is that jagara goes back 
to the de£l ,jagadana, 'fight, quarrel’ (PH) Cf 
H jhagara, Guj jhagado, meaning the same It 
does not make a perfect comparison There should 
be someone with whom they start a quarrel, but as 
jackals are considered low and cowardly, it would be 
presumptuous for them to start a quarrel at all. In 
the later passage jagara is compared with an action 
and the meaning suggested suits very well 

P 38 (4 1 546) The 8 dhlgunas are named in the Yoga- 
£astra, com p 53a (Bhavnagar ed ) 

susrusa sravanam caiva grahanam dharanam tatha I 
uho ’poho 'rthavijnanam tattvajnanam ca dhi- 

gunah II 

The desire to hear, hearing, grasping the meaning of 
the Sastras, remembering, reasoning and doubts about 
meaning (uha), resolution'of doubts (apoha), ascer¬ 
tainment of definite meaning, and conclusion as to 
what is the real essence An alternative explanation 
offered by the commentary for uha and apoha is that 
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uha is general knowledge and apoha specialized 

knowledge. 

P. 48 (4. 1 692). The text of the edition, parigham pan- 

ghenatha, is surely corrupt To correct panghenatha 

to parighanathe is a very slight change, especially in 

MSS with the old style script %ord of the club" is 

a perfectly correct epithet for a Vasudeva and the 

substitution of parigha for the more usual gada, just 

because of the adjacent parigham, would be in com¬ 

plete accordance with Hemacandras style The cor¬ 

rection would leave a metrical defect, but one that 

occurs constantly in the Trisasti0 Muni Jayanta- 
vijayaji prefers to emend to parigheno ’tha, which 
would require even less change and be correct meter, 
but nowhere in the Trisasti0 does Hemacandra make 
such use of the suffix -ina In that case, the word would 
have to refer to Hayakandhara and it is surely more 
appropriate for the Vasudeva I have found only one 
alternative MS reading A reading from one Patan 
MS was sent me* parigham tam pratyamogham 
mumoca, ‘Hayakandhara hurled the unerring dub ’ 
This eliminates the objectionable parighenatha and 
perhaps should be adopted; but it occurs in only the 
one MS, so far as I know, and it does not appeal to 
me Pratyamogha is usually applied to the cakra 

> It has the same metrical defect as my suggested 
emendation 

P. 54 (4 x 783). I.e. the 12 angas, of which one has been 

lost. 
P. 74 (4 2. 147). Kirfel spells the name of the general of 

the Gandharva-army ‘Tumburu’ and that of the 
division of Gandharvas ‘ Tumbaru ’ But the lexicons 
make no such distinction. They make the forms 
interchangeable 

P 77 (4 2. 185). ' In Chips of Jade there is quoted a 
similar idea: 
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The Man who misses his Chance 
The Monkey who misses his Branch 

cannot be saved 
P. 87 (4. 2. 336) Dr. S. K. Belvalkar gave me the ex¬ 

planation and reference for ghrtayonyadikaranaih 
This permissible purification was instigated by the 
abduction of Hindu women by foreign invaders 
(Mlecchas). The women would be abandoned and, 
of course, would be outcastes from Hindu society, 
unless some special provision were made for their 
reinstatement A legislator, named Devala, is said 
to have ordained that fasting and a douche of ghl, 
accompanied by mantras, should be accepted as 
sufficient prayascitta 

P 117 (4. 4 94) The tapiccha is the same as the tamala 
(Abhi 4 2 12) The Prativasudevas (like the Vasu- 
devas) were black Hence the tapicchakusuma must 
be black Balfour, in his Cyclopaedia of India, says 
of Xanthochymus pictorius (syn. Garcima xantho- 
chymus), with which the tamala is unanimously 
identified, "This beautiful tree is remarkable for its 
black flowers ” Bate’s Dictionary of the Hindee lan¬ 
guage also says, "noted for the dark hue of its 
blossoms ” The difficulty is that G xanthochymus 
does not have black blossoms, but yellowish white 
ones Tamala is used frequently as a symbol of dark¬ 
ness, not only by Hemacandra but also by others 
(Cf Penzer, VI, 102, Vn, 162, IX, 43), with nothing 
to indicate what part of it was in mind MW, indeed, 
says of it, ‘with dark bark and white blossoms ’ The 
translators of the Pnyadarsika say, "Evidently Balfour 
has confused the color of the bark and that of the 
flowers ” (p ci) But the inconsistency can not be 
dismissed so easily Bate possibly followed Balfour, 
but Hemacandra’s black tapicchakusuma remains 
to be explained I can not reconcile - the literary 
and botanical colors ' To make confusion worse 
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confounded, the Saligramarughantubhusana says that 
the flowers of the tamala are red (p. 683). Syama 
might be a dark hue and not exactly ' black, ’ but it 
is not, so far as I know, ever the same as la! (H.). 
See also my note in JAOS. 65 (1945), 224. 

P. 120 (4. 4. 144) Perhaps the key was to be sent as a 
token of submission, or perhaps it means that the 
entire contents of the treasury were to be sent The 

expression maryadikrtya kuncikam is an unusual one. 
I have not learned of any other occurrence 

P. 141 (4 5. 94). 'Stupefying5 is apparently not the 
proper description of the odor of the saptapama. 
'Penetrating5 would better describe it, though I 
could not find a single Indian among my acquaint¬ 
ance who had any first-hand knowledge of the smell 
of the saptapama flower, though the tree is quite 
common Another name for it is madagandha. See 
4 7. 139 (p. 177), where it is said that it smells like 
elephants’ ichor I finally got relayed information 
from a Malabari that the comparison was accurate 

P. 152 (4 5 249). The story of Kuragadduka is briefly 
as follows: In one incarnation he practiced great 
austerities; but he was very proud of them and was 
very hot-tempered. Consequently, he was a serpent 
in his next birth. He knew his past birth and culti¬ 
vated tolerance to a high degree In his next birth 
he was a prince In youth the sight of some Jam 
munis recalled his former births and he took initia¬ 
tion, determined to be tolerant. But he could do no 
penance, because of karma still remaining as the 
result of his pride in austerities in his previous birth 
Even on special fast-days, he was unable to fast, 
but had to have a potful of rice Hence he was called 
Kuragadduka 

In his group there were four great ascetics who 
performed fasts of one to four months On one 
occasion a goddess came and paid homage to Kura- 
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gadduka and not to the others. One of the munis 
asked her why she had bowed to no one except to 
the one who had never observed a fast She rephed 
that she was not concerned with outward show, but 
with the real nature that Kuragadduka was a true 
muni, because he was tolerant The extent of his 
tolerance was demonstrated by a later incident. On 
Samvatsan, when he should have fasted, of course, 
he brought a pot of rice, showed it to his guru and 
the other mums, and invited them to share it (as he 
should have done), whereupon his scornful associates 
spit on the rice Kuragadduka felt no resentment, 
but ate the nee Then his omniscience appeared 
The four ascetics felt proper remorse and they also 
became omniscient All five attained emancipation 
Fsimandalaprakaranavrtti, 5 78 I believe the story 
is also told in the Bharatesvarabahubahvrtti, 51, but 
I have not seen this 

P 155 (4 5 286) Fire does not harmonize with its 
co-ordinates in this compound. Dharana is not ap- 
propnate for agm It probably refers to the ‘penance 
of five fires ’ 

P 169 (4. 7 31) The text as it stands sasavacchasare 
vanya kankairakrstalocanam, is surely corrupt The 
MSS that I have seen offer no help However, a 
reading from one MS at Patan was sent me * sasavacca0, 
which is a possibility, though not satisfactory. 

P 176 (4 7 123) This is just the opposite of the usual 
idea illustrated by the story of the blind men, who 
identified an elephant as various things, according to 
the part each had touched Ward (A View of the 
History, etc, IH, p 5) tells the story Jacob (A 
Handful of Popular Maxims, I, p HI) cites andhagaja- 
nyaya as referring to this. He had not found the 
maxim in literature 

P 179 (4 7 179) The ‘fifth gait’ here evidently refers 
to the inverted training of the horse This is not in 
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accordance with Hemacandra’s 5 gaits in Abhi. 

4 312-315 
P 216 (5 1. 274) Vijayabhadra was her brother-in-law 

P 218 (5 1. 298) This episode occurs in the Vasudeva- 
hindi and 500 vassals participate (p 118). However, 

many of the names are the same as those of the sons 
in our text 

P. 241 (5 2. 146). Preksa means among other things— 

‘looking on (at a performance)’ MW. Hence pre- 
ksavat might well mean 'spectator ’ As he was watching 
a play, that would be very appropriate. Or it may 
have been used in its usual sense on account of the 
verbal similarity with the near preksya. 

P. 260 (5. 3 10). Muni Jayantavijayaji tells me that a 
black tilaka, a black thread on the neck or waist, and 
a garland of black flowers are all means of warding 
off the evil-eye, according to popular superstition. 
Pandit L B. Gandhi prefers to take arista as a noun 
He says that a necklace of soap-nuts (arista) is used 
as an amulet But the construction is not so good 
in that case. 

Crooke speaks of the use of black objects to avert 
the evil-eye, of that of garlands, and of that of black 
thread (in Kurope). The Popular Religion and Folk 
Tore of Northern India, pp 28f , 36, 45. 

P 273 (5 3 206) This hostility is not mentioned in the 
biography of Amitatejas in the first chapter 

P 291 (5 4 255). This is the well-known story of King 
Sibi and the hawk and dove 

P 298 (5. 4. 358). All five MSS that I have used have the 
reading I have adopted See Text Corrections I 
do not know how many MSS supported the reading 
of the printed text. But there are several objections 
to it The °tam° is impossible It could be corrected 
to tany, to be taken with sukhtani, though widely sepa¬ 
rated Also °trinsadyayur is certainly erroneous It 
could be corrected to trmsadayur, but that still leaves 
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out the sagara (or its equivalent) which should be here 
Trayastrinsabdhyayur would be a possible emenda¬ 
tion. (For the use of trrnsa, cf 6. i 27). If the text 
readmg of 358 is kept, surely the alternative reading 
given by the editor for pada c in 257 should be 
accepted. As it is, only one brother fasts, but both 
die 

But with a correct alternative reading supported 
by five MSS, it is hardly necessary to devise emenda¬ 
tions There is one objection to the reading that 
I prefer The brothers were not sahodara—born of 
the same mother. However, several Indian San- 
skritists have assured me that sahodara may be loosely 
used for * brothers ’ in general The Sabdakalpadruma 
gives bhratr as a definition of sahodara (s v ) Mum- 
bhadraJs version agrees with the printed text in 
facts, but the wording is entirely different (14 449) 

P. 305 (5 5 91) The first three incarnations are omitted 
in this resume They were comparatively insignificant 
ones 

P. 315 (5. 5 259) Hemacandra still keeps the number of 
cooks at 363, though he does not here make the com¬ 
parison with the days of the year, as m the earlier 
parallel passages. (See I, 263, n. 321, II, 160, n 317, 
348.) All my MSS again have the number 363 In 
Vol I of the new edition of the Trisasti0 (Bhavnagar, 
1936), an alternative MS reading is given for 1. 4. 720, 
though not adopted by the editors For sataistnbhis- 
tnsastyagrairvasarairiva vatsarah two MSS read 
°agraistridinonarkavarsavat. This would reconcile 
Hemacandra's 363 cooks with the normal year of 360 
days. 
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acchot, 4. 1. 609, to beat 
acchotana, n 4 7 205, blow Cf. PS 
ati, f 5 5 176, an aquatic bird = MW’s ati Abbi 4 404 
adhy ambhavisnu, adj. 4. 1 20, becoming rich Only Pan 

anaya, m 4 5. 293, fishermen’s net. Only Pan 
abdika, adj. 4. 1. 94, lasting for a year, 
abhogml, f. 5. 3 102, name of a vidya, a magic art per¬ 

sonified 
ayukta, adj 5. 1. 252 = prayukta, ordered 
arya, m. 5. 2 196 et passim, used for 'elder brother/ 
avartaka, pi 4 2. 73, n of people in west India 
asatana, f 5 2 245, 5.107, scorn, disrespect See asayana, 

PH. a. PS. 
asa, n. 5 5. 282, bow, k PS. 
asevanasiksa, f 5 2.303, performances of rites and practices 

of religion See n 310. 
asphal, 4 2 171, to twang the bow-string. Cf. PS asphala, 

Znruckprallen. 
aharya, adj. 4. 7. 36, what may be removed, adventitious, 

accessory, incidental, 1^ 

indravarana, n. 5 5 451, Cucumis colocynthis, bitter 
gourd. Also pw See n 372. 

istadevi, f 5. 5. 482, tutelary deity, L. 

uccapeta, adj. 4. 1. 393, making a jump, 
uccayana, n. 4 7. 293, gathering PS 
ujjivana, n. 4 1 185, revivifying 
utpucchaya, nom 4 x. 394, to raise the tail. Only scholiast 
udancin, adj. 4. 1. 222, reaching, lifted up to. Cf PS — 

urdhvacarin. 
udarka, m 5. 1. 231, benefit. 
udbhata, m. 4. 4. 100, a fan for winnowing com, L,. 
udbhama, adj. 5. 1. 78, angry. 
udvrtta, m or n 4. 1. 283, leap, jump. 
unmarsti, f 4. 3. 198, cleaning, polishing. 
unmud, adj. 5 5. 24, rejoicing. 
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upadhaukiti, f 5. 1. 447, a respectful present. Cf upa- 
dhaukana, Iy. 

upeksitr, m 4. 1. 667, one who disregards, 
upendra, m. 4. 2 1 = Vasudeva 
ullalana, n. 4. 2. 113, flourishing, waving. 

urdhvasosam, ind 4. 7. 208, quoted from Pan, 'so as to 
dry above * Here rather' dried to the top, completely 
dried up,’ i e ‘exhausted ’ 

usmajala, m 5 2 136, tears 
usmala, adj. 4. 1 576, hot. PS. 

ekanga, adj 4. 3. 79, 5 5 199, alone, solitary, 
ekavali, f. 5. 2 331, a kind of penance See II, n 51 
esarhya, adj 5 1 447, free from faults, acceptable to 

monks. 

kadvada, adj 4 4. 149, contemptible, base, Iy 
kanakavali, f 5 2 331, a kind of penance See II, n 51 
kalakanthi, f 4 2 147, female Indian cuckoo 
kalavat, m 4 1 290, artist MW only‘moon ' Cf PS 
kalyanakatapas, n. 5 4 239, a kind of penance See n 

339 
kallolinlpati, m 5. 2. 25, ocean. 
kas, 5 3 66, to gnash. 
kaminljana, m 5. 2 36, women in general 
kimhetu, ad] 5 4. 287, having what reason 
kila, f. 5 5. 41, flame, Iy PS. 
kukula, m or n 4. 7. 129, conflagration or fire made of 

chaff, Iy PS 
kuta, m 4 4 100, hammer, mallet for breaking small 

stones, ax, Iy 
kuttima, m n. 4. 7.180, 243, ‘house of one or several stories ' 

PH Seems to be rather ‘roof of house.' t 
kurkutahi, m 5. 1. 252, 263, a kind of serpent, Iy Con¬ 

sidered by the Svetambaras to have the head of a cock 
and the tail of a serpent. * See n. 252. 

kupara, m. 5. 4. 347, ocean> Iy •• 
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kuragadduka, m. 4. 5 249, name of a Jain sadhu See 

P- 342 
koti, f 4. 5. 164, category Apte. 
kopavesman, n. 4 1 120 = kopaukas, a room set apart 

for an offended queen See n. 20. 
kaupinin, adj. 5 2. 58, wearing a loin-cloth, 
kaulacarya, m 4. 2 346, 3 39 = kaula, a left-hand Sakta. 

krasaya, nom 4 1. 12, wear down, reduce 

ksanika, f 5 1 477, lightning, 1, 
khandika, m 5 1 36, pupil Only Pan PS 

gajadanta, m 5 4 54, mts. with the shape of elephant’s 
tusk See K , p 233 Here seems to be used for the 
name of the mts 

gajayukta, m 4 7. 191, elephant-driver, 
gandhasindhura, m 5 1 327 = gandhagaja, rutting ele¬ 

phant 
gama, m 4. 3 76, a move m a game played with dice and 

men See JAOS 66, 260 
garala, m or n. 4. 4. 182, venom of a snake, h 
galantl, f. 5. 1 404, water-jar (with hole in the bottom), 1/ 
gahta, ad] 5. 5. 139, permeated with 

gira, f 4. 5 163, speech, k 
giriparvata, m 5 2 366, name of mountain 
gunjarava, m or n 4. 7 121, roar (of lion) Cf H gun- 

jarana, to roar, growl 
gehni, m 5. 5 220 (gehiratna), steward 
ganxavm, adj. 4 1 275, venerable 
grahanaiiksa, f. 5 2. 303, study of the sutras See n 310 
grankara, m 5. 4 40, grunting of camels 

gharsa, m or n 4 1 697, mark or track of a serpent Cf 
ghasa (desi), bhumirekha; ghasani, sarparekha, PH 

ghrtayoni, f. 4. 2 336, drenching of the yoni with ghi 
1 

cakrita, f 5. 5 276, rank of cakrin. 
caksurdosa, m. 5 3 10 = drstidosa, evil-eye. 
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caksurvisa, adj 4 3 148 = drgvisa, having poison in the 
eyes, I,. Cf PS 

cataccatiti, ind 4 1. 396, with a creaking noise PS has 
cataccatati 

capala, f. 4 2 8, disloyal wife, whore, b 
cara, m 4. 3 76, a move in a game played with dice and 

men See JAOS 66, 260. 
candrayana, m. 5 3. 135, a kind of penance, Panca, i8ff. 

See n 322 
clnakakura, n 4. 7. 383, a dish of millet and rice 

chatraya, nom. 4 1 769, to be an umbrella, 
chut, caus chotaya, 4 7 181, to cut, split. Only Dhatup. 

PS. 

jagadarhya, adj 5 4 238, worthy of universal worship 
3alia, m 4 7 387, dirt of body See I, n in and Pk 

lexicons, s v 
jagara, m 4 1 522, 5 5 178, quarrel, strife (?) Cf Pk 

jagadana, H jhagara, Guj jhagado, quarrel, strife 
Seep 339 

jadya, n 5 5 323, dross 
jalika, m 5 1 147, spider, b 
jisnu, m 4. 1 25, Indra, b PS 
jihvala, adj 4 5 178 = jihvala, voracious 
jlva, f 4. 7 278, bowstring, b 
jivatu, m n. 4 1 185,5 1 76, a revivifier Quoted only 

f. in this sense Cf Abhi. 6. 3 
jrmbhabhid, m 4 4 54, Indra. 

dindira, m 5 5 216, sea-foam, 1/ 

tadbala, m. 4 2 178, missile with the shape of a mouse’s 
tail, b Abhi 3. 444 and com. 

tarangita, adj 4 7. 357, 359, ' overflowing, abundant, 
covered with. 

taraka, m 4 4 287, swimmer 
taravac, adj. 5 3 80, loud-voiced. 
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tarksyaketu, m. 4. 4. in, Vasudeva 

talaputa, n. 5. 1. 88, a kind of poison killing immediately 

PH, talauda 
tin, f. 5 4 43, a kind of arrow, U ; tribhagasaraja tin 

sesange lohasambhava. Abhi 3. 444 and com. 

tumba, n 4 1. 727, the hub of awheel, PH. Used through¬ 

out of the hub of the Vasudeva’s cakra. 
tumburu, m 4. 7. 320, n of the general of Sakra’s army of 

Gandharvas 
trpti, f 4 1. 76, satiety. 
trivana, (pi) 4 2. 73, name of a people in west India. Km. 

has travana 
troti, f 4 1. 693, beak, U. PS. 

danstrika, f. 4 1. 517, beard, whiskers, I, 
danstrin, m 4. 7 280, boar, L,. 
davagniya, nom 4 5. 95, to resemble a forest-fire, 
dipaya, nom 4. x 1, to act like a lamp 
dirghika, f 4 1. 369, 5. 1. 3, moat 
durvyavasya, nom 4. 5 112, to intend something wicked or 

improper. 
devabhuya, n. 5 1. 133, godhead, divinity, 1, 
dosmat, adj. 4. 6. 13, powerful. Quoted only, 'having 

arms ’ 
dravyanidhayam, ind. 5 5 63, deposit like money Of 

ghxtanidhayam. 
dvatrinsakalyanaka, n 5 4 239, a kind of fast, consisting 

of 2 three-day fasts and 30 one-day fasts. 

dharmacakravalatapas, n 5 2. 265, a kind of fast See 
n 307 

dhannasakati, f. 5 1 409, chanty-fire. Of. Guj sagadi, 
stove, hearth. 

dhatriputri, f. 5. 5. 413, actress, I/. 

nakhampaca, adj 4. 7 129, nail-cooking Only scholiast, 
nayanotsava, m. 5 2 29, any lovely sight or object, 1, 
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namakanda, 4 2 23, dictionary 
narada, 4 7 320, general of Isana’s Gandharva-army 
nigoda, m 4 4 241, a plant-body,with, many souls, the 

sadharana division of plant-lives See I, n 29 - 
nirbhama, adj. 5 1 49, free from anger or passion 
tnsasesa m 4 3 94 et passim = ratri£esa, the remainder or 

last part of night 
nisusumbhisu, adj 4 5 184, wishing to destroy 
nllikaraga, adj 476= nlliraga, having color of indigo, 

constant in affection, Iy 
mvrt, f 5 5 258, realm, Iy. 

pacelima, m 5 5 283, Phaseolus mungo or a similar species 
of bean, Iy 

patala, n 4 2 342, a (sectarian or ornamental) mark on 
the forehead or other parts of the body with sandal¬ 
wood, Iy 

patavasa, m 5 5 6, petticoat, Iy 
padatita, f 4 7 284, the rank of a footman 
padmin, adj 4 5 200, possessmg lotuses, Iy 
panghata, m 4 3 103, club, iron bludgeon, Iy 
panpr, caus 4 2 252, to blow 
panhara, m 5 3 151, desertion 
pareta, m 5 5 182, ghost, Iy 
pavidhara, m 4 1 717, Indra 
padagharghari, f 4 1 236, an anklet of bells 
panlyasala, f 5 1 412, a place where water is distributed 
parapatapamn, m 4 4 161, Yama (?) or hawk (?) See 

n 169 
pas, nom 4 1 144, to act as bonds 
pitrjana, m 5 7 301, parents 
pitadhatu, m 5. 1 246, gold 
plyusadidhiti, m 5 3 16, moon 
plyusarasmi, m 4. 7 128, moon 
pumnaga, m. 4 5. 56, Calophyllum mophyllum, Iy. 

(probably) 
puta, m 4. 2 343, (du) buttocks, Iy 

23 
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puspottara, n 4. 4. 11, name of a palace in Pranatakalpa. 
putara, m. 5. 1. 412, a very small water-creature, PH 

putkr, 5. 1. 252, to cry, to scream PS, putkrta. 
pota, m. 4. 4. 239, a foetus which, has no enveloping mem¬ 

brane, If. 
pausadhin, adj. 5. 1 543, observing pausadha, living like 

a monk. 

prakranta, adj. 4. 1 285, commenced, begun, b. 
praguna, adj. 5.1. 314, ready. Cf praguntkr in I 

prajnapti (ka), f. 4. 7. 265, name of a vidya, magic art, 
personified. 

pratilabh, caus. 5. 2. 275, to bestow alms 
pratilabha, m. 5. 2. 273, giving of alms 
pratisabchta, adj 4. 7. 114, echoing, reverberating 
pratiks, caus. 4 1. 365, to persuade (?). 
pratyarya, adj. 4 3 128, worthy of honor, 
prapanca, m. 4 5 163, deceit, trick, b PS 
prapal, 5 1 166, to govern 
prahana, n 4 3 137, destruction, loss PB Here — 

pralaya, destruction of world 
praj, 4 1 527, to drive forward 
pranitavya, n. 5. 1. 260, life 
prabhrta, m 4 7. 88, present, gift. Masc very rare 
prasphalata, f. 4. 3 157, clashing 
pritiyoga, m 5 4 63, affection. PS, °samyoga 
preksavat, m 5. 2. 146, perhaps ‘spectator/ from preksa, 

looking on (at a performance). MW. 

phela, f. 5 1. 205, remnants of food, refuse, b- 

bandikara, m 4. 5. 290, robber, thief, b. 
balatapas, n. 5 1 403, fool’s penance, i e foolish kinds 

that have no fruit. See n. 285. 
balya, n. 4 3. 121 = balisya, thoughtlessness, folly 
balyavat, m. 5.1. 482, child. 
bljaksara, n 4 1. 580, first syllable of mantra or spell, b 
brhadbhanu, m 4. 5. 21, fire, b- PS. . 

23B 
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brahmanavaha, m 4 2 74, (pi) name of a people in west 
India In Km. 

bhadra, n 5 2 331, a kind of fast. See n. 312. 
bhavakantara, m or n 5. 4 303, wilderness of worldly 

existence, b 
bhasana, n 4 5 244, revilmg, abuse, PH 
bhasmanga, adj 5 2 126, smeared with ashes Cf PS 
bharyiya, nom 5 1 96, to wish (someone) for a wife 
bhuvana, n 4 7 82 et passim, v 1 for bhavana, I, 
bhutagrha, n 4 1 212, haunted house 
bhutesta, f 4 2 33, name of the 14th day of half-month, b 
bhogavati, f 4 7 1, city of the Nagas, b- 

mandala, m 4 5 243, dog, b PS 
mandalitva, n 4 7 402 et passim, the territory of a Vasu- 

deva and Cakravartin before they attain those ranks 
madana, m 4. 1 779, wax. Both MW and PS interpret 

as 'wax’ with (?) 
mantu, m 4 2 229, pretext 
mandirasiras, n 5. 4 133, house-top 
manorama, f 5 1 260, a beautiful woman, b 
marali, f 4 3 22, a female marala, b PS. Marala = 

hansa, Abhi 4 391, com 
markata, m 4 1 144, spider, b PS 
markatl, f 5 5 519, female monkey, b 
marmavid, adj 4 7. 27, knowmg weak or vulnerable spots 

MW, only marmavid Cf PS, marmavidh 
mallavarta, pi 4 2 69, n. of people in east India In 

Km 
masakyasara, m 5 3 162, name of a dty Cf Muni- 

bhadra’s Santmathacantra, 11. 70 
mahabala, m 4 2 174, wind, b 
mahabhuja, m 5 1 422 = king 
mahipanvrdha, m 4 5 4, king 
matrgrha, n 4 1. 485, the shnne where a wedding takes 

place. See I, p 141. , , ' , , 
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margana, f. 4. 4. 247 'Those states by, or conditions in, 

which the jivas are found are known as Marganas ’ 
Dravyasamgraha, p 39 

marganabha, m or n 5 3. 63, musk, 
minalaksman, m. 5, 4 324, Kamadeva 

muktavali, f. 5 2 331, a kind of fast See n 312. 
mukhagni, m 4 7 133, forest conflagration, E 
raut, 4 1 609, to crush, to grind Quoted only Dhatup. 
mudgara, pi 4. 2. 69, n of people in east India In Eon 
mudgaia, m. 4 5. 320, a kind of Vyantara, PH From 

moggada (desi) 
mudra, f. 4. 7. 162, a position of body for meditation 
mula, pi 4 2. 68, n. of people in east India 
mentha, m. 5 3 68, elephant-keeper, E- 
mendhaka, m 5 4 103, ram, E- 
mainika, m 5. 5. 340, fisherman Only scholiast 
mocaka, 4. 4 165, the 'bucket' of leather attached to 

stirrup in which lance is carried So also mi 5. 525. 

yacita, n 5 1. 180, alms obtained by begging, E 
yapyayana, n 5 5 489, palanquin, E 
yuktipuspa, n. 5 4. 127, flower-arrangement, bouquet 
yuddhasabhya, m 4 1. 595, judge m a fight 
yogapata, m 4 7. 406, traditional secret knowledge handed 

down orally by a guru to a disciple as his successor 

rajaraja, m 4 2 4, moon, E 
rajila, m 5 5 226 = dundubha, Abhn 4. 371, an unvenom- 

ous water-snake 
radhacakra, n 4 1 687, wheel to which a doll is attached 

as a target See I, n 360, Cf PS 
rupasthadhyana, n 4. 7. 162, meditation on the form of 

the Tirthankaras. See I, n. 409. 

lalantika, f. long pendulous wreath, L, 
lalama, adj 4. 1. 461, eminent, best of its kind, L. 
lala, f. 4. 1. 144, spider-web. See EC, n. 14. 
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vadhasthana, n 4 i. 320, place of execution, L,. 
varalaka, m 4. 1. 609, an animal that is a combination of 

a lion and elephant 
vardhapana, n. 5. 5 434, festival, L,. 
valmika, nom. 4 1 243, to be like an ant-hill 
vasantasakha, m. 5 3. 47, Kamadeva 
vacamyama, m. 5. 2 268, a sage who practises silence, 1, 
vatakin, ad] 4 5. 134, suffering from wind-disease, gouty 

Only Pan 
vanayuja, m 4. 2 75, (pi) name of a people Km 'a 

country in the north generally identified with Arabia 1 
varttikavadin, m 4. 4 173, 273, snake-charmer 
valahasta, m 5 5. 30, tail, I,, 
vahakeli, f 5 2. 38, horsemanship, PS 
vahika, m. 5 5 504, palanquin-bearer (?) Cf MC, s v. 
vikunana, n 5 2. 138, contraction, 1, 
vikr, 4 7. 244 et passim, to make by magic or supernatural 

power. 
vmad, 4. 1 324, to revile, abuse 
vipancita, part, 4. 1 223, 5 2 26, diffused 
vibhavasu, m 5. 5 41, fire, I, 
visva, f 5. 5 10, earth, I, 
visaxhsthula, ad] 4 7. 31, disordered, dishevelled 
vitaraga, m 4 5 228, a sage with subdued passions, h 
vediyodhin, adj 4 2 166, fighting in an arena with a wall, 

(of elephants) 
vaividhya, n 4 1 869, diversity 
vaisalya, n 4 2 144, largeness, width 
vyavaharya (kala), 4 4 241, time from a practical point of 

view 

sakunagranthi, m 5 5 426, 485 MC, sakunagantha a 
knot tied on observing something considered as a 
prognostic of a future event or as an indication of some 
passing occurrence in a distant region, to preserve 
in the mind a hvely expectation of it 

sakuni, m 4. 4 87, a kite, k 
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6ahkula, f. 4. 2. 59, a small peg (?) 

samilayuga, n 4. 2 308, yoke-pin and yoke. See II, 

yugasamila. 

sasimala, f. 4. 7. 318, probably = candrahara, a kind of 

necklace composed of half-moons of gold, 

santi, m. 5 2. 301, name of a Jina in Videha in a past cycle. 

£arapatta, m. 4. 1. 16, dice-board 

£ala, m 4 1. 522, brother-in-law. Pk. sala. 

srhga, n. 4. 5 338, mark, token, sign, I,. 

Sauktikeya, n. 5. 3. 5, pearl, 

syamaya, nom. 4. 1. 710, to make dark 

svetara£mi, m 4. 1 176, moon. 

sajja, adj. 5. 4. 286, restored, cured 

sabhyibhu, 4. 1. 638, 670, to be a judge 

samuttala, adj. 5. 1. 285, excited. 
samudravasana, f 4. 6. 22, earth, 1/ 
sarvatobhadra, n. 5. 2 331, a kind of fast. See n 312 
sarvabhisann, adj. 5. 2. 196, with a complete army 
sarvTya, adj. 5 3. 32, omniscient. 
salilavati, f 5. 1. 105, name of a province in West Videha 
sahodara, m 5. 4 358 (MS reading), = brother, in general 

See p. 345. 
sadharanastri, f. 4. 2. 155, courtesan 
samaja, m 5. 5 469, elephant, I, 
siddhacaitya, n 5. 2. 412, a temple of an eternal Arhat 

See n 314 

siddhipada, m. or n 4. 1 908, place of emancipation, 
Siddhisila. 

siddhipada, m or n 5 3. 185, name of a mountain 
siddhiparvata, m 5. 3 202 = above. 
siman, m 5 1. 360, 371, 463, name of a mountain (simadri) 
simantaratna, n 4 1 36, crest-jewel 
suparvan, m 5 2 366 = parvan, L,, holiday 
suparvaparvata, m 5 2 256, Mem. 
suhrdin, adj 4 2. 164, friendly 
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sutra, m. 5. 4 221, name of province in W Videha in 
DhataMkhanda. 

sutrakanthaka, m. 4. 2. 321, Brahman, 1, 
saudamani, f. 4 7. 337, name of a play, 
sauvida, m. 4. 7 223, guard or attendant on women's 

apartments, Iy. 
sauhrdin, adj. 5. 4. 18, friendly, 
skandha, m 5. 5. 153, shore, Iy. 
sphar, caus. 4. 1. 528, bang, sound. Cf sphara, shock, 

slap, bang (MW), 
sphura, m. 4. 1. 528, shield, Iy. 
sphuraka, m. 4. 1. 649, shield. Abhi. 3. 447 and com 
svayamprabha, m. 5. 2 318, 327, a Jina in Videha in a 

former period. 
svamadhatu, m. 5. 2. 406, gold ore 
svarnaSaila, m. 4. 7. 351, Meru (?) 

hakka, m. 5 4. 37, calling to an elephant, Iy. 
haridraraga, ad] 4. 7. 36, unsteady in affection, fickle, 

capricious (like color of turmeric, which does not last), 

Iy 
hikka, f 4 7. 114, apparently'bear’s growl.’ 
hrnlya, nom. 4. 1. 716, to be ashamed Cf. hrirnya, PS. 
hrikara, ad] 5. 1. 309, shameful 
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INDEX OF NAMES AND SUBJECTS 

B.= Baladeva, C.= Cakravartin, P.= Prativasudeva, V.= Vasudeva; 

T.= Tirthafikara; K.= king. 

Abdamukkas = Meghamukhas, 312. 

Abbayagbosa, E , 282 fr. 

Abhogini, vidya, 266 

Abrus precatorius, 96 

absurdities, examples of, 46, 50, 98, 122, 168 

Acala, biography of, 9-63; death of, 62; age of, 63, emancipations of, 
63, 222 

Acira, mother of Santi, 300 

Acyuta, maximum life of gods m, 284 

Adhoksaja (Triprstha), 48 

Adityas, 232, n. 293 
aggregates of units, 129, 130. 

Aghorapathins, n. 126 
Aghoras, n 126 
Agni, with Vayu, 79 
Agmjatin = Jvalanajatin, 53 

Agnisarman, Brahman, prebirth of Asitaksa, 170 f. 

Agrahayana, 210, n 271 
Ahammdra, 274. 
Airavata in Videha, n 133, no 
Ajitasena, V, 269 
Alstonia scholaris, smell of, 141, 177, 342 
Amarapati, prebirth of Cakravartin Maghavan, 163 
amavasya, the moonless night, 30, n 39 
A nutate] as, prebirth of 6anti, 207 S., 344, 

Amitavahana, T, 289 
Amitaya^as, T, 205 
Anantajit = Anantanatha, 113. 
Anantamatika, courtesan, 204, 207. 

Anantanatha, previous incarnation of, no, parents of, in, birth of, 
birth-ntes of, 112, early life of, 113, initiation of, 114, fast-breaking 
of, 115, omniscience of, 124, 4asanadevatas of, 124, congregation 
of, 132, emancipation of, 133, age of, 133, interval of, 133, 283 

Anantavirya, 232 fi, 260, 294. 

anger, with friends, 37, no sense in, 39, exposition of (krodha), 151 f. 
anger-room, 10. 
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animal-birth, result of painful meditation, 280, from former crime, 294 
animal-fights, 281, n 333 

animals, transformations of soldiers into, 42, on battle-flags, 42 
An] ana, mts , 18 
Aiiku^a, £asanadevata, 124 
Antaradvipa (n of islands), 30, n 40 
ants, wings of, 100 
Anuttara (palace m heaven), 13. 
Aparajita, prebirth of Santa, 231 fi , 260, 294 
Apratasthana, n of hell, 61 
Apsarases, names of, 189, 190 
Ardea sibmca, n 225 
Ardhacaknn = Vasudeva, 17, et passim. 
Arhats, eternal, 259, n 314 
Arista, city, no 
Arkakirti, prince of Vidyadharas, 29 ff, 208, et passim, sons of, 218, 

n 278 
arrow, sent by C , 164 
arrows, kinds of, 76 
A6amghosa, K , of Vidyadharas, 209, 214 ff , kidnaps Sutara, 215, sons 

of, 220, duel with Srivijaya, 221 
Asamvega, enemy of Sanatkumara, 185 f 
Asitaksa, enemy of Sanatkumara, birth of, 172, fight with S , 180 ff 
Asoka (Saraca Indica), omniscience under, 54, 124 
assault, necessary for arrogant, 204, n 264 
ASvabmdu, astrologer, 19 
A6vagrlva, biography of, 18-53, son of, 259, sons of, 273 
Aivakantha = ASvagrlva, 52, et passim 
Atipandukambala, 6, 67, 94, 112, 136, 304 
atoms, 130, n 182 
attributes, thirty-four, 319, n 361 
autumn, description of, 177 
avasarpini (descending half of time-cycle), 212 

Bahubali, omniscience of, 155 
Bahubakn, 320, n 362 
bakula (Mimusops elengi), the Indian medlar, 176 
Bakulamati (ka) (wife of Sanatkumara), 179 
Bala = Balabhadra, 26, et passim 
Balabhadra, see Acala, Vijaya, Bhadra, Suprabha, Sudarsana 
Bah (Indra of Asuras), 33 
Bah, prebirth of Meraka, 97; impoverishes his friend in gambling, 97 f 
banners, palm-tree, 18, 79, 99, 118, 140, garuda, 18, 79, 100, 118,140. 
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Barbari, slave-girl, 234 ff 
bath-water of statue, offering of, 30, n 42 

battle, descriptions of, 37, 42 ff, 75 ff , 81, 102, 121 ff , 146, 185 f220, 

277. 
beard, 219, n 280 

bellows, toy, 48, n 69 
Bhadra, B , prebirth of, 97, birth of, 99, parents of, 99, association with 

Svayambhu, 99-104, death of, 109, age of, 109 

Bhadra, queen, 14 ff 
Bhadrilapura, dty, 134 

Bharatn, 300, 302, 318, 335 

Bharata in Videha, 92, n 133, 134 

Bhis, seven, 2, 337. 
Bhutaratna, forest, 285 

Bhutas, description of, 287, concert of, 287 f. 

bhuts, demons, 213. 
bile, fire of, 292, n 341. 

Bindusena, prince, 200, 204; former births of, 205 ff. 

birth-bath, 5 f, 67, 94, 112, 136, 303. 
birth-ntes, 4 ff, 67, 94,112, 136, 302 ff 

bondage (bandha), 131; divisions of, 131, nature of, 131, duration of, 
131; intensity of, 132, quantity of, 132; sources of, 132. 

Brahmaloka (heaven), 114, 316 
Brahman, may not be killed, 23 
Brahman-murder-oath, 203, n 262 

Brhaspati, 135 
buffalo, birth-mark of Vasupujya, 66 
buffaloes of Krtanta, 281, n 333 
bulls, sacred, n 13, crystal, 6, 67, 94, 112, 304 
butter-milk, goat’s and gram, 193, n 254. 
buttock-bells, 239, n 301. 

Cakra (the disc of a C), 14, 164, 186, 188, 265, 307, n 353 
cakra (of Prativasudevas), 19, comes at thought of, 50, description of, 

50, 246, kills Prativasudevas, 52, 83, 102 f, 123, 147, 247 
cakra (of Vasudeva), 53, et passim 
cakrabhrt = cakravartin, 107, 164, 165, 305, 335 
cakradhara = cakravartin, 165 
cakradharin = Vasudeva, 252. 
cakravakas, ruddy-goose, 14, n 27 
cakravartin, ruler of six-part Bharata, 14, et passim 
Cakrayudha, son of Santinatha, 306, initiation of, 323, chief ganabhrt, 

323, death of, 335. 
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caknn = cakravartm, 159, et passim 

Camara, Indra of Asuras, 33, 234, 238, 258 
Campa, aty, 65, description of, 65 
camp aka (Michelia campaka), 72 

Candaiasana, previous birth, of Madhu, 115 ff , kidnaping of Nanda by, 
116. 

Candavega, messenger, 20, attack on, 20 ff, 46 
Candra (^asanadevata), 84. 
Candranana, T, n 314. 
Candnka, club of Balabbadra, 44 
carefulness, five kinds of, 254 
Carvakas, 94 
castor-bean, frailty of, 23, 47 
chameleon, compared with sun, 36 
channel, for acquiring karma (asrava), 131, blocking of (samvara), 131 
chanty-fires, 225, n 286 
charms, drawn by, n 5 
chaun (fly-whisk), 6, 27, 67, 303, 304 
children, begotten by other men, 88 
Chmnagriva = AAvagriva, 22, n 36 
Citra (constellation), 34, 177 
Citracula, god, 261 ff 
aty, descnption of a, 135 
cloud, color of new, 18 
cock-fight, 279 
cocks, story of, 279 ff 
comparisons, 73, 119, 186, 223, 313 
conceit (mana), exposition of, 153 f 
conchs, out of water, shnek of, 44 
congregation, disposition of m samavasarana, 56 
contentment (santosa), exposition of, 159 ff 
cooks, three hundred and sixty-three, 315, n 355, 345 
cool season, descnption of, 177 
corpse, descnption of, 169 
cowrie (-jewel), 165, 310, 314, 315 
cowries, false, 156 
crane, blue, symbol of devotion, 167, n 225 
crow, and palm-fruit, 167, symbol of shamelessness, 219, evil-souled, 

225, single offspring of, 249, n 308 
cruelties, 280 
cup from ^ami-leaf, from vegetable-leaf, 151 

Dadhiparna, omniscience under, 148 
24 
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Damitan, P. in former cycle, 235 ff., 264, 294. 

darblia (Poa cynosuroides), 214. 

Datta, merchant, 267 ff. 

Datta, merchant, 280. 

Datura, distraction from, 168, n. 228 

deceit (maya), exposition of, 155 f- 
deer fictitious, as device for attracting a person, 214 f 

deer, sign of Santi, 302. 
devadusya, cloth given to T. at initiation, 8 

devices to avoid death of king, 210 ff. 
Dhanada (Kubera), 189. 
Dhanamitra, prebirth of Svayambhu, 97, loses kingdom by gambling, 

98, nidana of, 98. 

Dhanavasu, merchant, 280. 
Dharana, Indra of serpents, 238 
Dharanijata, Brahman, 200, 203 
dharma, rehgion, righteous conduct, high code of ethics, 2, et passim, 
dharma, tenfold, 85 ff ; twelvefold, 170, n 230, 256 
dharmalabha, a blessing, 234, 248, 271. 

Dharmanatha, previous incarnation of, 134, parents of, 135, birth, 
birth-ntes of, 136, early life of, 137, initiation of, 138, omniscience 
of, 148, £asanadevatas of, 148, congregation of, 161, emancipation 
of, 161, age of, 161, interval of, 161 

dhataki (Gnslea tomentosa), 317 

Dikkumaris, names of, 4, 5, perform birth-ntes of T , 4 ff , 67, 94, 112, 
136, 302 

discipline, two kinds of, 251, n 310, 257. 
diseases, seven, 193. 
divorce, wife asks for, 203 
doubt, rising of, 250, penalty of not confessing, 251 
dove, unfavorable omen, 40, messenger of Nirrti' or Yama, n 59, n 169 
dove and hawk, story of, 291 ff , 344 
drama, ten lands of, no, parts of, m, n 158, drama, presentation of, 

238. 
drama, sentiments of, description of nine, 239 ff 
Drdharatha, prebirth of Dharmanatha, 134 
Drdharatha, prince, 275 ff. 
dream, 255, 270, 288, 307, 325, 327 
dreams, fifteen, 260. 
dreams, four, 13, 78, 99, 117, 139, 231 

dreams, fourteen, 3 f, 66, 94,112, 136, 164, 172, 260, 284, 300 
dreams, seven, 16, 78, 99, 118, 140, 232 
dreams, three, 251. 

24B 
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Dronaka, 325 If. 
durva (Cynodon dactylon), 5 
duties, six, 16, n 28 
Dvaipayana, 151, n 204 
Dvaraka, dty, 77, et passim, 151, n 204. 
Dvaravati = Dvaraka, 79, et passim 
Dviprstha, V , birth, of, 79, childhood of, 79, quarrel with Taraka, 79 ff, 

expedition of conquest of, 83, death of, 90, age of, 91. 

Ears, pouring of hot metal into, 6r 
eight dhigunas, 339 
eight lands of omens, 211, n 272 
elephant-banner, 222, n 282 
elephant, bhadra-, best kind of, 246, n 305 
emancipation (moksa), 150 
encamping, pohcy of, 39 
enlightenment, sermon on, 106 S. 
evil-eye, 260, 344. 

Fast, on moon-days, 30 
fast, to win favor, 312 
fasts, penance of one-day, 206, n. 267 
fasts, several kinds of, 253, n 312, 230, 249, n 307, 290, n 339, n 340, 

297.11 346 
faults, five of right-behef, 252, n 311. 
festival, spring, 262 f 
festivals, 17, 210, n 270, n 271, three special, 228, 230. 
fields, seven, 142, n 196 
fifth gait, 179, 343 
fish, rain of, n 8, in autumn-cloud, 3 
five divine things, 8, 73, 97,115,138, 254, 318 
five faults of right belief, 252, n. 311. 
five fires, penance of, 343. 
five forms of Sakra, 6, 67, 303 
five gaits, 173, 344. 
five gifts, 324, n. 367. 
five lands of carefulness, 254 
five Paramesthms, 166. 
forbearance (ksanti), exposition of, 152 f. 
forest, description of, 175 
fortune, fickleness of, 64 
four crystal bulls, 6, 67, 94, 112, 304 
four divine gifts, 211 
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four gifts, 24, n 38, 338. 

four infinities, no 

four means, 13, n 25 

four refuges, 2 

fourfold gifts, 24, n 38, 190, 211, 237. 

futility, examples of, 46, 52, 242, 288. 

Gait, fifth, 179, 343. 

gaits of horse, five, 173, n 232, 344 

Gajadanta, mts, 278 

gambling, 97 f 

games of children, 68 

ganablirts, 76 of, 54, 66 of, 84, 57 of, 105; 50 of, 124, 43 of, 148, 36 of, 

323 
ganadharas, memory of, 154, n 210 

Gandharvas, heavenly musicians, 190 

Garcmia xanthochymus, 117 n, 341. 

garden, descriptions of, 72, 96, 114, 138, 233, 263, 317 

Garuda, sasanadevata, 324 

Garuda, k of birds, 238. 

Garudadhvaja = Vasudeva, 49, 234, 

gestures in dance, 21 

gestures, seductive, 295. 

Ghanaratha, K and T, 275 ff 

ghatikarma, see karmas, destructive. 

Ghotakakantha = Asvagriva, 29 

gift of flowers, 327 

gift of ring, 327 

gifts, five lands of, 324, n 367. 

gifts, fourfold, 24, n. 38, 338 

Ginparvata, mt, 256 

gold, loss of, by excessive heating, 35, n 50, 339, found in old house, 249. 

GoSubha, Sreyansa’s chief ganabhrt, 54; delivers sermon, 59 

gourd, symbol of delicacy, 147, 328, n. 371 

gramaragas (melody), 21 

greed (lobha), exposition of, 157 ff 

Gunamanjari, courtesan, 74 ff 

gunasthana (step in spiritual progress), 128 

gufija, superstition about, 96, n 138 

Hayagriva = Asvagriva, 20, et passim 

Hayakantha = Aivagriva, 52, et passim 

Hari = Vasudeva, 32, et passim. 
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Hastinapura, city, 299, et passim 

hawk, n 169, story of dove and, 291 ff, 344 

Hindus, evil practices of, 86 ff , sacrifices of, 86, 87, false decisions of, 

87, disregard of chastity by, 87, lack of forbearance of, 87, greed of, 

87, gifts to Brahmans, 87, eaters of organs of goats, 88, of filth, 88, 

of plants with infinite bodies, 89, worshippers of trees, 88 

hot dish placed on merchant’s back, 171 

human sacrifice, 212 ff 

Human World, view of, 286 

humility (mardava), exposition of, 154 f 

husbands’ names, pronouncing of, 262, n 317. 

Ichneumon on hot ground, 142 

ichor, seven-fold, 280, n 332 

Iksvaku-family, in 

indigo, firmness of color of, 30, 167. 

Indras, sixty-four, give birth-bath, see birth-bath 

Indrotsava, 71 

Indusena, prince, 200, 204; former births of, 205 ff 

insignia, on battle-flags, 42 

intellect, 8 qualities of, 339 

intervals between Tirthankaras, 60, 90, 108, 133, 161, 335 

inverted training of horse, 173 

Isatpragbhara, mt, 274 

Idvara, Yaksa, £asanadevata of §reyansa, 54 

Jackals seeking a quarrel, 37, 311, n 354, 339 

Jaitra, Vasudeva's chariot, 81, of another, 277 

Jaladhikallola, n of horse, 173 

jambu (Eugenia Jambos), omniscience under, 104 

Janardana = Vasudeva, 123, et passim 

Jatayus, 48 

Jayanta, son of Indra, 270 

Jayantideva, 326 

Jayanti (city), 326 

jewels of a Vasudeva, 44, 53, n 74, 118, 245, of a Cakravartin, 164,165, 

188, 265, 310, 313, 315 
Jinadharma, prebirth of Sanatkumara, 170 f , holds hot dish on back, 171 

jiva, soul that maintains its individuality through successive births, 3, 

Jrmbhakas, 317. 

Jvalanajatm, long of Vidyadharas, 29 ff 

Jyotiska, 55. 
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Kaccha, province in Videha, x. 

kakkola (plant with, waxy herries), 233, 327. 

Kamapala, 326 

Kampdya, description of, 93. 

Kanaka, mt, 247 

Kanakasakti, story of, 270 ff 
Kanaka£ri, d. of Damitari, 241 ff 

Kanakasri, d of Mahendra, 255 f 

Kandarpa, £asanadevata of Dharmanatha, 148 

Kapila, story of, 200 ff 

karma, the accumulated actions of past births, 1, et passim 

karma, involuntary destruction of, 106, splitting the knot of, 107, firm 
(nikadta), 213. 

karmas, destructive enumerated, 54, destroyed, 54, 84, 104, 124, 254, 
deluding, 321 

karmas, prolonging life, 254, 258. 
karnikara (Pterospermum acerifolmm) 72 
Karttika, n. 270. 

Karttikeya, n. 270 

Kathako^a, n. 366, n. 367 
Kathasaritsagara, n 366, 338. 
Kaulacaryas, 89, n. 131, 94. 

Kaulas, n. 131. 
Kaumodaki, club of Vasudeva, 44, 48 
Kaumudi, 110. 
kaumudi-festival, 210, n 270. 
Kaustubha, jewel of Vasudeva, 44 
kayotsarga (posture in meditation), 171 
Kesara, 326. 
Kesava = Vasudeva, 26 
ketakl (Pandanus odoratissimus), screw-pine, 14. 
key, significance of, 342. 
khala (Gardnia xantho chymus), 176 
Kinnara, £asanadevata of Dharmanatha, 148 
Kiratas, 3x1 
Kirati, slave-girl, 234 
KotiMa, tirtha, 335 
Krtamala, god, 310. 
Krttikapura, 326, 329 

ksapakasreni, ladder for destruction of karma, 272 
Ksenia, dty, 1 

Ksemankara, K. and T, 260 ff. 

Kubera, prepares coronation of C., 189. 
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Kumara, 4asanadevata, 84 

Kuragadduka, 152, 342 f N 

kurkutahi (a kind of serpent), 215, n 276, 216 
ELurucandra, story of, 324 if 
kusa, water on blade of, n 87 

Eambodara, 287 

Eangaladhann = Balabhadra, 252. 
Eangalin = Balabhadra, 51, et passim 
Laukantika-gods, 114, 138 
lavali (Artobotrys), 72 
lay-vows, twelve, 226, 254 
liberality-dharm a, 267, n 321 
bon, killing of, 25-29, 35, 46 
bzards and treasure, 158, n 217 
Eokantika-gods, 8, 71, 96, 265, 287, 316 
lokapala, sixth, 260, n 315 
lokapalas, four, 278 
lotus, poisoned, for suicide, 204 
lotus-petal, water on tip of, 64 

Madhu, P , birth of, 116, age of, 116, quarrel with Purusottama, 120 if 
death of, 123 

Madira, 326 
Magadha, tirtha, 19, 53, 83, 123, 164, 308. 
Maghavan, C , prebirth of, 163, parents of, 163 f., birth of, 164, jewels 

of, 164, conquest of Bharata, 164 f , life as C, 166, death of, 166, 

age of, 166 
magic arts (vidya), 236, 237. 
Mahabala, previous birth of Suprabha, 115 
Mahajvala (vidya), 218. 
Mahaiukra, heaven, 2, duration of life in, n 6, 12 
Mahendrasinha, friend of Sanatkumara, 173 f , searches for S , 175 ff > 

meets S, 178 
Mahe£vari, founding of, 16. 
Mahouts, 330. 
Mainaka, 33, n 46, 245, 265 
mallika (Jasminum sambac), 176 
man, description of handsome, 191. 
Manasa takes away fatigue, 180. 
Manavi, goddess, sasanadevata. of ^reyansa, 55. 
Mandara, chief ganabhjt, 107 
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Mangalavati, province in Videha, 260. 

Manisagara mt, 266 

Marid, 9, n 18 
Marid, a messenger, 32 

marriage, gandharva, 184. 

marriage-rites, 34 

marriages of ariiats, 77 ff , no—, 71 

Marutkumaras, 55 

Masakyasara, dty, 270 
matsya, at night, 47, n. 67 

matter (pudgala), 129, 130. 
Mayuragrfva, K of Vidyadharas, 47 

means, four, 13, n 25 

meditation, on form of T., 64 
medium of motion (dharrna), 129, 130 

medium of rest (adharma), 129, 130 
Meghakumaras, 55 
Meghamukhas, gods, 312, 313 

Meghanada, K and muni, 258 f. 
Megharatha, prebirth of Santi, 275 ff 
Meghasya gods, 3x3. 
Meraka, P., prebirth, of, 97, birth of, 98, age of, 98, fight with V, xoo ff, 

death of, 104 

merchants, decdtful tricks of, 280 
messenger, immunity of, 36 
milk, and kitten, 36. 
missiles, magic, 49,186 
Mlecchas, 310 
money, counterfeit, 156, n 213, 280 
monkey, against sun, leap of,* 46, misses branch, 77, 341 
moon, writing name on, 117, n 163 
moon-day, fast on, 30, n 41, new, 33 
moon-penance, 268, n. 322 
moonstones, dripping water, 65, 93. 
moths, and light, 245, and gold, 321, n 364 
Mrgavati, biography of, 14-16 
mucukunda (Pterospermum subenfolitun), 138 
Mudgala, 158 
mulagunas (ascetics' vows), 163 
Musalapani = Balabhadra, 23, et passim 
Mirialin = Balabhadra, 103, et passim 
musidans and Tnprstha, story of, 60 
myrobalan, 88 
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Naga, serpent-demon, 27 

Nagadatta, prebirth, of Asitaksa, 167, his wife abducted, 168, grief of, 

168, rebirtb as Brahman, 170, rebirth as Asitaksa, 172 

Nalinagulma, K, 1 

Nahnaketu, prince, 267 ff 

namaskara, (formula of homage), 171, 256 

name-day, twelfth day, 230 

Nanda, king, 8 

Nanda, kidnaped by Candasasana, 116 

Nandaka, sword of Vasudeva, 44 

Nandanaparvata, mt, 259 

Nandisumitra, prebirth of Bhadra, 97 

Nanditavartaka, n of palace in Pranata, 230, 231 

Narada, foments strife, 118, 235, description of, 235 

Narada, general of Gandharvas, 189 

nectar sucked from thumb, 7, 68, 113, 306 

mdana, wish for reward for penance, 12, n 23, 77, n 106, 98, 116, 206, 

225, 230 

Nihataiatru, K , 275 f , 278 

Nimagna, river, 310 

mrjara, sermon on, 57 f , voluntary, mvoluntary, 58, 131 

Nirrti, n 59 

Nlrvani, 3asanadevata, 324 

Nisumbha, P , prebirth of, 138, birth of, 139, quarrel with V and B , 

144 ff , death of, 147 

non-soul (ajiva), 129 ff 

nudity, sign of low birth, 202 

Objects of existence, 135, n 191, 150 

ocean and shore, 10, n 21 

offerings, collection of, 34, n 47 

oils, 5, n 11 

omen, knot of, 327, 331 

omens, eight lands of, 211, n 272 

omens, unfavorable, 39, 40 
omniscience of Sreyansa, 54, of Vasupujya, 84, of Vimala, 104, of 

Ananta, 124, of Dharmanatha, 148, of Santi, 318 

ordeals, n 120 

Padmaratha, incarnation of Anantanatha, no 

Padmasena, prebirth of Vimalanatha, 92. 

Padmottara, previous incarnation of Vasupujya, 97 

Pakaiasana = Sakra, 305, et passim. 
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Pa!aka (Sakra's car), 5 

Pancajanya, conch of Vasudeva, 44, 81 f. 

Pancanandin, merchant, 326. 

Pancaparamesthins (five Supreme Ones), 171. 

Pandanus odoratissimus, screw-pine, n. 26. 

Paramadharmikas, 280, n 331. 

Paramesthins, five, 166 
Parvata, prebirth of Dviprstha, 74 ff., death of, 77. 

Paiabhrt (Varuna), 21. 
passions (kasaya), sermon on, 150 
patala(a), (Bignoma Suaveolens), omniscience under, 84 

Pat ala, lower regions, 27 

Patala, sasanadevata, 124 
Patraratheivara, 48. 

pausadha (hving like a monk), 214, n. 275, et passim. 
Pausna = Revatl, 112. 
Pavanavega, prebirth of Vijaya, 73 

Pavanavega, K., 266 
Payomucs = Meghamnkhas, 312 
pearls, from elephants, 220; from bamboos, 232; n 292. 

penance, fasts for, 297; supremity of, 193 
penance, foolish, kinds of, 224 f, n. 285, 294. 
penance by purification with ghi, 87, n 121. 
penance, sixfold inner, 58; sixfold outer, 58. 
penance, various kinds of, 253, n. 312, 268, n 322, 269, n. 323, 290, 297. 
peoples, names of, 69 
Phalguna, 66, 72 » 
pippal, Ficus Indica, 34, 88, 225 
Piiaca, 121, 158; description of, 181 
plague, allayed by milk, 88. 
plantain-houses, 5 
poison, Talaputa, a kind of, 204, n. 265 
poison-maiden, 46, n 66, 332. 
policies, six, 13, n 24, 39 
postures in dance, 21. 
Potanapura, city, 12, 53 
Prabhankara, merchant’s wife, 267 ff 1 
Prabhasa, tirtha, 19, 53, 83, 123, 164, 309. 
Prajapati, origin of name, 15 f. 
Prajnapti, vidya, 259 
Prajfiaptika, a vidya, 185, 237, 266. 
Pranata, the tenth heaven, 65, 66, in. 
Pratarani, vidya, 215 ff., 223. 
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Praticakrm = Pratyard h acaknn (Prativasudeva), 52 

Pratihan = Prativasudeva, 146, et passim 

pratuna, standing in statuesque posture, 12, et passim 

Prativasudeva, see Aivagriva, Tar aka, Meraka, Madhu, Nisumbha 

Prativisnu = Prativasudeva, 294 

pnde (mada), 8 kinds of, 153 

Principles, the, sermon on, 125 ff 

pnyangu (Aglaia odoratissima), 138 

Priyankara, 326 

Priyankara, actress, 326, n 368 

puja, 237, et passim, to one's own body, 269 

puja, eightfold, 170, n 231 

pulling out of hair, 8, 72 

PundarikinI, dty, 9, et passim 

Puranas, unrebabibty of, 86 

Purusasmha, V, prebirtb of, 139, birth of, 140, death of bis father, 

140 ff , sat! of his mother, 142, quarrel with Nisumbha, 144 ff , 

expedition of conquest, 147, death of, 161, age of, 161 

Pmusavrsabha, prebirth of Sudadana, 138. 

Purusottama, V, birth of, 117, childhood of, 118, quarrel with Madhu, 

120 ff.; expedition of conquest of, 123, installation of, 124, death 

of, 133 
purva, part of the Jam canon, now lost, fourteen, 59 

Puskaravaradvipa, continent, 1 

Puspa (Dharmanatha’s constellation), 136, 138, 148, 161. 

Puspakarandaka, 9 

Puspottara, heavenly palace, no 

Rahu, n 67, 185 

rain m Svati, 325 

ram of treasure, etc , 9 
rainy season, description of, 176 

Rajagrha, city, 9 

rajahansa (a kind of flamingo), 235 

Rajasmha, prebirth of Nisumbha, 139 

Raksas, at twilight, 50, n 73 
Rambha, 234, 273. 

rasas (dramatic sentiments), rune, 239 ff 

Rathanupuracakravala, dty on Yaitadhya, 29 

Rathavarta, mt, 38, 40, 41, 51 

Ratnapura, city, 18 

realms of a C, 316. 

refuges, four, 2, n. 5 
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remarriage in five calamities, 88, n 122 

Revanta, 233. 

Revati, Ananta’s constellation, 112, 114, 124, 133 (Pausna) 

Ripupratisatru, king, 13 fi 

rodhra (Symplocos racemosa), 138 

Roliana, mt of jewels, 172, 279 

Rsablia, n 314 

Rudra, EL, father of Bhadra and Svayambhu, 99 ff. 

Safflower, for sati, 143 

sagara = sagaropama, 60, et passim 

sagaropama (period of time), 230 

sahakara (Mangifera indica), 176 

Sahasraksa (Sakra), 188, et passim 

Sahasramravana, 54, g6, 104, 114, 124, 317. 

Sahasrayudha, 261 ff , 273, 274. 

Saivas, 94 

Saivites, n. 89 

Sakhlbhava, n 128 

Sakra, made fivefold, 6, 67, 303. 

Sakra-pillar, 168 

Sabiavati, province, 205. 

Samanika (gods), 33, n. 44, 166 

Samavartin (Yama), 179 

samavasarana (preaching-hall), description of, 55, f ; erection of, 84, 105, 

124, f , 148; of Rsabha, 222 , of Santi, 318 f. 

Samiranakumara (= Vayukumara), 35 

Samudradatta, previous birth of Ptirusottama, 115 ff 

Samudravijaya, father of C Maghavan, 163 

Samvartaka, plough of Balabhadra, 44. 
Sanatkumara, C , parents of, 172, birth of, 172, earned away by horse, 

173, search for him, 174 ff ; meeting with Mahendrasinba, 178, adven¬ 

tures of, 179 ff , marriages of, 182 ff , 187, return home, 187, corona¬ 

tion as C , 188 ff , description of, 191, loss of beauty of, 192, magic 

powers of, 194, n 257, diseases of, 193, age of, 195; death of, 195 

sandal, 142 

sandal-paste, 216. 

sandal-water, 257. 

Sangama, a god, 190 

Sankhapura, 326 

Santi, T in past cycle, 251, n 309 

Santimatl, story of, 265 ff 
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6antinatha, C and T, parents of, 299, conception of,- 300, birth of, 302, 
birth-ntes of, 302, birth-bath of, 303, marriage of, 306, birth of son 

of, 306, expedition of conquest of, 307 ff , coronation of, 315, terri¬ 
tories of, 315, initiation of, 317, omniscience of, 318, samavasarana 

of, 318 f , congregation of, 334, emancipation of, 335, age of, 335, 

interval, 335. 
saptacchada, smell of, 141, n 194, 342 
saptaparna = saptacchada, 177, 180, 342 

£arabha, 39, n. 58, 42 
Sarasvatas, gods, 96, 114, 316 
sari, n 197. 
Samga, bow of Vasudeva, 44 
Samgm = Vasudeva, 29, et passim 
Sarvarthasiddha, 305 
Sarvaithasiddhi, 298. 
sasanadevata, 54, 84, 105, 124, 148, 324 
Satabhisaj, Vasupujya’s constellation, 66, 84 
satl, 142 f. 
Satyabbama, Kapila's wife, 201 ff , commits suicide, 204, rebirth of, 208. 
Satyaki, Brahman, 201 ff 
SatyayaSas, mum, 248, 250 
Saudamini, name of a play, 190 
Saumanda, pestle of Balabhadra, 44 
Sautramam sacrifice, 88, n. 125 
scriptures, twelve, 54. 
seasons, description of, 176 ff 
self-control, complete, partial, 54 
Semecarpus anacardium, n 288 
sense-knowledge, 213, n. 274 
senses, power of the, 320 ff. 
sentiments, dramatic, description of nine, 239 ff 
sermon on mrjara, 57, on tenfold dharma, 85 ff , on enlightenment, 

106 ff , on the Tattvas, 125 ff , on the kasayas, 150 ff , on death, 
229, on human birth, 250, on the senses, 320 

serpent, track of, 43, poison-eyed, 102, head-jewel of, 103, n 147, Idik 
by breath, 118, n 164, becomes quiet, 123, guards treasure, 158, 
n 2x7, distraction from breath of, 168, kurkutahi, 215, 2x6 

servant-karma, 171 
Sesahi, 264 
seven Bhls, 337 
Siddhartha, city, 8. 
Siddhas, four infinities of, no. 
Siddhi, mt, 273 
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Siddinpada, mt, 272. 

Siman, mt, 222, 228. 

similes for wife separated from husband, 223 

sincerity (arjava), exposition of, 156 f 

sinduvara (Vitex negundo), 176 

Smhapura, city, 2 
Smharatha, K., story of, 287 5 

Slrabhrt = Balabhadra, 107, et passim < - 

3irisa (Albizzia lebbek), 3. 

Siva, father of Subhadra and Purusasinha, 140; illness of, 140-141; 

death of, 143 
six duties 16, n 28 

six policies, 13, n 24 

sixfold penance, inner, 58. 
-, outer, 58 

smoke, and mosquitoes, 38. 
soldiers, transformation of, into animals, 42 
Soma sacrifice, 88, n. 124 
sorcery, used by co-wives, 168 

soul (]iva), expounded, 126, two lands of, 126, faculties of, 126, senses 
of, 126 f? , rational and irrational, 126, powers of, 127, origin of, 
127, grasped by senses or not, 127, vitalities of, 127, birth-nuclei 
of 127, marganas of, 128, n 175; gunasthanas of, 128 

space (vihayas), 129, 130. 

spiders, 11, n 22, 337. 
spring, description of, 176, 263 
Sravana, Sreyansa’s constellation, 3, 4, 8, 54 
Sravasti, city, 97. 
Sreyansanatha, previous incarnations of, 1 f., parents of, 2 f , birth of, 

3, birth-ntes of, 4 fi , early life of, 7, initiation of, 8, fast-breaking 
of, 8; omniscience of, 54, sasanadevatas of, 54 f.; congregation of, 
59; emancipation of, 60, age of, 60, interval of, 60 

Sri of emancipation, 65 
Srida (Kubera), 1. 
Sridatta, story of, 248 ff 
Srinadi, tirtha, 280. 
Sriparvata, mt, 248. 
Sris, 1, n 2, 2, 337 
Srisena, incarnation of Santinatha, 199. 

Srfvijaya, son of Tnprstha, 208, 210 S , duel with Aianighosa, 221. 
Sri vi] ay a, 221; flees to Acala, 222; previous births of, 224 f ; took 

initiation, 227. 
statue, substituted for king, 213 
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steps, the three, 54, 323. 

sthana = sthanaka, q.v., 2, g2, m. 

sthanaka, practices by which one acquires karma of a Tirthankara, 65, 
et passim, twenty, 284, 297 

Stimitasagara, K , 231 ff., 294. 

stone lifted by Vasudevas, 53, 83, 104, 123, 147. 

stratagems, desirability of, 329 

stuti (panegyric), 6, 57, 67, 85, 94, 106, 112, 125, 137, 149, 304, 319 
Subala, king, 9. 

Subha, city, 231. 

substances (dravya), 129; embodied, 129 

Sudar^ana, B., prebirth of, 138, birth of, 139, childhood of, 140, quarrel 

with Ni£umbha, 144 ff.; death of, 162, age of, 162. 

Sudharma, council-hall in Saudharma, 73 

suicide, by smelling poisoned lotus, 204, methods of, 312, rescue from, 

329, 332. 
Suksma, chief ganabhrt, 90. 

Sulkapura, city, 266 

Sumati, story of, 254 ff. 

summer, description of, 176 

Suprabha, B , birth of, 117, childhood of, 118, quarrel with Madhu, 

120 ff., death of, 133. 

Surendradatta, K., 276 ff. 

Susthitavarta, n. of palace in Pranata, 230, 231. 

Sutara, d. of Arkakirti, wife of Srivijaya, 208, 209 ff, 214 ff , kidnaping 

of, 215, return of, 222, 223, 

Sutra, province m West Videha, 289, n. 338 

Suvrata, acarya, 97, 170. 

Suvrata, rsi, 249, 250 

Svarna^aila, mts., 18. 

Svati, ram in, 325. 

Svayambhu, V, previous birth of, 97, birth of, 99, quarrel with Meraka, 

100 f., expedition of conquest of, 104, death of, 108, age of, 109 

Svayamprabha, T., 233, 253. 

Svayamprabha, wife of Triprstha, 29 ff, 35, 208, became mendicant, 227. 

svayamvara, 31, 204, n. 263, 254. 
swallow-wort, 89. 

Taksaka, serpent-demon, 27, 48, 216, 217. 

Talanka = Balabhadra, 234. 

tamala (Garcmia xantho chymus), color of, 117, n. 341. 
Tanusra, 310. 
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Taraka, P , birth of, height of, color of, age of, 77; duel with Dviprstha, 

81 f., death of, 83 

Tattvas, sermon on, 125 ft. 

Terminaha belenca, n 288 

tiger, misses leap, 77, n 105 

tilaka, mark on the forehead, 2 

time (kala), 129, 131 

toon tree, 318 

treasures, nine of a C , 165, 188 

trees, sacred, 88, 89, n 129, 225, various, 138, 176, 317. 

trials, 2, n 12 

trickery, device for, 80 

Tnprstha, biography of, 9-62; origin of name of, 17; conquest of half of 

Bharata, 53, death of, 61, age of, 62, marriage of, 208, son of, 208 

Tumbaru, 340 

Tumburu, 74, n 103, 189, 190, 340 

twelfth day, name-day, 232 

Units, aggregates of, 129, 130 

Unmagna, river, 310 

Upadesatarangim, 16 n. 

Upendra = Vasudeva, 57, et passim 

Uttarabhadrapada, 90, 94, 104 

uttaragunas (lesser vows), 163. 

Uvasagadasao, n. 367. 

Vahnijatin = Jvalanajatin, 32 

Vaidura (mt), bears cat’s-eye, 99 

Vaikuntha (Triprstha), 52. 

Vaisnava, 170. 

Vaisravana, 305; statue of, 213 ff 

Vajigriva = Aivagriva, 29 

Vajradatta (rsi), 2 

Vajratunda, a cock, 279. - - 

Vajrayudha, prebirth of Santi, 260 ff 
Vanamala, garland of Vasudeva, 44. 

Vaprakancana (garden), 138. 

Varadaman, tirtha, 19, 53, 83, 123, 164 

varalaka, peculiar animal, 43, n. 63 

Varisena, n 314. 

Varuna, noose of, 264. 

Varuna = Satabhisaj, 66. 
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Vasantadeva, 326 

vasanti (Gaertnera racemose), 72 

Vasavas sixty-four, give birth-bath, 6, 67, 94, 112, 136, 303 

Vasudeva, see Tnprstha, Dviprstha, Svayambhu, Purusottama, Punisa- 

sinha 

Vasudevahmdi, 344 

Vasupujya K , 65, urges Vasupujya to marry, 69 ff 

Vasupujya, previous incarnation of, 65, parents of, 65, birth of, 66, 

birth-ceremonies of, 67, childhood of, 68, refusal to marry, 69, 

initiation of, 71, fast-breaking of, 73, omniscience of, 84, £asana- 

devatas of, 84, congregation of, 90, emancipation of, 90, age of, 90, 

interval of, 90 

Vayu and Agm, 79 

vidya (personified magic art), 33, power of, 38, 45, names of, 41, acquisi¬ 

tion of, 41, 218, 237, 271 

Vidyadhara, unable to fly, 270 

Vidyuddanstra, god, 264 

Viharagrha, garden, 84 
Vijaya, B , birth of, 78, association with Dviprstha, 79-83, death of, 91, 

age of, 91 

Vijayabhadra, son of Tnprstha, 208 ff, 213, 344 

Vijayadhya (Vaitadhya), 40 

Vikata, prebirth of Purusasinha, 139 

Vikramayasas, prebirth of Sanatkumara, 167 
Vimalanatha, previous incarnation of, 92, parents of, 93, conception of, 

94, birth and birth-rites of, 94, early life of, 95, initiation of, 96, 

fast-breaking of, 97, omniscience of, 104, sasanadevatas of, 105, 

samavasarana of, 105, sermon by, 106 f , congregation of, 108, 

emancipation of, 108, age of, 108 

Vimalaprabha (palanquin), 8 

Vimanapati, 55 

Vmdhyapura, city, 73 

Vindhya£akti, prebirth of Tar aka, 73 ff 

Viprataranika, (vidya), 214 See Pratarani 

Viiakhabhuti, prince, 9 ff 

Vi£akhanandin, pnnce, 9 ff 

Vi§nu = Vasudeva, 141, et passim 

Visnu, queen, 3 ff 

Visnuraja, king, 2 ff 
Visnu^ri, Nagadatta’s wife, abducted by Vikramayasas, 168, ki e } 

sorcery, 168, keepmg of corpse of, 168 f 

Visvabhuti, prince, 9 ff 

ViSvanandm, king, 9 ff 
25 
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Visvasena, father of Santi, 299, descnption of, 300 

Vyantaras, 55 

Wall, m arena, 273 

water into hand, pouring of, 184 

water-sports, 263 

weapons, 146 

weapons, of a Vasudeva, 44, of a Balabhadra, 42 

well-water, cooling, 92, n 137 

widow, unbearable to be, 142, 143 

winter, description of, 177 

woman, description of beautiful, in, 167 f, 241 

women, imitation of, 88, n 128 

Yama, noose of, 40, messenger of, n 59, n 169, pleasure-pool of, 81, 

vehicle of, n 333 

Yasas, ganabhrt, 132 

Yasomati, chief-queen of Santmatha, 306 

yatidharma, monks' practices, 226 

yogi, 19, 113, 288, 309 

yojana, about 8 miles, 4 

yoke and yoke-pin, union of, 85 

25B 
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Akasmat, 337 

akara, 157 

ak§adyuta, 97 

anga, 323, 34° 
ajlva, 125, 129, 254 

ati, 310 n 

anti, 130 n 

ati^aya, 319 n 

adharma, 129 

adltvara, 88 n 

ananta, 130 n 

anantanubandbaka, 150, 150 n 
amvrttibadara, 128, 129 

anubbava, 132 

anuvara, 34 n 

antaraya (karma), 153 

antarmnhurta, 128 n , 129 

antarvedi, 273, 273 n 

andbagajanyaya, 343 

annaruci, 193 

apaccbadma, 115 

aparyapta, 128 n 

apurvakarana, 129, 129 n 

apoba, 339 

apratyakbyana, 150 

apramatta, 128 

apramattasamyata, 129 

abhayada, 105 

abhinaya, 316 n 

abhimukba, 36 n 

amavasi, 72 
amavasya, 30 

amurta, 129 

ayogakevabn, 129 

ayogavat, 128, 129 n 

arista, 344 

aruci, 193 n 

arka, 89 n 
argbamandala, 34 n 

arjaka, 305 

artha, 135 n 

arthavijnana, 339 

ardbacakrabbrt, 98 

ardbacaknn, 17, 83, 91, 104, 109, 

124, 139, 253 

arbat, 2 n 

aloka, 130 n 

avasarpinl, 32, 212 

aviratasamyagdrsti, 128 

asoka, 54, 72, 74, 79, 84, 114, 115, 

124, 148, 176, 234, 256, 287, 333 

asloka, 337 

asankbya, 130 n 

asafi] nmmanusyapancendriya, 

128 n 

asadgraha, 57 n 

asura, 96, 260, 273, 319 

astikaya, 129 

Acamamla, 190 n, 290 n 

acamamlavardbamana, 190, 190 n, 

290 

acamla, 190 n 

ajiva, 337 

adana, 337 

abharana, 24 n 

amrsa, 194 n 

aj]ava, 159 n 

artadbyana, 170 

alocana, 157 n 

avab, 128, 128 n 

a£a, 85 n 

asrava, 125, 131 

asevanasiksa, 251, 251 n. 

Indnyam, 127 

is^i, 88 n 

ibaloka, 337 
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Uttaraguna, 63, 163, 193, 234, 240, 

3i8 
udgriva, 40 

upasantamoha, 129 

usnakale, 96 n 

Ulia, 339 

Rjubhava, 157 11 

Ekanga, 98 n 

ekavali, 253, 253 n 

Olakhe, 43 n 

Kakkola, 233, 327, 327 n 

kanakavali, 253, 253 n 

kapha, 194 n 

karmkara, 72, 114, 176 

karma, 1, 2, 8, 54, 57, 58, 63, 65, 

71, 84, 92, 106, 107, 129, 131 n, 

135, 137, 149. 157. l6o> *64, 171, 
213, 226, 227, 258, 268, 284, 288, 

291, 297, 306, 319, 321, 325 

karmacaturtha, 206 n 

kalamdhi, 173 

kalpa, 57, 77, 206, 248, 283 

kalyana, 3, 6, 319 

kasaya, 128, 132, 150, 159 n 

kakavandhya, 249 

kancanara, 114 

kama, 135 

kamasastra, 296 

ka\ otsarga, 171 

kala, 129, 130 n 

kunaka, 120 11, 342 

kuxkutahi, 215, 215 n, 216 

ku£a, 64 n, 193 

kupodaka, 96 n 

kusmanda, 328 n 

krkalasa, 36 n 

ketaki, 14 

kevalin, 57 

kodanda, 73 n 

kaumudi, 210 

kaustubha, 82 

krodha, 150, 159 n 

krodhagara, 10 n 

ksama, 152 n 

ksanti, 159 n 

ksinamoha, 128, 129 

ksetraja, 88 n 

Khala, 176 

Gajadhvaja, 222 n 

gana, 323 

ganadhara, 59, 124, 154, 154 n, 

274, 324. 335 
ganabhrt, 54, 84, 105, 107, 132, 

148, 157, 160, 323 

gada, 340 

gandha, 130 n 
gaudharva, 184 

gama, 97 
garuda, 18, 79, 100, 118, 140, 185, 

291 
gandharagrama, 178, 296 

gufija, 96, 96 n 

gunasthana, 104, 128, 128 n, 129 n, 

158 

guru, 173, 207, 209, 240, 259, 284, 

2 88 

gurupasti, 16 n 

grhastha, 16 u 

gosirsa, 5, 39, 67, 94,112, 303, 314 

grahana, 339 

grahana&ksa, 251, 251 11 

gramaraga, 21, 296 

gramagama, 338 

Ghatikarma, 124, 132, 222, 247, 

251, 254, 267, 268, 269, 272, 318 

ghi, 87, 190 n, 341 

ghrtayom, 341 
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Cakra, 50, 52, 53, 53 n, 82, 83, 102, 

103, 104, 104 n, 105, 117, 122, 

123, 147, 164, 251, 265, 307, 309, 

310 n. 

cakradhara, 165 

cakrabhrt, 107, 164, 165, 305, 335 

cakravartin, 14, 107, 155, 158, 159, 

165, 166, 205, 226, 251, 269, 304, 

311, 314, 315, 316 

cakravaka, 14, 328 

caknn, 159, 165, 189, 190, 260, 

265, 269, 301, 308, 317, 335 

candrahara, 189 n 

camp aka, 72, 176 

cara, 97 

cataka, 280 

camara, 72 11 

cantra, 150 

citraka, 175 n 

dta, 175 n 

cestakalaya, 96 n 

caitya, 56, 105, 124, 148, 318 

cor, 43 n 

Chadmastha, 115 

Jagadana, 339 

jambd, 104 

jalla, 194 n 

jagara, 311, 339 

jati, 65 n 

jatiraga, 239 

jamvajjatiavallabha, 64 n 

3iva, 3, 9, 125, 126, 127, 254 

jfiana, 150 

jfiarun, 305 n 

jyotismatam patih, 57 n 

Jhagado, 339 

jhagara, 339 

Takra, 193 n ' 

tattva, 125, 126 

tattvajfiana, 339 

tadbala, 76 

tantru, 337 

tapas, 16 n 

tamala, 117 n, 341 

tapiccha, 117, 341 

talaputa, 204 

tmungila, 146 

tilaka, 2, 39, 114, 155, 307, 344 

tirtba, 6, 67, 94, 112, 226, 335 

tirthakrllinga, 283 n 

Dadbiparna, 148 

darbba, 214, 225 

dana, 16 n 

durdma, 85 n 

durva, 5, 286, 303 

devadusya, 8, 72, 94, 96, 112, 113, 

189, 283 n, 305 

devapuja, 16 n 

de4avirati, 128 

dravya, 129 

dvatrinsatkalyanaka, 290 

Dbattfira, 89 n, 168 

dharma, 2, 2 n, 6, 66, 85, 86, 87, 

88, 92, hi, 135 n, 156, 163, 164, 

170, 210, 227, 228, 261, 267, 280, 

290 

dharma, 129 

dharmacakra, 56 

dharmacakravala, 249 

dharmacaknn, 301, 308 

dharmalabha, 234, 248, 256, 271 

dharmasakati, 225 n 

dhataM, 317 

dbarana, 339 

dharana, 343 

dhlguna, 339 

Naksatra, 177 n 

nand!, 238 

namaskara, 171, 256, 318 
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nataka, no. 

mkadta, 213 n, 258 

nigoda, 127. 
mdana, 12, 77, 98, 116, 139, 206, 

226 

nirjara, 57, 58,106,106 n, 126, 131 

mrlobliata, 159 n 
nirvana, 60, 90, 108, 133, 161 

mvrtti, 129 n 

nivrttibadara, 128, 129, 129 n 
m.4amatsya, 47 n 

mm, 225 

Pagalam, 43 n 
pancasvapatsu, 88 n 

paramanu, 130 n 

paraloka, 337 
pangbenatha, 340 
paryapta, 128 n 

palya, 335 
patala, 176, 317 n 
patala, 84 
padapopagama, 230, 274 
parapatapanm, 121 n 
pudgala, 129 
puja, 166, 170, 171, 237, 238, 249, 

265, 269, 307, 327, 331 
purva (agama), 59,90,108,132,161, 

222, 222 n, 334 
purva, 151, 258 
pausadba, 214, 228, 291, 295 
prakrti, 80, 131 
pratima, 12, 218, 222, 234, 247, 

259, 272, 273, 274, 295, 296, 325 
pratisurya, 36 n 
pratyamogha, 340 
pratyakhyana, 150 
prade^a, 129, 130 n, 131 n, 132 
pramatta, 128 
pramattasamyata, 129 
prasantamoba, 128 
prastba, 59 
prasravana, 194 n 

prana, 127. 

prayasdtta, 341 

pnyangu, 138 
preksavat, 344 

Bakula, 176 

badbyate, 338 

banda, 202 n 

bandi, 202 n 

bandba, 126, 131 

bandba, 130 n 
balatapas, 224 

bimba, 191, 241 

Bbata, 218 n 

bbaktaccbanda, 193 
bbattaccbanda, 193 n 

bbadra, 105 
bbadra, 253, 253 n 

bbadra (-dantrn), 246 
bbavopagrabin, 254 
bbava, 156 n, 182 n 
bbi, 2, 337 
bhujadanda, 73 n 
bbuta, 213 
bhruna, 50 n 

Slakara, 124 
matsya, 47, 47 n, 89 n 
madagandba, 342 
madya, 89 n 
madbura, 292 n 
mantra, 41, 216 
marana, 337 
marali, 93 
maryada, 11 n 
maryadastbamavandhib, 10 n 
maryadikrtya, 120 n, 342 
mala, 194 n 
mallika, 176 
mansa, 89 n 
marnkya, 24 n 
matrgrba, 34 n 
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mana, 150, 159 n. 

maya, 150, 159 n 

margana, 128, 128 n 

mardava, 154, 159 n 

malura, 89 

mithyatvin, 128 n 

mithyadrstx, 128 

mi^radarsana, 128 

muktavali, 253, 253 n 

mukti, 159 n 

mukhyakala, 131 n 

mucukunda, 138 , 

mudra, 89 n 

mum, 175, 228 

muhurta, 128 

mulaguna, 63, 163, 234, 240, 318. 

maithuna, 89 n 

moksa, 59, 60, 90, 109,124, 150 

molia, 85 n 

maufiji, 155 

Yata, 37 

yati, 98 

yatidharma, 159 n, 226 

yatbapravrttikarana, 107 

yuvaraj, 278, 287, 288 

yoga, 150 

yogapata (°patta), 195, 195 n 

yogavat, 128, 129 n 

yojana, 4, 55, 189, 286, 307, 308, 

312, 313, 318 

yom, 127,127 n 

Ratnakara, 260 
ratnavali, 269 

rajahansa, 178, 235 

radham, 338 

radhavedha, 48 n 

rodhra, 138 

Eabdiu, 194 n 

lavali, 72, 96, 138, 233 

lala, 337 

lila, 156 n 

loka, 130 n 

lokapala, 260 

lobba, 150 

Vatacckaya, 96 n 

vanamala, 189 n 

vauda, 202 n 

varada, 84 

varalakas, 43 

vastra, 24 n 

vata, 144 

vataka, 144 

vardiu, 139 

vas anti, 72 

vidya, 31, 33, 38, 4°, 41. 45, 79, 
186, 202, 214, 215, 217, 218, 219, 

221, 222, 223, 226, 237, 266, 271 

vidyadevi, 265 

viprus, 193, 193 n 

vibhitaka, 227, 227 n 

vpnala, 95 

viratavirata, 128 

vuati, 166 n 

vista, 194 n 

vihayas, 129 

vrnda, 202 n 

vrsti, 24 n. 

vestayati, 337 

vaiknya, 65 n 

vaimamka, 268 

vyavahaxa, 127 

vyasana, 228 n 

Sakunagranthi, 327 

iagadi, 225 n 

£ankula, 68 n 
£atapaficaiatim, 218 n 

Sami, 119,119 n, 151. 

sarabha, 39, 39 n, 42, 119 

saiavacca^are, 169 

£a£avacchasare, 343 

£a£imala, 189, 189 n 
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£ardula, 175 n 
sasanadevata, 54, 84, 105, 124,148, 

324 

sastra, 79, 157, I59> 2II« 32° 
Sirisa, 3, 241, 317 

ritakale, 96 n 

stririisa, 339 

£ura, 218 n 
3esa, 30 n 

sallesi, 60 

£yama stri, 96 n 

£raddbana, 150 

Havana, 339 
2, 206, 337 

sridamagandaka, 305 

srivatsa, 66, 232 
svasaruci, 193 n 

Satkarma, 16 11 

sad]a, 65, 65 n 
sad]akai£ikl, 65 

Samyama, 16 n 
samvara, 125, 131 
samsara, 57, 58, 63, 70, 71, 85, 95, 

106, 124, 125, 150, 170, 193, 250, 
274, 288, 297, 304, 320 

sanjvalana, 150 
sati, 143 n 
sattakhutti, 142 

santosa, 159 n 
sandhi, 239, 241 n 
saptacchada, 141 
saptaparna, 177, 180, 342 
satnaya, 131 
samavasarana, 54, 55, 56, 84, 85, 

105,124,148,149,222,222 n, 251, 
253, 265, 272, 288, 296, 318, 319, 

324 
samudra, 139 

samyagmithyadrsti, 128 

sayogakevabn, 129 

sarva, 194 n 
sarvatobbadra, 253, 253 n 

sarvausadbi, 194 n 

sabakara, 176 

sabodara, 345 
sagara, 60, 62, 90, 107, 108, 139, 

161, 274, 290, 325 

sagaropama, 3 22, 52, 230 

sadhu, 2 n, 155, 226, 254, 285, 290, 

325 
sarasa, 167, 167 n 

sari, 143 n 
sasvadanasamyagdrsti, 128 

sinha, 339 

sinbamhkridita, 297 

siddha, 2 n 

siddhacaitya, 259 n 
siddhayatana, 259 n 

sinduvara, 176 
suksmasamparayaka, 128, 129 

skandha, 130 
stavanakanbbih, 72 n 
stuti, 6, 57, 67, 85, 94, 106, 112, 

125, 137, 149, 304, 319 
sthana, 2, 92, 111 
stbanaka, 65, 135, 284, 297 

stbaman, 11 n 
sthiti, 131 
smarta, 87 
svayamvara, 2, 31, 32, 45, 182, 

184, 254, 255 
svarna, 24 n 
svastika, 54, 135. 
svadhyaya, 16 n 

Hansa, 82, 120, 135, 172,178, 208, 

233 
bans!, 65, 66, 223 

1 hava, 156 n, 182 n 



ERRATA 

Page Eine Eor Read 

30 12 Antara0 Antara0 

48 n. 71 Jatayus Jatayus 

108 10 purvas purvas 

132 14 ocean ocean.” 

150 4 caritra caritra 

150 6 99 »> 

159 n. 220 maya maya 

194 n. 257 vista vista 

268 n. 322 1.9.18. 19.18 ff. 

352 26 dva° dva° 

ADDENDUM 

In 4 4.252 bhadrakatva has more of a technical 
meaning than is brought out in note 176. It is a disposi¬ 
tion toward right-belief, the slightest degree of right-belief. 
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SELECT OPINIONS 

Sylvain Levi: The Gaekwad’s Series is standing 

at the head of the many collections now pub¬ 

lished in India. 

Asiatic Review, London: It is one of the best 

series issued in the East as regards the get up of 
the individual volumes as well as the able 
editorship of the series and separate works. 

Presidential Address, Patna Session of the Oriental 

Conference: Work of the same class is being 

done in Mysore, Travancore, Kashmir, Benares, 
and elsewhere, but the organisation at Baroda 

appears to lead. 

Indian Art and Letters, London: The scientific 

publications known as the “ Oriental Series ” 
of the Maharaja Gaekwar are known to and 
highly valued by scholars in all parts of the 
world. 

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London: 

Thanks to enlightened patronage and vigor¬ 
ous management the “ Gaekwad’s Oriental 
Series” is going from strength to strength. 

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Kt.: The valuable Indian 
..————~ii - — ■ 

histories included in the “ Gaekwad’s Ori¬ 
ental Series” will stand as an enduring 
monument to the enlightened liberality of 
the Ruler of Baroda and the wisdom of his 
advisers. 

The Times Literary Supplement, London: These 

studies are a valuable addition to Western 
learning and reflect great credit on the 
editor and His Highness. 



GAEKWAD’S ORIENTAL SERIES 

4-f 

Critical editions of unprinted and original works of Oriental 

Literature, edited by competent scholars, and published 

at the Oriental Institute, Baroda 

1 

I. BOOKS PUBLISHED 
Rs A 

Kavyamimamsa (^rw^farpJT) * a work on poetios, by 
Rajasekhara (880-920 A D ) edited by C D Dalai 
and R Anantakrishna Sasfcry, 1916 Reissued, 1924 
Third edition, revised and enlarged, by K S Rama- 
swami Shastn, 1934, pp 52+314 . . 2-0 

2 Naranarayanananda ( ): a poem on the 
Pauramo story of Arj una and Krsna’s rambles on Mount 
Girnar, by Minister Vastupala edited by C D Dalai and 
R Anantakrishna Sastry, 1916, pp 11 + 92+12 Out of print 

3 Tarkasangraha (): a work on Philosophy 
(refutation of Vaisesika theory of atomio oreation), by 
Anandajnana or Anandagin (13th century) edited by 
T M Tnpathi, 1917, pp 36+142+13 . Out of print 

4 Parthaparakrama ( ): a drama descnbmg 
Arjuna’s recovery of the cows of King Virata, by 
Prahladanadeva, the founder of Palanpur edited by 
C D Dalai, 1917, pp 8+29 . Out of print 

5 Rastraudhavamia (Tnfte'cfv?:): an historical poem 
(Mahakavya) descnbmg the history of the Bagulas of 
Mayuragin, from Rastraudha, the ongmator to 
Narayana Shah, by Rudra Kan (A D 1596) edited 
by Embar Knshnamacharya, with Introduction by 
C. D Dalai, 1917, pp 24+128 + 4 .. Out of print 

6 Linganusasana (fwrgVTHvr): on Grammar, by Vamana 
(8th-9th century) edited by C D Dalai, 1918, 
pp 9+24 .. Out of print 

7 Vasantavilasa (): a contemporary histoncal 
poem (Mahakavya) descnbmg the life of Vastupala 
and the history of Gujarat, by Balaohandrasun 
(A D 1240) edited by 0 D Dalai, 1917, pp 16+ 
114+6 .. .. . Out of print 



2 

Rs A. 
8. Rupakasatka (): six dramas, by Yatsaraja, 

Minister of Paramardideva of Kalinjara (12tb-13th 
century). -edited by C D Dalai, 1918, pp 12+191 

Out of print 

9 Mohaparajaya (*?r?w^7): an allegorical drama de¬ 
scribing the overcoming of King Moha (Temptation), or 
the conversion of Kumarapala, the Chalukya King of 
Gujarat, to Jainism, by Yasahpala, an officer of King 
Ajayadeva, son of Kumarapala (A D 1229 to 1232) * 
edited by Mum Chaturvijayaji, with Introduction and 
Appendices by G D. Dalai, 1918, pp 32+135+20 Out of print 

10 HammTramadamardana^JrK^c+i^r): a drama glorrfy- 
mg the two brothers, Yastupala and Tejahpala, and their 
King Yiradhavala of Dholka, by Jayasimhasuri edited 
by C D. Dalai, 1920, pp 15+98 .. Out of print 

11 Udayasundarikatha (): a Campu, by 
Soddhala, a contemporary of and patronised by the 
three brothers, Chehittaraja, Kagarjuna, and Mum- 
muniraja, successive rulers of Konkan* edited by 
C D Dalai and Embar Knshnamacharya, 1920, 
pp 10+158+7 . . .. Out of print 

12 Mabavidyavidambana () : a work on 
Kyaya Philosophy, by Bhatta Yadlndra (13th century) • 
edited by M R. Telang, 1920, pp 44+189+7 .. 2-8 

13 Pracmagurjarakavysahgraha ( ray y): a 
collection of old Gujarati poems datmg from 12th 
to loth centuries AD edited by C D. Dalai, 1920, 
pp 140+30 .. .. .. Out of print 

14 Kumarapalapratibodha () : a bio¬ 
graphical work m Prakrta, by Somaprabhacharya 
(AD 1195) edited by Jmavijayap, 1920, pp 72+478 

Out of print 

15 Ganakarika (): a work on Philosophy 
(Pasupata School), by BhasarvajSa (10th century) 
edited by C D. Dalai, 1921, pp 10+57 .. .. 1-4 

16 Sangitamakaranda (): a work on Music, 
by Kara da: edited by M R Telang, 1920, pp 16+64 

' Out of print 

17 Kavlndracarya List ( ): list *of 
Sanskrit works in the collection of Kavlndracarya, 
a Benares Pandit (1656 A D ) edited by R Ananta- 
knshna Sastry, with a Poreword by Dr. Ganeanath 
Jha, 1921, pp 20+34 .. .. .. 0-12 

18 Varahagrhyasutra ; Yedic ritual of the 
Yajurveda: edited by Dr R Shamasastry, 1920, 
PP* 5+24 .. . .. Out of print 
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19 Lekhapaddhati : a collection of models of 
State and private documents (8th. to 15th centuries). 
edited by C D Dalai and G K Shngondekar, 1925, 
PP H+130 .. .. .2-0 

20 Bhavisayattakaha or Pancamikaha (^fw^w^T) : a 
romance in Apabhramsa language, by Dhanapala (c 
12th century) edited by C D Dalai and Dr P D 
Gime, 1923, pp 69+148+174 .. Out of punt 

21 A Descriptive Catalogue of the Palm-leaf and Im¬ 
portant Paper MSS. in the Bhandars at Jessal- 
mere ), compiled by C D 
Dalai and edited by L B Gandhi, 1923, pp 70+101 

* Out of print 
22 Para§uramakalpa8utra () • a work on 

Tantra, with the commentary of Ramesvara edited 
by A Mahadeva Sastry, 1923, pp 23+390 Second 
revised edition by Sakarlal Shastn .. Shortly 

23 Nityotsava (). a supplement to the Parasurama- 
kalpasutra,by Umanandanatha edited by A Mahadeva 
Sastry, 1923 Second revised edition by Trivikrama 
Tirtha, 1930, pp 22+252 Reprinted, 1948, pp 24+196 4-0 

24 Tantrarahasya () : a work on the Prabhakara 
School of PurvamlmamsS, by Ramanujacarya edited 
by Dr R Shamasastry, 1923, pp 16+84 Out of print 

25, 32. Samarangana (wcrsPt): a work on architecture, 
town-planning, and engineering, by King Bhoja of Dhara 
(11th century)* edited by T Ganapati Shastn, 2 vols , 
vol I, 1924, pp 39+290, vol II, 1925, pp 
16+324. .. .. Out of print 

26, 41 Sadhanamala (): a Buddhist Tantrio 
text of ntuals, dated 1165 AD, consisting of 312 
short works, composed by distinguished writers 
edited by Dr B Bhattacharyya Illustrated. 2 vols , 
vol I, 1925, pp 23+342 (out of print), vol II, 1928, 
pp 183+295 i . 8-0 

27, 96. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. m the Central 
Library*Baroda(q^Kirren^fa 12vols,vol I 
(Veda, Vedalaksana, and Upamsads), compiled by G K 
Shngondekar and K S Ramaswami Shastn, with a 
Preface by Dr B Bhattacharyya, 1925, pp 28+264, 
vol If (Srauta Sutras and Prayogas), compiled by K S 
Ramaswami Shastn, 1942, pp 18+95 (foka)+301 12—4 

28, 84. Manasollasa or Abhilasitarthacmtamani ( 
qjre) : an encyolopsedic work treatmg of one hundred 
different topics connected with the Royal household 
and the Royal court, by Somesvaradeva, a Chalukya 
king of the 12th century edited by G K Shngondekar, 
3 vols, vol I, 1926, pp 18+146, vol II, 1939, 
pp. 60+304 .. . • • • 7-12 
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29 Nalavilasa () : a drama, by Ramachandrasun, 
pupil of Hemachandrasuri, descnbmg the Pauranika 
story of * Nala and Dam ay anti edited by G K 
Shngondekar and L B Gandhi, 1926, pp 40+91 .. 2-4 

30,31 Tattvasangraha (cTrreip?): a Buddhist philo¬ 
sophical work of the 8th century, by Santaraksita, 
with Panjika by his disciple Kamalaslla edited by 
Pandit Embar Knshnam ach ary a, with a Eoreword 
by Dr B Bhattacharyya, 2 vols, 1926, vol I, 
pp 167+80+582; vol n, pp 4+353+102 Out of print 

33, 34 Mirat-i-Ahmadi (): by Ah Muham¬ 
mad Khan, the last Moghul Dewan of Gujarat* 
edited in the original Persian by Syed Nawab Ah, 
2 vols , illustrated, vol I, 1926, pp 416 , vol II, 1928, 
pp 632 .. .. .. .. . 19-8 

35 Manavagrhyasutra (): a work on Yedic 
ntual of the Yajurveda with the Bhasya of Astavakra 
edited by Ramakrishna Harshaji Sastn, with a Preface 
byB C Lele, 1926, pp 40+ 264 .. ..5-0 

36,68 Natyasastra (): of Bharata with'the com¬ 
mentary of Abhinavagupta of Kashmir • edited by 
M. Ramakrishna Kavi, 4 vols , vol I, illustrated, 
1926, pp 27+397 (out of print), vol II, 1934, 
pp 23+25+464 .. .. .. .. 6—0 

37 Apabhramsakavyatrayl (): consisting of 
three works, the Carcarl, Upadesarasayana, and 
Kalasvarupakulaka, by Jinadatta Suri (12th century), 
with commentaries • edited by L B. Gandhi, 1927, 
pp 124+115 . . .. .. 4-0 

38 Nyayapravesa (^mtw), Part I (Sanskrit Text) on 
Buddhist logic of Dninaga, with commentaries of 
Haribhadra Sun and Parsvadeva edited by A B 
Dhruva, 1930, pp 39+104 .. .. Out of print 

39 Nyayapravesa (to), Part II (Tibetan Text) 
edited with introduction, notes, appendices, etc by 
Vidhusekhara Bhattacharyya, 1927, pp 27+67 .. 1-8 

40 Advavavajrasangraha () • consisting of 
twenty short works on Buddhism, by Advavavajra * 
edited by Haraprasad Sastn, 1927, pp 39+68* .. 2-0 

42, 60 Kalpadrukosa () : standard work on 
Sansknt Lexicography, by Kes'ava edited by Ram- 
avatara Sharma, with an mdex by Shnkant Sharma, 
2 vols , vol. I (text), 1928, pp 64+485 , vol II (mdex), 
1932, pp 283 .. .. /. 14-0 
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43. Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement yfidvre) 

by All Muhammad Khan Translated into English 
from the original Persian by C N Seddon and Syed 
Nawab Ah Illustrated. Corrected reissue, 1928, 
pp 15+222 . . .. .6-8 

44 Two Vajrayana Works () : eomprismg 
Prajfiopayaviniscayasiddhi of Anangavajra and Jnana- 
siddhi of Indrabhuti edited by Dr B Bhattacharyya, 
1929, pp 21+118 . . 3-0 

45 BhavaprakaSana ( utwktsw ) • of 6aradatanaya, a 
work on Dramaturgy and Rasa {A D 1175-1250): 
edited by Yadugin Yatiraja and K S. Bamaswami 
Shastn, 1929, pp 98+410 .. 7-0 

46 Ramacarita () . of Abhmanda, Court poet 
of Haravarsa, probably the same as Devapala of the 
Pala Dynasty of Bengal (c 9th century A D ) edited 
by K S Ramaswami Shastn, 1929, pp 29+467 . 7-8 

47 NanjarajayaSobhusana (: by Nrsimha- 
kavi alias Abhinaya Kalidasa, a work on Sanskrit 
Poetics relating to the glorification of Nanjaraja, son of 
Vlrabhupa of Mysore edited by E Knshnamacharya, 
1930, pp 47+270 .. .5-0 

48 Natyadarpana (): on dramaturgy, by 
Ramacandra Sun with his own commentary edited 
by L B Gandhi and G K Shngondekar, 2 vols, 
vol I, 1929, pp 23+228 .. .. Out of print 

49. Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist Texts on Logic from Chinese 
Sources ( ): containmg the English 
translation of fiatatsastm of Aryadeva, Tibetan text and 
English translation of Vigraha-vydvartani of Nagarjuna 
and the re-translation into Sanskrit from Chinese of 
Upayahj-daya and TarkaJsastra, edited by Giuseppe 
Tucci, 1930, pp 30+40+32+77+89+91 .. 9—0 

50 Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement vftfine): 
Persian text givmg an account of Gujarat, by Ah 
Muhammad Khan edited by Syed Nawab Ah, 1,930, 
pp 254 .. .. 6-0 

61, 77, 108 Trisasti6alakapuru§acaritra (f^fewrar 
of Hemacandra translated into English with 

copious notes by Dr Helen M Johnson, 6 vols , vol. I 
(Adlsvaracantra), 1931, pp 19+530, illustrated, 
vol H, 1937, pp 22+396, vol 3H, 1949 .. . 53-0 - 

52 Dandaviveka (): a comprehensive Penal Code 
of the ancient Hindus by Vardhamana of the 15th 
century A D edited by Kamala Krishna Smrtitlrtha, 
1931, pp 34+380 . .. .. .8-8 
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53. Tathagataguhyaka or Guhyasamaja () : 
the earliest and tlie most authoritative work of the 
Tantra School of the Buddhists (3rd century A D ) 
edited by Dr B Bhattaeharyya, 1931, pp 39+210 .. 4-4 

54. Jayakhyasamhita (): an authoritative 
Panearatra work of the 5th century A.D. * edited by 
Pandit E Knshnamacharya of Vadtal, with a Foreword 
by Dr B. Bhattaeharyya, 1931, pp. 7S+47+454 .. 12-0 

55. Kavyalankarasarasamgraha (^n^fTwrwp).' of 
Udbhata with the commentary, probably the same 
as Edbhataviveka, of R-ajanaka Ttlaka (11th century 
AO.) edited by K. S Ramaswami Shastri, 1931, 
pp 48+62 .. ' .. .. .. 2-0 

56 Parananda Sutra (mcid5* ): an ancient Tantric 
work of the Hindus in Sutra form. edited by Swami 
Tnvikrama Tirtha, with a Foreword by Dr B Bhatta- 
charvya, 1931, pp 30+106 .. . .. 3-8 r 

57,69. Ahsan-ut-Tawarikh (^TWUTST-wa;-rrgTfr^): history 
of the Safawi Period of Persian History, 15th and 16th 
centuries, by Hasam-Rumlu edited by C N Seddon, 
2 vols. (Persian text and translation in English), 
vol. I, 1932, pp 36+510; vol. II, 1934, pp. 15+301 .. 19-8 

58 Padmananda Mahakavya (): giving the 
life-history of Rsabhadeva, the first Tirthankara of 
the Jamas, by Amarachandra Kavi of the 13th 
century edited by H. R Kapadia, 1932, pp 99+667 14-0 

69. Sabdaratnasamanvaya (): an interesting 
lexicon of the Nanartha class in Sanskrit, compiled 
by the Maratha King Sahaji of Tanjore: edited by 
Yitthala Sastfl, with a Foreword by Dr B Bhatta- 
charyya, 1932, pp. 31+605 .. .. .. 11-0 

61,91,104. SaktisangamaTantra (-stfkww^): comprising 
four books on Kali, Tara, Sundari, and Cbhmnamasta * 
edited by Dr B. Bhattaeharyya, 4 vols., vol. I, 
Kalikhanda (^ii+!^,n:), 1932, pp 13+179 (out of print), 
vol II, Tarlkhapda (enwrap), 1941, pp 12+271; 
vol III, Sundarlkhanda 1947, pp 
15+146 .. .. .. .. 6-0 

62. Prajnaparamitas (wsrrvTCfmTT) commentaries on the 
Prajnaparamita, a Buddhist philosophical work 
edited by Giuseppe Tucci, 2 vols., vol I, Abhi- 
6amayalahkaraloka of Haribhadra, 1932, pp 55+589 12-0 

63 Tarikh-i-Mubarakhshahi (mfus-T-'g^K^rsir?!): con¬ 
temporary account of the kings of the Saiyyid Dynasty 
of Delhi: translated into English from original Persian 
hy Kama! Krishna Basu, with a Foreword by Sir 
Jadunath Sarkar, 1932, pp 13+299 .. 7-8 

64. Siddhantabindu (fh^Tmf^^) : on Vedanta philosophy, 
hy Madhusudana Sarasvatl, with the commentary of 
Puru^ottama edited by P C. Divanii, 1933, 
pp. 142+93+306 .. .. .. ii_o 
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65 I§tasiddhi (Tefafe): on Vedanta philosophy, by 
Vimuktatma, disciple of Avyayatma, with the author’s 
own commentary edited by M Hiriyanna 1933 
pp 36+697 . .. 5 

66, 70, 73, 103 Shabara-Bhasya () • on the 
Mimamsa Sutras of Jaimini translated into English 
by Dr. Ganganath Jha, in 3 vols , 1933-1936, vol I, 
pp 15+705, vol. II, pp 20+708, vol m, pp 28+ 
1012, Index by Dr Umesha Mishra, 1945, pp 6+29 .. 

67. Sanskrit Texts from Bali (). comprismg 
rehgious and other texts recovered from the islands of 
Java and Bah edited by Sylvarn Levi, 1933, 
pp 35+112 

71. Narayana Sataka (): a devotional poem, 
by Vidyakara, with the commentary of Pltambara 
edited by Shnkant Sharma, 1935, pp 16+91 

• 

72 Rajadharma-Kaustubha (): an elaborate 
Smrti work on Rajadharma, by Anantadeva edited 
by Kamala Krishna Smrtitlrtha, 1935, pp 30+506 .. 

74 Portuguese Vocables in Asiatic Languages ( 
) . translated mto English from Portuguese 

by A X Soares, 1936, pp 125+520 

76. Nayakaratna (vn ): a commentary on the 
Nyayaratnamala of Parthasarathi Mi§ra, by Ramanuja of 
the Prabhakara School edited by K S Ramaswami 
Shastn, 1937, pp 69+346 

76 A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Jain Bhan- 
dars at Pattan () : edited from 
the notes of the late 0 D Dalai by L B Gandhi, 
2 vols , vol I, 1937, pp 72+498 

78 Gapitatilaka (): of Srlpati, with the com¬ 
mentary of Simhatilaka, a non-Jam work on 
Arithmetic with a Jam commentary edited by H R 
Kapadia, 1937, pp 81+116 

79 The Foreign Vocabulary of the Quran (f : 
showing the extent of borrowed words in the sacred 
text, compiled by Arthur Jeffery, 1938, pp 15+311 .. 

80, 83 Tattvasangraha (): of Santaraksita with 
the commentary of Kamala&Ila translated mto English 
by Dr Ganganath Jha, 2 vols , vol I, 1937, pp 8+739, 
vol II, 1939, pp 12+854 

81. Hamsa-vilasa : of Hamsa Mitthu on 
mystic practices and worship edited by Swann 
Tnvrkrama Tirtha and Hathibhai Shastn, 1937, 
pp. 13+331 

Rs A. 

14-0 

49-0 

3- 8 

2-0 

10-0 

12-0 

4- 8 

8-0 

4-0 

12-0 

37-0 

5-S 
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82 Suktimuktavali (^TwidYRR^'): on Anthology, of 
Jalhana, a contemporary of King Krsna of the 
Northern Yadava Dynasty (A D 1247) * edited by E. 
Knshnamaeharya, 1938, pp. 66+463+85 .. .. 11—0 

85 Brhaspati Smrti (): a reconstructed text 
of the now lost work of Brhaspati: edited by K. V. 
Rangaswami Aiyangar, 1941, pp. 186+546 .. 15-0 

86 Parama-Samhita (): an authoritative work 
of the Pancharatra system * edited by S Krishnaswami 
Aiyangar, 1940, pp 45+208+230 . - • • 8-0 

87 Tattvopaplava (tpsftwr) : ’ a masterly criticism of the 
opimons of the prevailing Philosophical Schools by 
Jayarali* edited by Sukhalalji Sanghavi and ft C. 
Pankh, 1940, pp 21+144 .. » .. 4-0 

88,105 Anekantaj ay ap ataka (^^riwrervVriT^T): ofHaribhadra 

Sun (8th century A D.) with his own commentary and - 
Tippanaka by Mumchandra, the Guru of Vadideva 
Sun edited by H E Kapadia, in 2 vols , voL I, 1940, 
pp 32+404, Yol H, 1947, pp 128+344+28 .. 28-0 

89. Sastradipika () a well-known Mlmamsa 
work* the Tarkapada translated into English by D 
Venkatramiah, 1940, pp 29+264 .. .. 5-0 

90 Sekoddesatika (mfiftvjwNT). a Buddhist ritualistic 
work of Naropa describing the Abhiseka or the initiation 
of the disciple to the mystic fold edited by Dr Mano 
Carelh, 1941, pp 35+78 .. .. .. 2-8 

92,98, 100, 101, 102, 106 Krtyakalpataru of 
Laksmidhara, Minister of King Govmdacandra of 
Kanauj, one of the earliest Law Digests : edited by K 
V. ftangaswami Aiyangar, 12 vols , Yol I, Brahma can- 
Kanda (), 1948, pp 100+328, Rs 11, vol 
Y, Dana-kanda ), 1941, pp 16+129+415, 
Rs 9; vol YI3L, Tirtha-vivecana-kapda ( 

1943, pp 92+301, Rs 8, vol. XI, 
Rajadharma-kanda 1944, pp 95+273, 
Rs 10; vol XU, Grhastha-kanda (TZW^rrw), 1944, 
pp 20+132+512, Rs 12, vol XIV, Mok?akanda 

1945, pp 62+355, Rs 12 .. 62-0 

93 Madhavanala-Kamakandala (): a 
romance m old Western Raj as th am, by Ganapati, 
a Kayastha from Amod: edited by M R Majumdar, 
m 2 vols , voh I, 1942, pp 134.54.509 .. .. 10-0 

94 Tarkabhasa ( <t+htvt ): a work on Buddhist Logic, by 
Mok$akaxa Gupta of the Jagaddala monastery edited 
with a Sanskrit commentary by Embar Knshan- 
macharya, 1942, pp 7+114 . 2-0 
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95. Alamkaramahodadhi (): on Sanskrit 
Poetics composed by Narendraprabha Sun at the 
request of Munster Vastupala in 1226 AI> edited 
by L B Gandhi, 1942, pp 45+418 (with 2 plates) „. 7-8 

97 An Alphabetical List of MSS. in the Oriental Insti¬ 
tute, Baroda ( *-1-4*1 ) * compiled from the exist- 
mg card catalogue by Raghavan Nambiyar, 2 vols , 
vol I, 1942, pp 12+742 . . 9-0 

99. Vivada Cintamani (f^r^f^prrwfvr) of Yaehaspati Mi&ra 
an authoritative Smrti work on the Hindu Law of 
Inheritance. translated into English by Sir Ganganath 
Jha, 1943, pp 28+348 .. 10-4 

107 Pancapadika (w’Tff^iT) : the famous Vedanta work of 
Padmapada, a direct disciple of Sankara cary a trans¬ 
lated mto English with copious notes and a detailed 
conspectus by the late D Venkataramiah of Banga¬ 
lore, 1948, pp 46+414 .. .. 17-0 

109 Ni?pannayogavall () • describing 26 man- 
dalas or magic circles with full descriptions of more 
than 600 deities of the Buddhist pantheon, written by 
Abhayakaragupta of the VikramaSlla monastery edited 
by Dr B Bhattacharyya, 1949, pp 90+94+16 . 7-0 

n. BOOKS IN THE PRESS 

1. NatyaSastra (imsjvpfrf): edited by M. Ramakrishna 
Kavi, 4 vols , vol III. 

2 DvadaSaranayacakra (■'ql^vu'C^wai): an ancient 
polemical treatise of Mallavadi Sun, with a commentary 
by Simhasuri Gam edited by Caturvijayap and con¬ 
tinued after his death by L B Gandhi 

3 Krtyakalpataru ( asspfiWfTC ): of Lak$midhara, Minister 
of Kmg Govmdachandra of Kanauj edited by K V 
Rangaswami Aiyangar, Kandas, Niyatakala, Sraddha, 
Suddhi and Vyavahara 

4. Samrat Siddhanta (): the well-known 
work on Astronomy of Jagannatha Pandit critically 
edited with numerous diagrams by Kedar Nath, 
Raj]yotisi 

5 Aparajitaprccha (): a voluminous work 
on architecture and fine-arts edited by P A Mankad 

6. Parasurama Kalpa Sutra () a work on 
Hindu Tantra, with commentary by Rameivara second 
revised edition by Sakarlal Shastn 

7 Hetubmdutika commentary of Areata on 
the famous work of JDharmakirti on Buddhist logic 
edited from a smgle MS discovered at Pattan by > 
Sukhalalji Sanghavi 
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8 Gurjararasavall (): a collection of several 
old Gujarati Rasas edited by B. K Tbakore, M D. 
Desai, and M G Modi 

9 Dhurtasvami Bhasya on the Srauta Sutra of Apastamba 
edited by Chinnaswami Shastn, vol. I. 

10 Nitikalpataru (): tbe famous Niti work of 
K§emendra • edited by Sardar K M Pamkkar 

11 Madana Maharnava (): a Smrti work 
principally dealing witb the doctrine of Earmavipaka 
composed during the reign of Mandhata, son of 
Madanapala edited by Embar Knshnamacharya. 

12 Rihla of Ibn Batuta translated into' English with 
*■ critical notes by Dr Agha Mehdi 

13 Trisasti§alakapurusacaritra (): of 
Hemacandra: translated mto English by Dr. Helen 
Johnson, 5 vols , vol IV 

14 An Alphabetical List of MSS. in the Oriental Insti¬ 
tute, Baroda compiled from the exist¬ 
ing card catalogue by Raghavan Nambiyar, 2 vols, 
vol. n. 

HI. BOOKS UNDER PREPARATION. 
<* 

1" Paramananda Tantra () an authoritative 
work of Hmdu Tantnc School, edited by H. O Shastn 
of Lakhtar, Kathiawad 

2 Saktisangama Tantra (-sifsiwncpw) compnsmg four 
books on Kali, Tara, Sundari, and Chhmnamasta 
edited by Dr B Bhattacharyya, 4 vols , vol IV 

3. Natyadarpana (): introduction in Sansknt on 
the Indian drama, and an examination of the problems 
raised by the text, by L B Gandhi, 2 vols , vol II 

4 Krtyakalpataru () one of the earliest 
Nibandha works of Lak§mldhara edited by E V 
Rangaswami Aiyangar, 14 vols , vols Vil-X, XIII 

6 A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental 
Institute, Baroda (): compiled 
by the Library Staff, 12 vols , vol HI (Smrti MSS ) 

6 Manasollasa (nwreWra )* or Abhilafitarthacintamani * 
edited by G. K Shngondekar, 3 vols , vol IH 

‘ I Mirat-i-Ahmadi: the Persian text translated into 
English by Dr. Syed Mujtaba Ah, 2 vols. 



8 Chhakkammuvaeso ( w%**j«ui*Ti): an Apabhraxnsa work 
of the Jams contammg didactic rehgious teachings 
edited by L B Gandhi 

9 Anu Bhasya (): a standard work of the 
Suddhadvaita School translated mto English by G. H 
Bhatt 

10 A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Jain Bhan- 
dars at Pattan () • edited from 
the notes of the late C D. Dalai by L B Gandhi, 
2 vols , vol II 

11 Natyasastra (srrersu^?) of Bharata with the com¬ 
mentary of Abhinava Gupta second revised edition 
by K S Ramaswami Shastn, vol I 

12 Natyasastra (stpstot^O of Bharata with the com¬ 
mentary of Abhinava Gupta edited by M Rama- 
krishna Kavi, 4 vols , vol IV 

13 Pancami Mahatmya (ipsfftn N loRJ) a Jam rehgious 
work edited by Pandit L B Gandhi, Jam Pandit 

14 Rasasangraha () a collection of 14 old Gujarati 
Rasas, composed in the 16th and 16th centuries 
edited by M R Majumdar 

15 Parasikakosasangraha (vi) a collection 
of four Persian Sanskrit lexicons edited by K M. 
Zaven and M R Majumdar 

16 Shivaji Charitra () a Sanskrit account of 
King Sambhaji edited by D Y Potdar 

17 Kalacakra Tantra (^T^r^rr^) the fiist book of the 
Kalacakra School attached to the Mahayana System of 
Buddhism edited by Dr B Bhattachaiyya 

18 Smrtisara (gifttwk) an interesting digest of Hindu 

Law edited by Mahamahopadkyaya Dr Umesha 
Mishra 

For further particulars please communicate 
with— 

The Director, 

Oriental Institute, Baroda 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

THE GAEKWAD’S STUDIES IN RELIGION AND 

PHILOSOPHY. 
Rs. A. 

The Comparative Study of Religions. [Contents 
I, the sources and nature of religious truth. II, super¬ 
natural beings, good and bad III, the soul, its nature, 
origin, and destiny IV, sin and suffering, salvation 
and redemption. V,'religious practices VI, the emo¬ 
tional attitude and religious ideals] by Alban G 
Widgery, M A , 1922 .. .. .. 15-0 

Goods -and Bads: being the substance of a senes of 
talks and discussions with H H the Maharaja Gaekwad 
of Baroda [Contents . introduction I, physical values 
II, intellectual values m, aesthetic values IV, 
moral value V, religious value VT, the good life, its 
umty and attainment] by Alban G. Widgery, M A , 
1920. (Library edition Rs 5) .. .. 3-0 

Immortality and other Essays : [Contents I, philo¬ 
sophy and life II, immortality III, morality and 
rehgion IV, Jesus and modem culture .V, the 
psychology of Christian motive VI, free Catholicism 
and nou-Chnstian Religions VII, Nietzsche and 
Tolstoi on Morahty and Rehgion VIII, Sir Oliver 
Lodge on science and rehgion IX, the value of con¬ 
fessions of faith X, the idea of resurrection XI, 
rehgion and beauty XU, rehgion and history 
XIII, principles of reform m rehgion]* by Alban G. 
Widgery, MA, 1919. (Cloth Rs 3) .. . 2-0 

4 Confutation of Atheism : a translation of the Hadis-i- 

Halila or the tradition of the Myrobalan Eruit trans¬ 
lated by Vali Mohammad Chhanganbhai Momin, 1918 .. 0-14 

MISCELLANEOUS 

1. Conduct of Royal Servants : being a collection of verses 
from the Vlramitrodaya with then translations in 
English, Gujarati, and Marathi by B Bhattacharyya, 
M A., Ph.D. .. .. .. .. 0-6 

2 Prayaschittamayukha (Marathi tr ) by Amapure $-4 

3 Dighanikaya (Marathi tr ), Pt I. by C. V. Raj wade 1—8 

4 Paschimatva Pakashastra (m Marathi) * by Ganga- 
naik .. . .. 4_8 

5 Nyayashastra (m Marathi) . by M K Damle 1-0 

6 Gaekwad Cenotaphs . an account of the numerous 
cenotaphs dedicated to the past rulers of the Gaekwad 
family, by Mrs Taramati Gupte, printed m art paper 
with numerous illustrations . .. _ 12-0 
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